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PREFACE

\'his thesis is based on research which I carried out during the period

1980 - 1984 in the Durban Metropolitan Area. Unless specifically indi

cated to the contrary in the text, therefore, all the data presented and

conclusions reached are my own original work.
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the costs involTed, and my grateful thanks extend also ,t o all who have

giTen of their time and talents to assist in various ways with the research;
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_ the Director of FAMSA in Durban, Mrs Simone Baverey, for penni.tting
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- other fomer colleagues at FAMSA, especially Mrs Linda Motsemm.e and

Ms Beauty Zungu, both of whom gave me extensive practical assistance

. vith tieldworkr

- the officials Gf the Department of Co-operation and Development,

including the North Eastern Divorce Court, and the Kwa Zulu govem-

ment, for their assistance with permits, for allowing me access to

their records, and for answering my innumerable questions;

,

- Ms Anita Craig of the Department of Psychology, University of Natal,

for so kindly allowing me to make use of high school essays she had

collected for research purposes;

."

- Professor Michael Olmesdahl of the Department of Public Law, University

of Natal, tor giving with unfailing )B.tience ma:ny hours of his time

to deal with rq multitude of queries on legallDatters, and for reading
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and comment1ng on the draft of the chapter which deals with legal

aspects of marriage;

- my supervisor, Professor Eleanor Preston-Whyte, for her encouragement,

her readiness to be of assistance at all times, and her expert guidance;

- all who assisted with translations from Zulu to English, including

Messrs. Paulus Zulu and Jeff Thomas;

- my husband Henri for his practical assistance, and to him and our

children for their patience and support during the lengthy, and for

them often trying, period of fieldwork and writing up;

- lastly, but not least, to all rrry informants, who gave so generously

of their time, and who entered into the spirit of the research with

such interest, often going out of their way to assist in answering

questions, offering suggestions and extending hospitality.
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INTRODUCTION

'When fUture historians consider the history of marriage and
divorce in the western world, they will point to the period
from 1960 to 1980 as providing the most extraordinary volte
~ since the Fall of the Roman Empire •••••••••• '

Turner,1980:131

The above quotation, though doubtless something of an overstatement,

reflects the growing interest and attention which the subjects of marriage

and divorce have received from academics, lawyers, legislators and the

general public of the western world in recent years. Following on the

so-called sexual revolution of the 1960' s. a changing social climate has

led to increased acceptance, if not approval, of practices such as couples

(ii ving together without going through a marriage ceremony, and an ever-
I

;vl j1' \ increasing number of divorces. Confronted with this open flouting of
\
deeply-ingrained ideas about the sanctity of marriage, some commentators

,have expressed doubts about whether marriage as an institution will sUrvive
.j!
,' 1 ~ and , if it does, in whioh sort of form (Eekelaar and Katz, 1980).

South Africa has not esoaped the critical re-appraisal of the institution

of marriage whioh ls occurring elsewhere• . Aoceptance of the high incidence

vbf divorce as a painful fact of life has led to attempts to at least
AI

I

iameliorate the trauma by facili tating ~ural dissolution, vith the Passing

lOf the 1979 Divorce Act, and reoently the Hoexter Commission has inquired

into the feasibility of instituting family courts to deal with divorce-
\

1related matters. On 1 November, 1984, the Matrimonial Property Act of

1984, designed to ensure a more equitable distribution of property in

2wh!te marriages, came into force. . Even the local agency whioh offers

marital oounselling servioes has, mindfUl of the times, amended its

Constitution to include, amongst its varied objectives 'To provide a
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"

fconfidential and counselling service for people who have difficulties in,i.,
•lthei r marriage. or ~ other pers2nal relati!lJ1Shipe I (PAMSA C!lJ1Stitution.

as amended, May, 1981; my italics).

If marriage as it exists amongst whites in the western world is in a state

of considerable nux, what of black marriage? What sort of influence have

/changi ng economic, polit~cal, religious and legal circumstances had on this

0/<~titution? Has it also been affected by the changing conceptions about
I

the nature and permanency of marriage which are preval'ent in the western

world1

It is against such a background that this present study should be seen.

In view of the dearth of recent local research in this area, the aim at ,

the outset was to obtain a broad overview of the present state of black

marriage and divorce, exploring issues such as whether marriage is still

J(f i ewed as an institution of central importance in the lives of blacks, the

Leort of expectations it engenders, the extent to which cultural norms and

("J ~
):/ \values rooted in the past have been influenced by: those derived from western

I
\.~ulture, and the frequency with which divorce occurs.

Following contemporary anthropological usage, . as well as the l.anguage of

m.a.ny of my info~ts, I have used the term 'black' in this study to refer

to those South Africans of an 'African' as a.ga.1nst an 'Indian' origin

(Mayer,1980; van der Vliet,1982; Preston-Why'te,1982). From ananthropo-

•logical point of view, the overwhelming majority of persons referred to

would be classified as Nguni; the majority were Zulu-speaking, but many

Xhosa-speakers were included. A few were Shangane or Bhaca, who spoke

Zulu in addition to their native tongue, were married to Zulu-speakers,

and appeared generally integrated into the largely Zulu-speaking community

in which they 1ived. A small minority were of Sotho-Tswana origin.



,
Inter-oultural differences (e. g. regarding exogamy rules) will be mentioned

if applioable and, when specific comparisons are made between what is

happening now and what is said to have happened in the past, referenoes

will be primarily those on the local (Natal)Nguni.

The universe from which informants were drawn, and the oase material used,

oomprised those black persons living and/or working in what is roughly

the greater metropolitan area of Durban, some of which area falls politi

oally into South Afrioa (or, more specifioally, Natal)., and some into Kwa

ZUlu. In terms of central government policy, South Africa has been divided

into various National States, to which blacks are assigned in terms of

criteria.laid down in the Citizenship Act of 1970. All of these National.

States are destined to ultimately achieve independence from South Africa.

Some,such as the Transkei, Ciskei and Bophuthatswana, have already

accepted independence. The movement of blacks between rural and urban

areas is governed by legislation, and the ways in which this restrictive

legislation affects marriage are detailed in the course of this study,

particularly in Chapter 7 (Residence Patterns). Some of the legislation

affecting marriage differs according to whether an individual lives in

Kwa Zulu or in Natal, because of changes made by the Kwa Zulu government

to codified customary law; these differences will be pointed out where

applicable.

Those persons involved in this study, ;l1 though based in and around Durban,

varied in the degree to which they had urban roots. Some had been born

in townships, and had . lived there all their lives, yet usually had regular

contact with their country kin. Many had been born in country areas, yet

considered the Durban area their home, in that they were working and living

there with their families. Others could be better described as migrants,

in that their sojourn in the city was merely to earn a living, such as
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domestic workers who were 'living in' at their places of employment, and

whose homes and most significant kinship ties were in country areas.

l3efore describing the methods used to select informants and gather infor-

mation, I consider it necessary to describe in detail ~ own premises,

particularly about man, society and culture, some of which, as Sme1ser

(1916:48) points out are

....,;. '

' -.' .
' f'j: _. • .. "

'philosophic or paradigmatic••••••• they deal with first
assumptions about the nature and source of . ~mpirical

knowledge, assumptions that are rooted in articles of
conviction or faith and are not easily settled on
empirical grounds'.

There are various important reasons for making one's premises explicit.

Firstly, there is their role in the choice of theory: Al though I endeavoured

during the research to let theory 'emerge' from the data collected (Glaser

and Strauss,1961:40), the inevitability of an a priori orientation is

acknowledged, insofar as it plays an important part in the selection and

arrangement of the material; as Pelto says (1910:11) 'atheoretical descrip

tion is not logically possible'. Reichaxdt and Cook (1919:1;) point out

that 'modern philosophers of science largely agree that all facts are imbued

with theory, and so are at least partly subjective'. One's theoretical

proclivities are particularly noticeable in one's approach to BUbject matter,

and in the way basic concepts are defined, definitions of marriage, as Pelto

remarks (i970:28) often being a pr~ example.

One's values as an anthropologist, like the. theory selected, are also

related to one's philosophical premises (see, e.g. Ritzer, 1915:10 who,

following on Kuhn, discusses the ideological basis of the competitition

over paradigms), and it Beems gene~ly acknowledged now in the social

8cien~es that, no matter how carefully concealed, ideological factors

influence social scientists.;
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The methodology used, as well as depending largely on the field of study

and practical constraints, is also connected with basic premises (Pelto,

1970:93; Reichardt and Cook, 1979:9). Smelser, who notes (1976:39) that

'selection involves preconception' points out that even Durkheim, for all

his emphasis on objectivity, implicitly acknowledged the role of selectivit,y.

Outside of a purely behaviouristic approach, there is a great deal of agree-

ment that complete objectivity is impossible to achieve; recognition of

subjective factors, and a constant striving for awareness of one's own

biases and shortcomings, are important factors in the anthropologist's

attempts to be as objective as possible. It is recognized that one's own

background, personality and experience intrude into the research situation

(Phillips, 1971:53; Gans,1968:308; Webb et al,1966:139), and I feel I should

mention that I have spent several years as a social worker involved in

marriage counselling, and have undergone rigorous training in interviewing,

and close supervision in the counselling situation.

I agree with Phillips (1911:53) and Kapferer (1916:3) that there is a

need to make one's model of man explicit; how one views man has important

implications for fieldwork and for one's model of society, insofar as the

role of man in shaping the society he lives in, and in creating culture,

is concerned. Such a model relates to one's philosophical assumptions and,

in my own case, is also 'grounded' (Glaser and Strauss, 1961) in experience.

In much anthropological literature the model of man has been implicit, but
•

recently transactional analysis has posited a 'maximising man' driven by

a profit motive. Having closely observed individuals from a psychological

point of view, I cOlud not accept a model of man developed by a cyber.n~ti-

cist, and my own model of man corresponds in some respects to that of

Phillips (1971:54):-

i) Although I accept the view that man is basically self-centred, I

reject the supposition that he is necessarily always driven by hope
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of gain, as suggested by anthropologists such as Ba.rth (Kapferer,

19761~). I consider such aview too simplistic and rational, tor

rrry own observations have taught me that human motivation is extremely

complex;

ii) As recognized by Malinowski (1960), human needs are extremely

important. In addition to basic physiological needs man also has

psychic needs, such as the need for social approval; however, I

agree with Phillips's criticism of Goffman (Phillips,1971:54) that

although the individual is influenced by the~ he thinks others

have of him it is not always his central concern. Another psychic

need is for mastery, or achievement, which is closely related to

self-esteem. As recently acknowledged .Ln anthropological literature

(Kapferer,1916; Comaroff and Boberts,198l) meaning is crucial to

man. I do not accept, however, that all institutions can be ex

plained solely in terms of human needs, or any other form of psycho

logical reductionism, but I do believe that some forms of institution

are more successful than others in meeting human needs adequately;

iii) Man is essentially 'free' to choose amongst various alternatives,

but not in a completely indeterminate sense·, tor there are limitations

and constraints imposed by society. However, because ' a great deal

of human behaviour is learnt, many ways of perceiving and acting

can become habitual, giving the ).m.pression that human nature is very

plastic; I suggest that the extent to which the individual is

'moulded' by society may be overemphasised by some perspectives,

such as that which presents an 'over-socialised' conception of man

(Wrong, 1961), for, important as societal norms and values are,

the relationship between man and society is dialectical, and 'man

is both the product and producer of his social environment'

(Mitche11,1978:~6).
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The social environment in Wich the present study is situated is the

culturally heterogeneous society of South Africa. AnthropOlogists have

traditionally studied 'societies' or 'cultures', depending on their own

background and orientation, an approach which is generally inadequate in

modern, urban settings. Al though I am concerned with black marriage as a

cultural institution, it seemed at the outset of my research that it would .
.

be extremely unlikely that I would find, in a predominantly western setting,

one particul~ manifestation of this phenomenon - if, ~eed, it had ever

existed (Krige,19,6:vi mentions regional differences). My aim was rather

to find out the extent to which .ous t oms described in the ;literature, or

perceived by informants as being 'traditional', still existed, and whether 't-:

there were various ,' model s ' of marriage, which models would depend on

variables such as geographical background, age, status in society etc.

I was also naturally interested, as already mentioned, in the extent to

which western norms and values had impinged on conceptions and practices

surrounding marriage. It is now necessary for me to clarify what I mean

by the terms 'culture', 'institution', 'marriage' and 'society'.

Culture may be defined in comprehensive terms, as including behaviour and

artefacts, as, for example, the classic anthropological definition of

Tylor (Herskovits,1947:11). However, I prefer to use it in an 'idealistic'

or 'mentalist' sense, as pertaining to 'a set of stand.a:L'ds of perceiving,

believing, evaluating, communicating' ~d acting' (Goodenough,1970: 99) or

'abstract patterns of and for living and dying' (Johnson,1960:82). It is,

as Johnson continues,

'abstract in the sense that it is manifested in behaviour and
in the results of behaviour but is neither the behaviour
itself nor the tang!ble results. Since culture must be
inferred from observation of uniform!ties in behaviour, it
is to some extent an imperfect, or approximate, construct
of the observer'.

~82

Thus cultu:re can only be studied through individual understandings of it,

i.e. in the present situation, individual. 'models' of 'traditional' or
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contemporary black, or white, culture. It is treated as if it were a

'thing', a 'social taot', in the Durkheimian sense (Mitchell,1978:98).

Culture gives direction and meaning to behaviour, and gives rise to the

manufacture of material objects, or artefacts, such as Nguni grass mats

as distinct from western-type goods.

Institutions, like culture, may be defined in comprehensive terms to

include the behaviour of persons, their material equipment, as well as

ideas, ~ as an 'abstract pattern in the structure of .aocdaf relations',

both of which usages are 'deeply rooted in social science tradition'

(Parsons,l957:59). The aim of this study is to describe the institution

of marriage in the first-mentioned, comprehensive, sense, whilst attempt-

ing to extract the abstract cultural patterns which could be seen as

typically 'black' as opposed to 'white', and 'western' in origin.

~ A definition of marriage is problematic. Although it is said to exist

in some form or another in all human societies, any attempt to arrive at

a definition which can be universally applied seems doomed to failure, and

one has to""agree with Leach (1961:105) that 'all universal definitions of

marriage are ' Tain'. Mu.cb would depend on the perspective from which

I marriage was viewed, which would differ from one society to the next;

cUffering persll:e.'pj;iye~ might also be ' found. between different groups in a

complex Bociev: For examp1e"as asocial institution it is concerned with

procreation and companionship, from a ).egal point of view it involves various

'rights', in religious terms it might be conceived as a sacrament, and

politically as a way of forming alliances.

Within anthropology, researchers and writers usually approach the definition

from their own theoretical perspectives; e.g. Gluckman (1971), Goody (1962)

and Fortes (1962) would see marriage primarily in jural terms, Comaroff

(1980) would be concerned with meaning, and Riviera's emphasis (1971) would

be on underlying structural principles.
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The oft-quoted definition from Notes and Qaeries in Anthropologr (1951),

1.e. •A union between a man and a woman such that children born to the

woman are recognized, legitima.te offspring of both partners' is, as

Leach (1961:105;1911:939) points out, inadequate. Such a definition is

too narrow to include an institution such as fraternal polyandry, or those

unions which may, for various reasons, be childless. As .Leach points out,

the term 'legitimate offspring' needs further clarification, because what

constitutes 'legitimacy' varies greatly from one society to another (1961:101).

Also, marriages do not necessarily take place only between men and women, as,

e.g. in the case of the woman-ta-woman marriage which occurs in Africa.

Riviere (quoted by Krige,1914:12) attempts to overcome this problem by

defining marriage as a 'socially approved and recognized relationship between

the concepbuaf roles of male and female'. However, even this definition is

challenged by Krige (1914::32), who points out that amongst the Lovedu & '

woman may marry another in her role as a 'mother-in-law', i.e. she does not

assume a male role. Leach's example of a form of marriage between men and

boys, where both roles are conceptualised as male, which occurs amongst

inhabitants of the Swab Oasis (Leach,1980:210) would also seem to contradict

such a definition as Riviere's (not to mention, of coUrse, contemporary

homosexual unions in the western world).

Other criteria which appear to have universal applicability in defining

marriage are the existence of a sexual~lationship and social approval.

Sexual relations are generally central to marriage and, in exceptional cases,

may serve to define its existence as, e.g. amongst the Eskimos described by

Leach (1911:940). Leach argues that even if sexual relations do not occur

(as in the case of woman-to-woman marriage) 'it always endows a man {or,

one presumes, a female thusband!l with rights over the sexuality of his

wife. even if on;Ly disposal'. Some anthropologists, such as Nitchell, would
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elaborate on this statement, and point out the distinction between sexual

rights per se" (included under the rubric 'rights in genetricem' and the

husband's rights in the offspring of the wife (, rights in uxorem'), which

they would see as conceptually different (M!tchell,1971) • Krige draws

attention (1974:34) to the fact that marriage in Africa is primarily a

relationship between groups, as against the stress on individual husband

and wife by Leach (1961), the group nature of marriage being a characteristic

long recognized by anthropologists and administrators (Radcliffe-Brown,1950:51;

Reports and Proceedines of the Government Commission,1883:26).

The second criterion mentioned above, social approval, also appears to be

a prerequisite for the existence of a marriage, but it is possible that

two persons might see themselves as married, but that the community of

which they were a part might not share this view; e.g. partners to a

Caribbean consensual union, or to a western 'common law' marriage, or a

contemporary couple who felt that they had made the essential commitment,

which they considered the cornerstone of marriage, privately to each othex,

and so were truly married. As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter,

ideas about what constitutes a marriage are being questioned, and the
- -.

dividing line between marriage and non-marriage is becoming blurred. As one

commentator has put it(WeYrauth, 1980:265):

'The demarcations between marriage and cohabitation have
become obscure•••••••Fd11owing middle-class acceptance,
behaviour that once had bsen confined to the American
lower classes and ethnic outgroups has gained respectability'

The term' formal' union, as used by Mandevi11e (1975), which would denote

an officially (in terms of that society's criteria. for validation) pre-

scribed and recognized marriage, as opposed to 'informal' unions, which

were not pUblicly sanctioned, would overcome this problem, especially in

societies in which radical re-definitions of marriage were not taking place•

..
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A formal marriage has important implications for the wider community which

an informal union does not, for the two groups to which the individuals

belong are formally placed in a relationship with each other, although

even here anthropologists do not necessarily agree about when they become

related.A.Kuper (1910:474), writing about marriage in Sotho-speaking com

munities, states that it generates affinity, whereas Holleman, discussing,

'Bantu' marriage in general, suggests that it is relationships of affinity

which are established first, and which give rise to the marital union

(Holleman, 1958/9:81).

As well as the unresolved problems of arriving at a universally accepted

definition of what constitutes a marriage, it is not clear in some instances-
xwm a marriage takes place. Leach asks at what point a temporary union

beoomes a oommon-law marriage (Leaoh,1971:94l), but that this problem is

not only oonfined to informal marriages, but orops up in formal marriage

as well, has been highlighted in reoent anthropologioal literature.

Although the processual aspeot of Afrioan marriage has long been reoognized

(Hoernle,1925; Badclirfe-Brown,1950), the question of whether the process is

a clearly demarcated one, as Kuper (~910) maintains, or whether it is highly

fiuid and open to reinterpretation, as Comarofr (1980) and Holleman (1958/9)

suggest, remains oontentious, and not easily settled one way or the other.

This question of the processual nature of blaok marriage will be taken up
..

again at a later stage, as will the question of how this institution is de-

fined by those oonoerned (i.e. the folk definition).

Sinoe some sort of definition is necessary as a starting point, I shall

define marriaee from a primarily analytio (or etio) perspeotive, as either

~ 'the union of one man with one woman in aooordance with any law for the

time being in force in any provinoe goveming marriaee' (Blaok Administration

Aot of 1927, Seotion 35), or as a 'oustomary union', whioh would inolude .
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leviratio (ulg1naena.) unions, or any other form of marriage reported in

anthropologioal literature, or by my informants, as .beiDg of customar,y

origin (e.g. woman-to-woman marriage). Although in terms of the Black

Administration Aot a customary union is specifioally exoluded from falling

under the definition of •marriage', and the offspring of suoh a union are

regarded as illegi.timate, it is generally recognized by the black community

as being a valid union in terms of oustomary practices. the distinction

between marriage and customary union appears mainly a technical, legalistic

one imposed, somewhat inconsistently' it will be shown, by the central

government, and not necessarily shared by the black population. The whole

question of the legal implications of marriage is naturally dealt with in

greater detail at a later stage •

.A basic premise of this study is the functionalist maxim that an institution

can only be understood in the context of the wider social system of which

it is part, including its relationship to other institutions. At this

point it is pertinent to examine the relationship between blacks and the

wider South African society of which they are part. Blacks form part of the

larger, racially and culturally heterogeneous, or 'plural', South African

sooiety. :By' society' I mean a group of people, sharing a "network of

relationships' and 'related to one another in various institutionalised

ways' (Beattie,1964:34), through their social structure. In South African

society political power is centralised in the hands of the dominant white

•
group, and those institutions which governed black life in the past -

economio, legal, social, political, educational, religious - have been

influenced by the white group to varying degrees. Existing norms may thus

be culturally (black) derived, or socially or politically imposed. For

example, in marriage a cultural norm would be ukuhlonipha avoidances on

the part of the new bride (Krige,1936:154), and a socio-political norm would

be the requirement that a marriage ceremoDT be conducted by a suitably
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qualified person, i.e. a magistrate or marriage officer. Values could

likewise be derived from customary sources (e.g. ancestor veneration), or

from particular other reference groups (e.g. the white value of achieving

material success). As argued by anthropologists of the Manchester school

(van Velsen,l967), individuals select norms and values from amongst what

may be conflicting alternatives.

From the outset of the research I did not see the subjects of this study

as an homogeneous cultural group, but rather as being divisible into

various sub-groups, whose ideas and practices regarding marriage would

have been influenced to a greater or lesser extent by white (or any other,

e.g. Indian) acculturative elements. It also seemed likely that I would

have to take class divisions into account, for studies in other parts of

the world have shown clearly the influence of this factor on pattems of

marriage and divorce (Yorburg,1973; Schneider and Smith,1973; Goode,1961;

Komarovskly,1967) and recent literature suggests similar tendencies amongst

South African blacks (He1lman,197l:l72).

The question of exactly what constitutes a class is a contentious one in

the social sciences (Giddens,1973; Littlejohn,1972), and the problem is

compounded in South Africa by a lack of agreement about the role of skin

colour in class formation (Rex,1979 ). It is far beyond the scope of this

study to enter into the merits of the different viewpoints, and I shall use
•

this term in the fairly general sense it is used by other researchers

both in South Africa and overseas, in which access to power and/or wealth

is considered the main criterion of class membership, assessment being made

in terms of the objective lildexesof education and occupation. (Yorburg,1973;

Schneider and Smith, 1973; Schlemmer,l973,1976). •Class , is usually seen

as an analytic(etic) construct (Pelto,1970:86), and is opposed to 'status',

the folk definition which refers to the way in which prestige, honour etc.
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are differentially accorded to individuals by other members of their social

milieu (and which mayor may not ooincide with their. 'olass' position).

However, informants tended to use the term 'class' in the same sense as

the anthropologist (e.g. a professional man spoke of 'people in ~ class').

When discussing informants I have placed them in broad categories4 based

primarily on educational and occupational criteria (etic),similar to those .

used in urban studies auch as that of Pauw (196;). 'Professional' includes

doctors, social workers, lawyers, as well as teachers .and nurses; 'white

collar' includes those employed in clerical and sales positions; 'semi-

skilled' refers to persons with several years of schooling, who occupy

positions in which some degree of training or leaming of skills is necessary

(e.g. a caretaker who undertakes some repairs and administrative work);

'unskilled' refers to those engaged in work such as performed by a labourer

or domestic worker. The sample did not include anyone who could properly

be described as ' skilled' in terms of having followed an apprenticeship,

for example. In addition, a job description (e.g. housewife), or educational

detail may be given.

One further category is used: Recent studies, following on the work of

researchers such as L~~uper(1.965)and:Bra.ndel-5yrier (1971) have drawn

attention to the role of the elites in shaping urban black public opinion

(Zulu,198l:45; Mayer,1975;145). I do in places refer to elites when it

appears that the person concerned is perceived as such by members of his/
•

her community. Factors of both an objective (education/occupation) and

subjective (perceptions of community members) nature play a part in the

categorisation of an elite.

To summarise, ~ objectives were to present as comprehensive a picture as

possible of black marriage from a descriptive, ethnographio perspective.

From the information obtained, I aimed to abstract (applying an analytic,

or etic, perspective) those cultural factors which could be seen as

essentially black, as well as the nature of acculturative influences.
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Marriage was seen as an institution catering for certain of man's needs,

1 t vas not viewed in isolation, but from an holistic, anthropological

perspective, influenced by, and itself having innuence on, other insti

tutions (political, economic, religious, legal), and hence the need to
/

plaoe it in the context of the wider South African society (see Gutkind,

1974:107).

~

It is at this point appropriate to describe the methodology used. As Foster

and Kemper (1974:9) point out 'Seleoting and delimiting the urban population

segment to be investigated is~ oritioal first step in anthropological

research'. The population universe of the study having been delimited as

those black persons living and/or working in and around Durban, given the

sheer size of the population there vas clearly no way in which a truly

representative sample could be obtained; narrowing the foous of the study

to one partioular township, or part thereof, in order to obtain a suitable

sample, would also have precluded generalisations due to the likely lack

of representativeness of the wider population. Since the whole aim of the

study was description, and ~thesi6-generatingrather than hypothesis

testing (Weiss.1968:;46) I oonsider that under these conditions such an

approach, vhich does not start by drawing a 'scientifio' sample (probability

or non-probability) to be perfectly legitimate. Furthermore, other studies

• of marriage suggest that a primarily qualitative, in-depth approach in

research on such an intimate subjeot yielc.s data vith a high validity
•

content (Komarovsky, 1967:5; Rapoport and Rapoport,1976:28).

In setting about the research in 1980 I tried to reach as many blaok

persons as possible, from a variety of areas and backgrounds; in this

process I was guided by four criteria mentioned by Richardson (as quoted

in Phillips,197l:l06~, i.e. accessio~lity, econo~ of resources, accuracy

and relevance.
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Using the criterion of accessibility, I sought contacts through a variety

of means such as personal acquaintance (both black and white) and professional

organizations and church groups, telling them about my research, and asking

them whether they themselves, or anyone else they knew, would be able to

assist in any way (similar to what Ritzer,l975:69 refers to as 'snowball

sampling'). In this way I vas given many names, and he~ about weddings
.;.

which were taking place or being negotiated. Emphasis was on finding

contacts with whom rapport and ongoing discussion was .pos s i bl e , to ensure

accuracy and as much information as possible. Lengthy interviews were

favoured, particularly where regular contact could be built up, and an

in-depth look at specific cases could be obtained, acting on the assumption

that 'While a large and diverse sample of cases can aid in 'such informal

generalisations, so can the depth of understanding of a single case'

(Reichardt and Cook,1979:15). The sort of data sought from particular

people depended on the setting and the nature of the contact; e.g. information

which could be regarded as personal (SUCh as sexual matters), or in any way

'political' (e.g. ideas about family size) was elicited only from individuals

with whom a ~at deal of rapport had been established. Not having any paid

assistants ('economy of resources' mentioned above) I did all the interviewing

myself, and was sometimes helped by friends, particularly if translation vas

needed.

As much use as possible was made of participant observation, but unfortunately

unless one is living in a community for any length of time, or at least stay

ing with the families being studied and observing day-to-day interaction

(as, e.g. did Oscar Lewis in his research for 'Five Families'), participant

observation in itself gives little insight into many areas of marriage

(Oppong,l974:l6; van der Vliet,l982:277). Extended periods of living with

the families concemed "was not only impractical for me personally, but also

illegal. Apart from observing the behaviour of couples when they were

",
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together and with their friends, participant observation was confined to

areas such as the wedding ceremonial and other ritual.

Rather than setting out with too rigid a research design, fiexibility

was very important, and an approach similar to Glaser and Strauss's

'theoretical sampling' was utilised to some extent in that

'Whom one selects to study, while initially guided by the
research question, undergoes changes based on what data
are being collected and the direction such information
suggests vith respect to who can provide additional
information to answer emerging questions that were
generated by the research process' '

~~lstead,1979:38

Virtually all the data was obtained during the period 1980 - 1983, with the

exception of a small amount of case material which was a.vailable to me

prior to that period. As research progressed, DJa.IJy new areas of exploration,

which had not been apparent; at the outset, were suggested as a result of

information received. A total of 89single and 23 group (involVing two or

more people) interview5 were conducted, involving approximately 136 persons.

Most of these interviews were between one and two hours , a few were less

than an hour, and a few ran to between three and four hours. Although

personal contact was preferred and always sought, a need for questionnaires
•
emerged during the research; some informants expressed a. wish for a self-

administered questioxmaire, claiming that it was more cvnvenient from a time

point of view, some offering to pas~ them on to friends so that more people

might be reached. However, only about" half (eight) of the questionnaires

issued were completed and returned to me, and the information obtained was

not nearly so comprehensive as that gleaned from interviews.

The interviews mentioned above do not include numerous informal conversations

vith interested Parties during, for example, social interaction, nor tele

phone conversations. Nor do they include the numerous interviews with any

of the five couples selected for in-depth case studies (see following chapter).
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I attended seven wedding ceremonies, some of which involved both church

services and odwendwe (udwendwe is that part of the customary ritual which

includes the presentation of gifts by the bride to the groom's family), and

some only one or the other ceremon~1I I also witnessed some of the formalities

involved in urogezo (cleansing) rites which follow the seduction of a virgin.

In addition to the time spent in interviewing, visitingand observing cere-

monial, a great deal of time was spent in other research activities. As is

widely advocated (Phillips,1971:174; Webb et al,1966:1.; Filstead,1979:;8;

Pelto,1970:43/4), many methods were used in order to give as complete a

picture as possible. Magistrates' (Commissioners) court records connected

in any way with marriage, courtship, and the dissolution of customary

unions were scrutinised, as were marriage registers. I paid visits to the

Divorce Court and sat in on hearings, and had discussions with persons who,

by virtue of their roles in society, could be expected to have more-than-

average knowledge about marriage in the community, e.g. ministers of religion,

social workers, community workers and councillors - an approach utilised by

Ha.rrell-Bond (1975:;11) who terms it 'experience survey' (some of these

discussions being included in the interviews mentioned above). I was also

able to make use of numerous essays, .a valuable tool in anthropological

reBearch (Beattie,1960:vii; Diamond,1967:439; Unterhalter,197;:3l0); written

by high school pupils they provided some additional information about pre-

marital relationships between the sexes.

In fact, in most respects, particularly in the use of loosely structured

or unstructured interviews, I seem to have used essent~ally the same

methods as those of other anthropologists and sociologists who have

studied marriage and the family (Rapoport arid Rapoport,1976; Komarovsky,1961;

6Bott,1957; Oppong,1981; Harrell-Bond,1975) Whilst eschewing the use of

projective techniques favoured by American anthropologists such as Cohen

(1911), I did make use of information about particular marriages gleaned

from interviews with clients receiving marriage counselling, which had
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been conducted either by an extremely competent black 80cial worker or

myself' (about ' ninety cases) 7.

Recording was usually in the form of note-taking, and depended on the

nature of the interview; for example, if it was felt that recording would

interfere with rapport, or arouse suspicion, it was kept to a minimum.

Tape recording was used .mainly when it was important to capture what was

r,going on for detailed translations and/or transcription, e.g. ritual, sermons
-.

and speeches at weddings (SUCh recordings making a particularly welcome

present to the couple at a later stage). Some group discussions were tape

recorded but, as Pe1to ca:utions (1910:141) recording may interfere with the

naturalness of responses and, as I soon found, transcriptions are extremely

tedious and time-consuming.
8

Inevitably, there vere specific probleme, relating prilla.rily either to my-

self, the informants, or the socio-political situation we all lived in.

For example, observer errors such as selective remembering are likely to

occur in any research, and I can only hope that Webb et al (1966:139) are

correct and that 'Errors of the observer••••••show systematic biases that

can be predicted, and hence corrected tor', and. that my own rigorous train-
. ,

ing in interviewing since undergraduate social work years, together with

guidance from my supervisor during the research period, have helped to

reduce these to a minimum. I considered my own inability to converse in

Zulu as a major obstacle in achieving the sort of communication I would

have liked, and was fortunate that most informants spoke good, or at least

sufficient English (doubtless resulting in a certain amount of 'bias' in

my sample). Questions were formulated as clearly and unambiguously as

possible.
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Another type of drawback seemed likely in the case of those infomants

who spoke fluent English, especially professional men and women, i.e. the

complicating factors of 'role selection' and 'response set' (Webb et al,

1966:13). The former related to the strong possibility that professional

persons, highly conscious of their own western-type role in society, would

not admit to something like witchcraft beliefs, or the r91e of 'the ancestors
,

in marriage, for example. The' response set' difficulties related to the

fact that many informants had been trained in the soc~?1 sciences, and some

had taken anthropology courses at university, so I felt that there would be

a possibility that they would say what they thought I wanted to hear, or what

they recollected from some anthropological text book. I attempted some sort

of check on the data obtained through discussions with other informants with

whom I was well enough acquainted to speak more openly on certain sensitive

issues, assuming fl."Om information they freely offered that they themselves

were not defensive about beliefs in customary ritual, nor preoccupied with

making the right sort of impression. 9 The combination of methods used,

I feel, also contributed to the validity of my findings; e.g. the man who

ran a well-patronised herbalist shop confirmed that 'love medicine' and

impepho (a sweet-smelling shrub used..in communicating with the shades)

are purchased by individuals from all social strata (and, in the case of

the former, also b,y Whites). I also encountered what Webb et al (1966:13)

term.'the 'guinea pj.g' effect, in that one very helpful informant, who bad
•

been unable to tinc.. many volunteers for my research from amo%l8St his

colleagues, mentioned that they were feeling like guinea pigs because their

cooperation bad recently been sought for other research projects.

Fieldwork in the South African socio-political climate has its own inherent

problems. Allusion has already been made to inaccessibility of informants

because of legislation and, although authorities were extremely co-operative

in granting the perm!ts required to vis!t black townships, such visits are

not perm!tted at night, when much of the ceremonial of marriage takes

place. Even during the day I was not a.lwa.vs A.t. AlU:lA ; ........."""'''' '1- .L_
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have very high crime rates, and was guided by informants' advice about

safety aspects. One anticipated factor was suspicion of the motives of the

researcher (Foster and Kemper,1974:12; Gans,1968:311). Fbr example,

unwillingness of some blacks to be involved in any white research was

reported, and there were a few odd incidents which indicated that I was

not welcome (such as when other workers in a building in town objected to

m.y sitting talking to an informant in the small kitchen where they ate

their lunch). Two professional men were quite explicit about their reser-

vations in seeing me because of their suspicions about the use to which

information would be put, for, to- quote 11r C., whG held in his hand 0a, 'well-known

anthropological text book,

'You fail to appreciate and understand the values involved 
you seem to look at the problems, the Bubjects, through
white glasses, as a result of information you try to exploit
and pass it over to other people; [it is} used as ammunition
by people who want to destroy or make a laU8hing stock of
blacks. '

Nevertheless, in apite of their initial wariness, both men were exceedingly

helpful and co-operative, as were almost all of the persons I approached

in the course of this study, and on the whole I was overwhelmed by the

extent to which many went out of their way to assist in any manner they

could, and showered hospitality and kindness on me.

The information gathered in the course of the study is incorporated into

this thesis in such a way as to offer a description of marriage from

•
beginning to end. Chapter 1 deals with the choice of a partner, and the

betrothal period forms the subject of Chapter 2. Because of the complexity

of the whole question of ilobolo and its ramifications, it is dealt with

in a separate chapter (Chapter 3), before moving on to the legal and religious

aspects of solemnizing marriage in Cahpters 4 and 5. The period following

on the conclusion of marriage is detailed in the next two Chapters, 6 and

7, the former dealing with the question of residence patterns, the latter

focussing primarily on the marital relationship itself. Chapter 8 looks
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at the dissolution of marriage, which may occur throU8h either divorce or

death. Summing up and conclusions follow in Chapter 9.

Amongst the material incorporated into the chapters are the case studies

mentioned earlier (p.16). The value of case material is well established

in anthropology generally (van Velsen,1967), and it forms an integral part

of studies on marriage (Komarovsky,1967; Rapoport and Rapoport,1976;

Oppong,1981).

The utilisation of case study material has several merits: Ongoing contact
. ,

over a period of Years builds trust, which facilitates openness on the

part of the informants, increasing the likelihood that the validity content of

the data obtained is high. In the present study contact with the couples

concerned covered a period of at least three years.

As Goode and Batt (1952:331) say of the case study: 'It is a way of organiz-

iDg social data so as to preserve the unitarx; character of the social eb.iect

being studied, an approach which views the social unit as a whole'. Over

this lengthy period of time a holistic view of the life situation of the

couple is built up, which may be facili tated, as with some of the cases de

scribed, by contact with kin and/or other members of the couples' social.

networks. Interrelationships between marriage and variables in the social.

(e.g. work) and physical (e.g. living ' arrangements) environment are high

lighted. Case material would seem to be particularly valuable when the

anthropologist cannot be a resident participant observer, as in the classical
..

anthropological fieldwork tradition.

Van Velsen (1967:140) points out that

'Particularly when several or most of the actors in the
anthropologist's case material appear a.ga.in and again
in different situations, the inclusion of such data
should reduce the chance of cases becoming merely apt
illustrations' •

In contrast to the presentation of some of the information gleaned during

more limited contact, such as single interviews, where comparisons of
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disembodied traits IlUSt of necessity' be made by the writer at times (e.g.

the views of a young professional man about ilobolo contrasted with those

of an elderly domestic worker), the attitudes and behaviour of informant8'

are shown in all their complexity, and discrepancies between what is said

and what is actually done become apparent.

The couples selected for 't hese case studies10 differed in various important

respects, such as educational level, occupation, religious affiliation,

urban or rural background, and they illustrate that a fair amount of con

formity may exist amongst different types of people with regard to certain

cultural practices, as well as a great deal of variation with regard to

others. Because of their time-depth, case studies also offer a processual

view, showing developments and changes over time, and they give some insight

into why these changes occur.

Of these five case studies, one, that of Dora and Peter, forms the basis

of the following chapters. Their wedding, and the events which led to it,

are fully described, and some information is given about what has happened

since they married four years ago. This descriptive material is followed

by brief background sketches of the ().ther four couples, whose cases will

feature in the different chapters of this work•

..
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A. TOWNSHIP WEDDING

On a lovely, sunny morning in early spring, 1980, I set off with two

companions, Linda and Betty, for a black township on the outskirts of

Durban, to attend the wedding of :Betty's cousin, Dora Zuma, to Peter Mathe.

It was obvious when we arrived at the Zuma home, which under normal

circumstances is virtually indistinguishable from hundreds of other

two-bedroomed brick dwellings in the township, that it was the centre

of attraction for a large number of the neighbourhood's residents.

A marquee stood in front, and directly against, the house; it was crowded

wi th people, some of whom had business in the house itself, others, mainly

children and young folk, merely roaming in and out, _enjoying the excitement

of the occasion.

In the garden men sat in groups at the side of the house, chatting, whilst

women bustled around in the back yard, and in and out of the kitchen door,

preparing large quanti ties of food, some of which, such as stew, dumplings, r:

rice and vegetables, was simmering in large black three-legged pots over

open fires. Vats of frothy utshwala _(beer) brewed a few days before by

the women of the house stood ready for consumption by thirsty guests later

in the day. Several cars were squeezed into the Zuma's and neighbouring

driveways, having brought kin and other guests from distant areas of

Northern Natal and the Transvaal.

Linda and I were ushered into a neighbour's home, whilst Betty disappeared

to help her female kin and neighbours with the preparation of food; she

subsequently re-appeared bearing tea and cake for us for, no matter how

much else there is to be done, hospitality to all wedding guests is

mandatory. Just as any neighbour who is able to assists with gifts of
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food for the feast, or helps in the preparations, anyene who wishes to

attend a wedding may do so, and will be given food and drink.

The wedding ceremony was due to take place at 1000 hours and, shortly

before that time, the groom's party arrived in two cars, amidst much

hooting and other noise; women who were in the vicinity of the house ran

towards, and alongside, the cars of the groom's party, greeting them wi th

loud, joyful, high-pitched trillings - ukukikiza - and waving grass switches.

It was at this stage that Linda and I were summoned to, play a small part in the

preparations in the house, for help was required with the bride's hair and

make-up 0 The lounge-cum-diningroom into which we entered, and the kitchen

immediately behind it, were hives of activity; people were coming and going,

women were ironing wedding attire and preparing and cooking food, and

youngsters were changing clothes. The bride's mother bustled about, a

hlenipha (respeot) blanket covering her shoulders as a sign of respect

for the amadlozi (shades) whose presence was especially near that day.

The cool, dark front bedroom, normally used by Mr and Mrs Zuma, had been

cleared of furniture to accommodate the meat from the cattle which had

been slaughtered the night before for that day's feast.

In the second bedroom, directly behind the front one, there was 'standing

room only', for the room contained turni ture from the front bedroom, plus

furni ture the bride would be taking wi th her to her new home, for it is

customary for a bride to take a kist and bedroom suite (or/and. a diningroom

suite) to her in-laws' home. Items of clothing hung everywhere. Several

women, including the bridesmaids, were either getting ready, or helping

in Bome way. The centre of attraction, the bride, was seated serenely on

a ohair in the midst of the hustle and bustle, wearing a beautiful, full

length white wedding gown; her veil had been placed in position, and she

was ready, apart from some 'finishing touches' in the way of minimal make-up.
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Her small nower-girl stood near her, dressed in a long white dress and

veil, looking life a miniature bride herself.

Having done what we could to assist with her make-up, Linda and I joined

the large group which had assembled waiting expectantly, outside the

house. A short while later the bridal party emerged, to the sound of

joyful and rhythmic singing and stamping from the waiting crowd. The

demure bride, walking slowly on her father's arm, was preceeded by her

flower-girl and page boy (dressed, as were the groom and his groomsmen,

in a smart dark suit and bow tie), and followed by four bridesmaids in

long, deep pink dresses. The solemn demeanour, and dejected expression,

of Mr Zuma seemed out of place in the festive atmosphere. Dora's sister

was crying, and her mother was nowhere in evidence at this stage, nor did

she attend the church service. For the Zuma family the wedding day was

a very sad occasion for, as Mrs Zuma subsequently explained to me, 'instead

of getting we're falling down'

The bridal party paused for some minutes at the entrance of the marquee,

giving all around a chance to glimpse and admire the bride and her atten-

danbs , The young toddler son of Dora and Peter, who had. been mingling

with the other children outside, was picked up by a relative in order to

have a better view. During this time the crowd outside began to sing

a popular wedding song, the refrain' of which was repeated over and over..
again, which seemed to express their feelings of pride in the appearance

of the bridal party:

Wake wambonaphi
ihobo eshada
wemalala negsaka?

Have you ever seen a
hobo who sleeps in a dirty
sackcloth getting married?



In due course, the bridal party got into their cars and, together with

the groom's party~. the members of which had been waiting somewhat im-

patiently in their cars all this time, drove slowly to the church in the

next section of the township, oilly a few minutes' drive away. My companions

and I followed as part of the bridal entourage and, as we drove slowly along,

hooting and greeting everyone we passed, people came running out of their

houses, waving and trilling (ukukikiza). A wedding is obviously an event

which is advertised to the whole communityl

Finally, bGth parties and their guests arrived at the Lutheran church to

which Dora belonged, and assembled outside. In the bride's party someone,

catching sight of Peter for the first time, remarked that it was only fitting

that the bride looked so beautiful, for the groom was ·so handsome. Members

of each party entered the church, seating themselves on opposite aisles;

the bride, her father and attendants, and the groom and his_attendants, took

their places at a table in front of the congregation, together with the

minister.

The consent of Mr Zuma having first b~en obtained, the ceremony commenced

with the usual exchange of vows between the bride and groom. As Peter

slipped the ring on his new wife's finger, spontaneous clapping broke out

from the congregation. Further fo~lities such as the signing of the
•

register, a prayer, and the blessing of the minister, which included an

admonishment that wives had to listen to their husbands for the rest of

their lives, having been completed, it was then over to those members of

the congregation who wished to do so to make a contribution to the service.

The umkhongi, the man who had concluded the marriage negotiations between

the two families, was the first to speak. Taking his place in front of

the expectant congregation he expressed his thanks to the minister for the
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father's., native language, Shangane, and gave a brief speech, which was not

understood by his largely Zulu-speaking audience, following it with a seng

sung in Shangane, and some miming and dancing which elicited much laughter

from those present, and drew the comment 'this man's a star' from the

minister.

At this point Mr Mathe, the groom's father, interspersed. In obvious good

humour, he also thanked the minister, and expressed his .happiness that his

son was getting married. He followed with a rendition of 'Silent Night'.

When Mr Mathe had finished singing, the umkhongi, encouraged by the favourable

response he had received, announced that he would sing another song, although

he did not know all the words. He started a well-known hymn, and the con-

gregation joined in the singing, leading umkhongi to remark at the end that

he himself was not like other people who were 'born with music'; he was just

trying, and really welcomed the congregation helping him to sing a song he

liked.

The minister then called on the father of the bride to sing a song, which

Mr Zuma. was obviously in no mood to do. Instead he spoke briefly, expressing

his thanks to all, and commenting that. when he had married on the farm only

a few people had witnessed the ceremony; here in the township it was different

and it was good that so many people had seen what was happening today. These

words met wi th joyful trillings from several women, who apparently wished

to express their own pleasure and approval at what had been said.

The minister clearly understood Mr Zuma's fee~ings of despondency:

'Mathe family is happy to get a bride and Mr Zuma is unhappy.
Really, when your daughter is getting married it is like some
body dead at home, Qecause when you had four children and
one gets married that means you are left with only three.
You don't even know what kind of home or family she is
going to stay with, and how they will treat her. So that's
why Mr Zuma is sad. He is not the only one who i8 in
this mood, each and every bride' 8 parents are the same. I
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The next to speak was Mr Mathe' s sister-in-law (the wife of Peter's mother's

brother), representing Peter's mother who was at home preparing food. After

thanking the minister for the marriage he performed for them, she preached

for some minutes about the greatness of God, her words drawing an approving

'yebo' from one of the men present. Praising Peter for having behaved

correctly towards the Z~ family, in contrast to the behaViour of most

young men, she pointed out that he had done all that was necessary for the

marriage and had corrected the damage he had done (an apparent allusion to

Dora's premarital pregnancy, and payment of damages and ilobolo). Stressing

the devQutness of the Mathe family, she advised Dora to seek help from her

mother-in-law, and to cook for her in-laws so that the mother-in-law could

use that time to pray. Doza, and her family were well known to the Mathe

family, and 'she is well educated but we approached her t • In conclusion,

she urged them to pray that their divorce would be only through death.

Alluding to the preceeding speech the minister, before proceeding with the

bible reading and homily, took the opportunity of pointing out to Dora the

responsibility she would bear in her new home as a representative of her

family. He knew what thoughts were in Mr Zuma's mind:

'Are you not going to disgrace us? I don't mean to say you
are going to disgrace us but you always feel nervous when
your child is going to such a family as they describe it.
You ask yourself if she is going to fit. Won't she disappoint
you? This is left with you now, if you see that you don't
fit you must change the gear;. if the motor's travelling on a
sharp ascent you change it to a suitable gear••••don·t go to
sleep without praying, don't shame us please••••••• •

The minister followed with a Bible reading, from Mathew 19, verses 3-6,

which deals with the teaching of Jesus about the indissolubility of marriage,

which was the central theme in the homily which followed: 'It is a sin to

divorce. Divorcing is against God. It is not me who is saying it, it is

God's gospel. Those who divorce are failures, like it or not you are a failure'.
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had lived in the same section of the township as Dora, and who bad divorced,

stressing their sense of gullt and failure.

The minister then gave various examples of Dora's and Peter's interdepen-

dence, and their responsibilities towards each other. For example, if

Dora was now using cream. to keep her skin so pretty, Peter should continue

to provide it for her, for if he did not her skin would change, and he

might use that as an excuse to divorce her: 'because my wife has wrinkles

I must divorce her'. If Dom went naked and hungry, Peter was not fit to

have a wife.

The same went for Dora: If Peter had to take his shirts to the laundry she

was not worthy of this marriage. If Peter lost a leg she should not go

running around with two-legged men:

'A person who fails to behave properly is mad. What I mean
here is that from now on it is not Dora and Peter but one
person, so if one of you becomes a misfit both of you are
destroyed. A failure of one is a failure of both of you'.

There were constant reminders of the couple' s accountability before God

for their actions, and the fact that there could be no divorce under any

circumstances was emphasised. The minister recounted the case of a man

who had come to him in 1972, six months after his marriage, pleading that

his marriage be dissolved because he had discovered that he was related

to his wife, a pretext which did not d~ceive the minister: 'HOW' can you

go out with a girl till you get married not knowing her grandmother? I

told him he was talking nonsense. I sent him away and told him he can

go anywhere, he won't get a divorce for such a stupid reason'.

The homily ended on a note of praise for Peter, the minister indicating

that any doubts he had formerly had about him had been dispelled:

'Now I trust you, because in spite of the mistake you made
fan allusion to their chilq] you have been brave enough to
take your responsibility•••••you see Peter you have done a
good thing. I wish all the boys would copy from you•••••it
is good to correct your mistake'
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Atter a well-k:novn Christian hymn, which followed the htnDily, had been

sung, the minister asked if anyone else wished to speak, and a colleague

of Peter's indicated that he wished to do SOt and took his place in front

of the congregation:

'The firm lent us a car so that we could come to Peter's
wedding. Young as he is, Peter is very loyal to the
company. Boy~ of today are seldom trusted by their em
players. Peter has never been found at fault over a period
of years I've worked with him. He does not drink and drive,
nor take girls in the company car. This il;3. what I would like
to say to him and his wife: Now you are husband and wife don't
let anything or anybody come between you. People will come to
you with all sorts of lies. Dcn't listen to those lies because
they will be fabricated to destroy your home. Thanks be to
God and the priest'

Next, after the clapping from this speech had died down, the minister

directed his attention towa:rds me: 'There i s a white lady here. Give us

a speech white lady'. Somehwat nonplussed, I could think of nothing really

appropriate to say, apart from wishing the couple happiness. Linda, taking

over from me, explained our interest in weddings, and her job as a marriage

counsellor in preventing divorce - drawing appreciative clapping from the

congregation with this latter information.

Since the service was drawing to a close, a collection was taken, the

proceeds of which would be given to the newly-weds. The final hymn, led

by MrMathe, followed and when it was over everyone filed slowly outside.

A large group milled around the radiant bri.de and her proud husband, pro-
,

ferring con~-tulations, before setting off in cars for the Zuma home to

attend the reception there.

On leaving the church the wedding ento~ followed a different route to

the Zuma home to that taken earlier, since the groom's neighbourhood had

also to be informed about the marriage. Once again, there was a great deal

of hooting and, when the vehicles reached the street where the groom's home

was situated, there was a considerable delay whilst neighbours thronged
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around the cars to eatoo a view of the bride and groom, and to offer

their congratulations. The greom's mother came rushing out of her house,

and around the cars, emitting joyous shrieks. She was dressed in her

Zionist . attire, for she and her husband are officials of their local

Zionist church; like MXs Zuma she wore a hlonipha blanket over her shoulders.

In the front garden of the Mathe home, tethered to a mango tree, stood a

brown bull, the umguo1iso beast; this animal would be slaughtered later

that day, for ritual purposes, and to provide food for the wedding feast.

Due to the interest which the procession of cars aroused in the neighbour-

hood, some time passed before we were able to move on, the bride's father

chaffing impatiently at the delay thus caused. Eventually we arrived back

at the bride's home, and the bridal party set off almost immediately to

have wedding photographs taken at a scenic .. park some distance away.

The Zuma home nevertheless remained the centre of much activity, interest

and excitement for all around. A band arrived and set up its instruments

inside the marquee, the naps of which had been lifted to provide extra

space and air. Just inside the house, in the dining/living room, several

small tables had been placed together and oovered with a cloth to form one

long table, set ready for the bride and groom and their immediate families

and attendants. Linda and I were called on to render assistance with the

assembling of the professionally-mad,e, three-tiered wedding cake, which was

-1then placed in the centre of the table.

When the bridal party arrived back at the Zuma. home at about 1700 hours

the reception commenced, and women were kept busy serving food and liquid

refreshment to the bridal parties in the house and the large crowd outside.

Some of the younger guests danced to the exuberant music supplied by the

band, and Dom and her friends sang the wedding songs they had been practis

ing for the past weeks, and which Dara and her sister had composed:2

I Knock knock knock
Open the door (refrain repeated)

Somebody is knocking
,,-__ .\....-. ~_ ~_ 1 ;' . -,

QoQoQo
Vula \lIIlIlYB.1'l8O



n There is somebody who is waiting for me,
for me; dear one, for me (repeat)

Do you remember my love
You promised me
Never to leave me alone (refrain repeated)

111 Would you believe
If I say I love you true
Would you believe
I say I need you true
I can't stop the feeling I need
Oh please just wait for me ever
I'm gonna come
Come on a 'plane

Kukhona umunthu ongi-
lindele ongithandayo ,

Uyakhumbula sithando
Wangethembiso
Ukungashiyi ngedwa

Ungakholwa uma ngithi
ngiyakuthanda ngempela

Ungakholwa uma ngithi
ngiyakudinga ngempela

Angikwazi ukufihlihla
uthondo lwami nawe

Ugicela ungilindele kuze
kube ekupheleni

Ngiyeza, Ngiyeza negebhanoyi
"

Dora and her companions, however, were not the only ones singing songs.

Peter's sisters and their friends had composed their own songs, which they

sung in competition with Dora and her companions, both groups being subject

to a great deal of critical cormnent relating to the words of the songs and

their presentation from the wedding guests:

IV My brother said we must come and fetch her
She is poor (repeat)

We must fetch her
She is poor (repeat)

Utheni ubhuti asizomlanda
uyahlupheka

Hi hi sizumlanda
uyahlupheka

V We have caught the female baboon
HOo Hoo
We have caught the female baboon

(Repeat)

VI Over the river that is facing me
Lover is waiting, looking for me
Fair as the morning .
Bright as the day
Wai ting and watching
Looking for me, for me

VII Don't cook for your husband
Maize rice (repeat)

Sibambe umathananazane
Hoo hoo

Ngaphesheya komfula
obhekene nami ngibona

Isitbando singilindile
sicinga mina

Ukukha.nya kwela.nga lasekuseni
likhanya njengasuku
Singilindile, sibhey~le

Sicinga mina

UngaphekeLf umknwenyana
imelaie rice
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It became apparent when the Zuma party reached the Mathe home that th~

ritual killing was not going to proceed as smoothly as the groom's family

had anticipated. In the first place, Hr Zuma had been very a.ngry when he

had discovered that the beast was a bull; Dora was a female, so it was

essential that a cow be provided, and failure to have ensured that the

beast was of the correct .s ex was regarded as a grave insult. Mr Zuma

was reluctant to accept this animal, but eventually, since no alternative

was available, a compromise was reached; Rl,OO was paid to Mr Zuma in CGm-

pensation, and the animal's testicles were cut off for 'Dora did not have

testicles'.

Secondly, the man selected to perform the ritual killing, a neighbour said

to possess a sure aim, had not been as skilled a marksman as his reputation

had suggested. Many stabs had been made before the animal had died and,

at one stage the spear had bent, and had had to be straightened before the

next attempt. Perhaps the competing groups of female singers, each trying

to outdo the other, had unnerved him; whilst Dora' s group ,chanted 'the

beast must not die', the Mathe group responded with 'the beast must die'.

Fortunately for the Mathes, the Zumas had declined to press for further

compensation for those stabs which had missed the mark, for they would

have been entitled to have claimed at least 20 cents per stab.

Once the killing was finally accomplished the Zuma Party had returned to
•

their own home, to continue the celebrations there, and had been joined

by the Mathes (with the exception of Peter's mother, who had stayed at home

to cook for the following day's festivities). Mr Mathe, having cut up

the umguo1iso beast, had taken half the meat, and the animal's skin, to

the Zuma home to be cooked there. The disposal of the animal's stomach

had been left to Mrs Mathe, who had buried it as a precaution against it

falling into the hands of an umthakathi (wizard) who might use it for evil

purposes against the Mathe family.
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During the evening (about 2130h) the young people from both parties moved

from the Zuma to 'the Mathe home, taking with them the cake and ch.ampagne,

to continue the festivities at the groom's home. This formal departure

of their daughter to her new home was a poignant occasion for the Zuma

parents. The Zuma forefathers (amadlozi), who had already been notified

of Dora's impending departure, were formally informed by .Mr Zuma that she

would from now on be living at the Mathe home, as he led Dora slowly around

the house prior to her departure; they (the amad1ozi) -should no longer

look for her at her natal home. To the singing of the Zuma ihubo (clan

song) Hr Zuma slowly escorted his tearful daughter to the waiting car.

In the mean time, Hr Zuma's brothers had taken Dorats kist, containing

personal and household effects, as well as some of the wnabo gifts she

would present to her in-laws the following day, to the Mathe home, together

with the newly weds' double bed. However, because the kist had arrived

before Dora the Matbes complained, and demanded a R5,OO fine, which the

Zumas reluctantly paid. Joyful tri11ings (uku.k1k1za) broke out as Dam

arrived at the Mathe bome together with her husband, and, as they walked

together to Peter's house, the Mathe !bubo rang eut from the waiting crowd.

Festivities continued at both the Zuma. and the Mathe homes until well into

the night. At the Mathe home the young people were joined by neighbours

and kin, and the singing of wedding ,s ongs by both Zuma and Mathe girls

continued in the same competitive vein'as earlier in the evening. At the

Zuma home the serving of food and drink continued until nothing was left

fer latecomers. Sleep came ea:sily that night, which was just as well in

view of the shortage of sleeping space; many, including the Zumas, settled

down in the cars parked nearby for the night.



The wedding festivities continued the following day, Sunday. When,

during the course of the morning, Linda and I returneq, to the Zuma home,

the remaining items of f'urn1ture which Dora was taking with her were

being loaded onto an open vehicle by a party of men from the Mathe family,

whilst women from the Zuma group emerged from the house carrying parcels

destined for the umabo ceremony which was to be held later that day.

Many people stood around 'watching, or helping in some way but, as compared

wi th the excitement of the previous day, the atmosphere was subdued. The

weather, which vas cool and overcast, seemed to match the general mood.

Someone struck up a well-known wedding song, aptly expressing the sadness

of the occasion, and other women joined in:

Niboyigcina, niboyigcina lenta.ndane
Xusasa nizothuyeba, nithindla

amaqanda
Ni thi nyatha.ka.tha umakoti

You must look after her,
this orphan,

Tomorrow you'll be saying the
bride steals, is eating eggs.

and is bewitching people

This song, as all the others sung that day, was repeated over and over

again. In due course everyone was ready to leave, and we all set off,

in various Tehicles, for the Mathe home. As on the previous day, Mrs

Zuma remained at home.

On arrival at the Mathe home we ente~d a marquee which had been erected

at the side of their home. We were fortunate in acquiring a place for,

in spite of the numerous seats and benches which the tent contained, it
,

was soon filled to capacity, and many had to remain outside. The moming..
had obviously been a busy one for the Mathe women, friends and neighbours,

for large quantities of food either stood ready or were being prepared.

Earlier in the moming, Mr Mathe had annointed Do.m with invoDBO (gall)

from the umguoliso beast which had been slaughtered the previous evening,

to inform the Mathe forefathers about the new family member.
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We remained seated in the tent for some time and, during the lengthy

wai t, the monotony was relieved with some singing of hymns a...nd other

songs. Umkhongi. (the negotiator) rendered a solo performance of a hymn,

and the women sang, over and over again:

eMahlathini, sikhala, siyabaleka
Sikhala, siyabaleka
Siyabaleka (3x)
Siyabaleka ma (3x)

In the bush we are crying
and running away (2x:)

We are rwming away (3x)
vie are running away ma (3x)

Apparently this delay was due to some disagreement between the Zumas and

the Mathes about the order of the day's proceedings. The Mathes, being

staunch Zionists, had been hoping to hold another church service of their

own, the previous day's services having been held in the bride's church,

but this proposal had been vetoed by ¥~ Zuma because of the lack of time;

as he pointed out, some of the guests had a long distance to travel home.

The ¥.a.thes were unhappy about this decision, especially as they had a

visiting preacher in their midst, wld felt the Zumas were to blame for

be.ing late in arriving. At one stage, whilst we waited in the tent, the

bride and groom and their attendants, dressed in full wedding attire, put

in a brief appearance, to the loud ukuY~kiza of the women present. The

radiance of the previous day was noticeably lacking, and Dora's expressd.on

was solemn, almost dejected. After seating themselves for a few minutes,

and listening to the singing, the bridal party rose and walked slowly

outside, they then paraded around in the street for a short while, giving

pansersby and neighbours a chance to se,e what was going on, before disappear-

ing into the house to change their clothing.

When the couple left, everyone in the marquee followed them out, and items

of furnitt~ were taken outside to sit on, for it had been decided that, in

view of the weather clearing, and the lack of space in the marquee, cere

monies would be concluded outside. Another lengthy wait ensued, the monotony

once again being relieved by singing:

Awe bawinile
Thi.na aoshada
Nawe baWinile

Ab, baWinile
We are getting married

to ba Winile
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Thins. bakwaVezi We from Vezi
Siclubula ngembbayimbbayi We are shooting with c8nnons
Ngombhayimbbayi With cannons

the latter from the children' (and both of these refrains being repeated

over and over again, as were the other wedding songs). Finally, the

bridal couple and their attendants re-emerged, smartly attired, as a young

couple might dress when leaving for their honeymoon. They were preceeded

by a procession of si~ women(' .you must look after her, this orphan ••••• )

bearing a large number of umabo gifts to be presented . ~o the groom's family

by the bride. Dom and her flowergirl and attendant sat on a grass mat

which had been unrolled on the ground for them, whilst the groom and his

family, and Mr Zwna and his mother (a bent old lady with a stick) sat on

benches nearby.4

UJlkhong1, after conferring with the bride's father, announced that no further

time would be wasted, and the girt-giving ceremony commenced. The mistress

of oeremonies, Mr Zuma's sisi!er, who was to announce the names of the 1'8-

cipients, started by expressing the hope that, if there was a mistake,

people would not concentrate on it, for everyone made mistakes.

The first name called was that of Mr Mathe, and as he came forward. a bed

was made for him on the ground using some of his umabo gifts, the sleeping

mat was unrolled, and sheets, a blanket and a pillow were placed on top of

it. Hr Mathe climbed between the sheets and was tucked up by Hr Zuma's

sister. He was then brought his other.gifts: ukhamba (earthenware pOt)

with a bead covering, and a wooden platter with a knife and fork on it.

After spending a few minutes tucked up, Mr Mathe stood up, expressed thanks,

and showed his pleasure by doing a dance (ukugiya). His presents were

cleared away to make room for those of his wife; she received the same

bedding as her husband had (81 thoU8h his was the better blanket), and she

had also to climb between the sheets, whereupon she was brought a beer

strainer (ivovo) and a grass broom.

Peter's sibli.n8S were the next to receive their gifts: The groom's brother
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by the elder of the Mathe daughters on behalf of her brother, who was

deceased. The elder of the two sisters received a mat, sheets, pillow,

blanket, broom and strainer for, unlike her younger sister, who was given

only a mat, pillow and blanket, she was now UIrifazi, for she was expecting

her first child in three weeks' time.

The gifts for ¥.Lr Mathe's siblings, none of whom were present, were presented

next, in order of seniority (elder sister, brother, younger sister); all

.recei ved a sleeping mat, blanket ~~d pillow, and these . gifts were accepted

by either the younger Mathe daughter (on behalf of her aunts) or Hr Mathe

(for his brother). There then followed gifts for other, male kin of Mr

Mathe: (i) for his father's father a blanket, pillow and mat; (ii) for his

father a mat and pillow; (iii) for his mother's father a mat and pillow;

(iv) for his father's brother a mat and pillow. All these item.g were

accepted by Hr Mathe. The younger Mathe daughter then came forward to

accept a mat and pillow on behalf of Mr Mathe's mother. The only kin of

Mrs Mathe to receive umabo gifts "rere next in line: The younger Mathe

daugher accepted a mat and pillow on behalf of her aunt, who was not pre~ent

and the other sister of Mrs 11athe, who was present, stepped forward to

receive her blanket and pillow. The last of the Mathe family to receive

gifts was Mr }~the's father's father's mother, and her blanket and pillow

were accepted by the Mathe daughter. There then followed gifts for umkhongi

and his wife. Umkhongi expressed his gratitude for the mat and pillow he

was given by singing a hymn, His wife expressed her than..lcs for the mat,

broom and str--ainer she received by dancing. Finally, an oxtail made of

grass was presented to the groom's father, to express appreciation for the

ilobolo which had been provided.

The umabo presentation now over, the handing over of the bride to the

Mathe family by her male kin commenced. Several men, in turn, gave brief

speeches, some of them dancing and brandishing sticks,viz. Mr Zuma and his'father'
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Mrs Zuma's mother's brother, Mrs Zuma.'s brother, and Mr Zuma,'s brothers.

Most speeches contained pleas that the Mathes should look after Dom, and

expressed the hope that the couple and their families would be separated

only by death, calling on God's assistance. Hopes that the union would be

frui tful were expressed, and there were some reminders to Dora about serving

her in-laws and respecting her new home. Demonstrations of approval in the

form of ukukikiza (joyful trillings) followed cm some of the sentiments

expressed, and the groom's father listened intently, c.ommenting in places.

MXs Zuma's malume (Who apparently considered that his advanced age permitted

him to take some liberties) engaged in some light bantering with Mr Mathe,

commenting, for example, that he kept forgetting his surname because it

was a 'difficult' one which they did not have where he came from, a remark

taken in good humour by Mr Mathe.

Towards the end of the speeches, Hr Zuma's brother, jumping forward,

shouted the praises of the Zuma forefathers, and of Hr Zuma himself, to

'. _ ~ \he accompaniment of ukukikiza and clapping by those present. The Zuma.

men then, dancing, stamping and clapping, chanted the Zuma iHubo (clan song). '

'During all these proceedings, the bride and her attendants had been sitting

and watching, but had not participated in any way. They remained where

they were whilst a double bed, part of the bride's family's present to the

groom (i.e. the furniture) was bro~t outside and ass~mbled and made up,

complete with fancy quilt and matching pillows, by women from the bride's

group. The groom then climbed into bed and pulled the bedclothes around

his head. A tray with a tea cup and pot was brougrrt to him, and when he

pushed the bedclothes back the women were waiting to hit him with sticks,

which he accepted goodhumouredly before escaping.
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the day had come to an end, and Peter's aunt, on behalf of the Mathe family,

spoke briefly. It was difficult, she remarked, to talk about all these

gifts they had received, for there had been so many that they would still

be talking the following day if they did. She hoped that from where they

had obtained these gifts God would give them more. Peo~le were hungry now

and, since the kitchen was full of food, people should not leave but should

go and eat. Most present accepted this invitation, an.d were given the

usual wedding fare - dishes of curry and rice, salads, vegetables and pud-

dings. Some, however, had to leave for distant homes immediately after the

ceremonies were over. As on the previous day, revelries continued for some

hours, curtailed only by the need for a good night t s sleep before returning

to work and school the following day. Dora' s life as a mako.ti now commenced

in earnest.

:Before looking at the changes which the marriage had brought about in the

lives of the two families, and especially that of Dora, some background to

the events described is called for. Holleman states, concerning 'traditional

Bantu marriage', that the wedding celebrations were merely the culmination

of the long-drawnout process that constituted a marriage (Holleman,1958/9:85).

It is to a description of the series of prescribed steps which had preceeded

the weekend's activities, that I now turn, beginning with some relevant

information about the two families, 'and about the yOurig couple's courtship.
or

Dora's father and mother, who had originated from the Dundee and Eshowe areas

respectively, had met and married in Durban. Both had had very little

schooling, and since marriage had been employed in manual work, he on a

factory assembly line, she as a domestic worker. Four children had been

born of their marriage, two daughters, of whom Dora, aged 25 at the time

of her marriage was the second, being followed by two sons ,



Peter's mother and father had also met in Durban, his mother's home.

His father, a Shangane, had come to Durban from Mozambique to seek work

scme 35 years previously, leaving a wife and baby son at home. On learning

that his wife had died, Mr Mathe had re-married, to his present wife. From

this union four children were born; Peter, aged 27 at the time of the mar

riage, was the only surviving son, and he had two sisters of 17 and 13.

Like the Zumas, the Mathes' education had been minimal, and their employ

ment largely unskilled; Mr Mathe had worked in a factory for 30 years, and

MXs as a domestic worker.

Both families had been living in the township for some years when Dora and

Peter had met in 1912. They had attended the same local high school, and

had first become aware of each other when Dora was 17 and in Form 11, and

Peter was 19 and in Form Ill. When Peter had approached her Dora had. been

pleased (although she did not initially show it) having already taken

sJ.ecial notice of him herself, yet at the same time somewhat 'frightened'

(in her words), having had no previous experience of boyfriends, Peter

being her first and only boyfriend. They had walked together from school,

had met at friends' houses, and had gone to bioscope together, having

ascertained that they had no mutual kin. In due course they had become

lovers. During these years they had been aided and abetted in their secret

meetings by Peter's sister, but neither Peter's nor Dora's parents had

known anything of their association. ~fter four years of meeting secretly

the situation changed, when Dora df.scover-ed that she was pregnant. Eeter,

wanting to marry her, had approached his mother, not daring to go directly

to his father, and had broken the news of Dora's pregnancy to her.

According to MXs Mathe this news had not come as a complete surprise to

her, for something had already happened to arouse her suspicions: Her

father's mother had come to her in a dream, holding a baby boy that Peter

had fathered by a girl named Dora. She had, in fact, told Peter of her
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dream prior to his approaching her, but he had maintained an attitude

of non-committal; her suspicions had been further heightened when she'd

subsequently received a Christmas present and card from the mysterious Dora.

On learning of the true situation from her son, Mrs Mathe had sent for Dora

and, having received confirmation that she was indeed pregnant, advised her

to absent herself from school; Mrs Mathe had then informed her husband.

Both Mathe parents thoroughly approved of their son's choice of bride,

for the families did know each other, having belonged to the same savings

club; they were also aware, from neighbours, that Dora's reputation was

unblemished. Mrs Mathe did, however, feel rather bad about her son being

responsible for seducing her friend's daughter.

Mr Mathe had arranged for abakhongi (negotiators) to visit Mr Zuma to

negotiate about a marriage. For this task he had chosen two friends,

having no relatives in Durban himself. Umkhongi, the main negotiator, was,

like Hr Mathe, a Shangane (he was also a neighbour of the Zumas and a mem

ber of their savings club); Jllll!lcane (umkb.ongi's accomplice) was a Zulu

speaking ,friend. The abakhongi made two attempts to speak to Hr Zuma.,

but without success for, it must be remembered, at this stage the Zumas

knew nothing about the courtship. However, they became suspicious after

the second visit by abakhongi and, when Mrs Zuma had threatened to take her

daughter to a doctor, she had admitted the truth. The news had angered and

disappointed the Zumas, especially as it meant the end of their career

aspirations for Dora, in that they bad set their hearts on her training as

a nurse. They did not ,object to her choice of partner, however, for

although they did not know Peter personally they were, as mentioned,

acquainted with his family. Mrs Zuma, not knowing at first that Peter's

mother had been just as much in the dark as she had been, had felt somewhat

put out.
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Thus, by the time abakhongi called for the third time the Zumas were

aware of the true natt'U'e of their visit, and were well prepared. Hr Zuma

had assembled members of his umndeni (lineage) - his brothers and his

father's brothers - in the living room, and had himself waited at the back

of the house; the women of the household were concealed in the kitchen,

listening to all that transpired. Standing outside, umkhongi had shouted

the Zuma praises, following with 'We want to make relations, we want to

make lobolo'. Having let abakhongi into the house, Mr Zuma's brother,

acting on his behalf, had demanded that R5,OO should first be paid for

Mr Zuma to come inside. This request having been complied with, and all

parties being seated in the living room, a further R40,OO was paid as

imvulamlomo (a 'mouth opener'), i.e. to enable negotiations to commence.

Umkhongithen stated his business, and Dora was called briefly into the

room for her father to ascertain that she did indeed know these men.

Mr Zuma was at this stage not interested in negotiating a marriage, and

in presenting his ilobolo demands, but pressed for 'damages' in respect

of Dora's pregnancy. Eventually, agreement was reached: The Mathes would

pay Rl60,OO to each Mr and Mrs Zuma for 'damages', including compensation

for the loss of schooling, and would also supp'Iy igezambuzi, i.e. a goat

for a cleansing ceremony for Dora, which would cost about R50,OO. The

abakhongi then departed, unsuccessful in their attempts to conclude any

ilobolo agreement, and returned the '.following week with the agreed upon

amount for damages.

The igezarnbuzi was purchased, and was slaughtered and eaten by the women

(the Zuma women and their neighbours) to mark Dora I s formal entry into

womanhood for, although she was no longer a virgin, she was ritually still

intombi (a girl) Partaking in this meat, together with other abafazi (women)

marked her transition from girlhood. No izintombi who were I clean girls'

were pennitted to take part in the feast.
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A1though Mr Zuma had refused. to negotiate a marriage, the Mathes were not

deterred, and spent the next year acOUllt1lating cash for the anticipated

ilobolo demands. In the mean time, in September 1911, Dora gave birth to

a baby boy. She and Peter continued to Bee each other, as unobtrusively

as possible, for formal visits to each other's homes were not yet permissable • .

Dora stayed at home for about a year after the baby's bi~th, breastfeeding,

and started work in a supermarket once weaning was over.

About a year after they had first approached Hr Zuma the aba.khonl\i returned,

determined to press for marriage negotiations. ~ this time Mr and 11rs

Zuma had reconciled themselves to losing their daughter, and presented to

abakhongi their ilobolo demands; eleven beasts, ten of which were to be

paid in cash, and which were to include UDlguoliso (ingguthu), the special

beast for Dora's mother. They also gave abakhongi a list of izibizo re-

quirements, i.e. specific gifts to members of the bride's family prior to

marriage.

ASaJ.n the abakhongi retired, to re-appear a few weeks later, at a pre-

arranged date, together with members of the Mathe family, bearing izibizo

gifts such as blankets, rugs, utensils of various kinds, clothing, and a

goat covered with a blanket (ibikibiki), most of which were destined for

Dora's mother. Presentation of the gifts at ·the Zuma home was a festive

occasion; a party was held, and a band hired. Altogether three goats were,

slaughtered by the Zumas, one for Mrs Mathe, who took the meat and the skin

home with her, one for Hr Mathe, who also took the skin and part of the meat

with him, and one for Peter. The goat killed for Peter was the indlakudla ,

permi.tting him to now participate in meals at the Zuma home. There should,

strictly speaking, have been a goat for umkhongi also, but lack of funds

prevented the fulfillment of this obligation.
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With the Qfficialcemmencement of ilobolo negotiations, cemented b.1 the

presentation of izibizo, a new relationship between the Zumas and the

Mathes was formally recognized, and they were now umlingane (in-laws).

Peter was umkhwenyane (son-in-law) to Dora's parents, and she was now seen

as "makot i (a wife) by Peter's parents. At the izibizo ceremony Dora had

been presented with a new set of clothing by Peter, and an engagement ring.

The clothing included a scarf, which she now wore around her neck, and was

known as a 'don't touch', which marked her change of status to that of an

eng'a8ed woman.

In the company of her friends Dora now paid her first formal visit to the

Mathe home to 'look around', taking with her a large quantity of foodstuffs.

Previous to this visit there had been only odd, informal contacts between

her and Mrs Mathe, mainly connected with news about the baby. Peter, out

of respect, and because he was somewhat 'scared' of Dora's father, did not

visit the Zuma home.

It was in December 1919 that Hr Zuma went to the Mathe home to 'fetch the

cattle', i.e. the major portion of the ilobolo which was paid in cash;

in June, 1980 a further cow (Rl~O,OO in cash) was paid to Hr Zuma, together

with RlOO,OO in lieu of Mrs Zuma's ingguthu beast (Thus R100,OO, the cash

equivalent of eight beasts, including the mother's, were paid in these two

instalments).

To show the Zumas' appreciation of ilotolo payments, two umbondo visits

were paid by Dora to the Mathe home. Accompanied once again by friends,

male and female, of her own age group, together with an older female relative

in the place of her mother, they had set off on a Saturday afternoon for the

Mathe's house, singing songs they had composed (the same as sung at the

wedding). Each member of the party carried an item of food or drink of

some sort, e.g. rice, sugar, potatoes, amadumbi (similar to a sweet potato),

pumpkin, cakes and minerals, mahewu (a sour drink made from maize, sold in

cartons) and utshwala (beer) they had brewed, as well as a present of
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pinnafores for Mrs Mathe and her sisters. A party, with much sone-singing,

followed at the Mathe home. It was at the first of these imibondo that

indlakudla goat had been killed for Dora, permitting her to eat and drink

and the Mathe home.

After the second ilobolo instalment had been paid in June, 1980, Mrs Mathe

had felt it was time to take matters into her own hands, and had gone to

Mr Zuma heI:Self (for, of' course, up until then most negotiations had taken

place through umkhongi), until eventually he had agreed to set the wedding

date for 6th September. Mr Zuma's agreement had been somewhat reluctant,

immediately prior to the wedding. However, the Mathes, taking what they

had paid as ' damages' into account, had reckoned that payment had been made

in full.

As the wedding day approached, one further formality had to be complied

with: Cimela visits by the bride to her relatives. There had been only

two of these because Dora was working, and because of the distances at

which some relatives lived. She had visited her father's brother, and her

father's sister, in different sections of the township, and had received

wedding gifts from them.

The week before the actual wedding was one of feverish activity in the
•

Zuma home. Dora had a week's leave from work, and had spent much of the

time closeted in her room, receiving visits from female kin and neighbours

who had pressed advice on her about how a wife should behave. She and her

friends had prayed together, and had practised the wedding songs.

Finally, on the Friday evening, it was time for the wedding celebrations,

into which my companions and I had entered on the Saturday, to commence.



The Ngidis had delivered isikhumba beast (one of the ilobolo), a. male

calf, and Hr Zuma. had purchased a beast, which he would slaughter for

Peter to mark the Zuma. family's formal acceptance of him (uyocola umkhwen.yane).

Both beasts were slaughtered that evening in the presence of the Mathes,

the Zuma family, and kin, friends and neighbours.

Customarily the isikhumba was presented to, and slaughtered by, umkhongi,

who then divided up the 'meat, keeping some for himself. However, since

umkhongi was somewhat intimidated by the idea of kilH,ng the beast, both

beasts had been despatched by Mr Zuma, who had divided the meat and given

umkhongi his portion. Peter was annointed with the gall .(nyongo) from

his (umkhwenyane) beast, and half of the meat, together with the skin,

was given to the Mathes to be used at their wedding festivities over the

weekend. Different portions of the meat from the slaughtered beasts were

reserved for men and women; for the men the head, arm and neck, for the

women, the breast, rib and leg. Mrs Zuma had disposed of the stomachs

of the animals before an umta.ka.thi (Wizard) could lay hands on them,

burying theIILsecretly.

Throughout all this ceremonial, Dora remained in her room, receiving last

minute advice from female relatives and friends; she should, e.g. become

so much part of her husband's family that even if they were witches she

should join with them and •feed the baboons'. After the slaughter of

isikhumba Dora was annointed (her f~celhands, feet and tongue) with its

gall, drawing to her in this way the presence of the shades that night.

Some of the meat from the slaughtered beast, itwani (offal) had been set

aside at the umsamo, the very back corner of the house, for the ancestors

to partake of it that night. Revelries continued for much of the night,

so when we arrived the following morning the wedding festivities were

actually well underway.
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Four years have elapsed since the wedding of Dom and Peter. During that

time they have continued to live with Peter's parents, in one of the bed

rooms of the house (which has been enlarged and is somewhat bigger than

the average to\omship house). Their name is on the waiting list for a home

of their own, but they may still have several years to wait. Peter does,

to some extent, feel an obligation to remain with his parents since he is

the only son. The elder of Peter's two sisters gave birth to a baby boy

in 1981, and plans to ~~ the father when her schooling is complete.

Negotiations have been opened be~ieen the two parties concerned.

The relationship between Dom and her mother-in-law, initially cordial,

has become extremely strained, and Dora complains bitterly about her

behaviour towards her. MXs Y~the is seen by the Zuma family as being a

'difficult' woman, but initially, when Dora complained to her father about

the way her mother-in-law was treating her, he made it clear it was not

his duty to interfere. However, when Mrs Mathe accused Dora of bewitching

her, and implied that her family was also involved, Hr Zuma was obliged

to visit the Mathes to demand an explanation; when confronted, Mrs Mathe

denied having made such an accusation. For Peter the situation is a

difficult one for, although he appreciates his wife's position, he does

not want to offend his mother in any way. 1'1r Mathe, in contrast to his

wife, treats Dom in a kindly manner.

Dom had kept her job at the supermarket until the end of 1983, when she
,

left to give birth to the couple's second child, a daughter born in
•

January,1984. She resumed work as soon as possible after her daughter's

birth, both for financial reasons, and to keep as well out of the way of

her mother-in-law as possible. Since her marriage she has also been kept

busy at home with her duties as a makoti, which involve a fair amount of

housework. Initially she also did all the cooking, but now cooks only for

her husband and children and herself; since Mrs I"Iathe now fears Dom may put

umuthi in her food she has been relieved of further cooking duties. Dom and

Peter contribute well to the upkeep of the house, and have purchased various
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appliances and fixtures for the Mathe family. Dora has managed to escape

participation in the Zionist ceremcnies which take place weekly at the

house, and still attends her own (Lutheran) church when she has the time.

Peter does not object since he is not a committed Zionist. The young couple

spend a fair amount of time together when they are not working, but no lo~r

engage in the sort of social activities, such as visits to the cinema, that

they did before marriage, Dora considers herself lucky to have a good .

husband, who is prepared to plan together vith her about matters such as

finances and their future, and the couple appear, to all intents and purposes,

happily married.

In contrast to the apparently smooth path which the marriage of Dora and

Peter seems to have run, that of the second couple used as a case study,

Phinde and Musa, has had more than its fair share of ups and downs in the

four years of its existence, causing Musa to wonder at times whether she

should, in fact, 'persevere' (as all wives are expected to do). Some of

the problems · which this couple:have experienced.will .be mentioned ata

later stage.

Phinde and Musa had known each other for about eight years when they

married in 1980. The church ceremony (the udwendwe, when the bride presents

gifts to her in-laws has not yet taken place) took place somewhat earlier

than Phinde would have liked; expense-wife it would have suited him to

marry later, for not only were there the usual wedding outlays to be made,

but there was also a demand from Musa's father for a further instalment of

the outstanding ilobolo before the wedding. However, Musa's father had

been furious when he had found out that his daughter, a strictly brought up

girl, was pregnant, and he had insisted that l'hinde marry her before "t he

baby was born. Their son, the couple's only child thus far, was born ~

few weeks after the marriage took place.
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During the years of their courtship, Fhinde had fathered two ohildren by

another woman, with whom he had enjoyed an infomal sexual relationship,

but who did not have the qualities he desired 1n aspcuse. .Phinde had

elaborated on his views about marriage and a good wife to me before the

wedding: Marriage was for partnership purposes, and he wanted a wife he

could share ideas with, and with whom he had some interests in common. A

wife should be capable and be able to manage if her husband was not around;

she should support her husband at all costs, 'make you feel she is with you',

and provide something for you to 'rush home for' Phinde considered that he

was not like some men who, he claimed, 'take a wife as a puppy to carry

slippers'. Unfortunately these partnership ideas have, so far, not been

very much in evidence in this marriage.

Pbinde had been born in a rural area, .but had lived in Durban since boyhood,

his parents having acquired a. house in a township. Matriculated, he had

been employed in a variety of jobs of a 'white collar' nature; he would have

liked to improve his qualifications, and once remarked to Musa, in a semi

joking manner, that he would have become a doctor if he had not met her.

Musa, who was born and brought up in a peri-urban area, is an almost fu11y

qualified nurse, who had been prevented by illness from writing her final

examinations a few years ago. She has plans to improve her qualifications

in the future, and is at present in secure employment not far from where

the couple is living. Both were in ~heir mid twenties at the time of their

marriage, and both are Roman Catholics:

Another marriage which has not lived up to the expectations of at least

one of the partners is that of Gloria and Elliot. Gloria, a domestic

worker, had done all she could to expedite her wedding day, to which she

was greatly looking forward. Less than a year later she commented sadly

to me that 'it is better not to be married', and, in response to my comment

at that time that she appeared to have lost weight, G10ria responded wryly
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tha.tit was probably due to all the worries ahe had because of Elliot IB

behaviour towards her. At this Btage Elliot was spending most of his

spare time with other women, or drinking with his friends, and his abusive

behaviour towards Gloria on occasion was certainly not in accordance with

the ideals he had expressed to me: Love, he had said, was ih!t most impor-

tant factor in marriage, and marriage for him meant Ista!ing together nicely'.

This couple had married (in church) during the latter part of 1981, after

having known each other for six years. Gloria had borne Elliot a daughter

during that time, and was pregnant with their second daughter when they

married. She also had. a son of eight by another man with whom marriage

negotiations had not materialised, born before she had met Elliot. Having

completed schooling up to Standard IV, Gloria had worked most of her adult

life as a domestic worker. Elliot, who had grown up in a rural area, has

attained basic literacy only. Having migrated to the town during early

adulthood he has for several years been working as a gardener on a church

property and, whilst lodging in town, retains close rural ties. His mother

resides on the 'farm' and Elliot was anxious for Gl<;>ria to move in with her

as soon as possible after their marriage, in order to assist her; Gloria

did so samewhat reluctantly when their younger daughter was a few months

old, commenting cynically that now Elliot would have even more time to

spend with his girlfriends. Having spent about a year with her mother

in-law, Gloria moved back to town, ~here she now lives with Elliot, working
•

once again as a live-out domestic worker. Gloria is a member of Sobantu

(Anglican) church, and has retained her religious ties; Elliot does not

belong to a Christian church.

The fourth couple used for case study purposes, William and Bengi, present

a happier picture than the last two couples described. I first met Bongi

on her wedding day; a shy, slender young bride, she was radiant as she sat
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next to her new husband, and later left the church on his arm. The

following day she wore the dejected expression of the new bride who has

just left her natal home as she sat, silent and sorrowful, in the midst

of her friends, waiting for the celebrations at the home of her in-laws

to commence.

Unlike Musa and Gloria, marriage and motherhood appear to have brought
<

contentment to Bangi, who has blossomed into a self-confident young

-makot i • proudly managing the small home she and William have been for-.., ---
tunate enough to acquire. .11though Bangi defers to her husband, who

laughingly refers to himself as 'chairman'" when in his company, this

couple's marriage seems to approximate 'partnership' ideals, in that they

share ideas, discuss decisions which are to be made, and engage in joint

recreational activities.

William and Bongf , both of whom had been born and brought up in the same

neighbourhood of a Durban township, had met each other about three years

before they bad married in 1980. At that time William, several years older

than Bongd , who was twenty when they married, was a teacher at the local

senior primary school, and Bangi a pupil at the local high school. They

married several months after Bongi had left school, whilst she was attending

Teachers' Training College. She did not complete her training, giving it

up when their son was bom in the middle of 1981, but she hopes to do so
I

in the future. William is very involv~d in the local church and youth group

activities, and is a staunch Methodist. fungi, too, had been an active

member of the young women's group in the church to which she had belonged

up until her wedding day; as is the norm (ideal) she had converted to her

husband's religion upon their marriage.

The views and expeotations of the fifth couple used as a case study differ

in many respects to those::already described. llthough Bheki, like Elliot,

mentions 'love' in connection with marriage, e.g. 1100010 show. love, there
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is no mention of the 'partnership' ideals espoused by Phinde and William,

and marriage for this couple has large.ly pragmatic and ritua.l ends. Women,

claims Bheki, think that a man is only after sex, which is not true. Men's

primary aim is to establish a home and have children, and that is why they

marry. One also needs to be married - and by that Bheki means having com-

pleted all the necessary customary ritual - to be admitted to the company

of male ancestors after death. For Bheki, the problems connected with

marriage have centred around what he considers a grasping attitude on the

part of his father-in-law, which will be described in more detail in later

chapters.

In contrast to her short, wiry huaband , Thembe is a tall, good-looking

woman with the type of sturdy build said to have been admired by the

traditionalists studied by Reader (1966:119) and Vilakazi (1962:59).

Although Thembe is reserved in her husband's company, Bheki, who has fim

ideas about the place of a wife, maintains that she talks too much, and

nags him so much that she would have been divorced by now if she had

married someone other than him!

Both Bheki and Thembe are Roman Catholics,and married in church in 1918.

Bheki, who deprecatingly refers to his educational level as 'only Standard VI'

works as a caretaker in Durban, travelling home approximately once a month

to visit his wife and children. Thembe remains in the country, in her
,

own house which adjoins that of Bheki' B father and stepmother, and pays
•

occasional visits to her husband in town. Bheki would ideally like to

settle in the country, but since he does not have the money to open a

business there, as he would like to do, he remains depemEnt on the wages

he eams in the city. Thembe attended school up -t o Standard V..

Bheki 's ideal is a large family, and he and his wife have three children,

two sons born in 1918 and 1980, and a daughter born in 1983. Bheki's

mistress, whom he once described to me as his 'extra girlfriend', bore

him a son in 1982.
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CHApnm 1

~. CHOOSING A PARTNER

Whether or not one decides to marry and, if so, whom, are, decisions whose

antecedents can usually be traced to the childhoods and family backgrounds

of the persons concerned, as well as to the prevailing ..cultural climate.

It is, however, aj'ter p'uh.eJ:...1;y that the process which leads to the conscious

selection of a future spouse starts, and this chapter seeks to examine those

factors which have a bearing, during the teenage and early adulthood years,

on choosing, or not choosing, a partner. For example, what opportunities
'c..

are there for meeting and mixing with members of the opposite sex? 'What

are the norms which govern the relationship between the two sexes? What

socio-cultural constraints operate in the selection of a mate? What are

the preferences expres~ed regarding the qualities of a partner? Lastly,

but certainly not least, why do people marry, or not marry?

Courtship patterns amongst the Natal Nguni which are believed to have

operated in the past have been recorded by Krige (1936), and Tarious changes

wrach customary practices have undergone have been documented by Reader(1966)

and Vilakazi(1962) and, more recently, by Sibiya (1982). Various other re

searchers, including Levin (1947), ~~re (1959) and Pauw (1963) have

detailed changing courtship norms in different urban areas of Southern

Africa.

.------ -_.
w~_ill.c;;ll~~--~gl:i:!:QA~_.~_ E.?~iti~~s, except insofar as was supplied

in discussions by persons who were either courting in rural areas at the

time I interviewed them, or had been married in a rural area before

settling, or merely working, in town (e.g. Bheki). Meetings with spouses

in the rural areas occurred in such varied settings as !mibondo or wedding
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festivities, schools and churches. In view of the major focus of this

work, my main concern in the discussion which follows is to examine the

opportunities presenting themselves for meeting and mixing with members
-,

of the opposite sex in urban areas.

Of the twenty seven marriages, or intended marriages, for which details

about where the spouses had met were specifically sought, fifteen couples

had met through living in and/or having been brought up in the same rural-_. -

~ea, either whilst the man and/or woman were/was working as a migrant in

the city, or prior to the couple moving into an urban area. For those

whose courting had taken place in the town, a variety of meeting places

were mentioned, e.g. school (Phinde and Musa), the cinema, a church hall

(Gloria and Elliot), or at or near one's place of employment. Often, it

seems, proximity of residence leads to attempts by one or the other

interested party to engineer a meeting; for example, William had seen, and

taken a fancy to Bangi., who lived nearby, and he had been able to arrange

a casual meeting through his sister, vho was at school with Bongd, Most

professionals interviewed had met their partners at university, or in

their common ·work situation (e.g. teachers, nurses and doctors). One

professional man expressed an opinion that'about ninety percent of marriages

between university-educated professionals start at the university'.

Many meetings take place on buses, trains, or in the streets, a not

surprising fact considering the lack ol recreational facilities for blacks

in urban areas. In response to my question about where she. had met her

medical student boyfriend, Anna, one young informant, replied, with a laugh,

'Oh, just around'. She had continued her meetings vith him secretly, during

errands to the shops for her mother, a domestic worker in the city, or

whilst travelling to and from the family home in the township. Other

couples, like Anna and her boyfriend, having initiated contact, continue

to seek each other's company at friends' houses, or by walking to and
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from school together, visiting cinemas, or merely arranging a rendezvous

in the city centre. Many informants bemoaned the lack of recreational

facilities in the townships, and one minister, referring to the courtship

which takes place in cafes and on street corners, in townships with high ,

crime rates, described having seen young men appointing friends to 'stand

guard'for them in case their girlfriends had tsotsi connections.

In striking contrast to white norms, which promote the value of parents

knowing where their offspring (especially daughters) are, and who they

are with, it is expected in the black community that, out of respect for

one's parents, relationships with the opposite sex will not be openly

flaunted. Although parents certainly do their best to keep track of where

their children are, even, as Mr Zuma had done with Dora, locking them

inside the house on occasion, young persons obviously connive to overcome

parental restrictions, and to keep their activities secret. A girl bring-

ing boyfriends home would soon acquire a reputation, fanned by reports of

neighbours who could be relied on to notice, and spread news of, what was

going on. Contrary to Longmore's assertion (1959:63) 'public opinion'

remains a powerful social sanction. A girl's reputation may be spread

over a wide geographic area, through .t i es such as church membership and

kinship. Mrs Mk, e.g., who lived a considerable distance away from Bongi

(William's wife), knew that she had been a 'good girl' before she married,

because her own daughter belonged to the same church (but a different parish)
•

as Bongd , One's choice of partner should not be made known officially to

one's parents until the young people themselves have decided to marry, when

the young man approaches his parents about commencing formal negoations

(see following chapter).

Several teenagers, in essaysl they had written about relationships with

the opposite sex, criticised the norm which promotes such secretiveness,
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the parents of the girl knew about him, and they considered that the

present system promoted a lack of responsibility or. the part of men.

Another factor mentioned by these young persons as promoting teenage

sexual relations was parental over-strictness in keeping their da~ters

confined, so that they rebelled when they saw a chance of escaping parental

vigilance.

Parents are, however, not necessarily deceived about their children's

involvement with the opposite sex, as the following incident demonstrates.

When I arrived to collect Anna her mother stood, somewhat agitated, at the

gate of the home where she worked, waiting for her daughter's return from

the shops, and she commented to me 'She's probably running around with

boyfriends' • When her daughter finally appeared in sight, she scolded her

loudly; Anna did not respond, but got into my car, and said resignedly that

she would have to introduce her boyfriend to her mother, for she was tired

of being scolded. She did perform the introduction in due course, but

.only to her mother; she would definitely not think of. introducing her boy-

friend to her father, and he would not openly visit her home. If her

boyfriend called for her in his car he would wait in the road and send a

messenger for her, for he was scared of her father. Anna, like other

girls, mentioned the intolerance and jealousy of her boyfriend regarding

her having other male friendships; he )l&S very strict with her, and wanted

to know what she was doing, and where she had been. illustrating the double

standards which prevail, this attitude on the boyfriend's part was strongly

approved of by Anna's{slightly younger) brother, who had several girlfriends

himself, and who considered his sister 'weak' (as, he said, most women are),

when it came to men. Sibiya also notes (1982:83) that a :woman who has had

many lovers is regarded as having a 'weak character', and informants men

tioned insulting names such as 'rubbernecks', 'skeberesh', and 'isifebe'

which are used for girls who have had many boyfriends.
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~-
.As noted by other researchers both in South Africa and other parts of the

continent, a belief in the efficacy of '!-ove medicine' persists (Pauw,1963:116;

Longmore,l959:42; Harrell-Bond,1975:267); such medicine is obtained from an
I

~yanga (herbalist) for shops sell only ingredients, or ready-made mixtures

such as isimoIlYO (, good luck' medicine which is smeared on the body) and

Spanish Fly (or what passes for itl). Such shops are, apparently, also

well patronised by whites seeking solutions for unrequited love. The

different types of umuthi (medicine) obtained from an in.yanga can be either

put in the food or rubbed into the skin of the one whose favours are sought.

If someone uses medicine to win you, in the words of one informant 'you love

more' and, if subsequently rejected, 'you cry, you're ha.lf mad'. One could

seek help from an inyane:a, but if he did not know what had been used in the

first place he would not be able to help, and the only consolation was that

the medicine lasted · for only a limited period. In fact, it is sometimes

said, when a marriage breaks up during the early days, that 'the medicine

didn't last I • Ukuhayisa, a type of hysterical laughter accompanied by

aimless running around, which afflicts young women as a result of their

being given c~rtain umuthi, is said to be fairly rare in urban areas,

although some women mentioned hearing such laughter at times at night in

onp. of the townships.

Of the changes which have occurred in the sphere of male/female relations,

the most striking and far reaching per\ain to sexual matters, as evidenced

by the fa.ct that, in the words of one experienced social worker, 'illegiti

mate births become the order of the da.y, particularly in the urban environ

ment' (Khanyile,1974:1). Illegitimacy figures should, however, be treated

wi th some caution, firstly because official figures may include the offspring

born of customary unions (see Chapter 4), and secondly because many of the

parents subsequently marry each other, thereby legitimizing the children

(Moeno,1917). Nevertheless, it is obvious that many such illegitimate births
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are the result of casual affa.irs; e.g. a certain young man, who has

fathered a child by Mrs HI. 's daughter, Ethel, has also fathered two other

children by two different women in the same area. Community health workers

know of cases where one man is reputed to have fathered up to six children

by different women in the same township. Alternatively, illegitimate child-

ren may result from longer-standing affairs where marriage is anticipated
,

by one of the partners, but never eventuates, as in the following case:

Miss J. approached a welfare organization for assistance
whilst pregnant with her fifth child by a certain Hr X.,
her beyfriend, who bad recently deserted her. She had
been living with him for five years, but he had nev~.r paid
any damages for her pregnancies nor, as he had promiaed ,
any ilobolo; all this time she had been under the im
pression that he was going to marry her, but now he had
told her that he was finished with her, and he was
reputed to be living vith another voman.

The obvious prevalence of pre-mariB!d:. sexual relationships is in glaring- ..... .. --

contrast to the strict moral code reported to have operated in. the past

amongst the Nguni, as reported by anthropologists such as Krige (1936)

and Gluclanan (1950) although, as one informant cynically pointed out

(referring to the illegitimacy of Shaka), there had doubtless always been

some discrepancy between the ideal and actual behaviour. The influence of

the peer group, previously2 operating to restrain and control, is now more

likely to actively encourage participation in sexual relationships; according

tc ene high school scholar: '\{hen you are against {intercoursel you so~

,become the_i-Qk of the school'. A few other teenagers, writing on the
. -----. .-

subject of schoolgirl pregnancies, specifically advocated a return to what

they saw as 'traditional' values, a couple even suggesting a virginity check.

pthough this custom (~hla) appears to have largely fallen away, even

t'1;.n~ (Whooley,1975:325; Mayer,1961:253;Sibiya,1982:138), one .---..

mother'I interviewed (White collar) had continued to examine her elder

daughter from the time she was about eleven to check vhether she was still

'\' ~; 'How else', said Mrs Mk., when discussing this with me, 'could I
~,
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be sure that she was still a good girl1'. Mrs Mk. realised that the

excellent relationship she enjoyed with this girl had facilitated her

co-operation, and she was uncertain whether her younger daughter would

co-operate in the same way in this procedure. T,!le elder ~a~ter had"

. ~ 6\ /' ;g~.~~tlY.:._ma:::i~_!. .::t~~~g her t1Il~~;rtli~~!:~__i~.,_~E=!ch Mrs . ~!~~~e~d,.,

~!f\ I~., j,~or~ant f~~:o,: .~~~~ID:ng_h.er~~iJ~.~ncEL.h~rJ?:~E-~d ,would
I •

I not be able to accuse her of any wrong in seXU;a1..~.:tter§_._I '-_'r.·C "~ ' " - - - - - - ........ .. ' . "

I

Mrs Mic. described in detail the long, hard battle it had been for her,

as a mother, in the face of pressure from the environment in which her

daughter lived, to attain this ideal. She had been very close to her

daughter, constantly talking to her about her parents' expectations regard-

ing her behaviour. Praise had played an important part in the way Mr and

Mrs Mk. had brought up their children, and Mr Mk., when alone with his

daughter, would make remarks such as 'I see you as a nower in this family'.

'JPIPr.~tG-thei:r-da~EL~i~.,_~pa.rents had given h,g,r a party~
v '"

.! \;,, -'" , a reward for he73a"!:iM'_~~.~__~~.go~~__p~~,_an(1. ~hE! . ~~~!hen held up as ,

i
an example to be emulated by her younger sister and the other girls.
~. . __ . __ - __-._,0_. _ .---

The positive influence of a close mother/daughter relationship is also

illustrated by the following example concerning the choice of a marriage
~ . _._- - - -=-

partner, which was described by a single, highly qualified professional-----..-
woman. When her elder sister had left school and taken up nursing their

mother had spoken to her daughters about the sort of boyfriends they should

seek, i.e. men who didn't smoke or drink, and who were more educated than

they were (for, education being a highly-prized ideal in this family, it

was assumed that such men would encourage their wives to study further).

Her sister had subsequently taken a boyfriend, but had given him up because

he had not met the strict criteria expected of a future husband. She had

subsequently contracted an eminently suitable match, and had been held up

as a shining example to her two younger sisters.
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One can, however, well imagine the problems which beset a vast number

of black mothers who rise at daybreak or before, leave soon afterwards

for work in the city, and return during the early evening to care for

their families (if they are fortunate enough to live together with them

in or around Durban), in trying to exercise even minimal control over

their daughters, let alone find the time and energy to develop the sort

of relationship describe~ above. Added to that are the d~~gers involved

for women in living in townships with high crime rates, where travelling
" -

to and from work may take place during hours of darkness. Rape was mentioned

as a factor in lllegitimacy, and "some girls are said to take the contra-

ceptive Pill for fear of being raped.

Qui te apart from such dangers, the normative climate operates, as already

mentioned, to encourage love relationships between boys and girls; 'girls

are encouraged by other girls to have a boyfriend and tell her it is a

disgrace to be without any, the same applies to boys', in the words of

one essay-writer. Customarily such relationships were normal, but were

strictly controlled by the leader of the girl's age group, whose permission

was needed before embarking on such a relationship, and who exercised strict

control over love-making activities, impressing on both parties the necessity

of avoiding defloration (Reader,l966:l71). In response to my enquiries about
/

whe~her ukusoma (intracrural intercourse) still occurred, it was pointed out

that ~ love-ma.k.!ng was~on~r , Practica~, for who would check that

matters were not going further than they should? (i.e. in the absence of
"I

the effective sort of group control which is said to have existed in the

Ipast). It seems, however, that some men still use ukusoma as a pretext

for persuading the girl to allow sexual intimacy, for in one case heard

at the Durban Commissioner's Court in which Seduction Damages were claimed,

the male Defendant was reputed to have told the young woman concerned that

he would 'use her thighst.3
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It seems olear that a multiplioity of factors are involved in the number

of births resul ting from pre-ma.rital sexual relations. In the essays

referred to above few writers actually responded negatively to the use

of oontraoeptive measures (i.e. by expressing opinions against them,

either beoause they enoouraged looseness on the part of girls, or because

of assumed ill-effeots), and almost one quarter (seventy two out of approxi

mately three hundred) suggested that contraceptives should be available to
,

young persons. Very few essay writers alluded to a need for a young woman

to establish her fertili!y', but other informants did mention this factor
I _ .

as being of importance in promoting pre-marital births. A girl competing

with others for the same boyfriend, for example, might feel that bearing

his child gave her an advantage over competitors. In a survey conducted

in one of the townships, the response mentioned most frequently to the

question 'What are you most proud of?' referred to the ability to bear

children. (Siphiwe Madondo, personal communication).

~~~t~o:g:::: ~:;t:h::~m:::~~Y::-a::d~::::::o:::::~: ~
~ -

as the cases of Miss J and of Ethel Hl., described above, illustrate. Miss J.
~

was resistant to the suggestion that she be sterilised after the birth of

her fifth child by Hr X. because she felt she would be at a disadvantage

insofar as other men were concerned in the future if she were unable to

bear any more children.

•Young women may also use pnegnancy as a way of getting what they want

when their parents are against their proposed marriages, as had Mrs La.,

a professional woman, whose parents had not wanted her to marry a man who

they felt was socially beneath her, but who had relented when she fell

pregnant. One young man (whi te collar) felt that pregnancy could be used

as a way of reducing ilobolo demands, for the parents might be more 1n-

terested in having their daughter married quickly than prolonging negotiations o
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( Amongs t the men interviewed. opinions varied .!-J?Q.~:L~~~E-.~I.: _C?_:r' }lot it was
I~' ---.....----».,-....- .•-."......-....._-- '''-'' ''-- '''-'--"""'-- -" ..---•...-

J important for a girl to establiBh her fertility before Bhe married, Bomef _~........ _.. ""'_'--.._~ _ I.' _ ..... • M

i....
conceding that a man might like to be sure of his ru~~ w~J'~~JL~@'Q~ll:py_
----,~ ........__..,~ ,.........""-,._.._-_...---.- ~

to bear children, o;h~~ denying that there was any relationship. Elliot,
--- - - - -.--..........-...::.-- --,,_ ._ ~ -'---.-.- --- - • •~-"._ - . ~ - .""'- -... ? - ,.,-"-- - - ... .- . __ . - . .. .....-.~ ••. •

e.g., in response to my probing about the timing of his sending his umkhongi

to commence marriage negotiations (i.e. after Gloria had fallen pregnant

with their first child) (lenied that there was any connection, and cl~~d

t~t it was love~_~p~Q.r:tant , and that it was just too bad if a

girl could not have children. On the other hand, Eunice, a domestic worker,

was adamant that her son had waited until his girlfriend had produced a

baby, after having had five miscarrriages, before commencing negotiations.

(S~me other commentators have linked the large increase in the number of

jbabi eS born premaritally to the void caused by the breakdown of customary

~ethods of sexual instruction (Reader,l966:l38/9; Khanyile,l974:3; Loening,

n.da5). In the essays referred to above over half the writers mentioned

the need for more information and guidance, the majority suggesting that

either the schools or the parents, or both, fulfill this task. One pupil

put forward the idea that instruction be given by 'nurses and ald people',

an interesting blend of old and new from an anthropological perspective.

The frequency with which parents were mentioned as ideally being involved

in sex instruction seems to show a definite shift of perception about their

roles in contrast to the customary ;j.deas about children' B respect for

parents precluding open discussion about sexual matters.(Sibiya,l982;140)

Other factors which were perceived by scholars and other informants as

playing a role in illegitimacy and teenage sexual relationships were the

lack of recreational/sports/work outlets, poor socio-economic conditions

(see below), the need for moral standards and self-control, and the co-

educational school system. Sexual relationships between young women and

men whe were considerably older we~ mentioned in the essays and in
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discussions with informants. Teachers were accused by some of exploiting

the teacher/pupil relationship; in the words of one essay writer:

'1 think that the Department of Education must make sure that
the teachers do not go out and drink intoxicants during school
time so that they must see to it that all the kids are present.
Teachers must not be in love with students'.

Relationships with other older men, •sugar daddies', or 'taximen', were

mentioned fairly frequently, the same sixteen year old already quoted

having continued:

'There must be no bars, shopping centres and taxi ranks near
the schools because nowadays maIlY girls love taximen and it
is easy for them to go out of schools with those t?~is'.

Usually, when talking of these relationships with older men, the financial

advantages were mentioned. The existence of such relationships was con-

firmed by a middle-aged woman, deeply involved with the community in

which she lives and works, who described what she termed I business affairs'

between businessmen and young girls. The businessmen took the girls out,

e.g. to expensive hotels, giving them what their parents, because of their

own dire poverty, could not do; such relationships were 'the greatest

temptation these girls have ••••••it all goes back to pverty', for if the

parents were -abl e to provide luxuries such as decent clothing, and outings

in a car, what these businessmen offered would not appear so attractive.

Sometimes these girls had younger boyfriends also, with the older ones

in the background.

j

When pregnancy results fram pre-marital sexual relations, damages are

payable to the parents or guardian of the girl, whether or not the

couple subsequently marry. In the case of the first pregnancy two beasts

are payable, the Ngguthu for the mother, and, the 'tf)nth lobolo' or

Mvimba4 for the father, or their cash equivalents. Also payable is at

least one goat for 'cleansing' the young woman (ingeza yeZintombi), or

an amount in cash to cover it. Strictly speaking, a beast should alse be

paid for each subsequent pregnancy.
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There follows a brief description of a case in which damages were

successfully claimed by the young woman's family during my period of

fieldwork:5

During their matriculation year, Grace P. had fallen pregnant
by !.mOB Mn. Mrs Mn., a Durban domestic worker, having bad
word from Grace's mother about the state of affairs, determined
to do her duty, and to arrange for negotiations to take place
with Grace's family about the damages they required. Since
Mrs Mn. had divorced some years previously, a trusted family
friend (male), together with Mrs Mn.'s · elderly mother, paid
a visit to Grace's family, taking with them two goats and
certain monies.

They were courteously received by Miss' P., Grace's mother (who
had never married), and some male members of her umndeni
(lineage), including her brother, who handled most of the
negotiations. In addition to the gifts they had broUght,
agreement was reached that the Mn. family should, at some time
in the future, pay R450 to the P, family in lieu of the
Ngguthtl and Mvimba beasts (R250 for the former, R200 for the
latter).

One of the goats was not permitted to enter the yard and
was slaughtered outside the precincts of the home. This
goat, the 1ngezamuzi was to put matters right between the
two families, and to remove Grace and her sisters from a
state of ritual impurity (umkhokho). The gall of this beast
was spilled an the ground, and the stomach oontents were left
for the dogs to eat. Its meat was consumed by the P. family
and neighbours. The second goat was slaughtered inside the
grounds ' of the homestead in order to notify the P. ancestors
about what was happening; n.yongo (gall) was placed on Grace's
.boe , and the gall-bladder and isipandla (strip of the
goat's skin worn around the wrist) were kept.

Of the actual monies which had been broUght, RlO,OO was
handed to the P.family to be given to ~he local chief, and
R20,OO plus 20 cents for 'cleansing the girls' was also handed
over. Grace and her sisters washed in the nearby stream using
the 20 cents as 'soap', and the 'soap' having been defiled was
left in the water. The H20,OO was used by Grace and her sisters
as they wished (they bought sweets and cool drinks with it) •

•
These ceremonies, which took place in the peri-urban area near Durban

bear striking similarities to those described by Vilakazi (1962:55/6)

and Sibiya (1982:165) as being performed by the 'traditionalists' they

studied. In this case, however, both families were Christians, belonging

to major denominations. The Mn. 's had offered a prayer to the forefathers

prior to leaVing home with the goats, and Christian prayers had been

offered at the P, home. Miss P, explained that they did not do !:!l the
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, traditional things' (such as keeping the umhlwehlwe, the covering of the

intestine) of the slaughtered goat because they were Christians.

Miss P., Grace's mother, subsequently explained that she was prepared

to wa1t for the money for the beasts , for what was most important was

that the two families had established a good relationship, and it was

clear that the Mn.'s were 'nice people •••••• ! can understand them and

them me'.

Unfortunately, not all claims for Damages are resolved so amicably;

should a man or his parent/guardian dispute a claim which is made against

him for Damages, a charge may be laid against him by the woman's parent/

guardian at the appropriate Commissioner's Court. The man, if he disputes

paternity, may be sent for a blood test, which does not, however, prove

conclusively that he is the father of the child, but only that he definitely

is not, or that he might be, the father. However, this latter step does

not appear to have been taken in either of the two cases amongst those

described below in which paternity was disputed. The four cases which

follow were brought in the Durban Commissioner's Court during the period

1980/1:

(i) Mchunu v. l'Ja,Sondo (Case 52/80)

Plaintiff's daughter had fallen in love with Defendant, and had
had sexual intercourse with him in the veld at Kwa Mashu; his
wife, he claimed, had, together with two other women, confronted
Defendant with their daughter's , pregnancy six months before the
baby had been born, whereupon DefE\l'ldant had admitted paternity
and had paid R5,20 for ingeza yezintombi (cleansing maidens).
Plaintiff was claiming R480,00 for the Ngguthu and Mvimba beasts.
The Defendant denied all these allegations and engaged the services
of a lawyer for his Defense. Judgment was awarded to the Defendant,
for in the opinion of the Commissioner, the Plaintiff had not proved
his case.

(ii)Mtshongwana &Njiyela v. Mbatha (Case 125/81)

About October,1978, Defendant had seduced Plaintiff's daughter,
who was at that time a virgin, and a child had been born in June,
1979, but had subsequently died. Damages of RlOOO,OO for the two
beasts, which were later reduced to R500, were claimed, together
with funeral expenses of R44,75. Defendant did not appear in
Court when summoned, and Judgment for R500,OO plus R44,75 was
awarded to Plaintiff. Defendant was to be summoned again about
the payment of this Debt, with the threat of a warrant for arrest
if he did not courply.
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(iii) Ntaka v . Xolo (Case 333/81)

Plaintiff'l!I daughter had fallen pregnant by Defendant, and had
given birth in December, 1980; R200,OO and R160,OO were claimed
in respect of Damages. Defendant admitted paternity, but con
sidered the claims excessive, and was prepared to offer RSO,OO
and R50,OO respectively for the two beasts. The Commissioner,
however, awarded the original sum claimed to Plaintiff.

(iv) Mashabane v Mokoene (Case 546/81)

Plaintiff claimed, in December, 1981, sums of R200,OO and Rl50,OO
for Damages in respect of his ward (sister) who was pregnant with
Defendant's child. 'Def endant denied paternity, olaiming that the
affair had ended prior to conception. With both parties present
in court, the pregnant woman testified: '~tr mother, myself and
Mrs Mj.went to Defendant's people to report my pregnancy in
September, 1981, to Defendant and his parents •••• I was a virgin
when I first had intercourse with Defendant••••••••had not had
intercourse with anyone else'.

After questioning both Plaintiff's sister and Defendant, and
accepting as evidence a letter written by Defendant to the
pregnant woman, the Commissioner awarded Judgment for Plaintiff,
for the sum claimed and costs. How long Plaintiff had to wait
for his Damages is not indicated for, although a Warrant of
Execution against Defendant's property was issued, he had no
attachable assets.

Whether or not Damages have been claimed, after the birth of a child a

woman may seek legal assistance if mafrrtenance is not forthcoming from

the child's father and, should he dispute paternity, he may be required

to undergo a blood test, as mentioned above in the discussion on Damages.

It appears that the majority of cases handled by the :Black Maintenance

Court in Durban, concern extra-marital children (Mr Koen, Commissioner,

personal communication).

In spite of every indication to the 'cont r ary, evidenced by the large
•

numbers of women who bear children before marriage, the ideal remains:

'There is pride if you married a virgin', as one male informant put it.

The obvious discrepancy which exists between ideal and statistical norm

has been noted by other researchers in contemporary Southern Africa

(Eauw, 196;:121,12;; Whooley,1915:;22)6
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Before dealing with other preferences expressed regarding desirable

qualities in a partner, I shall first oonsider those socio-cultural

constraints which operate to linli.t the choice of partners which is

available, such as politically-i.mposed limitations on geograpbic mebility

and culturally-prescribed exogaJllY rules and norms about the role of parents

in the choice of a partner.

The working hours and location cIf many blacks, particularly migrants to

the city, limit the time and oppez-tunfty available for meeting members

of the opposite sex, a factor mentioned particularly by domestic workers.

A rurally-oriented male migrant might prefer to seek a wife from the country

area from which he had originatE!d, and where his family still lived, but

would find difficulty in doing SIO because of lack of free time, and the

distance involved. Without one's own transport, travel to some rural

Natal areas may take more hours than can be spared at weekends, so visits

home may be left until annual l eave, as a result of which courtship be-

comes severely curtailed. Politica1 factors such as influx control regu.-

lations, which restrict movements of blacks, may also impose limitations.

If, for example, a Zulu-speaking Kwa Zulu citizen lives in a 'prescribed'

(i.e. part of white South Africa.) area, he would anticipate difficulties

in bringing a 'foreign' (e. g. 'l'ranskeian) bride to live w1th him in the

urban area; a woman who left the "prescribed' area to live with her husband

in Kwa Zulu would lose her residential rights there. (see Chapter 6)
•

~ to cul~Jge~E!p~.ionBL~~~_~!....~..~_~_"~ll kno~, a_~J:>.r

s.f..f§..~nc~ between Nguni-speaking and non-~~_p"eoples regarding whom
- - , - '._, ' ~~_" d"'_ -,,,,,__

one is permitted to ma~ (Pr~on-Whyte,1974:l77;Kuper,l975), the latter
~ ---- ::::;;=--

showing a distinct preference for marriage with close kin. In contrast,

\ _marri a ge between thosewho_ .ar~_.r~~d in a.ny~ is__~l..bed amonlSSt

r;..~d...AhOJUL~eaking_~~~. Incest and exogamy rules in these two

cultures co-incide.
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Although Gluckman (1950:170) IIlEtntions only members of one's father's or

mother's clan, or 'anyone who shares a common grandparent' as being

excluded as a marriage or sexual. partner, Bryant (1949:584) and Plant

(1905:41) make it clear that exogamy rules were, at least in the past,

far more extensive than those mentioned by either Gluckman (1950) or

Krige (1936:156), and excluded as a marital or sexual partner also members

of the same clans as ego'l s grandparents, as well as persons with whom one

shared sociological relationships (e.g. members of a clan into which one's

widowed mother or half-mother had remarried). According to Sibiya(1982:97/8)

in contemporaIJT rural Kwa Zulu sexual relationships are still forbidden

for other than biological reasons; e.g. a male ego may not marry women

from lineages and clans from which his polygamously married father has

obtained wives (for they would be sociological sisters to him), nor siblings

of his mother's brother's wife (which is considered indecent), nor divorced

spouses of paternal or maternal kinsmen (because of possible enmity).

It became clear during my research that knowledge of incest and exogamy

rules is still deeply ingrained amongst Zulu and Xhosa speakeTS, the former

in particular, and that marriag'l:l should never occur if there were any

possibility of a biological rell~tionship between the partners. Almost all

Zulu-speaking informants consul"ted agreed that marriage and/or sexual

relations should ideally be avoided with any person sharing a common

isibongo (clan name), on either the/mother's or father's side, as well as
~

cousins of all kinds, up to the grandparental generation; i.e. the names

of the mother's father, the father's mother and the mother's mother, in

addition to the prospective pax1~er's own isibongo should ~e ascertained

befo ecoming sexually involved. Three informants (two female domestics,

one male professional), all of \IiIhom were over fifty years of age, indicated

that they would check on all families up to the great-grandparental genera-

tion. It was, however, generally agreed that, amongst younger people,
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relationships beyond the grandpsl1'ental seneration were Dot cheoked beoause

of laok of knowledge about more distant relationships.

Nevertheless, rules are one thiIag, and actual behaviour another, as some

infomants pointed out. Several people of different ages felt that if

the grandmothers' names on both sides were the same (and here there was

some difference of opinion, SOInEl saying that the father' 8 mother was the

more important, others denying ELnY difference), the relationship would be

broken by the slaughter of a goat or cow (see below). Several young peop:J,e

(early twenties, white collax/pJ~ofessional)said that details about grand

parents, and even about mothers, were usually not discussed much by the

young people themselves, and were only gone into by the families when

marriage was negotiated. Some 1iime after their marriage, Musa admitted

that she did not know the name c.f Phinde's grandmother, but Gloria had

carefUlly checked the names of Elliot' s grandparents' clans herself. Some

Xhosa informants pointed out tha.t their own use of surnames tended to place

less emphasis on the importance of the isibon.m than amongst the Zulu-speakers.

Linked clans, lzithakazelo, ShOllld also be checksd, Explanations about

the origin of thaka.zelQ Taxied, and they were described by informants

as baving come into belng throU8b&

(i) a son adopting his father's first name as his islbongo from that

time on,

(il) a particular incident in the history of the clan, resulting in a ;

man's descendants, or a whole group, being given a different name

to that of the parent group; e.g. when the Shozi people were

moving from one area to another, some of them had stopped at a

certain place and had not wanted to go any further when the rest

of the group moved OD, and had henceforth been known as 'lChawula'

(l.e. their islbonBp) for they had said 'sikhawula ukuhamba.' (we

cease to go)
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(iii) the names of clan heroes being retained after the clan had split.

Various examples of.clann linked in this way were given, such

as Mbatha-5handu; Badebe.·Mtimkulu; Mdlaka-Dlomo-Badebe.

All this information was passed on to the younger generation by parents

or grandparents, but additional details might be learnt from other,

unrelated persons; one Lnf'ormarrt , e.g. had first heard of another of her

family's thakazelo in general conversation. The first thakazelo is

usually the most important, and it is also possible that a common thakazelo

might be pure co-incidence, witllout any relationship of a biological nature

being supposed (e.g. Zungu and lltuli have a common thakazelo but, according

to the informant who provided trus detail, there is no relationship.)

There may also be disagreement about the correctness of marriage when a

distant relationship between clans is involved, and examples concerning

one of the most common clan names, the Dlaminis, were given; e.g. although

some Pungulas might marry Dlaminis, conservative persons would not do so,

because the Pungula section had broken away from the Dlaminis in the

19th century (and conservatives may include young, professional men and

women). It is clear, however, that discrepancies about professed rules

and actual behaviour must occur, for .some informants could not recall the

izithakazelo of all the clans t hey would be excluded from marrying into,

and some young men admitted they' would not 'bother about mentioning izi-
. -

thakazelo unless their girlfriends did so first •
•

Either party should enquire abou~ the other's families during the early

part of the r~Jationship but, as indicated above, this rule may not be

followed. One man remarked that it was a good sign once a girl started

asking, and one became 'hopeful' and 'excited'. One of the parties might

also concoct an imaginary relationship as an excuse for breaking off the

affair. Some women complained about the lax, and sometimes downright
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dishonest, approach of some men about ascertaining family names, and

related examples where incorrect names had deliberately been given.

(Sibiya,1982:93 also mentions deliberate concealment occasionally occurring,

as does Vilakazi,1962:22). The lanonym.i.ty of the towns is an especially

hazardous factor, for an illegitimate child might never learn his father's

name since his mother, if she had had several lovers, might not know it

herself. Stories were related of men and women who found out only during

negotiations, or even at the altar, that they were planning to marry their

son or daughter! Sometimes, reminiscent of Levi-St rauss (1969), the analogy

of 'animals' was used for people who were not strict about keeping exogamy

rules.

When explaining the reason for these rules, almost all informants mentioned

the belief in the production of faulty offspring by persons who were re

lated in any way (see also Sibiya,1982:93; Pauw,1963:1l4), such as cripples,

albinos, Siamese twins, mongolism, or 'stupid' children; infertility, it

was believed, might also result from such a union. These consequences were

anticipated because 'the blood is the same', and 'the forefathers will not

agree' • Those who expressed their own disbelief in such consequences

pointed out that they had to respl~ct their parents' wishes. Sometimes,

being told that whites could marry someone of the same name, or even first

cousins, met with incredulity, some persons referring to a supposedly higher

incidence of faulty offspring amongs t gJ;oups not having these marriage rules.

I was told in some detail of one c:ase, in which two whites with the same

surname had married, and had subsequently produced children and grandchildren

with health problems. Some men did mention the positive value of marrying

'out' and extending one's ties, an.d one quoted the proverb 'Induku enhle

igawulwa ezizweni' (a good/beautifUl stick is cut from faraway places) to

illustrate the positive value of marrying someone from another area.
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Sometimes the conservation of family wealth was mentioned as a reason

for other groups marrying relat:lves, and there were some comments from

women that perhaps close marriage~ a good idea because men might care

for their wives more if they were related to them!

As mentioned above, marriages w:ith excluded categories of kin do take

place, and everyone ques~ioned on this matter knew of the cultural device

for correcting the situation, i "e. the slaughtering of a white beast;

there were, however, differences of opinion about whether the animal should

be a cow or a goat. Almost all mentioned that the beast should be_hite,

one person suggesting that this colour ensured that one did not give birth

to albinos. Those who did not specify a colour stipulated that it should

not be black, contrary to Longmore' s assertion that a beast of this colour

should be used (1959:133). Although a cow was often the animal which was

mentioned, it was pointed out that a goat was the appropriate animal for

ritual slaughtering amongst Zulu-speakers, and that Xhosas might use a cow.7

Different names are used when rE!ferring to this ritual. Both Reader(1966:l55)

and Vilakazi (1962:22) mention -the term ukubulala igula ( 'breaking the gourd')

but many informants had. never heard this expression, and it may be specific

to a certain geographical area. Sibiya (1982:93) refers to it as uk.ugeza

ubuhlobo . (to wash away kinship) 11 and other terms mentioned by informants

were shweleza emadl0zini(to pacify ~he ancestors) and geza iga.ma(cleanse the name

Details of the actual ritual could not be ascertained8, for informants

agreed that when marriages wi thln the prohibited degree of kinship take

place, and this ceremony is performed, secrecy prevails since people do

not like to make such matters pnblic (see also Reader,1966:l51n.)

Incest within the immediate famjLly circle is said to be exceedingly rare,

and social workers with many yec:1X'S of experience in dealing vith family

problems could recall only isoleLted cases. Because of the deep shame
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involved, a:ny such occurrences "ould be dealt with secretly by the

umndeni members. There is, howuver, some speculation that crowded

living conditions, and exceasdve drinking on the part of parents, might

promote its occurrence. Incest~ as defined legally, e.g. between step-

parent and child, does occur and , although no blood relationship is

involved, it is culturally proseribed and viewed with abhorrence. The

following case concerns such a :~elationship:

Mrs Mt., a domestic worker, had married her husband when
her illegitimate daugrrber' was one year old. ·She had
been very pleased that her husband seemed so fond of the
daughter, showering her with presents and generally
spoiling her, but when the girl was sixteen she discovered
that her husband had interfered sexually with her, and
was insisting on having full intercourse with her.
Because she had nowhere else to go the mother felt power
less to stop her husband , and considered whether she
should merely provide contraception for her da.ughter.
Eventually the daughter herself 'told her step-father off'
so loudly that the neighbours heard, which shamed him into
stopping this behavio~~. He transferred his affections to
another woman, and 'took it out' on his wife, forcing her
to leave her employmen"1; (which he blamed for her 'getting
ideas' and seeking help from a social worker), did not
maintain her adequately, would not allow her to visit
friends, and was abusiye towards her when drunk.

Turning from the subject of cultural proscriptions, to the role of

parents in the selection of a s:pouse, to what extent do parents impose

their own requirements about suitable partners upon their children?

T"he literature on other black sc:>cieties in South Africa, and in other

parts of the continent, indicates t~e increasing acceptance by parents

that their children choose their own IJartners (Pauw,1963:l25; Manona.,

1980:195; Harrell-Bond,1975:l71). Of the informants to whom I asked

the question 'Would you still ma.rry a man/woman of whom your parents did

not approve?' only three, a female domestic and two professional women,

answered an outright 'No', eve~rone else maintaining that he/She would,

e.g. '1 am to marry her, my parerrte aren't connected'; sometimes this type

of assertion was qualified with statements such as'if my feelings were
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stroDg enough'. Al though some informants believed that in the past the

ohoice of a bride lay with the young man himself, it is olear from the

literature that arranged marriages also ocourred (Krige,1936:124). In

spite of informants' deolarations to the oontrary, the impression is that

Harrell-Bond's observation (1975:171) that the status and authority of the

elders are still strongly recognised may often apply; some informants

aoknowledged the conflicts which would arise should they be faced with

parental disapproval of their choice, and pointed out that their choice

would have been guided by parental expectations in the first place (as

in the case of the professional woman described above). Bheki, e.g. had

followed the advice of his deceased mother, who had appeared to him in a

dream, and had instructed him to marry the woman he would meet near his

home when he returned to the rural area on leave. Pauw (1963:125) also

points out that, despite the trend towards individuals making their own

choice, there was oonsiderable variation in his East London sample, and

the Rev.Tau(n.d.) mentions coming aoross cases of arranged marriages

during his experience as Director of Soweto Marriage Guidance Society.

Another minister who has spent many years counselling people before and

after marriage quoted men as saying 'the first wife is for the famiIU'.

Several clients who sought marriage councelling in Durban had, they

olaimed, been persuaded by their parents to marry, for example:

(i) Mrs Mo.' s sister had "been married to Mr Mo. and, when the
sister died, she had be~ 'forced bY9her parents to take
her sister's place as Mr Mo.'s wife'

(ii) Whfm lira W. was pregnant with her second child by her
husband her family had 'pushed her into marriage because
Mr W.' s family was very rioh and he was the only son'

(iii) Mrs Y~.'s mother, who had a 'lot of influence' over her,
had 'forced her into marrying Mr Mc. saying that if she did
not do so she would disown her and take no lobolo from any
one else'.
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As the following case illustrates, it may be very difficult to fly in

the face of parental opposition:

Mr Ma., a sophisticated, matriculated man of 25. working in
the business sector in Durban, approached FAMSA to see whether
they could help him in his dilemma. He had chosen a young
woman of twenty to be his wife; she had an equivalent standard
of education, and belonged to the same churchjas he did. His
father, who lived in the rural area, disagreed with his choice,
and was adamant that his son should marry another woman, who
had borne him a · child (Mr Ma. expressed doubts about whether
the child was actually his). His father had pointed out to
him that the young woman he approved of had borne a child.
whereas his son's choice had not proved her ability to have
children. Mr YJa., although he had had sexual relations with
the girl of his choice, had used contraceptives, since he
wanted a proper 'church wedding'. His father had suggested
that he take the woma-~ he had chosen as a second wife, but
he was not prepared to do so. If he was forced to marry the
woman his father favoured he was sure the marriage would end
after a year or two, either through divorce or, he hinted,
through sorcery. Mr Ma. concluded that he had better remain
a bachelor for, if he married the woman he had chosen he would
risk being disinherited by his father and, as the eldest son,
he could not face that; however, he could not bear the idea
of marrying the other woman.

Unfortunately contact was lost with Mr Ma., so it was not possible to

follow up this case and ascertain how he solved his dilemma.

( .1-now_tu.m~ject ~f th~ (gonstraint~ which ~e pl~.:-~_~ p~tner

:*/) .s e l ec t i on t2..:jb~L1-"J?1~L,or,,1:~1;~.~!lJ_. <!>~~=-~!rJ.__.!~Q~ti.-on,~a.t'!L~_back

( ,. grg...ypQ. and_~~__choi~~_Ctf__a.._~p'oUse, with particular reference to
<-

preferences expressed by informants when specific questions were put to

J (i) Religion: Five respondents indicat~d that religion was important when

choosing a partner, one man and one woman qualifying this statement by

saying that hiS/her partner had to be a Christian. and two woman specify-

ing that their husbands should be Roman Catholics, as they themselves were;IO

in one of the latter cases the woman had married a man who had SUbsequently

converted to her faith. Usu2.lly, however, a woman converts to her husband.' B

religion upon marriage and, although in most cases for which marital
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histories were available this conversion did occur, there were several

exceptions. \rlhen the usual procedure is reversed, and the man converts

to his wife's religion, there may be inferences that the wife has adopted

an inappropriate, dominant role. Phinde, e.g. was at pains to remind

Musa that he had converted to Catholicism before they were seriously

courting, and only because the faith had appealed to him.

Kieman (1979) argues that marriage is a way for Zionists to recruit

followers. Of three Zionist marriages for which I have a fair amount

of background information, the woman in one case converted from one of

the major Christian denominations to her husband's church, and became an

ardent Zionist disciple, although her husband himself did not participate

(but his mother did). In the other cases, those of Dora and of her

mother, both have continued to attend their own church; neither Peter nor

Hr Zuma is actively involved in Zionist activities, and their own mothers

have not succeeded in converting their daughters-in-law.

,/ (ii) Ethnic group: The same two women who had wanted their husbands to

belong to their religion had shown a preference for husbands of the same

ethnic group (Zulu), as had one other woman (professional) and two men

(one middle-aged professional, one white collar). Other informants denied

that ethnicity was, in itself, of any importance when marrying, apart from

the fact that one might prefer to ~ow more about the family backgrounds

and, if one's partner was not of the same cultural group, the family

might live some distance awayJ~l Education, as one man commented, had cut

across any previous divisions which might have existed. Apart from what

one informant termed 'hangups S about Xhosa girls, who were considered by

some to be 'too bright, too clever, too pushy', stereotypes about other .

cultural groups which were verbalised were generally favourable; e.g.

Shangane were described as 'quiet't and the Tswana as 'good-hearted'.
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One other possible drawback mentioned was language but, in the words of

one young professional man, who had just been .extolling to me the virtues

of a 'partnership' marriage, 'women adjust easily'.

Sibiya (1982:91) mentions a preference for 'ethnic endogamy' amo~t

'traditionalist' Mkwanazi of rural Kwa Zulu, and suggests that it is

becoming increasingly difficult to maintain this attitude as numbers of

non-Zulus move·into their area. Ahrens (1978) suggests that the role

of ethnic factors in the choice of a partner decreases in importance vith

the increasing length of residence in urban areas, but I do not have

sufficient relevant information to test this hypothesis. It does appear,

however, from the number of inter-ethnic marriages which occur in Durban,

that ethnicity is not an important factor. An examination of marriage

records of the Durban magesterial district revealed that, as in other

parts of Southern Africa and Africa in general, inter-ethnic marriage

occurs relatively frequently (Mayer,1975:152;Levin,1947:15-17; Parkin,

1969: 98 ;Little,1967:4l0;Mercier,197~:42/~).

In 1980, 148 of 623 statutory marriages (i.e. almost 24%) were between

members of different ethnic groups, and in 1981 the percentage of such

marriages was approximately 25% (93 of 376). In 1980, 7Z/o of the 148

were between members of sub-groups within a broad cultural category, such

as Nguni (e.g.Xhosa/Zulu) or Sotho (e.g.Sotho/Tswana), and 28% of the 148

were between members of different cUltural categories (e.g. Sotho/Zulu) •
•

In 1981 these percentages were 65% and ~5% respectively.

) (iii) Education: Of the five criteria for which an evaluation of importance

in marriage was requested, it was with regard to education that the greatest

variety in the way of responses was elicited, and a trend towards marriage

occurring along 'class.' (education/occupation) lines, noted by other

researchers (1evin,1947:17; Longmore,1959,31;Sibiya,1982:99) seemed to emerge.
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Generally, domestics and manual workder did not see education as an

important criterion in the selection of a partner, except from mentioning

factors such as the improved earning ability of a more educated husband.

Responses from persons in the white collar category varied, as did those

of female professionals, including nurses and social workers, although

those with higher than average qualifications, or who had attained high

status in their occupations, insisted that their husbands be similarly

qualified;2 Some of those women who maintained that their husbands'

educational level was not an important factor, asserted that it was love

which was Impor-tarrt] it also seems likely that with increasing age a

woman may become less choosy about a spouse's attributes, and it was

sometimes alleged (by other women, e.g. social workers) that nurses were

keen to marry at all costs (and not, it seems, only nurses, as the case

of Elizabeth, described below, suggests). Cheater (1974:154/5) mentions

that in her sample many nurses were married to non-professional men, or

men whose educational qualifications were inferior to theirs, which is

'.not surprising in view of the fact that the pool of professional women is

larger than ~hat of professional men~3 In the cases which I have come

across some nurses were married to occupatifonakIy high-ranking men such

as doctors or executives, some to teachers or clerical workers, some to

labourers. One female domestic maintained that nurses preferred less

educated men, for they looked after ' them better (her oWn husband having

been involved with a nurse).

Of the seven professional men who were asked, only one claimed that a

wife's educational level was not important (and since this response was

part of a written questionnaire, no further detail was given). It is

possible that having an educated wife is more important to a man than
\

the reverse is to a woman, for Brandel-Syrier (1971:l06)mentions the
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tendency for upwardly-mobile men in Reeftown to divorce their lower-status

wives in order to seek better matches (van der Vliet,1982, and Little & Prioe,19t

re'fer to similar tendencies in Grahamstown and West Africa respectively).

Only two of the professional men interviewed were prepared to marry a woman

more highly qualified than they were; both these men were very successful

in their careers, occupying 'executive' type jobs; one admitted that it

would have been a 'blow to my ego' if his wife had been better qualified

than he, but the other commented 'I don't have a complex'. The connection

between social life and education was often mentioned; a man would want a

wife with whom he could communicate at his own level, who would not feel

at ease in his circle of friends, and who would share similar achievement

goals for their children.

However, in spite of the expressed preference for educated wives, a great

deal of ambivalence emerged regarding educated women: 'Men dislike educated

women because they can't order them around as they do less educated women'

(very highly qualified professional woman), and 'such a woman wants to be

treated on a par with a man, she becomes stubborn, i.e. she will not be

subservient to the man, which is what men want' (professional man). Some

men referred to the difficulty of highly educated women in finding marriage

partners, and the view was often expressed that having a highly educated

wife placed a strain on a marriage. The man cited above in connection with

a laok of subservience illustrated his cOLtention by referring to a promi-
•

nent blaok woman whose divorce, he inferred, was related to her furtherance

of her own educational and occupational aims. Elsewhere in this country and

the continent similar ambivalence towards educated wives has been noted

(Sibiya,1982:l02;Little,1967:4l;;Harrell-Bond,1975:l62). Harrell-Bond, e.g.

found that men preferred their wives to have less education, and to earn

less, than their husbands: 'Most men expressed strong feelings about the
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potential threat to their marriage ••••• they say that educated African

women do not know the limits of a wife's authority in the home' (1975:162).

There are, neverthless, always exceptions, and I did come across professional

men who were proud of their wives' achievements, and gave them a great

deal of support and encouragement in pursuing educational and career goals.

't/' (iv) Urban/rural background: In almost all cases in which the question was

asked about whether or ndt this factor was important, responses were in

the negative:4 However, from the cases I came across during research involv-

ing~ unskilled migrants (e.g. domestic workers, who were not included in

the sample of persons who responded to the set questions detailed in Appendix

it seems that men in this category may prefer to seek wives from rural areas

(see also Preston-Whyte,l981:165), rejecting the sophistication of urban

women. Female domestics, as Preston-Whyte notes (1981:166) show no such

tendency.

With regard to the better-educated persons, the urban/rural categories

are, in themselves, probably of little value, their importance being

largely superceded, when there is an expressed preference about the spouse's

attributes, QY educational and occupational qualifications.
/

v'
~ (v) !J5§.: The majority of informants,emphasized that a woman ' should be

younger than her, husband, the main reason given being that women aged more

quickly than mefi5(see also Sibiya,1982:75; Pauw,1963:113). However, in
t

spite of the fact that this type of unj.on is termed 'chicken murder' many

do take place, 60 of the 623 (almost 10%) and 47 of 371 (12%) marriages

occurring in the Durban magesterial district in 1980 and 1981 respectively

falling into this category. In the majority of cases the age difference

was not greater than five years. I was also told of young men boasting

about being 'kept' by older women.
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During both 1980 and 1981 the average (mean) ages at which men and women

married in the Durban magesterial district were 35 and 30 respectively

(see tables in Appendix B ), which are higher - at least for men - than

those mentioned by Pauw (1963) and Whooley (1975) for certain urban and

rural areas of the Cape. Pauw notes (1963:109) that in East London only

a minority of men and women in his sample remained unmarried after their

thirtieth year, and whilst Whooley (1975:283,317) states that men tended

to marry at any age, women usually married between eighteen and twenty

four. Modal ages for both men and women in Durban in -1980 and 1981 fell

within the 25 - 29 years age range. However, without adequate local

comparative material spanning a number of years it is impossible to confirm

whether the age of marriage is actually rising, as Wilson (1981:141/2)

shows has been the case in parts of the Cape. It may well be that in

Natal men married at a relatively late age in the past; Sibiya (1982:20),

for example, notes that during the time that men belonged to regiments it

was unusual for them to marry before the age of forty.

Having looked at courtship norms, constraints and preferences regarding

choice, and at the question of when people marry, last but not least,

J., ~ do theL inar:! - or.-J[b~~ deli~~~~~ly~~_n_QUo~?

Taking into account responses t o my question 'Why do people marry?', ~-
-'---' - - -,

remarks which were forthcomiI1£ in general cc;mversation, and case histories,

the most important reasons for entering into marriage can be ~uped to-
I

gether as primarily home and chj.}d!:,en 'Or £.>jh!=!L!n~~:n>~onal needs (e.g.
~ - - ; -. - ~--..:.~~---

companionship); staty$, respect and community pressure; socio-economic- -------
~ factors. The various factors falling under these headings will now be----discussed in more detail, bearing in mind that usually several, inter

related types of factors play a part in one's decision.



The reason most frequently advanced by persons from all walks of life

was to establish a home and to have children; related to these aims was
< -,~.~-- ._.~=~,_.__........--~-

the fact that marriage was C.ust9~il;y, and very often still is, seen as

a stage in life through which ev~~~me.__~~~~(L_:Eass. For example, in
... ~ . _.. . .... _ _ .,.'A~_~,-

An unmarried man1his family adequately and sends_.ldp_-children-to..schopj'.
_ _, ", -, ..." ....,.•..__ .-~.'"'lt, :..><;'...:o...c~_r.~' ...' .....:.-,_. .... -...---_. .. -~T...' "' . "' .~ ·_-a'..

l
M~~~ ~

... respo.nse to my question about what sort of man ~~~oked u~ to in the v'Sl..t\t\o~o(

, c~mmunUy, the answer invariably referred to his role as husband ~~J~1;.~:!.

or' -

p",:,.J<-if:~ f such as: 'a ~~~",!:~me , tqat h~'s !::~_~~_ to ~~~~p.....nowant. .~n _hi~~Eo~e . ~ •
...F~6-tt.- ,I

;..~~.~ - \ c~g,ren_ca.IL.e.a:t., c~move ~b.o~~wi~t~_~.h~e', or 'a man wE.~sup~rts_

"'~

~,§:.s~_.nQ.:Ll:!-~f~~_' pe was 'always a boX~ and 'h~s ~,:i:.:...~t ,!>e t~

he's n.s expeFit:n~,:6 s~.:...~_'!om~,-AQ.m~~J;i..Q~,_.;in _J{~j.~c~?-~,-.E~"!J.one<L I
:s~::~~~::~~~~~:~~::~9::~:~::~ -n:.=~~: . ~~~:---- - -
would be aC.Q):'tl~d by her sister-in-law, who might taunt her with words suc.h
~ -~ -----~'- - - - - -.-- --- --- :r~iQI;e.,.,,~v"V~- J

as '~Ke~ get married, w~:r.~-.!.~_Y:2.~__~':l~ban~~ A man _~~~_ ~s I
ayproachix;..g mi<iQ.le~ and is_!:~::_!:! m~_rr~~~_may._J)_~~eril?.;i,:V_~~L~~!:~;-;edI
to as a ~ she-mane ' (a 'she' man).
~-- m ' -~ _"_." ' '_ ~_'_'. ' _ _ '~'~ _ _ ~_~"' _ _ """ " '_""' _",0 .,.,,-0< '"

There was general agreement that q,ommunity pressure Btill :Ql.~_a.ILimp-Qrtant

wron . wiJlLa..-~~~?~_!l:~?__~_ not . IIl§.r.ri~~ _ PJ'" _ a c~rtain~; parents, in

particul~, would be v~ry_B_ens :~J;ive__~R__community opinion, and might use=-------------- --------------- -._-_._ -----_.- --._----
whatever innuenc.JL_th~_y_-co-ul.d..!o remedy the situation•..-- -...-._-~~ , /_------. ------_.

as

That love may be consiJiered __~·Le.ssential ;~J~g!:_!~d:f.Jm_t in contemporary black

marriage in South Africa has been noted by other researchers (Levin,1947:9;

WhooleYt1975:l94), and informants from all walks of live mentioned

party, as the following case illustrates:---
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(1) Mrs A. had become involved with her husband, eighteen
years her senior, and totally illiterate, when she was
a pupil of fifteen in Standard VII. Mr A. already had
a wife in the country, and Mrs A. bad a boyfriend of her
own age. However, Mr A. had 'used~' to get her, so
soon she had found him irresistable, and had finally
succumbed to his sexual advances. She became pregnant .
in due course, which was exactly what Mr A. wan~f.or-

he us!~ .h~=p~~~~y_ to _IDlt .p~es~ty;e _~__~_~!:.- arents to
~:L0J!...h!m . ,j;2...,!!?-:rrY:Jle~r . Her parents resisted but, when
she was 21 and had two children by him he managed to ob
tain a court order permitting them to marry (see Chapter 4).
It appears that the~ soon wore off after they married,
for Mrs A. claimed that the marriage had never been happy.

(ii) Hr Xl., a man in his 50's, caused a disturbance at the
place of employment of his domestic worker girlfriend,
a woman of 50, threatening to kill her and burn down the
house of her employer because she refused to marry him.
He averred that she had been using medicine to make him
fall in love with her and want to marry her, and that she
now wanted to break the relationship. Fearful of the
possible consequences, this woman left her place of employ
ment, and moved to an unknown address.

Six men, all of them professional or white collar, mentioned partnership

ideals/companionship as a reason for marrying. Of these, two are divorced,

and the marriage of the third (Pninde) is not living up to this ideal.

Several women, mainly d9~stics, said they wanted to be 'looked after',e.g.

Bella, an unmarried domestic worker in her late thirties
with two children had. a secure, well-paid job. However,
thinking ahead to when her ·own mother would no longer be
around to assist her wi th. child-eare, and not relishing
the idea of working for someone else until her old age,
decided to accept a proposal of marriage ·from Charles, a
widower, and to retire to his country home (conveniently
near to where her family lived) to look after his children.

As Pauw (1963:126) notes, pregnancy 'ma¥ also precipitate marriages which

might never have occurred, as in the following two cases:-

(i) Hr Nz. had not really wanted to marry his wife, he claimed,
but had been pressurised by her mother into doing so;
she had pointed out to him that because her daughter was
pregnant by him both might be excommunicated from their
church if he did not regularise the relationship.

(ii) MXs T. arrived at the social worker's office, virtually
destitute. An orphan, she had fallen pregnant whilst at
a church boarding school in a rural area. Mr T., who
worked for the church, had suggested that they marry, for
fear that he might lose his job. However, in spite of
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promises that he would soon introduce her to bis parents,
he disappeared not long after the marriage, and she
strongly suspected from what she subsequently heard that
he was already married.

Turning to factors in the socio-economic and/or political environment,

the need for accommodation, or to acquire land, may motivate a man orc..-w .. ' . ~'""~..,........,...;..~. ""'-' --- '-'-_._-. ~""' -~.....-.-_~~ --~.~~-- - '- m '" ._ .......--- . ~ ., •

~...:t,Q~maJ:r¥... (see also Manona,l980:194). A man needs ~o b~married

to acquire land in rural areas, or to occupy a house ina township.
- -z-- - - ·-'*'--"'·;;--- ",;;." ·i,,uj·....,·~-'<............'·~-'<

vJ\j , . .

*-
I was told of '6 month marriages', where two people agree to enter into

a union within six months, this formality being required in order to

place their names on a waiting list :tQ a house. Years may elapse,

without a wedding taking place, although in due course they may live

together in the house in order to keep the accommodation.

Prior to the relatively recent adoption of a policy which permits single

women to occupy houses in townships cases occurred of middle-aged women

entering into marriages purely ~:;,e~~~E~.9ccu~c . . of h.2l!§~' One further

reason for marrying which relate~ to accommodation concerns girls whose

brothers have married, and who have brought their wives to live in the

parental home. Informants commented that often if your brother married,

and he and his wife were given one of the bedrooms to occupy, a young

woman might be driven from her natal home into a marriage or illicit
-'" .::-.

~n in order to find accommodation.

Another factor in the socio-politic~l environment which may lead people,

•especially women, into contracting a marriage is Influx Control legis-
.. Jb ._~

~, and I have come acros§.....cases_:where_women who were not entitl~

~~Il.-.i_~anare~f?,_(e.g. from rural areas or from an independent
, - -.-,,-- .J"'- ' .._ ', ' .., v "'_-_·~ ____
~L state) have contracted marriages hoping to acquire full resi-

dential rights in Durban for themselves, and sometimes for their children

by other men as well.
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by Manona (1980:194) was also referred to by some wives, usually with
~ .......~ • ~O;:-~ ... """'""'.::'>~'r":; ,.. ..... ...~.....~~__•.r ... ~ ..... ~'..~k4-~.-~' " :~~~--,.,.:~~:.cY.<""-~"'~~

some bitterness, because they did not feel they derived any benefit from
.....~~.~,..-"'~~~ _ ._. ._ -'-" . .. __..,~';,~ _ ~-....,.,-._'.'~""~.-J'_~.~ __:..,~ .•",' ·Tc.... - -

this po~~cy. Some business concerns apparently do have this policy;
':~:-c.>...."::::- ::W::',," '-"" ' ~ ' '. " "

according to one black professional man, well-informed in matters relating

to employment, they are usually 'unscientific' types of firm, who employ

'hostel-manager' types as personnel officers, i.e. a man 'who grew up with
....._.._---_.-..........--~...-.----""-...-~_.......---..". . ~"'.~:.._•._ --_ .,~,'...- ." """""~ -""- "- " -

the Bantu and lmows them welU' .

),~ Money undoubtedly lures some into marriagl;,_as the following case il!~~t:t:a:tes~:
f _;' r~· . ', ~' _''' . _ _ ."""" _ ~......- ""';>0..-,-,,-;,.' ·i.'.,.,=-.,~~· :---~ ~'"1"·.'-'l~~ -"... '!lO".•~----.- ""I,lI'< ~. .~- _ .. Z<- ~ ~~ - -.. . ~ • . " ""' "'........,. _ ...,,..,.-'-', _ " -"~'.' •

When Mrs K. I S grandmother, with whom she had been living
in the country, had died she had left her granddaughter
property in the form of cattle and goats. MXs K. had been
17 at the time, and had met Mr K., who had Boon persuaded
her to marry him so he could help her; however, his 'help'
consisted of speedily disposing of the livestock, and forcing
his w~fe to go out to work because he did not support her at
all.

ti:f~ ,E~~1!x,~~~_,~..,~~~1Y,}(h~;:e~ IIlaI'ria.&1~is ." yj.~W.f;!,d._lJy~~j£Ef,!!__~.

~~,_ngtu;r;':aJ-lliILr;!l_QJ!~!.I.L IjJ~_e.,_~,..tl;J._~;r-~~~p~s.ons_~o _~lib~ra~~2-J'

~-nQt-to-maIXY? Some women (domestics) expressed doubts as to
-"-~--"""_-"""-'_'''''''__ '''''~ . ' ''' ..t .• ~,._" .."., .:;........... ,.""' ...... "'" ""- . ,~~....,,:'~ • ..,.' •

whe~E,~~,~iQ..§y~~would~~Xe.J:".~~,~ pointing out that they had established a."._......

certain routine of their own, which marriage would disturb. However, such
..

opinions may reflect a lack of opportunity, since it is up to men to pro-

pose marriage and, as one woman pointed out 'It's our own fault~that they

don't) because we give them what the~ want without marriage'. The only

bachelor who was of an age when most men were married who discussed his

reasons for staying single with me explained that he was supporting a

large number of dependents (over twenty), and that his vocation took up

most of his time.

As mentioned by other researchers (Hellman,1974:19 ; van der Vliet,1982:Ch.6)

I was sometimes told of women who, either because tb~y. had seen their
"_" •.~~..· ",; -"~~" , ; , ,,, ,,,, ,, ~>q""~lI~ .. _ ..._"""=_,..._...,.,_.,................,.... _

in ~he .,communi.ty._.ha4~ 11tt1e to offer them, did not themselves wish to
.~--. -----~
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marry. Some unmarried women, particularly professionals, laid down very...---
high standards that a future husband would have to live up to; however,

even amongst professional women, not all were BO fussy, particularly after

they had turned thirty. Elizabeth, e.g., a university-educated professional

woman in her mid-thirties, whose responses to my questions relating to the

choice of a partner have been incl~ed in those cited above, maintained

that she would marry a man with little education if he looked after her,

and that his age would not be important for it was 'old fashioned' to

WOrI:~ about that. She would even consider marrying a polygamist for

'we over thirties no longer mind, if we don't live in the same place as

the first wife'. Elizabeth (and, according to her, some of her friends)

was having to make do with the status of 'permanent mistress' since the

opportuni ty of marriage did not present itself.

However, there are other women of Elizabeth's age who do not share her

views; the case of Thandi Y. is perhaps the most interesting, for she

is a woman who has had the chance of marrying, and has consciously and

carefully thought out her reasons for rejecting the institution. The

ideas she so cogently puts forward have been voiced to some extent by

other like-minded women:

Thandi wa.s born in a courrtry area. over forty years ago, the
eldest of a large family. Her f'ather, a migrant, spent most
of his time in the city and his f'amily would not see him f'or
months on end until he returl;1ed, contrite, bearing presents
f'or all. Thandi's mother had had minimal schooling, having
had to tend the f'amily's eattlea as a child, but had encouraged
Thandi to have a profession of her own. Thandi had boarded at a
mission high school, at great personal sacrifice to her moth.er.

Having matriculated, Thandi had. gone on to qualify in her
profession and has, over the years, reached a senior position.
In spite of having had the opportunity to do so she has never
married; she did once seriously consider a proposal she received,
but had decided against it when her boyfriend told her that
she would not have to work after marriage because there was
a successful family business, the idea of giving up work being
anathema to Thandi. Instead of marrying she has borne two
children who, up until.now, have been cared for by her mother
much of the time, since she has recently acquired a house of
her own the children have now moved in with her. Thandi has,
since qualifying in her profession, been assisting her own
family in various ways (e.g. school fees f'or siblings, and
now a.ccnmmnn~+.; nn) _
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Thandi realises that she has consciously always rejected the
image of marriage with which she grew up: Women in long
skirts, firewood on their heads, babies on their backs.
This rejection was re-inforced by all she had witnessed
concerning marriage over the years, e.g. brides being given __
advice prior to the wedding that whatever happened in marriage
they had to persevere, persevere, persevere; advice in wh.ich
there was nothing positive. Looking at friends and colleagues
who were married, Thandi saw men as irresponsible in their
roles as husband and father, and as exercising control over
women, e.g. (in connection with financial support) 'You '
{as a woman] can be the man of the family if they want you
to be, but they strip you of this right when it doesn't
suit them', an attitude which she considers related to the
payment of ilobolo, and the connotations that the woman was
the man's property because of it. She suggests that men are,
unconsciously perhaps, threatened by women's efficiency, and
take it out on their wives in various ways because of it.
Thandi, as did some other professional women, connects the
differences which she objects to in the roles of men and
women with socialization patterns. Girls, from the time
they are little, are taught to be efficient wives and mothers,
who can cope with any demand made upon them; she remembers
being very upset at her mother's scolding her, ,When young,
for not clearing up after herself, with the words 'what sort
of wife will you make?' Men, on the contrary, are never
taught the responsibility of the male role, because their
fathers do not set an appropriate example; they are either
unavoidably absent as migrant labourers or, if domiciled
with their wives, are out with their friends most of the
time they are not working. some professionals (according to
Thandi) being the worst offenders.

In spite of her attempts to inculcate certain wifely virtues in her

daughter, Thandi's mother, whom she describes as a 'very special person',

has clearly been of prime importance in developing her strong sense of

autonomy, through the goals she set for her daughter, her constant en-

couragement and sacrifice, as well as her own sense of determination, as

evidenced in her behaviour; e.g. when her daughter's stay at boarding

•school was threatened because the fees were unpaid, }~ Y., in her husband's

absence, sold one of the family's cows, stopping in the city en route to

the sale to tell her husband of her decision, which had been taken because

he had failed in his duty.

Thandi's single-mindedness is probably exceptional, particularly because

of the pressure on women to marry which has already been mentioned. I

now return to the subject of courtship procedures, and especially what

happens after the choice of a fUture partner has been made.



CHAPl'ER 2

-* THE BETROTHAL PERIOD

""~ It is clear from..jb~ literature that, in _th~__:Rast_, there w.er .ELyari ous__
; ..:---

\~§!-YLQf_p_r9J:te.~Q4P.g_._¥~~~__!l~@ti,~~.t9n~__af:t~r.,.th~_ dec.isiq!L~9_~ITY had
, .,

/be..e..lLtaken.~by. one.. or ..both of the prol;lp'~ctive partners a:n.~['!.r .~_~i.:;- _
• " ' '' , '. ._ . .• ...," ' .-. '" '.> _ .... ....--.~~~

i * -~ 'r....",..1 ,
:-Q~ntB. th£,~ the most common method involved~~__~PP:r;e>.~9h--by "' ~\ i ' ,- O:

,/

a representative of the man's family to that of the woman's (termed ~-
, ~ \
\~), tper e were ~ar~~~.~;:~cQ.B'!}J:.~ed_¥i1Y£.. in~Jo(b.j.~b_.:t;):1e_j1J?JIl¥l ~ IiL fami.J :v.:,;
\ ~ !

i~e!~I.Lj;hft.~£S!-g..,:!'!2~.>£:r",Y-Qw:tg _.~,J:le I;'Lh~~~~l!,.,-migtrt.~<:lJ.ce. II§:!ij;.e.:rR l
: ./ ./ \,

\.!!!:~~_~pe.iI;'__Q:wn_E-~,~)~niti~te ..!Q;x;'llla,l . negQtiat i Q.n§..! .J
-----

The term~sela refers to the procedure whereby t~yo~ wo~,!.s

!f!J!!jly',_tg.Q}l; ~th~_:mjj;_!~llifL.~.~g;i,~g".~_~:i.,OJl ..wi th.8. man .9_f.j;he.i~

Qb.Qi.c~ , usually for socio-political reasons (Krige,19,6:l24; Sibiya,

1982:18'-5). Raum (197,:290) points out that this method was favoured

by members of the royal family or the nobility. A young woman might
rSl

also try to force her father's hand by running away (ukubaJ.eka) (Krige,
. ZI5

1936:125; Plant,1905:32/3; Raum,1973:29l), or going 'to stand' (ukuma)

outside the homestead of her intended spouse (Vilakazi,1962:65; Sibiya,
-'- - f

19~'l~ Anothe£2Ptio!, in-.Y!'l~<1..:th~.~~t~ (C=J!lg_aJ!Nl of t~e bl'M~ i

(ukuth ala)(Krige,1936 :125) Qy_~hE:., Y'9-1lIlB' "IDan ~(L!!!~,!l.l!>~E;l_~~.of'.Jl!!'L"~~.g~L"g'!'9:g:P ~
. ../ i

.~last-mentio?~~ J)_ro.<?~dur.e _wpich sti~.L_~~ _El.~~~,~ QP£~ ~fair,:I.y ..fre:- \- ---_.._.._~_ . .,--"'---- - \

suen~y': in _~~~~ (~ona,1980:189; ~'hooley,1975:295) ~ppearILj;.o-haY.e_ .J
" v \

( /,)~n.-xela.:ti¥el~e. j.n Naj;~)(Reader,1966:188/9). The adoption of these
~ - ' -

alternative strategies would have been followed, in due course, by an

orderly interchange between the two families, through an intennediary,

along the lines to be described below.
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Those informants who were asked whether they knew of these less common

forms of marri~ procedures either had not heard of them or thought that
~~"""~ •.~'l!!.lt U ~~ .n . ,41""

they were :Qroba1l1~e.JYen_iJL~1__.~.~M . As with marriage generally,

regional variations may account for reported differences in the incidence

of these lesser-used procedures, for whilst Raum (1913:290) seems to

suggest that ukuganisela is still practised, and Vilakazi (1962:65) notes

that the 'traditionalists' he studied still favoured iyokuma, Reader

reports that ukubaleka was falling into disuse during the time of his

fieldwork, and Sibiya states that tUalganisela in its 'traditional' form

no longer existed in the rural area in which he conducted research(1966:l85).

~ifferi:M' regional ~£kg;r;ounds~thos!:~ i.E~,o~v~d:,aswel}_as ~cg_~sJDcri.9.

~p~~ . __:tg_~QJl:t~.!!m~9,l;:9;rL_11..t;,~.~j;Yl~.!?".33!ng . __)1C?:r;1} .._ ·g~~~§ ;.,~2~~ _ .;_~QJ..£?-!!~

of these variations will be..,&v~Jl..EJ.~~~~9-~~B!:!I>ti0E. whi£h_J·_o~lQ"'s .
----~-~-""---_. _.,.....

Having decided to marry, it is necessary to notify one's parents or

guardian, and to obtain their/his pe:rnu.ssion. Seek;41g l?N§PJ;al a,Rproval

~s a cultural, not a.le~l ~~, unless (i) either or both are under 21;

(ii) the woman is 21 or over and re~ides in Natal (South Africa) and not

Kwa Zulu. In most cases, rather than 'approach one's father directly, the

young man or woman would d;i,.!?9Jl~S .:the matter with hiS/her mother, or another
~- ~. - ._....""-~.......-....... ....---....._.~-_ .........,.~

~elative having influence with the father, who would best know how to

inform the father. The man's father would then set in motion the negotia-

tions designed to create bonds, not only between the two young pe1~ons,

but also between their families. In cases where a man's father is deceased
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a father's brothe.J'_ real or_ classificatory) might be consulted............. - _~v_ .... ..... _.. .

Discussion between father and son, which would probably include other

male UIImdenil members, about who would be a sui table umkhongi. (negotia-

tor) ensues, the son usually being guided by his father in making the

decision. As appears to still be the norm amongst other groups in

South Africa (Pauw,1963:126; de Jager,1971:l61; Sansom,1976:l46) the
.

delicate task of negotiating with the girl's family was, in all instances

recorded, entrusted to an intermediary (umkhongi), who is accompanied by

impelesi (accomplice); together they are termed abakhongi. In no cases

.did I hear o~ the young man approaching the woman's family himself, as

reported by Longmore (1959:88/9) and Reader (1966:215) to have occurred

amongst inhabitants of Reef townships and amongst Christianized Makhanya.

In cases where there is no senior male kin a young man may choose the

umkhongi himself; e.g. Phinde's father is deceased and, apart from an

older brother with whom he is not on good terms, the nearest senior

male kin are in the Ciskei, so he himself cbose a very good friend

of his to act as his umkhongi, since he felt he could place bis trust

in him, and. had arranged for his YOUIJ8er brother to accompany him.

Umkhongi may be a relative, a close friend, or a neighbour. Both Reader

(1966:179) and Vilakazi (1962:62) mention that, amongst the 'traditiona

lists' they studied, malume (mother's brother) was reg8.rded as being the

most suitable person. Malume may still fulfill this role if available

but, in most instances I recorded, either other categories of kin (e.g.

'sister's busband" or 'cousin'), or good friends or neighbours, had been

selected as chief negotiator.
2

In choosing from amongst available alter-

natives, the personal characteristics of umkhongi are important, trust-

worthiness being the factor most frequently mentioned as being the primary

consideration, together with age (see also de Jager,1971:161); as one

informant explained, a young man can't talk to the woman's father about

'all those things'. As Sibiya(1982:186) also notes, umkhongi. Should be
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able to command respect, so he should therefore be of an appropriate

social and/or educational status to deal with the prospective in-laws.

In two instances I came across, both in country areas, and where long-

standing friendship had existed between the two families, the groom's

father had visited the woman's father initially to 'sound him out'

before sending his umkhongi to handle the actual negotia~ions. With

one exception I did not find any cases in which a woman had been involved

in negotiating on behalf of the prospective groom; in~his apparently

fairly exceptional case, Eunice, a widowed domestic worker, was assisting

her son (sister's son) to marry and, having appointed her boyfriend as

umkhongi, had accomPanied him when he approached the woman's family.

The abakhongi, having agreed to the task, are formally instructed by the

man's family to handle negotiations on their behalf, and are given guide-

lines about the type of ilobolo they are prepared to pay. A skillful

umkhongi would then try to obtain as much information as possible about

the prospective in-laws, for such information would be of great assistance

in the negotiations. For example, if one found out that the father had

a certain weakness, such as a fondness for alcohol, one could take some

utshwala (beer), or purchased liquor, with him to the prospective in-laws'

residence. In setting out for the wOm&~ ' s home t he young man himself may

or may not accompany abakhongi, in case the woman's family want to see
,

him, but if he does he stays in the ba~kground, usually not entering the

house nor directly participating in the proceedings.

Enid T., when describing what had occurred when abakhongi had arrived

to negotiate about a marriage with her daughter, stressed that they

should arrive whilst it was still dark. Many persons, however, did not

blOW of trus custom, which is also mentioned by Reader (1966:180), but

one professional man, who had himself recently acted as umkhongi. for a
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good friend, described this requirement as an 'ancient custom' which was

generally no longer observed. Important factors innuencing the arrival

time at the woman's home are the distance involved and the amount of time

available; e.g. some Durban-based abakhongi to whom I spoke had had to

travel during a weekend from Durban to places such as Newcastle and

Dannhauser, i.e. several hours ' journey away, to negotia~e on behalf of
.

a friend or relative. Travelling expenses incurred by umkhongi are paid

by the prospective groom or his family.

By 't he time abakhongi arrive the prospective bride's parents should, as

indicated, have been prepared for their visit by their daughter unless,

as in Dora' s case, she has not yet found a way of breaking the ne\tf3 to

her parents before abakhongi's arrival. Having been notified, the father

would have called together his closest male kin, ideally members of his

umndeni; e.g. Mr R. had his younger brother and eldest son with him, and

Mr S. had his brother (parallel cousin) to assist him. If it is not

possible for kin to be present, trustworthy friends and/or neighbours

will take t heir place. Bongi's father had called his neighbour to be

present when ·William's abakhongi arrived. If the woman's family has not

been sufficiently prepared, as in Dora's case, abakhongi. may be requested

to call at a future date, or merely sent away. If they arrive when only

the woman's mother is at home, which is especially likely to occur when
1

households are headed by a widowed or unmarried woman, they would be told,
to return at a later stage when a male relative had been summoned, for

women should not handle marriage negotiations on their own; if the mother

had never married, her own father or brother would handle the negotiations.

Any prospective son-in-law who paid ilobolo to the widowed or divorced

mother could be legally obliged to pay the ~ul amount again to the woman's

father, or his kin if he were deceased (See Chapter ,).
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The procedure on abakhongi.' s arrival varies considerably, depending

on fact~rs such as the setting (whether urban or rural), the personality

and skill of the umkhongi, and the ideas of the bride's family concerning

correct procedure. Mr Gm., a professional man, who has had considerable

experience as an umkhongi himself, pointed out that one would deal

differently with people with a 'traditional' approach to' such matters

as those with a more 'modern' approach. With the former, umkhongi would

first have to find out and memorise the praises of the'woman's father,

then stand just inside their gate and call the praises, motivating them

to receive him. Strictly speaking, he should carry induku. Ca stick).

Since customarily an umkhongi might be beaten by the woman's family,

Mr Gm. personally had found it advantageous when there was any suspicion

that he might be assaulted, to hint about the charges he would lay.

Although various info~~ts mentioned that umkhongi might be beaten

(see also Vilakazi,1962:62), I did not come across any instances of it

having .happened. One had to be very careful about how one handled different

types of people, Mr Gm. continued: A 'traditional' person would expect

the procedure to be quite correct in terms of customary standards, but

if the prospective in-laws had a 'modern' outlook one had to be very ca.re-

fu1 not to appear 'traditional', for such a person might think you were

looking do...m on him. Mr Gm. continued to describe his approach to a
I

I traditional' family thus: After singipg the praises of the father he

would announce:II've been sent by••••• to come and ask for something to

make fire with. The situation at home is terrible, there's an old lady

who needs a makhoti {wife} to help her'. He woUld then announce what

ilobolo he had to offer. The first beast had to be a heifer, for otherwise

the implication would be that the woman was no longer a virgin (this beast

was s till offered even if it was known that she wasn't, as long as she

badnI t had a child). The heifer would be described as being of a certain
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colour, and a 'touch of poetry' was in order when singing about the

colour. One needed to mention exactly what one had to offer and, if

it were live cattle the type and sex should be mentioned, e.g. heifer,

ox, bullock, but great care had to be exercised that the beasts described

would be available, for later the woman's family would expect exactly what

had been offered. Sometimes when live beasts were described the groom's

family would shout derisively 'where do you keep them', knowing that

most township inhabitants did not have cattle. Particularly for the

'traditional' family one would offer at least two beasts, which were

needed live for the wedding ritual" but cash sums might be offered for

the balance, i.e. a certain number of beasts @ Rx, and a certain number

@ Ry.

Different descriptions of the initial negotiations were given by other

abakhongi, some corresponding to that of Mr Gm. 's handling of a 'tradi

tional' family, others differing because of the type of family concerned

(e.g. a more 'modern' family), or because of a different personal style/

approach by umkhongi. For example, Mr Zm. described the calling out of

cows to comm~nce negotiations as 'old fashioned', and pointed out that

the woman's family might want their izibizo demands settled before they

even discussed ilobolo. The words 'we w~~t to make fire' are commonly

used, as is the greeting 'Sikhuleka' or 'Sikhuleka ekhaya'(we greet you/at home)

(see also Krige,1936:127) or 'here ~e are, the •••••we have come here because

we are going to be relatives to each other' (see also Sibiya,1982:18S).

With 'modern' families one might start informally with 'we have come on

this matter of the two young people who want to marry'.

The abakhongi are left standing at the gate for varying lengths of time,

but in the townships the wait is not usually very long, and a member of

the girl's household is sent to invite them inside. In the house, the

father's male kin (or neighbours/friends) are waiting in the living room;
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the women, including the prospective bride, are concealed elsewhere

(usually, in the township houses, in the kitchen), and the father him-

self mayor may not be present. He is often waiting outside, at the back

of the house, and :f;he abakhongi are asked for money to enable the father

'to come out of the tree'; in the country the father may actually climb

a tree, or perhaps roll himself in a blanket and refuse to come out until

a monetary gift is given to coax him to do so. More 'modern' fathers

did not actually go outside, but there might still be some light-hearted

exchanges to the effect that 'his mind is up in a tree', together with

discussion about how to get him down to earth! The father himself does

not actually participate in the discussion, which is handled by his

spokesman (the kinsman/neighbour/friend), and an umkhongi. needs to be very

careful how he deals with that person, who would be the one to greet him

initially, for he would have influence with the father. Having coaxed

the father with imvuka (the initial monetary gift, the equivalent of the

coming out of the tree) to at least be physically present, various other

sums of money are requested by the woman's family, the most common being

imvulamlomo (, the mouth opener'). Amongst other sums which may be re

quested are those in respect of ingg~gamazinyo (for 'opening the teeth')

or izikhwehlela (for 'coughing up the phlegm' in order to be able to

speak). One cannot settle down to serious discussion Q~til these initial

monies, termed celwa, have been settled.,.

The mother of the woman must also be consulted, and she is called through

to the room where the men are negotiating, together with a female kins-

woman or friend who speaks on her behalf. She may require any of the

following monetary gifts:

- amakhambi and ucato (an emetic used while her daughter

was a baby, and the spatula-like instrument with which it

was applied, respectively;

\
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_ money 'for the knees', for which she may go down on her knees

as she did when giving birth, and need money in order to rise;

_ money for amabele (the breasts), for having fed the baby;

- money with which to purchase snuff.

One informant ~entioned that imvulamlomo had been paid to the mother as

well as to the father. Generally, it seems, total amourrbs which are in

the region of R20 - R30 are asked as celwa gifts, but one man, whose son

was negotiating marriage with the daughter of an induna claimed that the

son had had to pay approximately R300,OO during this initial f:tage of

negotiations.

Requesting amounts specifically for these afore-mentioned items may be

dispensed with, particularly, it seems, by well-educated persons. For

example, Mr Pw., a highly qualified professional man who had negotiated

on behalf of a colleague had paid R30,OO to start negotiations, which,

he said, was 'more or less imvulamlomo' but had not actually been called

by that name. One Lnf'ozmarrt , a migrant male domestic with rural roots,

had also had to supply a monetary gift for the 'secretary' who was to

record the transactions, i.e. the list of requirements which umlrJ'longi.

was to take back to the groom's family with him.

During the initial part of the proceedings either the whole group of girls

(i.e. the daughters of the house and any other girls staying with them),
,

or the young woman on her own, are summoned, for the umkhongi to point

out the woman concerned (i.e. if the whole group is summoned) ~~d/or to

obtain the woman's confirmation that she does indeed know about what is

going on.

Once the preliminary monetary requests have been settled the woman's

family, through the father's spokesman, makes its requirements known;

as is the case throUghout the proceedings the personal skills of the
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negotiators both sides are very important, for either side may gain an

advantage through careful handling of the situation. Mr Gm., the experienced

umkhongi referred ·to above related the story of the man who had thought he

would be sophisticated, and had used Engli~h 'about eighty percent of the

time' during negotiations. Mr Gm., extremely fluent in English himself,

had been able to turn the situation to his own advantage for, since they

had wanted to do things in the 'western' way, they had no right to expect

too much ilobolol

The order in whi.Jh the woman's family makes its demands mown varies.

During the initial contact the ilobolo demands may be mentioned, 2! only

the izibizo requirements may be given, and ilobolo matters may be handled

at a later s tage , For example, Mr Pw., who had travelled to Dannhauser to

negotiate 'the modern way' on behalf of his colleagues, had obtained a

list of .ill. the requirements of the bride's family that same weekend.

However, in another case where the negotiators had followed equally 'modern'

lines, during ~ongi's initial journey from Durban to Newcastle only the

izibizo demands had been made mown, and ilobolo had been discussed only

after the izibiz~ had been presented (see below).

Transactions may be recorded for both parties to sign and witness, but

insistence on such a formality may give rise to offence, implying a lack

of trust on one side. Bheki, who fe~ls that his father-in-law has grossly

exploited him by making expensive ilobolo and izibizo demands without ful

fillir~ his reciprocal obligations, now wishes tllat he had drawn up a legal

contract.

The abakhongi. depart, bearing with them, either in their heads or, more

usually now, in writing, a list of the requirements of the woman's family

in the way of izibizo and perhaps ilobolo (the whole question of ilobolo,

because of its importance and complexity, is dealt with separately in the

following chapter). The nature, and manner of presentation, of izibizo
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appears to have undergone change over the years since descriptions based

on their own fieldwork observations were published by Vilakazi .(1962) and

Reader (1966). From their descriptions, the whole process of reciprocal

giving appears more spread .ut overtime and informal, and they list less

items than are generally asked for nowadays. In the rural settings in

which they conducted the~r research, izibizo items appear to have passed

gradually between the two families, i.e. an item or two at a time. The

initial monies (i.e. celwa) asked during the first visit by abakhongi are

\
included by these researchers under the rubric of izibizo. Vilakazi, e.g.

refers to imvulamlomo as the 'first of the izibizo' , izibizo being'part

of this general pattern {or}•••••••gifts that pass to and fro between the

contracting families as long as the marriage persists' (1962:63). Apart

from the monies which were described to me as celwa, Reader (1966:190)

mentions only ibikibiki goat for the mother, ~~d possibly a suit for a

young brother of the woman, as comprising izibizo. Bheki maintained that

izibizo gifts in their present form are of relatively recent origin, stem-

ming from about the 1930's period, a point made also by Bekker (1978), but

it does seem 't hat the custom of leaving small gifts for the father and mother

of the woman had existed for some time before then (Pl~~t,1905:35).

I

The various back and forth visits between the potential in-laws described

by Krige (1936:132-4) and Vilakazi (1962:64) appear to have become con-

densed into a few clearly defined social occasions, both in rural and urban

areas; this change is doubtless related to modern work conditions and, in

some cases, the distance that needs to be travelled. The presentation of

izibizo is one such occasion, and appears to be widely regarded as an

engagement party (although in some odd cases no party had been held). The

presentation of izibizo takes place at the bome of the woman's family,

after the umkhongi. and his wife arrive, bearing with them the izibizo gifts,

most of which are destined for the mother and her female kin. Accompanying
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umkhongi are the groom, members of his family and friends.

From details I was given, izibizo gifts which are presented are essentially

the same whether the families are Christian or non-Christian, and the

differences noted by Reader (1966:215) and Sibiya (1982:196/7) were not

apparent. Izibizo invariably include utensils and items of food associated

with the birth of the baby daughter whose marriage has now been agreed upon.

Some typical items which~e requested are paraffin and a paraffin stove,

a large ibhodwe (iron three-legged pot), a wash basin, - towels, soap,

imbazo (axe), a large quantity of sugar, and tea. There is symbolic sig

nificance attached to these goods: The axe relates to the cutting of wood

to light the fire, and the ibhodwe to the receptacle in which the water

was heated, at the time of the birth, the basin, soap and towels having

been used to wash the baby. Teasets, cutlery and even a dinner service

may be amongst izibizo gifts, and these are connected with the catering

for the guests who arrived after the birth. One or more sacks of sugar

and a packet of tea are standard inclusions, for tea had been served at

that time. Reciprocal obligations are maintained with the sugar received,

for small quantities are measured out and given to kin, friends and neigh

bours with whom one interacts socially, and from whom one has received

similar gifts, or anticipates doing so in the future.

Sometimes many of the smaller gifts are omitted (e.g. tea cups, "iron pot),

and a large item such as a coal stove is requested in their place. Mrs Mk.,

whose sustained efforts to preserve her daughter's virginity were mentioned

in the last chapter, described an interesting and extremely practical

variation she had decided upon instead of mos t of the usual i terns: A rain

water storage tank. Living as the Mk. family did in a peri-urban area,

not only was this receptacle extremely useful, but it had associations with

her daughter's childhood for, when younger, she had fetched the water from

the river for her mother.
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Personal gifts to the mother and her female kin consist of rugs and/or

blankets and headsoaDves, connected with the need to dress respectfully'-

which includes ensuring that heads are well covered ~ when visiting the

new in-laws, whether or not all concerned are actually likely to make

such visits in the future. Enid T., for example, had received eight rugs

and eight 'doeks' and, with the exception of one of each which she had

kept for herself, had passed them on to her husband's female kin who

lived in 11ozambique. She had also received two blankets, one for her

own mother, and one for her husband's mother in Mozambique. Ibikibiki

goat for the mother is almost always included amongst the izibizo. Unless

a cash substitute in lieu of this beast is given, it arrives covered with

a blaP~et, and is killed and eaten by the mother and her kin and friends

(female). Infonnants knew only that this goat is given to the mother in

appreciation for her having given birth to the daughter, but Sibiya (1982:197)

clarifies that the compensation is for having shed waters when giving birth.

Gifts may also be made to the father, usually in the fonn of clothing,

particularly an overcoat, shoes and hat. Sometimes liquor may be included,

or a saddle or a shambok (see also Sibiya,1982:l94). Some families may

also require a set of clothing for a brother of the bride.

The izibizo given by Peter to the Zuma family are fairly typical of what

is required:

Mr Zuma received a winter coat and an expensive hat;,-

MXs Zuma received, for herself and her female kin:

8 rugs (5 for herself, her sisters and her husband's sister,
2 for ugogo(grandmother), one for her mother's sister)

8 amaduko (scarves, distributed in the same way as the rugs)
1 ibhodwe (a very large three-legged pot)
50 lb sugar (which she had divided amongst the neighbours)
1 large packet of tea
1 tin paraffin and 1 large paraffin lamp; I packet matches
R2,OO in respect of ucato (purgative)
1 large washing dish, 1 large-sized bath towel, I large bar soap
1 tea set (pot, cups, saucers, tea plates)
1 ibikibiki goat, covered with a rug (additional to other rugs)
1 large umese (knife)
1 imbazo (axe)
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Estimates of izibizo expenditure (as well as other types of outlays at

marriage) were difficult to obtain, for people generally do not keep

records of what is purchased (see also Levin,1941:55). However, using

a similar list, compiled by a man who had purchased izibizo at about

the same time as Peter had, and who was claiming a refund in a court

case3,the above-mentioned gifts would have cost in the region of R500,OO.

Cash may be substituted in lieu of some or all of the izibizo. In the

majority of instances for which I have details, most gifts had been given

in kind, with cash equivalents being given for some items (e.g. ucato).

In one case only had everything been paid in cash, and in several instances

all gifts had been presented in kind.

In addition to these presentations to the girl's family, the man's family

give the bride-to-be a set of clothing, the present-day substitute for

the !sidwaba customarily worn by a married woman, and now worn only by

non-Chris tians in rural areas. Although isidwaba was CUB tomarily supplied

by the bride's father (Krige,1936:135; Reader,1966:193; Raum,1913:293)

nowadays the man either purchases a set of clothing himself, or provides

money for his prospective bride to do so, according to his specifications.

This clothing comprises a skirt, which should be of at least knee length,

or even full-length, a 'doek' for her head, a a scarf termed a 'don't

touch' worn across her shoulder to show that she is now engaged, apparently

a carry-over from the customary 'red cloth hanging from her shoulders'

described by Krige (1936:124); Shoes, handbag and hat may be included also.

By providing this clothing her fiance indicates to her how she should dress

as a married woman. Sometimes this clothing, or the money in lieu of it,

was termed ikhehla by informants, clearly an allusion to the change of

hairstyle which customarily accompanied the woman's changed status (Krige,

1936:134; Reader,1966:192). Nowadays a brooch may be given to wear in the

hair to denote the changed status. A blanket with which the new bride
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will ukuhlonipha. at her new home is also given: When Bongf arrived at

William's home during the early hours of Sunday morning, following the

reception at her home, she had been wrapped in this blanket as a sign

of respect to the family's ancestors, and she was dressed in the set

(
The presentation of izibizo is usually accompanied by the slaughtering of .~

!

one or more goats by the'family of the woman, and in cases where this

slaughtering is omitted, it was either because of the shortage of funds,

or because it was put off for another occasion, i.e. it was more convenient

to do so at a later stage. For exa~ple, in the negotiations handled by

umkhongi Z. at Newcastle, the goat had been slaughtered only after the

second instalment of ilobolo had been paid, which was immediately prior

to the actual wedding.

More usually, however, the imvuma4(acceptance) goat is slaughtered at the

time the izibizo are presented, this slaughtering marking the formal

acceptance of the man's suit (Reader,1966:183); its gall is sprinkled on

all the major joints of the umkhongi's body for, as Vilakazi (1962:65)

points out '~o accept (vll ma ) the umkhongi is to~ the lineage that

sent him'. Some informants termed t~is ritual uyocola umkhwenyana (to

annoint the son-in-law), prestunably because umkhongi stands in the place

of the son-in-law, and may even, according to Krige (1936:126) be called

by the name umkhwenyana (although informants claimed he is called umlingane
•

by the bride's family, which refers to his general status as an in-law).

Some informants maintained that they, as prospective grooms, had also been

annointed with the gall. Part of the mea.t of this goat, together with its

skin, is given to the umkhongi to take home with him•

.Often another goat is killed at this time, by the woman's family, i.e. the

indlakudla for the prospective groom5, enabling him to eat the food of the

woman's home; gall from this animal mayor may not be sprinkled on him.
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This goat may be killed at a later stage, and in some cases it had not

been done although the marriage had taken place; it had not, e.g. been

slaughtered for William who, on the odd accasions he ate at the home _of

Bongf I s family, did so 'unofficially'.Elliot, who had been lodging in the

house of Gloria's mother since before their marriage, pointed out that

what he ate there had been purchased from local supermarkets, and the fact

that theindlakudla had Dot yet been slaughtered for him did not affect his

partaking of that food; it would have been a different matter if the family's

food had been supplemented by meat from its herd of cattle, for example.

Depending on the means of the woman ' s family, other goats may also be

slaughtered at the presentation of izibizo: The Mk. family, e.g., had

provided two goats for the abakhongi, and one for the groom's eldest sister,

as well as the indlakudla for the groom himself.

From this point on the couple a.re formally betrothed, the woman is

(ingoduso) and may not be courted by anyone else. She is now termed makoti

(wife), and the man umkhwenyana (son/brother-in-law), and members of the

two families refer to each other by the appropriate in-law term. Often an

engagement ring is given at the izibizo presentation (although it may also

be given at another time, even at the wedding ceremony, together with the

wedding ring) and, amongst some Christians, a small church ceremony may

be held to bless the ring.

Arrangements about the payment of ilobolo vary considerably; initial instal-
•

ments may already have been made before izibizo presentation but, more

usually, these start after izibizo demands have been met (and, as already

mentioned, negotiations about the amount required may commence only after

that time). Generally, one or two beasts, or their cash equivalent, are

paid at a time, sometimes over several years, ~~d are frequently not

completed by the time of the marriage. However, in some cases, especially
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where assistance from one's family is available, or the demands are not

too high, full payment may be made in one or two lump sums. Of the five

main case studies used for illustrative purposes, only in that of William

and Bang! had the ilobolo demands been fully settled (by William himself)

prior to the marriage; in the other four cases some ilobolo is still out-

standing.

In the country areas, or in the urban/peri-urban areas, in cases where

cattle are available (even if specially purchased), the woman's father

may still inspect the cattle to be paid as ilobolo. Sometimes when the

main ilobolo instalment is paid prior to the marriage, either in cash or

kind, the ilongwe goat6 is slaughtered by the man's family. For example,

Phinde, who was at that time renting a room of his own elsewhere had to

purchase a goat, and to arrange for it to be transported to his family's

township home, when a large cash instalment of ilobolo (the final one

before the actual church wedding) had been paid. After ilongwe had been

killed its gall had been sprinkled on the young couple, and the gall

bladder of the animal hung over their shoulders. Neither Phinde nor other

informants w~o knew that this goat should be slaughtered (and many had not

heard of it) knew of the symbolism involved.

In almost all cases, one or more umbondo are sent by the woman's family

to reciprocate the izibizo and/or ilobolo, by both Christian and non

Christian alike. Those informants Who-were already married by church rites,

and had not yet completed at least one umbondo visit, had either been ex

cused by their in-laws because of the distance involved and/or because of

insufficient funds, and usually planned to fulfill this customary require

ment at some time in the future. For example, Mr a....td YlrS Sb. had met in

town, ~~d had had neither the time nor the firuL~cial resources for her to

make the journey to his parents' home in Northern Natal. Gloria, who had

been particularly financially hard-pressed throughout the courtship period
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had been excused from this obligation by her mother-in-law (father-in-law

was dece.ased), on the implicit understanding that it would take place in

the future. Bongi planned to make oneumbondo visit before umabo were

presented, umabo being the reciprocal gifts which, as part of the wedding

ceremonial, pass from the family of the bride to that of the groom (and

which may, in many instances, occur years after the ch~Ch/civil rites).

There is widespread belief that at least one umbondo is essential, even

if it is carried out years after the legal formalitie~ of the marriage

have been completed, for its omission would invite misfortune.

Arrangements for the imibondo, and the dec ision about how many will be

carried out, depend on one's resources,and circumstances such as distance

involved and time and means of travel available. If the couple live within

walking distance of each other, as in the case of Dora and Peter, a p3.rty

of young men and women, relatives and friends of the bride, proceed on foot

to the groom's home, accompani.ed by an older, female relative; each person

carries some article of food or drink, which would include many varieties

of fruit and vegetables, samp, cakes, tshwala, mahewu and lemonade (alco

holic beverages being excluded if the family members were teetotallers).

If tshwala were included it would probably have been brewed by the bride

herself ~~d/or her mother some days beforehand.

In cases where the bride and groom's families live some distance away

from each other a bus or van is usualJ¥ hired, and a party of young people,

supervised by an adult, set off, usually over a weekend. When Musa had

journeyed from her home near Durban to her prospective husband's home at

the lower South Coast, a hired bus, full of relatives from both sides of

her family, and a few friends, set off, bearing large quantities of food _

sacks of cabbages, pockets of potatoes and onions, boxes of tomatoes, hands

of bananas, whole pumpkins etc. The tshwala which Musa and her mother had
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brewed was transported, in large containers, in the other vehicle which

accompanied the party (a van). On arrival at her future in-laws' home

Musa, as is customary on this occasion, had sat on the floor on a special

cansi (grass mat) bought for that purpose, and had had to be enticed with

gifts of money to t~~e part in the proceedings, including money to sit

on a chair and money to speak. Under contemporary conditions, such a

weekend of carousing may be frowned upon by the parents; 'Enid T., e.g.

would not permit her two teenagers, Anna and her brother, to accompany

a mutual friend on a similar weekend umbondo for she did not trust the

proposed adult supervisi0n.

Whether or not both the bride and groom, or even either of them, are

present at their own imibondo depend on circumstances and, according to

some informants, the geographical area of origin/residence. lmibondo

visits may take place in country areas whilst the prospective groom is

away working in town; in one group of women with whom this question was

discussed, it transpired that Mrs Cl. from ¥"lapumulu had taken part, Mrs Zl.

from Ixopo had not done so, and l1rs N. from Mtubatuba had participated in

one and not the other (the second having taken place after the marriage

when umpuca, the bride's first visit to her natal home after marriage,

had occurred). Sometimes, imibondo displaying the type of informality

suggested by Vilakazi's (1962:64) and Krige's (1936:132/3) descriptions

(as opposed to the type of visit which is planned to fit into contemporary,

working schedules) were mentioned. Bheki, for example, described how, at

his rural home, his fiancee and her friends had visited, bringing beer

and food, to work in the fields;their gifts had been reciprocated by his

family by the slaughter of a goat, or money. These visits were of longer

duration than those of Dora and Musa which have been described, lasting

for approximately a week, and, unlike the situation apparently prevailing

in the town, the beer had been brought by the women, and the girls had

been permitted to take only the food.
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One further custom which is still observed prior to the marriage (and,

if it does not occur prior to the church ceremony,it should take place

before umabo are presented) is the cimela visit of the bride (Krige,1936:

135; Reader,1966:192)o Cimela visits are paid to relatives to 'open

the eyes', in the words of one informant, about maxriage, to bid them

farewell before marriage removes the woman from her natal family, and to

receive presents from them. As with the other customarily prescribed pro-

cedures already discussed, the extent of these visits, i.e. those relatives

who are visited, and the time spent with them, may be -considerably modified

to fit in with modern work demands, particularly in urban areas when the

bride-to-be and some of her relatives may be working. Bongi, like Dora,

paid visits only to relatives in the local townships, immediately prior

to her wedding. In contrast, Beauty, a domestic in the city, had lived

in the country with her family prior to her marriage, and had paid visits

to various relatives during the three months prior to her wedding, some of

these relatives having lived a considerable distance away from her own

family.

Side by side with these customary cultural observances, Western practices

such as a kitchen tea may be organised for the bride by her friends. The

church group (young unmarried women) .to 'r'hich Bongi had belonged had

organised such a function for her.

To sum up then, the betrothal perioq. is marked by an interesting combination

•of appropriate customs, which individuals have selected, and combined in

different ways, from what they perceive as 'traditional'and 'western'

sources. No longer is the sharp dichotomy between Christian and non-

Christian, so noticeable twenty to thirty years ago in the peri-urban areas

of Durban (Reader,1966; Vilakazi,1962), and still existing in rural Kwa

Zulu (Sibiya,1982) obvious in and around Durban. On the whole there is

widespread knowledge of customary procedures, although some persons do
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excuse their own lack of detailed knowledge in specific areas on the

grounds that they were brought up in a mission area(see also Ngubane,l977:3)

One area in which Bome confusion exists relates to the names of the

different beasts which are slaughtered at various stages of the proceed

ings (e.g. which goats are which) and, to a lesser extent, whether the

beast which is slaughtered should be a cow or a goat (e.g. some informa

nants referred to the slaughtering of an imvuma cow, or an indlakudla

cow, whereas most associated these terms with goats). Those persons

who claimed to have considerably knowledge of customary matters were

adamant that, when not Hying ancestors about important events, goats and

not cows should be slaughtered.
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One last important point, already alluded to above, is that not all the

preceeding steps such as izibizo, umbondo and cimela visits must necessarily

be perfomed before the church/court ceremony. Since in many cases the

legal ceremony is regarded as being of minor ritual importance as com-

pared to the customary ritual, formalities such as cimela or umbondo may

not be seen as essential until it is time for the umabo presentation to

occur, which may be years after the legal marriage. Before discussing in

more detail the legal as opposed to the religious aspects of marriage, a

closer examination of the whole question of ilobolo, which has been only

briefly touched on in this chapter, is called for.
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CHAPl'ER 3

iLOBOLO

With the possible exception of polygamy, there is probably no single

aspect of black marriage in Africa which has attracted more attention

from missionaries, lawyers, administrators, and anthropologists alike

than bridewealth. A glance at the explanations which are offered by

writers on the subject for the existence and persistence of this custom

suggests that, as a topic of anthropological debate, it provides in many

cases an excellent forum for the testing of prevailing theoretical pre

occupations. For example, writers such as Brandel (1959) and Jeffreys(1951),

(the latter in spite of a noticeable evolutionary bias) are preoccupied '

with the 'functions' of i1obolet (the Nguni name for bridewealth), in

keeping with the 'structural-functional' approach popular at the time of

their writing. Whilst also operating within a 'functionalist' paradigm,

theorists SUch as Goody (1973·) and Gluckman (1950) favoured a jural

approach, in which the transfer of the rights in a woman's domestic,

sexual and possibly reproductive services is seen as the underlying

reason for the transfer of bridewealth. Muller (1978), a disciple of

Levi·-Strauss, attempts to explain the variations in bridewealth he encoun

tered amongst the Rukuba of Nigeria in structuralist language, arguing

that, because the rights trans:ferred are the same, but the amounts given

differ greatly, these transfers actually reflect ideas about how women

and goods should ideally be distributed in this society. During this

past decade also attention has been given to a feminist perspective on

this subject by both Singer (1977) and Ogbu (1978), both of whom have

attempted to correct the male bias which they feel has always existed

when interpreting bridewealth practices.
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Most of the explanations referred to above have been 'etic' or anthro-

pological' in nature. Recently, no doubt as a result of the popularity

of 'emic' or 'folk' models, anthropologists such as Sansom and Comaroff

have offered descriptions of contemporary Southern African bridewealth

transactions which emphasise the meaning with which they are invested.

The Pedi, e.g. are said .;to conceptualise bridewealth as a 'separate

sphere of exchange', and consciously conceal monetary connotations

(Sansom,1976)0
..

To the Tshidi-Tswana. the passage of bridewealth removes

the ambiguity inherent in the process of marriage (Comaroff 1980).

In line with the attention currently being given to 'folk' models then

I shall give a good deal of attention to the views of informants, in

terms of their attitudes towards, and their explanations about why,

ilobolo is paid. These views will be examined in the context of the pre-

vailing literature and the legal norms which are operative in South Africa,

and some attempt will be made to compare 'ideal' and 'actual' behaviour,

i.e. if people express positive feelings about ilobolo are they actually

paying it when they marry and, if so, how much? Finally, through com-

bining folk and anthropological perspectives some conclusions will be

drawn about the significance of this institution in the contemporary

Southern African context.

What then are some prevailing attitudes towards ilobolo? The following

is a break-down of answers to the question 'Is ilobolo a good thing/not

a good thing', which will serve as a basis for further discussion;2

Good thing Indifferent Not good
M F M F M F

Professional 8 12 2 6
White ' collar 7 2 1
Semi-skilled 2
Unskilled 27 1 4
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The above categories are intended as rough guides only. For example,

of the female domestics who responded that ilobolo was 'not a good thing',

one had accepted it for her daughter (albeit a fairly minimal amount),

and the other conceded that she would have to ask it for her daughter,

because of social pressure. The two professional men who asserted their

indifference indicated that their partici~ation in future ilobolo trans

actions (which would involve their daughters, for both had given it for

their wives) would be influenced by their families, e.g. if Mr L.'s

daughter did not w~~t it he would not (he maintained) insist. Of the

others whose attitudes were negative, most realised that they would have

to go along with their parents' desires, and they would be sure to want

something. In only one of these cases, that of Nomsa D., had the marriage

actually taken place without any ilobolo passing, for her father had been

in agreement with her wishes. One other (professional) woman felt fairly

certain that her father would not insist on its passing if she married.

The objections which were voiced revolved mainly around the ideas of

ilobolo being merely a payment and, in particular, the power it gave a

man over a woman. For example, it was only a payment, and in the country

areas a woman would have to work hard because a man had paid ilobolo

(23 year old male labourer, no formal schooling); 'I've paid for you,

I've bought you' (nurse, early twenties, unmarried); 'from ~J point of

view I don't know what I'm worth', in that whatever was given she would

feel she was worth more (31 year old, unmarried, highly qualified woman).

Two domestics said they were 'not selling' their daughters, for men t hought

they could do as they pleased with them then. There were property connota

tions attached to a woman who had been lobola'd: 'I don't think a human

being can be bought•••••don·t like it•••••purchase takes something from a

woman••••LIDen say you'r~•••property I bought' (35 year old professional,

unmarried woman).
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The allegation that ilobolo was 'only a payment' was emphatically denied

by most of those informants who were in favour of the custom, but they

were nevertheless prepared to concede that frequently commercailization

and over-charging were regrettable accompaniments of contemporary ilobolo

trro1sactions (see below), and some agreed that such a misuse of custom

would also have occurred in the past, with some fathers seeking to enlarge

their herds through their daughters' marriages. That these tendencies did

exist in the past is suggested also by Torday (1929:279) who refers to the

assertions of Fynn (an early settler in Natal) that the amount of bride

wealth had been fixed by the elders to prevent fathers 'selling' their

daughters.

The idea that bridewealth is only a payment has never enjoyed much support

amongst anthropologists, and their position in this regard has been heavily

criticised by Gray (1960), who argues that in some societies women are

'purchased' just as other goods are. As indicated, the majority of infor

mants rejected such an interpretation as being out of keeping with the

spirit of the practice, but as unfortunately occurring in some cases. For

example, Bheki., who had vehemently argued that ilobolo was mu a payment,

• but was symbolic of the relationship between the two families, was disappointed

and angry about his father-in-law's seemingly grasping attitude. Bheki con

sidered that his father-in-law had charged him exhorbitantly, and had not

even honoured his reciprocal obligation9 at the time of the wedding (i.e.

by supplying the necessary beast to be slaughtered). Thus his father-in-law

was not 'building relationship', but was merely selling his daughter: 'He's

selling, 1'm buying' he remarked cynically, adding (as an explanation of why

he'd refused to allow his wife to visit her father) 'if he wants his daughter

home he must pay, I bought her'.
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Some informants qualified their approval of the custom with the stipu

lation that there shouJd be 'no overcharging', or that ilobo10 should

~ preferably be ca 'token'. This suggestion did not entirely eliminate the

negative attitudes held by some women, such as a qualified nursing sister

who had felt devalued when her father had asked only R200,00 as a 'token'

when girls with Form 11 education were having much more ilobolo paid for

them. Fixing a mone-tary sum seems to imply an evaluation of worth, and

the amount of ilobo1o given is not talked about outside the f~ily circle,

unlike the openness and pride with which it is discussed in the Ciskei

(\~ooley,1975:288), nor does it form part of a woman's praises, as amongst

the Pedi (Sansom,1976:l47). Amongst the Xhosa and the Pedi, however, the

monetarJ value is not mentioned, and the number of head of livestock is

variable. In Natal, ilobolo, in terms of the number of cattle which may

pass, is fixed by law, as will be explained below; only the cash amount

per beast is variable, and one would not want to boast about having had

Rl 000 paid for one, when the other person might have been lobola'd for

R2 000,00.

What of the other objection expressed, that a lobola'd wife was merely a

1pos ses s i on of the husband. Not surprisingly, resentment of this connota

tion was expressed by women rather than by men. The connection was im

plicitly acknowledged by some men, such as y~ To., a middle-aged executive,

who commented: 'I doubt whether you cap marry a woman who doesn't want

!2bo10 - how can I tell she's mine?', and who attributed his own wife's

somewhat 'independent' attitude to the fact that he had paid a small token,

and had then supported his wife's widowed mother since their marriage,

rather than paying i1obolo in the usual manner , Mr DI., a young professio

nal man who was about t 'o make the final ilobolo presentation to his new

in-laws, remarked that your w~fe was not really yours until all the ilobolo
.....

had been paid (see Brandel,195S:47 who cites a similar remark). Some

nursing sisters commented cynically that men's infidelity after marriage
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Amongst the drawbacks to ilobolo mentioned by informants there was one

noticeable omission - noticeable because it is regularly mentioned when

this custom is discussed (Holleman,1959:9l; Brandel,1958:44 ;Y~eno,1977:46;

Hellman,197l:l6a), i.e. it is because of the large amounts of ilobolo which

have to be accumulated that marriage is often delayed, and couples are

forced to merely live together. l1athewson (1959:14) goes so far as to

link ilobolo to the supposedly high incidence of immorality in the towns.

Informants with whom I raised this question either acknowledged that the

provision of ilobolo might be one of several factors delaying marriage,

or they were skeptical about such claims, e.g. l1r Zm., who works amongst

members of a township community, commented: IIlve never come across a

case'. The single most important factor in delaying marriage, which was

repeatedly stressed by informants, was the critical lack of accommodation

in towns, an allegation which is substantiated by numerous examples of

gross overcrowding in township houses (See Chapter 6). Undoubtedly the

necessity of accumulating ilobolo extends the period of engagement in

some cases, but, as was pointed out in the last chapter, marriages may

also be postponed for various other reasons.

Turning to the positive responses towards ilobolo which were elicited,

the main reasons for seeing it as a 19ood thing' can be summarised as

follows 4, in order of decreasing frequency mentionei:

X - It is a custom, a cultural value:'" 'The Zulu wayl, or 'for we Africans

the best thing." ..nice to pay..... same as our fathers and mothers

did' (domestic workers), or 'one of the very few [cultural values}

that are left••••at times I even wonder how trus could be stressed

to people' (professional man).

- It shows the value attached to a wife: It would be thrown up to a

wife in an argument 'go away I haven't paid for you', or, as one

domestic worker put it 'If they don't lobola they take you just as

a cheap woman',
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- It shows the man is a 'responsible somebody' (secretary), and makes

him work to look after a wife.

It unites the two families: 'It's a good thing to show the relation

ship between two families' (young white collar man)

- One must compensate, shmo{ appreciation to one's wife's family: One

young professional man explained that if his fiancee's father had.
not wanted ilobolo he would have found some other reward for him or,

as a domestic worker put it 'a good thing to us ••-•• we struggle very

hard to grow up, pay for schooling••••not right to take without

paying' • In other words, 'You don't varrt to fe_el you're getting

without giving' (profesSional man)

It is part of things being done 'properly' and, as such, is linked

to the success of the marriage. To some, the idea of misfortune,

such as barrenness, l\trks if ilobolo is not paid•

.!:l brin,gs home to all the seriousness of the relationship and gives

those concerned the time to get to know each other properly. If

one did not have to pay ilobolo one might not be so careful about

whom one married. Phinde, e.g. pointed out that having had to pay

i1obolo had made him think very carefully about who he married, and

to look for certain qualities in a wife.

My findings appear to be in line with those of most other researchers in

contemporary Southern Africa who have ~uggested that most persons wish to

)\-r~ai.n__th~s__clls....t.pm (de J ager,1971 :171; Moeno,1977:45;D1amini ,198; : 517) ,

and the responses of informants cited above co-incide largely with those

reported by Brandel (1958); althOUgh the nurses she had interviewed were

divided in their opinions, the majority were in favour, and offered

similar justifications for their positive feelings, i.e. i1obolo ~~inforced

the husband's respect, it recompensed the woman's parents, and tested the
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groom's intentions and sense of responsibility. Mathewson (1959:73), on

the other hand, writing at about the same time as Brandel, suggested that

members of the professional/white collar occupational group were no longer
(

( i n favour~ but certainly no such clear-cut distinction occurred amongst
;
'-di f f er ent categories (in terms of age, sex, or socio-economic status) of

respondents in the present research. Domestic workers expressed similar
,

attitudes for or against ilobolo as social workers, and the different

views which were found within a particular socio-economic group are well

illustrated by comparing those of three exceptionally highly qualified

professional women who are all working in essentially the same occupational

field and who, in popular parlance, are very'liberated ':-

i) Nomsa D., in her early forties, is married, and had not wanted to

be lobola'd because she considered the custom had become commerciali-

sed, and. that it was degrading for a woman; upon her marriage nothing

had passed except a small token gift.

ii) Thandi Sl., in her early thirties, was unmarried at the time of the

research. She did not want ilobolo paid for her, for she would feel

devalued; she realised, . however, that because of pressure from the

community her parents would insist, albeit only as a token, as they

had done for her sister.

iii) Thoko F., in her late twenties, is unmarried, ~~d. would want

ilobolo. paid for her; she has faith in her parents' judgment, that
•

they understood the custom 'in context', as a 'token of the strength

of the relationship between the two families', and would not ~~e

exborbitant demands.

Thoko's reservations to the effect that fathers Should not make unrealistic

de~~ds on future son-in-laws, echoing as they do the views of other
~

informants, brings me to the whole question of the expenses involved in

~ilObOlo transactions.
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(~Firstly , although ilobolo is no longer (since 1932) a legal requirement
i
, for the contracting of either a civil/church ' (statutory) marriage or a

customary union, the impression is that it passes in the majority of

marriages (if paid in cases of statutory marriage it is legally regarded

i as a separate contract). The records show that it was given in all cases

of customary unf.ons , and it is recorded as having passed , in 14 of the 28

civil marriages which took place between blacks in 1980/1 in Durban.
6

,

No details are available in the official records of church marriages,

but all of those I interviewed for research purposes, with the exception

of Nomsa D. described above, who were, or had been married, had paid

ilobolo or had had it paid for them, whether or not they approved of the

custom. Informants whose occupations involve them in matters pertaining

to marriage, such as lawyers, ministers and social workers, confirm that

ilobolo almost always passes, or that there is at least a promise of it

to be paid in the future. Incredulous responses when informants were

told that one woman I knew had refused to be lobola'd, and the obvious

social pressure which exists (e.e. both the prospective husband and the

wider community would think there was something wrong with the woman if

no ilobolo was required) reinforced opinions expressed by informants

that ilobolo is a normative prerequisite for maxriage amongst both

Christians ~~d non-Christians.7

I

If ilobolo is paid the Natal and Kwa Zplu Codes stipulate that, for

commoners, it should not exceed ten head of cattle for the woman's father,

plus one head (the Ngguthu beast) for the mother. The number of cattle

\Whi Ch may pass is increased if the woman is the daughter of an Induna

~r Chief. The amount decreases if the ~Q!!@!Ll:t~_h~<L5~~g_<!;'_~ : The Ngguthu

and one beast for the father is payable as Damages when._t h_e_fi!'St child

is bg~. b,~r.?re ~hE= ~i~ge B...'T1d, strictly speaking, a further beast is

payable to the father of the woman for each subsequent pre-marital child born.
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The father of a woman who has borne two children before marriage would

be entitled to eight beasts; as Phinde remarked, tongue in cheek, 'you

could say that she's depreciated'.

If paid in cash the value per beast should not exceed RlO,OO in Natal,

or RlOO,OO in areas where the Kwa Zulu Code operates, these provisions

being applicable only if a dispute arises between the two parties (Dlamini,

1983:241). l1any men are aware that ilobolo may be limited in this way and

maintain that, if their prospective father-in-laws' demands are excessive

~1( they will appeal to the Commissioner's Court. Such steps are occasionally

taken, but in practice one often hesitates to involve officialdom for

fear of creating relationship probleIIl..8 with fut-ure in-laws. Bheki, whose

father-in-law maintains that three ilobolo beasts are still outstanding,

has threatened to take the matter to the Commissioner's COtlrt if he persists

with his dem~Dds.

As Phillips and Morris point cut (1971:50), legislation is genera,lly

ineffectl~l in limiting the bridewealth payments, and it is obvious from

a perusal of customary union registers, and the details supplied by infor-

mants that it'is impossible to generalise about ilobolo payments. Amounts

which are given in respect of ilobolovary tremendously, from a 'token'

of RlOO,OO - R200,00, to a figure in excess of R3 000,00.

Contrary to what has been reported b~ other researchers, there does not

appear to be any clear-cut relationship betwe en the amount of ilobolo
• ,d

;~ ~WhiCh passes and the educational level of the bride (Nathewson,1959:75;

Raum and de Jager,1972:72; Longmore,1959:67; Sibiya,1982:206). Some

fathers may insist on high amounts because of their daughters' educational

qualifications (e.g. one young man had ha~ to pay almost R4000,OO for the

eleven live beasts his father-in-law had demanded plus the transport costs),

but increasing demands with rising educational levels does not appear to
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be the norm8• For example, amongst other cases for which I have details,

a token of R200,00 had been paid for a qualified nursing sister,and

amounts in the region of Rl 300 to Rl 500 had passed for university-

educated professional women, izibizo demands in these cases having been

minimal. Bheki, on the other hand, whose wife had left school in Standard

V, had paid approximately R2 500 for izibizo and ilobolo (incomplete) prior

to his marriage. As noted Ln t he Baumanville study (Natal Regional Survey,

1959:33), which also found no correlation between ilobolo and education,

~ these demands appear related primarily to the 'bargaining power ~~d

personalities involved'.

As Ogbu (1977:251) points out, bridewealth expenditure needs to be placed

in the context of the giver's income before any meaningful conclusions can

be drawn about its relative size. For Bheki, e.g., earning as he was

approximately RSO,OO per month at the time he was engaged in izibizo and

ilobolo transactions, these costs were relatively far higher than they

were for Stephen Ld , , a graduat e earning over ten times as much as Bheki ,

who had paid less t han Bheki (in real value ) for all the ilobolo and

izibizo for his professional wife.

Quite apart from some fathers who make unrealistic demands on future son-

in-laws, t here appear to be persons who make a business out of fleecing

unsuspecting suitors, as the following case which I came across during

research illustrates:9

•
~~ Xa., a young domestic worker, beca~e enamoured of a ver~

attractive young woman (Who had recently won a beauty conte~t)
and paid a fair amount of ilobolo to her 'guardian', whereupon
she announced that she no longer wished to marry him. Hr Xa,
took the matter to the Commissioner's Court and, in f~~nt of
the magistrate, the young woman and her 'guardian' maintained
that she had changed her mind, and intended marrying him;
once outside the court both had disappeared. ~~ Xa. declined
to pursue the matter for fear of retribution, and it subsequently
appeared that he had not been the first to be taken in in this
manner.
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Possible exploitation aside, the father's demands may appear exhorbitant,

but may merely be based on a realistic assessment of his likely expenses.

As described in the last chapter, at least one, and possibly more, umbondo

visits should be sent to the bridegroom's family and, although initial

visit/s may be viewed as reciprocating the izibizo which have been given

often a further umbondo is sent after the marriage (as in Dora's case).

Depending on the status and aspirations of the bride's family, the costs

accompanying the wedding itself may be prohibitive. Not only must wedding

expenses be met (and these are usually shared by the groom's f~ly), but

umabo gifts must be purchased, often for twenty or more people, plus fur-

niture for the newly-married couple. For example,Stephen Ld.'s umkhongi

estimated that the bride's family's expenditure had exceeded that of the

groom's by at least several hundred Rand. Enid T., a domestic, who had

received ilobolo to the value of approximately Rl 000,00 had spent (in

the mid-seventies) about R250,00 on umabo for twenty five people, plus

R900,00 for a diningroo~ suite for the couple, and had purchased a kist

for her daughter, quite apart from all the other wedding expenses. Phinde's

outlay on izib1zo and ilobolo (incomplete) had been in the region of

R2 000,00, but Musa was adamant that her father's expenses had been greater,

and that was why she was assisting~ to purchase the umabo gifts (see also

Vilakazi,1962: 68 ; Murray,1981:129; Dlamini,1983 :387,512;Nkabinde,1984:30).

As a companion remarked. t~ me at Dor.a's wedding, whilst viewing the piles
. . .

of umabo gifts and the furniture the bride was taking with her, 'don't tell

me anyone makes anything out of lobolol' Thus, although customarily

Vilobolo received should have been set aside for use by the bride's brother
\

(Ngubane,198l:91), the fact that I have not come across any such cases in

the urban area is doubtless related to the expenses incurred by wedding

celebrations (see also Levin:1947:54 in this connection)
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( i Lobo10 may be paid wholly in cash or all on hoof, or part may be cash

1,~d part live cattle; frequently the live beasts are used for the various

wedding rituals, and many of the cases for which I have details included

some liv beasts as well as cash. Of the 136 customary unions which took

place in Durban in 1980, ilobolo was paid wholly in cash in 60 cases,

all on hoof in 27, and a mixture of cash and live beasts ' pass ed in 49

instances, During the negotiations between the two families, ilobolo is

spoken of as tbough live beasts were involved, each of -which is given a

specific monetary value by the bride's father. Some abakhongi still

commence negotiations by enunciating the virtues of the cattle they are

offering, explaining tactfully at a later stage that a cash equivalent

will need to be substituted.

"'" XlIt is essential that all ilobolo (apart from the mother's Ngguthu beast)

be given to the bride's father or guardian or, if deceased, his male

agnatic kinsman (see also Lewin,197l:1l8). If t he bride's mother is

~ivorced t he prospective groom should ensure t hat he pays ilobolo to her
:; I -~ . .
lrx-husband, or the same fate mi.grrb befall hdm as befell the unfortunate
, I
i I
\ !

Mr Mpanza, a 'Def endant in a case brought against him by a certain Hr Latha

in the Durban Commissioner's Court in-1979(Latha v Mpanza, 645/79):

Hr Latha claimed R900 in respect of hi s daughter's
ilobolo, the equivalent of 9 beasts, which V~ Mpanza
alleged had been paid to his mother-in-law (two beasts
had passed before that when a pre-marital child had
been born). Mrs Mpanza's l'arents had divorced some years
prior to her marriage, and she had been placed in the
custody of her mother, who had received the ilobolo.
Because Mr I"1panza should have known that one does not
pay ilobolo to a woman, the Court ordered that he
should pay fiIr Latha R900,OO plus costs of R29,09.
Subsequently a Warrant of Execution was issued ab~inst

his property (the Mpanzas had several children at this
stage) but, since there was no attachable property,
an Order was evenfBally issued for }Ir Mpanza to pay
R25,OO per month. -

One can well imagine the tensions which must have arisen between Mr Mpanza

and his in-laws, and the financial hardships for the family, as a result
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of this claim. Dlamini (1983:202) points out that the Kwa Zulu Code

has, in some respects, altered the position regarding receipt of ilobolo

for those living within its jurisdiction, in that women may now, Q~der

certain conditions, receive ilobolo on behalf of their daughters.

Nowadays most men probably pay their own ilobolo (see also Dlamini,1983:288)

a trend ,...hich has been noticeable for some time (Levin,1947:98). Of the

291 men married according to customary rites in 1980/1 in Durban only

one recorded having received assistance from his father. Of several cases

I encountered in which fathers had helped their sons to meet ilobolo demands,

most involved families who had herds in the rural areas. Not only are the

majority of fathers no longer in a position to assist their sons, but a

man's ability to provide his own ilobolo may be viewed in a positive light

(see below).

~ It has often been alleged (Holleman,1959:92; Longmore,1959:67; Sibiya,

1982:212; Nkabinde,1983:14) that some women give the men they wish to

marry the money for their own Ll.obo'l,o , Informants had. heard that such

practices occurred, but did not know personally (although some had strong

suspicions) of any cases, for such assistance would remain a closely

guarded secret. One social worker claimed that nurses were well-known

for this practice, and were termed 'jackpots' for that reason. Comments

invariably condemned such assistance as 'corruption', or 'very silly••••

marriages crumb'l.e , a man has no respect', for it would be thrown up to
,

a woman during a quarrel that 'I didn't lobola you'.

In many instances, perhaps the majority, some ilobolo is still outstanding

at the time of the marriage, and may be paid off gradually, or in a lump

sum, afterwards. Of the five couples referred to for case study purposes,

only William had paid all the ilobolo before marriage (in cash). Some parents

may drop tactful hints if the ilobolo remains outstanding - but they do not

necessarily meet with any success. For example, Musa's father had 'hinted'
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to Phinde that he would like one of the outstanding beasts, but had. met

with no response except anger on Phinde's part directed towards Musa.

Other fathers do not like to approach their son-in-Iaws and hope, like

Dora's father, that they will remember of their own accord. In some

Xcases ilobolo may never be paid in full, for it may be conveniently for

gotten with the deaths of the father and his heir. However, there are

cases where outstanding ilobolo payments are requested, and made, after

the death of one or both of the contracting parties.11 Some sources

(Soga, quoted by Shropshire,1910:11; de Jager,1911:l1l) refer to the

indeterminate nature of ilobolo payments, in terms of the number of beasts

payable, and the extended time period over which such payments stretched.

Some informants agreed that such was the true nature of ilobolo, and some-

times the Zulu saying umfazi akaaedwa (a wife is never finished being paid

for) was mentioned. The impression is that such an attitude towards

ilobolo is changing, for those who are able to afford to do so pay all

before, or as soon after marriage, as possible. According to Mr C., a

professional man, such a procedure is not acceptable, even if one can

afford to pay all at once: 'your wife should not feel small', for it

would be said ' 'so-and-so must have despised the [wife's]fa.mily, he just

paid ilobolo like paying for a couple of handkerchiefs' Furthennore,

the son-in-law should always assist the wife's father if necessary, or

even 'revive the relationship' if his own fortune improved. Mr C. linked,

the reluctance of many men to help suppbrt their wives' families to a

loss of sense of value about ilobolo, manifest in the attitude 'if I've

paid ilobolo in full there is no obligation'. This link between resent-

ment of the wife's helping her family financially and ilobolo was verbalised

by other informants, e.g. 'the lobolo grudge plays a part', and is mentioned

also by Shropshire (1970:86). However, other men pointed out that the

obligation to assist one's new relatives existed even when ilobolo had
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been paid in full, and much would depend on the persona1ities, and on

whether the Bon-in-1aw felt that he had been exploited.

Before turning to informants' explanations about why this custom exists,

I shall briefly summarise the main reasons which appear in the literature

on African marriage and bridewealth, in order to draw some conclusions

about the relevance of anthropological theories for ilobolo practices

in a contemporary urban setting. The following are the most popular

anthropological explanations:

i, ll2.12.o1o validates/legalises/legitimates a marriage: Various anthro

pologists of different theoretical persuasions, and some lawyers, see the

passage of ilobolo as an indispensable element in the validation of a

marriage (Mair,1969:14; Ogbu,1978:258; Manona,1980:l92; Bekker and

Coertzee,1982:10) or as being the definitive step in legalising a marriage

(de Jager,1971:l70; Lewin,1941:14), or as signifying the existence of a

'proper' marriage as against a less formal type of union (Brandel,1958:4B;

Mandeville,1975:i89).

2. iLobolo transfers rights in children and/or partners: This overtly

etic approach, which is accepted by most contemporary writers (Kuper,

1970:471/2; Sansom,1976:154; Murray,1981:112), has given rise to a large

body of literature and, particularly in relation to Gluckm~n's well-known

hypothesis about the stability of marriage which is closely connected with

this approach, a fair amount of controversy. The expression rimts in

uxorem is used to refer to those rights acquired by a man to the sexual

and domestic services of a woman, and rimts in genetricem refers to the

rights of a man, and sometimes his descent group, to the woman's offspring.

To counter the obvious male bias, Ogbu has recently suggested (1978:248)

that the more neutral term 'conjugal rights' be used for those rights

which are acquired reciprocally by both partners in a marriage. The question
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of whether or not ilobol0 gives rise to reciprocal conjugal rie;hts hinges

on whether it is accepted as a distinguishing characteristic of a valid

marriage; if it is the connection with conjugal rights is obvious. The

more controversial aspect of the 'rights' argument relates to whether the

passage of ilobolo is directly connected with the acquisition of rights

in genetricem, i.e. whether a man, and possibly his agnatic group as well,

pays ilobolo in order to gain control over a woman's children, which is

an old theme in anthropology (Radcliffe-Brown,1924:555; Torday,1929:216).

Amongst the most influential proponents of this view are Jeffreys(195l)

and ,Gluckman (1950), and their arguments, which differ considerably in

emphasis, will be briefly examined.

Jeffreys (195l),with an (over)abundance of ethnographic illustrations,

argues, somewhat repetitively, that ilobol0 is nothing but (my italics)

. 'child price'. His argument is summed up in the following excerpt from

his well-known article:

'It is the use of surplus wealth in the purchasing of the
right to the woman's children that constitutes the function
of lobolo: it has nothing to do with, nor has it developed
out of marriage. Lobolo is ~~ economic institution 
marriage a social onel that the two institutions are often
confused is unfortunately only too true' (1951:153)

Jeffreys' argument is flawed in several respects: Although he discusses

ilobo10 in terms of '~~ctions' his theoretical premises are anything

but 'fUnctional', but rather evolutionary and diffusionist; 'traits'

are isolated out of their ethnograp~ic context, e.g. 'the Zulu social

•system recognizes that marriage is one culture trait and ilobolo another,

and that they are not inherently connected (1951:158). His assertion

(1951:157) that i10bo10 has 'no function in the marriage ceremony' is

certainly far from true in the case of Zulu-speaking peoples (Reader,

1966:223). Such an approach, where 'traits' are compared out of the

institutional complex of which they are part leads to an inevitable loss

of meaning. Jeffreys also shows a lack of knowledge about marriage as

an institution in non-western societies, particularly in that it has

economic implications. Furthermore, he conveniently side-steps the whole
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question of bridewealth in matrilineal societies.

The main thrust of G1uckman's (1950) truly 'functional' (in terms of his

examining the part played by an institution in the social system) argu

ment, theoretically far more sophisticated than that of Jeffreys, and of

particular interest because it flows from his fieldwork amongst the Zulu,

concerns the stability of marriage. Of interest at present is his idea

that the acquisition of rights in genetricem by a man and his agnatic

group went together with relatively high bridewealt~, ·t hes e variables

forming part of a wider pattern of institutionalised practices associated

with stable marriage. Thus, although there is considerable difference in

emphasis, and skill with which the arguments are put forward, both Jeffreys

and Gluckman link the payment of bridewealth to the acquisition of rights

in children. Gluckman did, however, acknowledge that it is through marriage

that these rights are acquired o

3. iLobolo is paid as compensation of some sort to the family of the

bride. This compensation may be thought of either as primarily material

or economic (Ogbu,1978:255), or symbolic in nature (Radcliffe-Brown,1950:

49/50), as when 'The loss of a member disturbs the equilibrium between

the two gr(~:!:~:PJt, and this has to be set right by the giving in return of

something else of great value in the lives of the people' (Krige,1936:l20).

4. iLobolo pays a symboliC role in ,creating and maintaining relationships

across society. Although probably Levi-Strauss (1969:467) is the best

known exponent of this perspective, such ~~ explanation is hardly new.

Krige's fieldwork amongst the Lovedu (Krige,1980) had shown clearly the

symbolic role of bridewealth in creating and perpetuating alliances amongst

groups right across that society. A considerably earlier proponent of

this view had been Shepstone: 'It Illobo1oT is a bond of alliance between

the two families; one gives the daughter, the other fills the void with

cattle' (Report on Native Laws and Customs l883,Vol.II:26).
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How did informants' responses compare with these anthropological perspec

tives?12 The three most frequently given answers were that ilobolo was

a custom, that it was connected with the relationship between the two

families, and that it showed appreciation, or was comnensation, for the

wife's family:-

It is a custom: This explanation was given by those who did not know

of any other reason'why it passed, e.g. 'when I asked the old people

they said it was a custom'. It was sometimes accompanied by reasons

for observing custom, such as the old people's insistence, or that

ilobolo had always been given so one could not stop now, or comments

about pride in observing custom.

It is connected with the relationship between the families: It was

a 'sign of happiness that people are together, that there is relation-

ship connecting two families, to show you like that family•••• I w~~t

to show I'm in favour of those people' (20 year old, matriculated

technician, or 'to expand friendship of the two parties' (labourer,

Standard VIII).

It is given as compensation or appreciation: This explanation some-

times included specific reference to the woman's economic role in the

past and t he pr es ent , or the sJ~bolic loss to her group. One profes-

sional man pointed out, for example, that when a woman married her

ancestors had to be appeased, for 'she is part of the ancestral world

of the new family on death'. "More usually, allusions were made to

more general principles of reciprocity such as 'you can't get without

giving', or to the need to express appreciation.

The fourth most frequently mentioned view concerned the need to show

responsibilitl and the need to prove one's worth as a prospective husband. l;

AlthOUgh probably in the past the same applied in Natal as in the Cape

(Wilson,1981:140), in that a man might earn his own ilobolo through service
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to the chief, or through raiding (Dlamini,1983:84), his family would

usually have provided ilobolo for him from that received for a sister.

One wonders, therefore, whether this view has developed comparatively

recently (a point made also by Holleman,1959:9l). Bearing in mind the

struggle many blacks undergo to attain suitable educational and occupational

qualifications, and the difficulty in finding and keeping steady emp'l.oymsn't

(e.g. limitations imposed-by Influx Control regulations), the provision

of a large sum of money is understandably an admirable achievement.

Most of the other explanations offered usually referred to doing things

'properly', either alluding to dem~nds of t he ancestors, or feelings of

pride on the part of the wife that she had be en lobola'd. There were

also misgivings about t he possibility of misfortune befalling a marriage

in which ilobolo had not passed. Only one respondent who had given the

relationship between families as the primary role of ilobolo, mentioned

that it could be seen as legalising marriage, and one other man described

it as the •seal of approval' on t he union. Concerning its purported con-

nection with rights in children, only one woman said it was to 'buy babies'.

In view of the anthropological prominence given to these last-mentioned

two explanations, I shall explore the implications of this divergence

between anthropological ~nd folk models.

Firstly, how important was ilobolo in the past in 'validating' marriaee?

In Natal, in spite of ilobolo's not having been seen as legally essential,
•

legal opinion appears to have viewed the right to claim ilobolo as an .

integral part of black marriage (Whitfield,1948:l83 ; Prentice-Hall Law

Reports,1930:Rl6). Such an interpretation fits in with the ethula custom

(Krige,1936:l2l) whereby a man, if he were too poor to pay ilobolo for a

wife, would give that which was received for his first-born daughter to

his father-in-law. One info~~t mentioned such a contemporary case in

the rural area from which she originated e It seems that not only were
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cattle used, but valuable articles such as brass rings might pass, or

even two or three stones could be offered to indicate that cattle would

follow at a later date (Krige,1936:121,211; Dlamini,1983:84). What

appears to have been of importance was the act of reciprocating the

gift of a br i de in some manner, and that eithe r ilobolo, or the promise

to provide it in some form in t he future, seems t o have been an integral ·

part of the marriage procedure. However, this view is llQ.i t he same as

saying that ilobo10 presentation is ~ step which validates a marriage,

and it is understandable that informants did not generally see it in

t his light. In fact, it would seem t hat any moves to incorporate ilobolo

transacti.ons into the legal formalities associated with statutory marriage

might prove unacceptable to many blacks who perceive this institution in

a different light to lawyers and legislators.

~ As has already been pointed out (1'.120) official records of ilobolo which

passes are kept only if a customary union is entered into. The fact that

ilobo10 does not form part of a statutory marriage contract has recently

been criticised by van Themaat (1980:249/50); his, and similar arguments,

>: appear related to possible disputes concerning the return of ilobolo in

the event of a divorce. However, a perusal of records, and discussions

with lawyers and Commissioners, suggest that at~empts to recover ilobolo

on divorce may occur relatively i nfrequently.l4 Arguments in favour of

including ilobolo in the marriage conwact also overlook the very i mpor t an t

Af act that ilobolo is, as described above, part of the chain of reciprocal

exchanges, which involve expenses on~ sides.

Certainly, apart from conceding that such a step might deter 'sharks',

the proposal that ilobolo be included in the marriage contract did not

generally find favour with informants with whom it was discussed (Bheki

being one of the exceptions), some of whom passed comments about the

advantages to lawyers of such a move. The main objection was that ilobolo
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should not 'be seen as a legal institution, as the opinions of these two

professional men indicate:

'Why should it be part of a legal contract? If we illlderstand
the value of ilobolo men have a moral obligation so there is
no need · to make it a legal one ••••most lawfers conveniently
side-step the moral part of ilobolo, the moral part is where
the bond is sealed'

and ~lobolo is} 'more aZfective than legal •••• it has a pleasantness

accompanying it, once legalised it maght lose that tinge'. Last word on

the subject came from a somewhat cynical divorced woman: 'What do they

want their lobolo returned for when they're going to claim the lobolo

of t heir daughters?'. Perhaps, as Simons (1968:128) comments 'the courts,

a.Tld not the Africans, have made a fetish of lobolo'(:)

)( The second question which needs further exploration conce~ns the connection

between ilobolo and rights in children. Since this link was mentioned

s~ontaneously only once, this particUlar anthropological explanation was

discussed with various informants. Some agreed that there was a connection

between ilobo1o and children, but stressed that it existed only because

~ ilobolo went together with lIIarriage (a point argued strongly by Dlamini,

1983:l83ff,258,352/3,531/2). Some ruled out that there was any 1ilik,

a.Tld others went so far as to assert that, even if ilobo1o had been paid,

and there was no marriage, the woman's children could not be claim:?d by

their father.

•
There was no consensus over whether the custom whereby a man might pay a

certain number of cattle to 10bo1~ extra-marital children had existed

amongst Zulu-sepaking peoples in the past. What appears to .be the most

feasible explanation is that the situation varied from one area to another,

as Lewin (1971:26) mentions occurred with bogadi practices amongst the Tswana.
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The following case, heard by the Appeal Court of South Africa in 1913

illustrates the controversy which surrounds this question (thec~se of

~~tjoze v Jaze (SGuth African Law Reports,Appellate Division,1914)

Some t hirteen years earlier, in the Utrecht district of Natal,
Jaze, the natural father of an illegitimate daughter had,
without the permi ss i on of the mother's family, removed the
one-month old child from its natuxal home. The mother's
guar-d.Lan had sougrrt help from the authorities (since it was
during the .Anglo-Beer War it is not clear whethe.r a magis
trate or militarJ official had been involved), a.."1d this
official had ordered that three head of cattl~ be paid.
SUbsequently the chief of the area had ordered the child
returned to the mother's custody. Jaze had then appealed
to the Native High Court, which decreed that t he child
revert to its natural father. Finally, t he Appeal Court
at Eloemfontein had reversed the Hi gh Court's judgment,
a.~d the child had been restored to its mother.

The Appeal Court had based its findings on the testimony of the two Chiefs

and an Jnduna, Qomintaba, a chief of the Kumalos, maintained 'The father

cannot acquire any right in t he child unless there i sa subsequent marriage.

It. is not the custom to pay for the child only' (S.A.Law Reports,1914:149).

His Induna, and Gogo, an Mbata _chi ef , agreed in essence, but both reported

an 'old custom' by which the father could take the child if there was an

agTeement with the woman's father. Legally-oriented anthropologists have

recently stressed the fluidity of customarJr law (Comaroff and Roberts,

1981:18), which suggests that custom of this type may not only vary from

one area to another, but may be a matter of negotiation by the parties

concerned.
•

Regardless of the situation in the past, and in t he rural areas of con-

temporary Southern Africa (J>1u.rray,1981:117), several cases I encountered

point to the fact that most men in urban areas are not interested in

acquiring 'rights', through the provision of cash or cattle, either in
)(

their own extra-marital children, or in the children of t heir wives by

other men (e.g. Elliot), which is quite understandable under contemporary
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economic conditions, i.e. children are no longer economic assets in the

same sense as they are in a rural subsistence economy. There appears to

x be no need for men to lobola their children by women other than their

wives, for it is said that sons, in particular, will, as they grow up,

make every effort to locate their natural fathers. ·Al s o , some women,

unable to support children born out of wedlock, rray welcome the father's

assuming responsibility Tor this task, without any extra payment, as, e.g.

Phinde has done.15

Before briefly summarising and drawing some conclusions, there is one

further pertinent question, i.e. whether or not the payment of bridewealth,

especially in large amounts, has any influence on the stability of marriage.

This question has been much debated, ·and problems such as the satisfactory

definition of variables such as 'stability' and 'high' or 'low' bridewealth

have been highlighted (Ogbu,1978), in attempts to test Gluckman's well

known hypothesis (Gluckman,1950). This preoccupation with whether marriage

is more stable if ilobolo has passed, and whether stability is affected by

the form which it takes (e.g. cash or cattle), is also evident in the

work of those who have been engaged in research on urban blacks during

the past fifty years (Krige,1936b; Janisch,194l ; Mathewson,1959 ; Br~~del,1958;

Hellman,197l). Although informants' views on this subject were not exten-

sively canvassed, discussions with lawyers and social workers, together

with t he soaring black divorce rate '(see Chapter 8), suggests that, even if

X ilobolo had been a stabilising factor in the past, it no longer plays a

significant role in t his respect.

iLobolo then is clearly a complex issue, about which caution should be

exercised before making superficial generalisations. My own research, it

seems, confirms the observations by Fhi11ips and Morris (1971:50) that

the evils of bridewealth, such as commercialization, later marriage and

consequent immorality, and fathers evaluating their daUghters in terms of

X money spent on education are 0P~Q to exageera~o~~ Certainly some

J : . ' :
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malpractices do occur, and hardship may be experienced, but surely the

-\ whole institution of ilobolo should not be judged according to the mis-

uses to which it is sometimes subject.

From the perspectives of those involved, ilobolo is still widely valued,

for a variety of reasons. Nevertheless, some women and men, from all

X walks of life, profess to wish it done away with, and see it only as a

payment which has degrading connotations for women. Regardless of these

different views, ilobolo apparently still passes in the majority of

marriages which ta.l(e place in and around Durban•

. The perceptions of informants about t he role of ilobolo correspond largely

to those offered by anthropologists, with so me modifications. i1obolo

Xis seen primarily as a means of cre~ting, and symbolising, t he relation

b'-'\ ship between the two groups involved in a mar r iage , and of offering corn-

pensation, both material and symbolic, for the loss of a daughter. Whilst

not seen as ~ definitive step, it is still seen as a.~ indispensable

element in bringing about a proper marriage (sec also Simop..s,1968 ;

Holleman,1958/9). As one other contemporary researcher has put it

(Whooley,1975:3l3):

'10bolo and the ritual that accompa.~ies it is t he only
language that ca.~ bring about the emotional changes
that new relationships demand; it is the only language
that ca.~ express new relationships, obligations, privi
leges, etc. It is the /framework that people use to
express and to bring aboirt complicated changes in terrns
of emotional realities, values, attitudes and concepts.
It is also the language t hat the ancestors understand
and bless'.

~ne most fundamental divergence of opinion between anthropologists' and

folk explanations concerns t he relationship between ilqbolo and children,

a relations.hip which is acknowledged but is seen as being indirect, and

existing because of marriage. It is possible that, in their preoccupation

with the primacy of reproduction in marriage (Radcliffe-Brown,1950:5)
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anthropologists may have neglected to acknowledge sufficiently the im-

portance of marriage itself in the lives of individuals, bringing about,

amongst other changes, a transition to the status of adulthood. 16 As one

informant, critical of the 'rights' in children approach, put it: 'the

problem with researches by whites in the black context is that there's

a communication gaP••••• the symbolic nuances are missed'. Such nuances,

I believe, relate to the whole meaning of marriage as well as ilobolo

itself, ~~d perhaps the over-emphasis on ilobolo as the element which

validates marriage stems from the western perspective on marriage which

views this institution as the result of a particular ceremony, a theme

which will be taken up in the next two chapters.

As well as the persistence of customary values, bridewealth payments have,

as Sansom shows, assumed new roles in contemporarJ society, e.g. allowing

a migrant Pedi worker to 'buy himself back in' to his rural community

after his absence "Torking (Sansom,1976). Amongst informants in Durban,

a comparatively new role ass~~ed by ilobolo concerns the IDEL~'S proving

himself a person worthy of marrying and supporting a wife. Also, in a'

large, comparatively heterogeneous and anonymous society, in which some

fathers and guardians are thought to see ilobolo as an opportunity to make

a profit out of their daughters, the way in which ilobolo dem~~ds are ma~e

knOvffi, and negotiations handled, give important indications of the type of

family one is dealing with. ..

The most frequently offered explanation about why ilobolo Passes, and why

X i t is valued, i.e. because it is a custom, has various implicatio~s.

Obviously, social control plays a part in maintaining custom, for it is

not easy to go against family and societal opinion, and it is also sanc-

tioned by the fear that some misfortune may occur if it is not paid (see

also Dlamini.1983:195). One further reason for its continued importance

relates to the growing appreciation of, and pride in, being black, which

has gained momentum particularly since the advent of the Black Consciousness
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movement in South Africa. This reason was suggested by a few informants,

and has been noted by other researchers (Erandel,l958:49 ; Hellman,191l:l61/8;

Dlamini,1983:503; Sibiya,1982:220). Pride in the black cultural heritage

has led to attempts to see 'what we can preserve ••••what is meaningful, in

our culture', as one informant put it. iLobolo, as another man (profes

sional) stres8ed, is one such meaningful aspect of black culture. As an

indispensable part of the process of becoming married, ilobolo, it would

seem, is increasingly being viewed as the distinguishing mark of a black,

as opposed to a white, marriage, ideally embodying as it does customary

values such as reciprocity and valued relationships between groups, as

well as what is selected as worthwhile from western, Christian, marriage o

,.JcHavi ng rejected the notion that ilobolo is, in itself, sufficient to

bring into existence a marriage, whilst arguing that it certainly does

constitute one of the indispensable elements involved, it is time to turn

to the whole question of validation, and the following two chapters will

examine those legal and religious prerequisites of a valid marital uution.
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CHAPTER 4

SOLEMNIZING MARRIAGE THE LEGAL IHPLICATIONS

~ Black marriage as it exists today in the form of a legal institution must

be viewed against the background of the imposition of jural principles

which had evolved in Western Europe on to the indigenous conceptions

regarding the nature of marriage. Therefore, I shall first describe the

various forms of legally sanctioned conjugal unions in the context of

their historical development, as well as the legal and political factors

which have influenced them, before attempting to assess whether, in the

past, black marriage could in any sense be considered a legal institution.

Two systems of law, the common (i.e. the general law of the land) and the
I

customary (i.e. applicable only to the black population) co-exist in

South Africa. In terms of the Black Administration Act, it may, under

certain circumstances, be left to the judge or magistrate who is dis-

pensing justice to decide whether customary law or statutory law should

apply in particular cases (What Suttrier,1968:624 terms a 'special dis-

pensation'). The common law under which blacks, like other population

groups, may corrtrac't a statutory marriage, which may be either a church

or civil ceremony, is largely Roman Dtl~tch; it wa.s initially introduced,

and subsequently modified by, the Dutch, who colonised the Cape Province

in l652(Wille,1966:l). It had been less t ban one hundred years prior to

that date that marriage in Western Europe itself had taken on secular

legal significance with the passing of the Political Ordinance in Holland

in l580lfor, prior to the Reformation, the common law of the Roman

Catholic Church had governed marriage (Olivier et al:1980:l62). Some

control over the marriage of the indigenous population was soon exercised

for, in 16~5. the first prohibition was placed on marriage between whites
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and blacks (Olivier et al:1980:163). At the present time the Prohibition

of Mixed Marriages Act No.55 of 1949 forbids marriage between whites and

non-whites. Blacks may, however, marry members of other non~fuite groups

(e.g. 'Coloureds' or 'Indi~~s') by either statutory or customary ceremonies.

As the white colonists extended their occupation of the sub-continent, local

events of decisive histoTical significance for the blacks occupying the

southeast part of South Africa were, firstly, t he settlement of Natal by

the British and the extension of British Colonial rule to the Transkei ro1d

Natal during the first half of the nineteenth century, and secondly the

conquest of Zululandby the British during the Anelo-Zulu war of 1879.

Various legislation relating to the marriages of blacks was passed, some

of which, such as the restriction of statutory marriage to those Africans

who were either Christians or were exempted from custoraal~ law, has since

been abolished (fllillips and Morris 91971:142); the most far-reaching changes

took the form of codjfying what the legislators perceived as 'customary

law' (the whole question of what constitutes 'customary law' is exaTDined

in more detail below). The initial codification took place in 1878 (Govern

ment Notice N"0.194), and this Zululand Code, as it was known, was amended

in 1891, and extended to cover the whole of Natal in 1897 (Whitfield:1948:272).

As mentioned in the Introduction, it was the Black Administration Act of

1927 which defined what should constitute a marriage for blacks in South
•

. Africa as a whole, and which also governs the application of customary

law. According to Holleman (1958/9:97) it was this Act which lowered the

status of what had previously, in some parts of South Africa including

Natal, been a marriage to that of a 'customary union' with all its atten~

dant consequences: 'The result is an indirect and partial recognition of

:Ba.ntu Marriage as a second-rate marital union' (ibid) As a result of the

1927 Act the 'Zululand Code' was repealed, and reformulated as the Natal
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Code of 1932 which still, with certain minimal amendments (e.g. in 1967)

applies today in those areas of Natal which are not part of Kwa Zulu

(see below). As Schiller points out (1965:172), this Code is the only

instance of the enactment of customary law by a central legislature in

Africa.

Since the passing of the ~927 Act and t he 1932 Code, the geographic and

political division of South Africa into the various national states, as

described in the Introduction, has taken place. Although the Kwa Zulu

government has so far rejected total independence, it has the power to

legislate on certain matters, including marriage, provided that its

legislation is approved by the South Afric~~ State President. Kwa Zulu

has re-enacted the Code with certain ~mendments (e.g. the perpetual tute-

lage of women has been abolished) in Act 6/1981. This Code operates in

the place of the old Natal Code in those parts of Nat al which are Kwa

Zulu and not South Africa; the differences between the two Codes in

respect of marriages will be indicated in the course of the discussion

that follows.

Statutory marriage is a legal contract between two individuals which is

sanctioned by the State, which alone has the power to dissolve it;

although formalised at a certain point in time, it can be viewed as

starting with the engagement,for should one of t he parties wish to con-

tract out of t he partnership a breach of promise suit can, under certain

circumstances, be brought against the defecting partner (Bekker and

Coertze,1982:245; Dlarnini, 1982:406). Although the defecting partner

cannot be compelled to marry, damages may be awarded to the injured party.

That such actions are still brought is illustrated 'by the following case

which was heard in the Durban ·Commissioner's Court in 1978, in which the

Plaintiff, a young woman of twenty five named Miss C.T. Goba, brought a

Breach of Promise suit against her ex-fiance, Hr Ndhlovu:
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Plaintiff had met Defendant, a traffic policeman, six years
previously at the Durban Indian market where she, together
with her mother and her sister, sold fowls for a living.
'lb.ey had become engaged in February, 1973, and a photo of .
their engagement party in a church hall, showing them both
cutting a cake, had been produced in the court as evidence.
At the time of the hearing ~uss Goba was still wearing the
ring which had then been presented to her. Plaintiff alleged
that she had given up work at t he market on her fiance's re
quest, with consequent loss 'of earnings (approximately R60,00
per month). R200,OO of the total agreed-upon figure of R400,00
for ilobolo had been given to her father at the time of the
engagement (the father, having died shortly afterwards, was
not available to give evidence , and t he mother's evidence
was substantially the sa~e as her daughter's). Having
obtained permission to ma~J her, Defendant had seduced her,
visiting her every weekend and having sexual relations with
her: 'He said he would not make me pregnant for he wanted a
white wedding', said Plaintiff, who also averred that her
fiance had kept putting off setting a date for the wedding.
During 1975, only about a month after he had last visited
her, and without his having said anything about terminating
their engagement, she had been shocked to lea.rn of his marriage
to another woman.

The Defendant confirmed that t hey had become engaged, but he
denied that he had instructed Plaintiff to stop her selling
activities. He alleged that she was always in the company
of other men, with whom she had had love affairs. The engage
ment had come to an end, he maintained, when she had suddenly
disappeared to 'sell clothing in Zululand', and he had met the
woman he had subsequently married after 11iss Goba's disappearance.
Defendant entered a counter-claim for R2 500, to cover izibizo
he claimed to have presented, and various other sums in lieu
of 'pain of mind, loss of dignity fR1 000 for the latter, for
he maintained, his friends had ridiculed him when she had
disappeared} and loss of profits'

The Court, finding Plaintiff and her mother f ar more reliable
witnesses than Defendant, who had been unable to substantiate
his allegations, awarded Plaintiff a sum of R904,67 for
damages (RBOO,OO) and costs (Rl04,67), and stipulated that no
gifts Defendant had made wene returnable.

The basis on which t he Court arrived at the sum for Da~ages is not clear

from the records, but presumably the loss of Plaintiff's earnings, as well

as injury to her feelings, and her social standing (Bey.ker and Coertze,

1982:245) were taken into account. It was pointed out, e.g. that 'Defendant

produced no evidence t hat Plaintiff was a woman of no standing in the com-

munity' that, on the contrary, she was a well-dressed, well-spoken young

woman who would not have disgraced any social community, and her mother
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made an equally favourable impression; Defendant had, after all, been

quite happy to associate with her for a period of nearly three years, and

to promise marriage. Defendant failed to pay the sum ordered, claiming he

could not afford it, and was subsequently ordered by the Court to pay

R20,OO per month until it was settled in full.

~ At present the legal requirements for the conclusion of a statutory marriage

are as follows:-

i) the minimum ages laid down are 18 for males and 15 for females(unless

Ministerial permission is obtained), and parental consent is necessary

if t he prospective partners are under 21. In Natal, t he vrritten per

mission of a black woman's father or guardian is always necessary,

unless she has become emancipated from such control; she may, however,

appe8~ to the Commissioner's Court if such permission is unreasona.bly

withheld. The Kwa Zulu Code has done away with the need for parental

permission for a woman who has attained the age of majority (21).

ii) Persons who are related to a common ancestor, within the first degree,

may not marry, nor may those who are directly related lineally (inclu

ding through adoption) marry;

iii) the marriage must be solemnized~y a marriage officer, in the presence

of two competent witnesses (and indoors). The ceremony may therefore

be either civil or religious, so long as the presiding official is

a marriage officer. Not all ministers of religion, especially those

of the black Independent Churches, are marriage officers, so marriage

in such churches must be followed by either a civil or a customary

union ceremony to attain legal recognition.

The r-equtrenerrts for a valid customary union are set out in the Natal and

Kwa Zulu Codes, and they are essentially the sa.~e in both Codes, and are

as follows:-

L) the consent of t he-.wife's father or guardian;

ii) the consent of the intended husband's father or guardian if legally

necessary (i.e. if he is under the age of 21);
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iii) a public declaration by the intended wife to the Official Witness

(a person appointed by a Chief to officiate at the celebration of

a customary union) that the union is with her ovrn free will and

consent.

Phillips and Morris (1971:97) point out the anomoly that, unlike a statu-

J1'ory marriage, there is no minimum age at which a uni.on may be entered
)(3'"

~" into under customary law, in Natal. In terms of the Codes, the Official

Witness and the husband are bouno to ensure that the marriage is regis

tered with the Administrator of Native Law (i.e, a magistrate) within

thirty days. Non-registration does not, however, invalidate the marriage

but it is clearly to the advantage of the parties concerned to have proof,

e.g. for purposes of obtaining accommodation. In other parts of South

Africa, where customary unions are not reqUired to be registered, a

proliferation of civil marriages entered into solely for the purpose of

obtaining proof of marriage, and known as 'shilling' or (at a later

date) 'half crown' marriages have been reported to have taken place

(Shropshire,1970:72; Janisch,194l,6),

In view of their different statuses, and their r~lationship to the two

types of law, statutory and customaIJr unions have vastly different con-

sequences for the parties concerned,especially with regard to the economic

X~nd property rights of partners, and the status of the children.

In terms of the Black Administration Act, in South Africa, blacks marry-
•

( i ng according to statutory law are considered to be married '01.tt of Com-

lmunity of Property", unless (a) an ante-nuptial contract is entered into

within one month prior to the marriage, specifying the rights of each

partner; (b) a declaration is made within one month prior to the marriage,

to the marriage officer, that the parties wish to be married in Community

of Property. A man who is a partner to a customary union may not enter

1i nt o this type of joint property marriage (the consequences of statutory
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marriage for customary unions are discussed below). In cases where such

a declaration is made the property is held to be jointly owned, (with the

exception of land held under the auitrent system,which is excluded), but

is administered by the husband by virtue of his marital power. If no

such declaration is made, nor any ante-nuptial contract entered into,

each par t ner owns his/her own pr ope r ty , but the "rife's property is admini

i~ s tered by her husband by virtue of his marital power. That such power is

abused in cases where women are unaware of their rights to register them-

selves as legal owners of property will be illustrated in the Chapter

entitled 'Dissolution of l1arriage'.

In Durban, during the 1980/1 period, no mar r i ages in which an ante-nuptial

contract were entered into were recorded. The breakdown for the two year s

for marriages in and out of community of property is as 'follows
2:-

1980 1981
In C/P Out C/P In C/P Out C/P

Church 424 (66%) 198 (34%) 204 ~54~~ 172 ~46%~
Civil ---1l (50_) _~ (50_) 16 94% . 1 6%

ill 206 ,g,gQ ill

An examination of the marriage records shows that marriages performed by

fkome ministers are almost alwavs in Community of Property, whilst those

~:f performed by other ministers a~e invariably Out of Community of Property,
I

which suggests t hat l1inisters may vary considerably insofar as informing

the couple they are marrying about t he legal implications of mar r i age

is concerned o Certainly ministers interviewed showed varying amount s of

knowledge themselves about legal consequences, and one (white) minister,

responsible for fairly large numbers of mar r i ages , admitted his lack of

knowledge, in that he had recently had to make enquiries himself from t he

Department of Co-operation and Development, following on complaints from

persons he had married about not informing them of t he legal implications

of their marriages. In addition to the ignorance factor, the extent to

which ministers pass on this sort of information may also be related to

their own views a.bout the status of women; it is women who, not only during
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the duration of their marriages but also on the death of their partners

(see Chapter ~) are primarily affected by which marital regime is selected,

and the need for full information is obvious.

In Kwa Zulu, with the passing of the new Code, the situation appropos

legal consequences has been reversed: All marriages (statutory) are auto-

X matically in Community of Property, unless specifically excluded before

or at the time of the marriage.

All black women who are married by statutory rites in ,bot h South Africa

and Kwa Zulu are, however, protected by the Y~trimonial Affairs Act of

19533 and so, unlike their customary union counterparts, are entitled to

retain their own earnings, and to open savings accounts in their own names.

A woman married in this way may also sue a third party for damages (aliena-

tion of affection) in the event of a divorce in which the third party plays

l
a part, and , if her husband deserts her, she may obtain a court order to

\be free of her husband's control; neither of these options are available

It o a customary union spouse. Thus partners to a statutory marriage

generally fall under the common la,'! of the land with regard to marriage,

the main exception being the devolution of an intestate estate according

to customary law if t he marriage is Out of Community of Property.

Conversely, upon entering into a customary UTlion, a man and a woman place

themselves under customar'J law insofar as it applies to marriage and the

status of partners, a fact far more ' advantageous to men than to women •
•

I-
\Vhilst the statutory wife is protected by the }3trimonial Affairs Act,

a customary union spouse is not even, in principle, entitled to retain

her own earnings. As Horrellstates (1968:12):

'If a dispute about the earnings of a customarv union wife
went before a Bantu Affairs Commissioner he might decide
that native law should apply and that, as the woman was a
minor, her earnings were the property of her house and
came under her husband's control'

A woman, upon entering into such a union, ~oves from the guardianship of
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her father or other male relative to that of her husband. Even a woman

who has become 'emancipated' from customary law, and there were two such

cases in Durban in 1980/1, reverts to the guardianship of a man, as does

a 'Coloured' woman marrying a black man in this way (as occurred in one

case recorded in the customary unions register).

~ A customarJ union 'wife' is, strictly speaY~ng, entitled. to 'house-property'

Iwhich is defined in the Natal and Kwa Zulu Codes as

'property vested in and pertaining specially tp any house
in a kraal. Such property is acquired by donations,
earnings or apportionment and by receipt of ilobolo in
respect of the girls of thE house'

Although the 'house-property' provision may continue to afford some pro-

tection to rural women, if cattle and/or land are available for allotment,

how such a system operates outside of the amuzi (rural homestead) setting,

i.e. in an urban area, is difficult to conceive. If a ' ma-~ were to rent

or purchase a house for, say, a second customa~J union wife, only if the

tenancy or ownership were registered in her name (which would be incon-

sistent with the restrictions placed on a customary union spouse) would

any security of tenure be guaranteed. When ilobolo is paid in cash it is

~ / frequentlY swallowed up in wedding expenses, as noted in the chapter on

ilobolo and, even if the part or whole of it remained, it would be far

easier for a father to dispose of cash as he wished than it would be for

him to apportion cattle irregularly. Official records about 'house-property'

are kept only when a man who is alread~ married by customary rites enters

into a Christian marriage, a declaration (Form BA 134) being completed by

the man, who is required to give details of children and 'the nature and

amount of movable property allotted to each wife'

AlthOUgh legislators originally envisaged that women in customary unions

Should look to their ilobolo-holders for support in cases where the husband

did not fulfill this duty (a rather curious view seeing it was not essential
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to pay ilobolo for a valid union to exist), these women are now also

covered by the ~~intenance Act. It is only since 1963 that a customary ,

union 'wife' has been able to ~laim delictltal damages against a non

African third party responsible for the death of her partner (e.g. in a

roan accident), and she also has the status of wife in terms of the

Workman's Compensation Act, the Citizenship Act, Estate Dut y and Succes

sion Acts, and taxation and insolvency laws (Olmesd~~l:l980). As Olmes

dab! (ibid:53) remarks 'the recognition is piecemeal &~d inconsistent',

for whereas partners to a marriage in South Africa, as elsewhere in the

world, are not compelled to give evidence against each other in Court

Cases, customary union spouses are obliged to testify, if called upon to

do so, in cases involving their partners~

It is when one turns to the question of the position of children born of

a custOID8,ry union that its status as a non-marriage becomes most obviousf

It was in 1977 that legal attel1tion was focussed on this issue when a

certain Silumka Samente, in his capacity as father and natural guardian

of his minor son Collen, aged sixteen, sued the YQnister of Police for

Damages his son had sustained whilst in police custody. In the course

of the proceedings, in the Eas t ern Cape Division of the Supr eme Court,

the whol e issue of who s110uld be acting on Collen's behalf was raised,

and it was subsequently decided t hat, a customary union not being a true

marriage, the mot her was the natural ~ardian of her minor children.

However, being a minor herself, she had to be assisted by her own guardian

who, in terms of cUGtoma~J law, ~ms her husbandl(Mqeke,l979). The total

number of customary unions entered into in South Africa and the indepen

dent National States may well exceed the total number of statutory

marriages contracted (Simons,1968:lll) and, if the offspring of these

unions are included in 'illegitimacy' statistics (see Moeno,1977:43)
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a totally distortedplcture of the number of children born out of wedlock

will be given.

Nevertheless, in spite of its consequences for the legal status of child-

ren, and the considerable limitations it imposes on women, a customary

union continues to be a popular means of establishing a legal conjugal

relationship. During 1980 and 1981 there were, respectively, 136 and

156 such unions established in the magesterial district of Durban. ~len

respondents, all of whom were at least nominal members of Christian churches,

were questioned about the merits of the two types of conjugal unions, there

was a distinct tendency for customary unions to find more favour amongst
\

men from all walks of life than amongst women. Of the professional men,

only one replied unambiguously to the question: 'vfuich is better, a civil/

church marriage or a customary union' by saying that a church marriage

was preferable because it gave a woman more legal protection. Others

were inclined to be more cautious in their responses (i.e.professional/

white collar) pointing out that both forms were equally valid, sometimes

adding that they personally would not enter into such a union, e.g. for

religious reasons, or because their wives would not consider it. One

professional man, ~~d four white collar men, expressed a personal pre-

ference for a customa~r union. Of those respondents (male) who were

married, all had been married according to Christian rites.

In contrast to the responses of men, ~ly three women stated a preference

for a customary \L~ion, and one said she did not mind (all these women

were domestics). Fifteen other women, four of whom were domestics and. , .

the rest professional/white collar, were clearly in favour of statutory

marriage, and did not show the same tolerant attitude towards customary

lUlions as did the men, some going so far as to say they should be done

away with~ ·
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Although various reasons were given by men and women for favouring one or

other form of union, preferences were most commonly related in various

ways to the ease of davozce and/or the polygamous nature of cus tomary

unions. Divorce was seen as being easier and cheaper to obtain if the
1\ I~"u.".-
~J ~union were a customary one, especially for a man, although one man felt

that statuto~J marriage facilitated divorce for a WOWL~, and preferred a

customary union for that Feason. Women tended to associate customary

unions with polygamy, and to eschew them for that rea~on, although one

of the domestics who had favoured a cllstomar'J union pointed out that it

was better for a man to IrBXry other women that to have girlfriends.

The potentially polygamous nature of cus tomary unions is sometimes men-

tioned in the literature as a reason for its not being granted the status

of a proper marriage (Phillips and !'1orris,1971 :146). Certainly an oft-

quoted definition of marriage, made by the famous British lawyer Lord

Penzance in 1866, stipulates monogamy: 'l1arriage is the voluntary union

for life of one man and one woman to the exclusion of all others' (quoted

by Finlay, 1980:156). Contrary to a trend in some other parts of Africa

(e.g. the Ivory Coast, and the Central African Republic), where polygamy

was abolished after Independence (Phillips and ¥mrris,1971:38/9) the

Transkei has, since its Independence in 1976, elevated the status of

t t he customary lullon to that of a 'proper' marriage (Kotze,1983:161), a

status which, according to Holleman (1958/9:97) it had possessed prior

to 1927. Thus, the legal status of the~unions of those Transkeians

living in and around Durban, who marry according to customary rites in

their National State, is of a different nature to that of their Natal

neighbours. Although the Kwa Zulu Legislative Assembly has debated the

issue of legalizing polygamy (Mrs Yengwa, former !'1ember of Kwa Zulu

Legislative Assembly, personal communication), no changes have yet been

made to the existing situation. The impression is, from the reactions
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of women towards this issue, that should legislation legalising poly-

gamy be mooted in Kwa Zulu, opposition from women would be considerable.

Predictably, in the present study, far more of the men who were interviewed

than the women supported the practice of polygamy, when they were a.sked:

'What do you think about a man having more than one wife?' Apart from

a Minister, only one man (professional) was totally oppo.sed to polygamy
.

(or so he declared), commenting tllat it was 'stupid' for a man could only

properly be married to one wife. The responses of oth.er men were more

cautious; for example, another professional man, after stating initially

that he was personally 'totally against it - nowadays' because of socio-

economic considerations, such as lack of suitable accommodation, added

that 'if I had all the means I'd gladly take more than one wife ••• .it's

basically good because our forefathers did it'. Similar expressions about

polygamy being va1ued because i t was a custom, and practised by their

forefathers, were often voiced, a justification which was dismissed by

educated women as merely a rationalization. Men, however, claim that

polygamy is still a genuine cultural value for, as one professional man

explained (having himself answered that ''It's a.K. - male chauvenist that

I am'), 'that traditional tie is not broken'. He himself felt that a legi-

tima.te union was preferable to secret affairs, provided the wife was CO!l-

sulted, a point made by some other informants. For example, another

professional man, having replied 'it is traditional, hence not wrong'
,

went on to point out that extra-marital affairs were common amongst

'monogamously' married men of all races? A few women, whilst expressing

their own negative attitudes towards polygamy, felt that wives were at

least preferable to girl friends. One highly qualified woman, for example,

who had commented that she had seen polygamy working well in the countr;,

providing the man was of a SUfficiently high sooio-economic status, agreed .

with the idea of there being openness about other women, pointing out that
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'half the time she Lthe mistres~ is controlling things •••• she gets the

car, the salary, and taken out, all the things the wife doesn't get'.

However, she concluded, it would seem that urban men were more intent

on 'having fun with women' rather than wanting wives, a point of view

shared by other women for, as one woman of standing in her community

cynically remarked 'man wants to explore •••••you can l et him have twenty

wives and he'll still fiddle with other women'. The most common reasons

given by women for disliking pol ygamy, which were also. mentioned by some

men, were ill-feeling amongst fellow-wives, the pr ef er ence of a husband

for a certain wife and/or her children, and the fact t hat a man could not

love mor e t han one wife. As one young, unmarried (white collar) man com-

mented: 'he'll always love t he last wife, others will get nothing, he

forgets that an old brush knows all the corners'. Nevertheless, two women

(both domestics), in spite of t~eir reservations about polygamy, admitted

that they would marry as second or third wives, for it was preferable to

no marriage at all. Other women , including pr of es s i onal , agreed that

such a marriage might appeal to a woman who was 'past marrying age', e. g.

in her thirties.

In the wider cormnunity, reservations :such as t hose expressed by informants

are either not pr esent, or are outweighed by pos i t i ve f actor s, fo r in both

1980 and 1981 a large percentage of customary unions contracted in Durban
. ,

were polygamous. Of 136 such unions ip 1980, 60 were polye;dIDous, as were

69 out of 156 in 1981 (i.e. 44% for both years). A breakdown of these

figures follows:

1980 1981

2nd wives 48 61
3rd wives 10 5
4th wives 2
5th wives 1

It is possible that in some of these cases t he other Wife/Wives had been

divorced, or was/were deceased, but in only one instance was it specifically
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mentioned t hat such was the case, and the clerks handling the registration

of unions maintained that the earlier unions were usually extant.

Customary unions may be entered into by those individuals wishing to

contract such customary forms of marriage as the levirate (ukungena) and

sororate (Gluckman,1950:l84/~which, particularly if polygamous, are not

approved by Christian churches~ Also allowed for under 6ustoma~J law

procedure is the ukuvusa, mown to anthropologists as the 'ghost' marriage

(Gluckman,1950: 184). If a ukuvusa union is contracted, the parties should

enter in tte register of customary unions t he name of t he person on behalf

of whom the union is being entered into (i.e. the deceased). No cases of

actual ukuvusa (as opposed to ukungena) were recorded in the Durb~~ register

of customary unions during 1980/1, and many men and women who were ques-

tioned did not mow of the existence of such a union. Those men who had

heard of ukuvusa, and of its still occurring in rural areas, tended to

stress that such a step would be taken only if ilobolo had been paid for

a woman, i.e. if marriage negotiations were underway. Questions about

the existence of 'woman' roe.rriage amongst Zulu-speaking people (Gluckman,

1950:84; Krige,1974:24) usually elicited bafflement and, occasionally,

responses such as 'we have heard t hat· such marriages occur in America

but not amongst the Zulu ' and, even when t he rationale behind such a union

had been explained, most informants denied thB~ such a custom han ever

existed. One maD (White collar), who ~ad close rural ties, had heard

of such a union occurring; probably always rare, it became clear tpzt in

the event of women 'marrying' in this way, the union is conceptualised,

not as a 'woman1 marriage, but as a vani.arrt of ukuvus~ where the deceased

is conceptualised as the groom, i.e. a wo~~ is not seen as marrying

another woman, but a deceased man. It was strongly emphasised that con-

temporary homosexual unions, such as those which are reported to have

occurred in Cato Manor, Durban9 some twenty odd years ago,were a modern

deviant response to the social conditions under which blacks lived.
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Having discussed these two types of union, customary and statutory, what

of the relationship between them which is, understandably, described by

Lewin (1911:44) as one which 'often produces problems which trained

lawyers find hard to decide'. Referring to various relevant Court cases,

van Themaat (1980:247/8) maintains that if a man enters into a statutory

marriage after contracting a customary union that cus tomary union is dis-

solved, even if tllere is'a subsequent divorce from that marriage. However,

in the Transkei, where a customary union has the same legal status as a

statutory marriage, this situation would not apply. In South Africa,

although men ShOl1ld not enter into customary unions once they have married

by statutory rites, assertions by informants suggest that they do, so pre-

sumably the female partners to such unions would have neither legal status

nor rights. Kotze (1983:162) notes that Sec.39(2) of the Act on the Code

of Zulu Law of 1981 has effected certain improvements to the status of

customary unions, in that

'The Act provides that if a man is married by customary
law to one woman he may enter into a civil marriage
with that woman, but no one else. If he is ·man-ied
by customary law to more than one woman he may not marry
anyone of them nor any other woman by civil rites'

The problems which arise insofar as .t he status of customary unions vis a

~ statutory marriage is concerned highl ight t he i nconsistencies and

confusion which stem from the co-existence of two sets of law, which is

a usual situation in countries in Africa which have been subject to
•

Colonial rule:O Legal opinion amongst experts in African law clearly

differs as to what the relationship between these two types of law should

be. Allott, e.g. (quoted by Phillips and Mor r i s , 1911' 56/ 7) maintains that

customary law should be treated'as a matter of fact and not of law, and

judicial notice should not necessarily be taken of it', whereas Simons(1968)

and van Themaat (1980) consider that it should in no way be inferior to

the common law. Suttner (1970:148) suggests a synthesis:
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'the best approach for the present would be to develop a
legal system which responds to the social structure, which
reacts to what it finds, instead of trying to mould the
society into what the legislature wants, Unless law is in
touch with social reali ties, unl.ess it is abl.e to react to
actual needs, it cannot hope to operate successfully',

Suttner's suggestion aprears a sound one and, in drawing attention to the

interrelationship between law ~~d other sub-systems of society also raises

important qllestions about the validity of customarj law as it stands in

South Africa at present (i,e. where no recent revision, such as that em-

bodied in the Kwa Zulu Code, has taken place), bearing in mind the circum

stances under which 'customary' law was initially codified (i,e. by the

white Colonial authorities), and subsequent changes made to it by the

white Union and Republican parliaments. In other words, how valid is

customary law considered in the eyes of those to whom it applies? As

Nwogugo (1980:116) points out, change is inherent in customary law, and

reflects cultural norms and values (its flexible nature is also emphasised

by Allot,1961:123, who speaks of indigenous conceptions about 'moulding'

law as one moulds clay), In t he local context one thinks of the minimal

. changes which, until the recent K,.,a Zulu modifications, had been made to

the Natal Code during t he past fifty .years, in spite of the rapid social

change which had occurred amongst t he black population. Comaroff and

Roberl's (1977 :102) examples of t he changes which have occurred in Tswana

cus tomary law - e, g. a woman may now litigate unaided by her guardian -. .

illustrate the adaptability of such legal systems whic}} operate compara-

tively free from outside legislative interference. It therefore seems

unlikely that t he unmodified form of the Natal Code adequately meets con-

temporary marital needs o

Another, related question involves t he extent to which t he Code, when

first formulated, adequately reflected then existing norms and perceptions

about marriage. I shall argue that the Natal Code, by including marriage
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institutions, imposed a lee;a.l character onto marriage which it 'had not

previously possessed. However, in order to assess the extent to which

marriage could, in the past, be seen as a 'legal' institution, some idea

of what constituted customary law, and the role it played in black society

in the past, is called for.

The problem of arriving at a universally acceptable definition of law,

and its relationship to custom, is an old one, both within the field of

jurisprudence itself, and within the sphere of legal anthropology (Allott,

1970:155; Bohannan,l965:33; Nader,1965:4; Pospisil,1978:8). In anthro-

pology the debate continues between those ,.,ith a fairly nar-row, and

allegedly western-biased view, who maintain that law ca.n. be cross-culturally

described by criteria such as 'principles abstracted from legal decisions'

(Pos~isil,l978:2), which i mplies t hat specific 'legal' institutions exist

in all societies (BohanrkL~,1965:l96; Roberts,l979:24), and those who prefer

to focus on the broader question of how order is rna,intained in societies

(Roberts,1979:27/S). These two contemporary trends flow largely from the

differing treatment of the subject of law by Radcliffe-Brown and Malinowski

respectively. Radcliffe-Brown, whose influence in this respect is evident

in definitions adopted by 1v ans - Pr i t chard and Fortes, favoured the defi

nition of law given by the jurist Pound (quoted by Schiller,1965: 168)

'social control through the systematic application of the,.
force of politically organized society•••• coterminous with
that of 'or gani zed legal sanctions and thus obligations
imposed where there were no legal sanctions were matters
of custom but not of law'

~lere is thus in this first t)~e of definition a distinction be~Teen custom

and law, and the inference that a distinct legal-political system exists.

Y~linowski's far broader view tends to define law by function rather than

form: 'an aspect of their tribal life', a 'body of binding obligations,

regarded as a right by one party and acknowledged as a duty by the other'
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rather than inhering in specialised institutions (Nader,1965:4; Pospisil,

1978;23). Each of . these definitions is criticized by those in the other

camp as being either too narrow for adequate cross-cultural comparative

purposes, or too broad for specific use.
l l

A full discussion and evaluation of the merits of the differing perspec-

tives is far beyond the scope of the present chapter, and both definitions

would appear applicable to the small-scale Southern African societies of

the !B.st. Although one can see the value of a definition of the latter

type in societies lacking institutions with specialised legal functions

(such as acephalous societies), centralized political control had been in

force in Natal for some time prior to British conquest, power in politico-

legal matters being delegated to chiefs and indunas by the King (Gluckman,

1940:32/3). Dlamini (1983:23) points out t hat there are different words

for 'custom' and for 'law' in the Zulu language. Thus, whilst there were

clearly differentiated, specialised 'legal' institutions in the western

sense of the term, legitimate authority was embodied in the po~itico-legal

figures of King and Chief, ~~d was closely associated with ritual power.

The extent to which the King's authority extended to the sphere of marriage

will be considered below, but first the whole question of t he nature of

law in non-western societies must be briefly examined.

Law r ests on certain philosophical assumptions rooted in the culture of the

•
society of which it is part, and its history. Law in Europe, whilst based

to a great extent on Ro~~ principles, was also greatly influenced by

Judaic-Christian tenets (Goody,l983); in regard to marriage, one has only

to consider the process by which marriage came to assume civil (as opposed

to ecclesiastical) lega.l significance after the Reformation, and the un-

doubted influence of biblical injunctions about marriage embodied in

European lawo
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Evidence from other parts of Africa suggests that. prior to the spread

of western influence, the whole concept of 'law' may have been viewed in

a di~ferent light to its western counterpart. Driberg, e.g., whose mono-

graph on the Nilotes had been published in 1923, emphasised (pre-empting

Bohannan's plea for the Lmpoz-tance of 'folk' concepts) that European

concepts of law and justice should be discarded; because such concepts

had developed in Europe~~ culture which differed greatly from African

'any investigation based on them [i.e. western c6ncept~ is bound

to be fallacious' (Driberg,1934:231). Pointing out that the individua-

listic basis of western laws are opposed to the collective organization

of African society, Driberg went on to point out another fundamental

difference, i.e.

'African law is positive and not negative. It does not say
"Thou shalt no t" but "Thou shalt". Law does not create . 
offences, it does not make criminals; it directs how indivi
duals and communities should behave towards each other•••••
its whole object is to maintain ~~ equilibriUm and the
penalties of African law are directed, not against specific
infractions, but to t he restoration of this equilibrium'

~,231

Driberg's observations are consonant with }~linowski's definition, ffi1d

doubtless influenced by his fieldwork in acephalous societies. However,

there is some evidence to suggest t hat such conceptions of law were not

necessarily confined to acephalous societies of East Africa, fOT Schiller
,

(1965:168) refers to attempts by Belgia~ scholars in West Africa to un-

cover indigenous conceptions of law in societies with different types of

politico-legal organizationo These scholars suggested that the 'body of

rules comprisine indigenous customa~J law stemmed from philosophical con-

cepts wholly foreign to our view of life' such as'paternity' or 'life force'

Although care rrmst be exercised in generalising, the differing conceptions

of law which have been mentioned suggest that caution is necessary when

offering interpretations of indigenous legal systems. An examination of

available ethnographic evidence on the Natal Ngm1i confirms that elements
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such as collective responsibility (Krige,1936:223), the restitution of

wrongs, and reciprocity predominated: 'In kinship groupings the main

integrating activities and social sanctions were based on reciprocity and

communal living' (Gluckman,1940:39). Legal and political norms and sanc

tions were closely connected with the religious sphere, e. g. dangerous

ritual states resulted from t~~sgressions, and the Chief's power was

sanctioned by his role in the ancestor cult, as was the King's. The notion

of 'paternity' was in evidence, the King or Chief being seen as 'fathers'

of their people (Gluckman, 1940:44).

Assuming then the existence in the past of a black society in which legal

institutions, although present, were not clearly differentiated from

political and religious institutions, and that the whole philosophy upon

which law was based differed to that of western legal systems, to what

extent did such institutions impart a 'legal' character to marriage.

After the establishment of the Zulu Kingdom, the main requirements imposed

by the King concerning marriage appear to have been the need for his per

mission to be granted in order f~r regiments and age groups to marry

(Gluckman,1940:26). Apart from this restriction, the conclusion of

marria.ge appears to have been left to the two groups involved, as had been

t he case in early England, prior to the rise of the influence of the Roman

Catholic Church (Weyrauth,1980:268; Radcliffe-Brown,1950:44). Although

Gluckman (1940:44) mentions a chief's attendance at his people's weddings,

it was, it seems, in his capacity as 'father' of his people (in the same

way as he sent condolences if one of his people suffered bereavement), and

not because, as in the present time, an official presence (the chief's

deputy) has to be present to validate the marriage from a legal point of

view.

That this lack of a formal legalising mechanism created problems for

Colonial ~~d Union legislators and Courts, is obvious from a study of
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law records12• Their problems in deciding whether or not a union had

come into existence were obviously compounded by the whole processual

character of African marriage, long recognized by anthropologists (Radcliffe

Bro"''Il.,1950:49) and highlighted recently by Comaroff and Comaroff (1981)

and Murray (1981), and doubtless contributed to the fixing of criteria

whereby the status of a union could be assessed, such as those embodied

in the Natal Code.

However, acknowledgement of the lack of 'legality', and of the processual

nature of customary marriage, does not mean that there were no events of

decisive significance taking place during the creation of a marriage. It

is to a consideration of the part played by ritual, and its importance

in the validation of a marriage, that I now turn.
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CHAPTER 5

SOLEHNIZING VJARRIAGE: RELIGIOUS ASPECTS

The last ch~pter drew attention to the fact that marriage, even in the
,

western world, has become only comparatively recently in its history a

'legal' institution, in the sense that it is known today. For the first

fifteen hundred years of its existence, marriage according to Christian

rites appears to have been (in theory, at any rate) primarily of religious
l

significance. Although there is some ambiguity surrounding the question

of exactly !!h!m marriage actually occurred, religious rites, albeit of

a different tYPe, have undoubtedly been of central importance in the

establishment of a customary black marriage. Ngubane, for example(1981:93)

maintains that it is the slaughter of the eyisikhumba beast which renders

the bride married amongst the Natal (as opposed to the Zululand) Zulu, and

Murr ay likewise avers (1981:115) thatamongst the Sotho, in the past at

any rate, 'the killing of the ox was the ceremony at which man and woman

became husband and wife'. This chap~er is an attempt to describe and

analyse contemporary religious aspects of marriage amongst Durban blacks,

whether of a Christian or customary nature.

I

Christian churches vary with regard to. whether they recognise a purely

legal/civil ceremony as a valid marriage. The Catholic church, for examp+e,

does not recognise civil marriage, for marriage is a sacrament2, 'the ex-

pression of God's final Covenant with man in Jesus Christ t (Peters,1975:33).

According to Phillips and Morris, the 'sac~nental view of marriage is

widely held' in the Anglican church also (1971:399), but a civil marriage

may be accepted as valid in this church (Verryn, 1975:241, likewise dis-

tinguishes between 'Reformed' and 'Catholic' traditions in this respect}.
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In the other major Christian denominations (Methodist, Lutheran, Congre-

gational and Presbyterian), marriage is 'essentially a civil contract'

(Phillips and Morris,1971:399), the validity of which depends solely

on compliance with the secular law. Protestant ministers with whom the

question was discussed stressed that, from the point of view of their

churches, the vows were the most important part of the marriage.

In view of the small number,of purely civil marriages contracted in

Durban as compared with the large number of church marriages ,and the

views expressed by informants, it is reasonable to suppose that the large

majority of Christians (in the sense of belonging to a Christian denomi

nation ) do marry in church. 3 Therefore, 1 shall start by describing the

procedures, both Christian and customary, followed by those marrying in

church, contrast such procedures briefly with those which omit a Christian

ceremony, and conclude with ~~ analysis and discussion of the material

presented.

As with the other phases of the marriage process, there is great variation

with regard to which ritual elements are selected, and when the ceremonies

take place. Such variation is only to be expected for, in the literature

about black marriage a division is said to have existed between Natal &~d

Zululand, in terms of the customs observed (Krige,1936: vi ;Ngubane,1981:95 )

as well as further variation within these two broad areas (Sibiya,1982:2/3).

These differences apparently still persist in ruxal areas, for one umkhongi
•

who, like the pr~spective groom, is from 'Natal', had had to write to the

bride's parents in 'Zululand' as the day of the wedding approached, and

ask for clarification about how they should proceed: 'We at •••••do things

in this manner, how do you do things in your area?'. A written reply had

set out details of the procedures which should be followed at the bride's

home which, particularly as they related to the names of the beasts, and
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the manner of the slaughtering (by whom, and when) had varied from those

followed in their own area. Thus, a fairly general description, as emerged

from the various cases observed, or described in great detail, follows,

accompanied by some indication of the variation which exists.

Ideally, both church and customary (including the handing over of the bride

by her fatrler and the presentation of umabo gifts) ceremonies should occur

one after the other. As-one informant put it: 'the day after the church

service tradition takes over'. Frequently, however, these two ceremonies

are separated, possibly widely, in time, usually because of the financial

outlay involvecl. The events immediately rreceedine the religious cere

monies start during the week prior to the church service and/or presenta-

tion of umabo gifts, but just how long beforehand depends on the amount of

time available. Some inform8nts mB,intained that the woman should be shut

up in her home for the week preceeding the wedding but, with modern work

demands, it is usually only the day and/or night before that she stays

inside. During these days of preparation the bride's father, as Dora's

had done, should arrange for the slaughtering of a beast/s for both ritual

purposes and to feed the large numbers of people who generally arrive at

weddings. There are differences of opinion about the names of the beasts

slauehtered; in fa.ct a great deal of 'confus i on appears to exist about the

names and types of beasts used for ceremonial purposes, and this question

will be discussed in more detail in the course of this chapter.
I

..
Strictly speaking, according to informants from various areas, a goa.t

should be slaughtered to notify the amadlosi (forefathers) about the

departure of the bride from her natal home, for goats should always be

used when communicating with the forefathers. Both Reader (1966:195)

and Sibiya (1982:241) confirm that a goat should be slaughtered at this

time, and I found, as did Sibiya, that in some cases the slaughter of

this goat ha~ been dispensed with and a beast slaughtered instead. 4
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This beast s erves the dual purpose of notifying the amadlosi of the bride's

impending departure and providing meat for the wedding festivities. The

Zumas, for exampl e , had not slaughtered a goat prior to Dora' s departure

far, as Mrs Zuma explained 'we could not find it' (there had been enough

expense without the provision of another animal). When only a beast is

slaughtered the bride is annointed (ukucola) with the gall (inyongo) of

this animal. Some informants had had only goats slaughtered prior to

their departure, others both goats and beasts. Part of the meat of the

slaughtered beast is usually taken to the groom's home if festivities are

to be held there.

As mentioned above, the bride usually spends this last day, or at least

the night, before her departure closeted inside the house or, if the wed-

ding ta-lees place in t he country, at the umsamo of the indlunku,lu (the back

portion of .the main hut) where she is expected to sit ~d cry because of

her immanent departure (However, this seclusion may not occur if t he

handing over of the bride and presentation of umabo is not due to take

place until a later stage; e.g. Gloria did not observe this ?ustom, but

will do so in .the future when umabo presentation occurs). ~1e bride is

visited by female relatives and friends, who ply her with advice about how

a makoti should behave, e. g. she must hloninha her in';"l aws, she must be

respectful towards her husband, and her obedience and duty to her new

family should extend even to the adoption of their witchcraft practices
,

\

\ for, should they indulge in such activities, she should help them to
i
\ 'feed the baboons'. Whatever happens, 'you must persevere, you must-,

persevere, you must persevere••••••• • she is told. Informants agreed that

the type of advice she receives has been well summarised in the following

passage, which is directed towards the Christian wife:-

'You are a married woman now; you've got to remember that all
the time. You now leave behind all the freedom and pleasure
of being a girl - so you forget about your girl companions.
You are going to your married home; remember not to disgrace
our good name. Build us a home there. Remember that your
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parents are respectable Christian people, therefore,don't
forget the good habits and customs of the church on which
you were brought up. Respect your new home; don't wash
your domestic dirty linen in public. If you have a
grievance God is there for you to confide in Him. We
will never forsake you. We don't want to hear about your
problems there, so don't come back with tales. Persevere;
be patieni;-, pray and accept your new married role with
d.i "ty ,~gn.1 ••••••••••

Dwane,1981:1

Thandi Y., whose strong vi~ws about not marrying were described in Chapter 1,

described graphically the scene when her cousin had married in the country

according to Christian rites. She had been taken to the umsamo of the

great hut, draped with a blar~et which, according to Thandi, symbolised

not only the necessity of showing respect to her ancestors, but also the

fact that she was dying to her family, and was being buried by them.

'That's where you must die, you're dead here', she had been told. Instead

of crying, as expected of her, her cousin had giggled, and had been warned

severely that she would certainly be crying later. There was 'nothing

positive' in the advice given, Thandi stressed, a fact confirmed by many

other women.

The husband-to-be may receive some general advice about his new role as

a husband from his father and other male kin, as Wi1liam had, but he is

not subject to any prescribed rituCl.l prior to t he actual ceremony unless,

as was the case when Dora mB,rried, he had not previously been officially

'accepted' (the imvuma beast had beert killed for Peter t he night before
:----- ,......,

the wedding) by the bride's family. III f he does not attend such formalities
""'~

at the bride's home he may spend the eve of his wedding quietly at home,

or he may even participate in a type of 'stag party', as had Phinde, who

had spent the night with his friends carousing away the last hours of his

bachelorhood (the effects of which were still visible at the church cere-

mony the following morning).
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Once the~ animal (i.e. the animal slaughtered for the annodrrtd.ng of

the bride) has been killed, the bride's father applies the inyongo (gall)

to his daughter's wrist:, feet and tongue, explaining to the forefathers

what is happening. The inyongo must be left in place overnight so that

tl1e ancestors have a chance to visit and become acquainted with what is

happening. Portions of the meat may be left overnight for t he forefathers

in that part of the house designated as the wnsamo;in township houses, it is

usually one of the far back corners. The umhlwehlwe o:f the slaughtered

beast mayor may not be kept for future use. 5

The meat is cut up and stored overnight for cooking the following day; some

of it may, as indicated: be given to the groom's familyo Although a certain

amount is set aside for general consumption (stewed or curried) other,

specific portions are allocated to specific categories of people, such

6as men, old women, young women, and may only be eaten by them. The women -

kin, friends and neighbours of the bride, and of the groom if a reception is

to be held at his home during that weekend - are very busy with food pre-

paration during this time, engaged in such time-consuming tasks as shred-

ding and chopping salads, mixing the ingredients for the amadombola(dumplings),

and preparing puddings. To the mother of the bride is entrusted the task of

burying the stomach of the slaughtered beast in some spot where an umthaka t hi

(practitioner of witchcraft) will not find it and use it for evil purposes

against the family.
I

The utshwala would have been brewed some time before•
these last-minute preparations and left to ferment. There is little chance

to sleep at the home of the bride and groom that evening. The following

morning7 preparations start early for the church ceremonyo

The scenes at the groom's and bride's homes usually resemble those which

I witnessed in Dora's and Peter's homes (i.e. if there is to be a feast

at the groom's home also that weekend) - throngs of people coming and
.. ,
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going, people changing clothes, and kitchen and outdoor cooking areas

hives of activity (although, if the wedding is fairly small, as Gloria's

was, most of the cooking may be done in the kitchen). Finally, once all

the preparations are complete, the bridal parties are ready to leave and,

depending on the involvement of the families in the local church life,

prayers may be offered before the departure for the churCh (as at Gloria's
,

wedding). At the bride's home wedding songs are sung as the bride slowly

emerges from her home, on the arm of her father or other male kinsm~~t

together with her attendants. In the vast majority of weddings, it seems,

a full-length ,.,hi t e dres s is worn by the bride and t a'lt hough she should

not have her face veiled if she has had a child before the marriage, some

brides who have borne children do cover their faces with veils. Having

paused. outside the house for all around to see and admire the bridal party,

they set out, in cars gaily decorated with balloons, streamers and other

eye-catching trappings, for the church (unless, as in Musa's case, it is

within walking distance). During the drive attention is drawn to the

bridal parties by loud hooting and reciprocal (from both cars and passers-by)

waving.

or bus.

',-
If too far to walk, friends .and kin arrive at the church by car

" ,
. \\

Sibiya (1982:255) mentions t~~t 'traditionallY':neith~r f~ther \\

Invariably in the urban area, and doubtless

\1

permitted to attend the wedding of the eldest f
---,- .~

/ nor mother of the bride was
il daughter, but he found that even amongst 'traditionalists' some men dis-
~--

regarded this prohibition.

related to legal requirements that he give his permission to the marriage,

fathers attend the church wedding and umabo presentation. Al though there

is a general agreement that mothers should not attend their daughters'

weddings (With the possible exception of the youngest daughter), and

generally mothers do not appear to do so, some do attend the church cere

mony and/or the festivities at the groom's home o
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At the church, singing may continue whilst one party awaits the other,

or while both parties are assembled ready to enter the church, depending

on the size and inclination of the crowd. The groom is attired in a

smart suit, which may include a waistcoat, as are his attendants, and

all men wear white gloves given them by the bride. Both bride and groom

have at least two or three at t endan t s , and one or more f+ower girls and
.

page boys. The flower girl, or one of them if there are more, is often

dressed as a miniature bride, and is paired with a sma.J..l 'groom'. At

one of the weddings I attended (that of a. couple I shall call Thomas and

118,rgaret) there were three bridesmaids and groomsmen, and four flower

girls and pages. Of the small attendants, two (one boy and one girl)

were dressed as 'bride' and 'groom', and even sat apart from the other

youngsters during the service. . En t r a.nce into t he church is generally

informal, and is accompanied by singing; the bride and groom may enter

separately with their attendants, or together, and family and friends of

each usually appear to mingle rather than sit apart in church.

Services witnessed8varied greatly in both format and duration depending,

not only on the religious denomination (and there were great variations

within a particular denomination in the type of service), but on the pro-

clivi ties of the minister. Some clearly allow far more scope for informa-

lity of expression than others. For example, one service at a Methodist

Church lasted apnroximately a half ah hour altogether, and followed- ~

closely to the format of the standard wedding service prescribed by that

church another service in a United Congregationa.l Church lasted between

two and two and a half hours. In the former instance there were no

speeches (for the minister, the Rev~Bu. believes that these belong at

the home festiVities) and minimal singing; the latter service included

va.rious speeches, the rendition of choral and instrumental offerings by

members of the congregation, a lengthy homily, and some spontaneous sing-

ing, such as 'Halelujah, let's praise the Lord' accompanied by dancing

around the church.
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As at the Mathe wedding, speeches may be made by the father or other

relatives of the bride and groom, or ~r family friends, part.icularly if

they enjoy some sort of status in the community, such as councillors

or ministers. Invariably during the services attended the impression

was that there was far more spontaneity than occurs at the services when

whites marry. One minister, Father Lo., who feels strong-ly tha.t most

blacks do not consider a ~church service of any significance in validating

the union (see discussion below) has incorporated a n~ber of what he

sees as 'traditional' elements into his service as a matter of course,

and t he order is as follows:

Bride and groom enter the church separately with their fathers (for t hey

are, Father Lo. points out, still separate families). The bride then

comes forward with her father, who gives a s peech , the 'traditional giving

away'of t he bride, and may, if he so wishes, render an extempore prayer.

The prospective husband t hen comes fo:rward with his father, who speaks

and usually replies to the bride's father. Only then does the exchange

of vows occnr.

It would seem that Father Lo. and the Rev. Bu. (the Methodist winister

referred to above) fall at opposite ends of t he continuum with regard to

t he place they consider that customa~T pr ocedures should occupy in

Christian services, and most ministerG probably fall somewhere in between

when it comes to the amount of deviatilin from set s ervice format which

they permit.

At which stage the vows are made depends on the order of t he service in

t he particular church. One common fea.ture observed in all the services

attended was clapping, followed by a rythmic surging forward by the con-

gregation to congratulate the newly-married couple immediately after the

vows had been exchanged, usually to the accompaniment of well-known

wedding songs, such as

'Savumelana nawe
Tina Sobabili savumelana (twice)c_ .._.__ , ~ l.rt . ..L~ . \ •

'We accepted
Both of us~ we .a~cepte~
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Dur-Ing the homilies, and perhaps from the speakers also, husband and wife

receive advice about their new roles, and specific duties are singled out.

The husband is reminded to support his wife, and she is instructed to

attend to her cooking (for. 'men run away if there's no variety'), to teach

her children well and not spoil them ('a child becomes good or bad because

of women'), respecting her husband and his family, and l ~stening to her

husband and not to other~ (she should not 'take the part of a husband by

not listening')o The need for co-operation is sometimes stressed, as is

the value of reliance on God for assistance.

Generally, far more attention is devoted to instructing the new wife about

her role than the husband, and homilies and. readings may reflect a distinct

bias towards 'male chauvenfsm! , For example, when Musa and Phinde were

married the minister chose a reading from Peter, 1:3, in which women are

admonished t o 'submit t o t heir husbands', as did Sarah, who 'obeyed Abrabam

and called him her master'. Women are further instructed not to use arte-

ficial aids to make themselves beautiful to others, for beauty is achieved

through submission to their husb&'l"J.ds? The minister developed thi~ theme

further during his homily, which he tempered with a certain amount of

paternalism, in that Phinde was told :that if his wife had done something

wrong he should correct her first before t aking 'further steps'.

However, not all ministers reflect such a bias in their readings and

preachings. The Rev. Da., who offici~ed at the wedding of William and

Bongi, has had a great deal of experience in dealing with marriage problems,

and clearly sympathises ., with the predicaments that wives sometimes find

themselves in, made specific mention of ill-treatment of wives by husbands,

and the necessity of husbands adequately supporting their wives. Husbands

should not drink, but should go straight home after work; they should not

believe others' goSB?-p . about their wives, but should ask their explanation

first.
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As occurred at Dora and Peter's wedding, the father, or other representa-

tives of both bride and groom's family may be called upon to speak.

Musa's father, for example, warned her that Phinde should correct her

when she did wrong, and that t hings would be different to what she was

used to at home. She should listen to her in-laws, and should even 'feed

their baboons' if it were necessary. Since no senior patrilineal kin of

¥hinde's were present, his widowed mother then spoke on behalf of her

late husband's family, saying that love was t he best medicine for dealing

with t he difficulties they would encounter in marriage.

As already indicated, speeches by other relatives or acquaintances may

follow the contributions of family members, as they did at the wedding

of Wi l l i am and Bongi. Firstly, the middle-aged president of the young

women's group in the church, to which Thandi had belonged up until her

marriage, was called upon to say a few words. Speaking on behalf of the

group, she praised fungi for listening to what she had been taught whilst

a member, for 'Other girls who didn't listen to these women ~i.e. what

they had taught] are not where you are now' (i.e. married). She praised

also the parents' role in bringing up their daughter, and spoke to fungi

of her duties ,as a wife, warning of the difficulties ahead (e.g. complaints

about food, and gossiping by others),' for 'to be a woman i s really hard'.

She should not do things at her new home that she had done at her own

place, for at \olilliam's home they would do things another way. Whatever
,

happened she should stay at her new home, lU1til she died as one of that

family.

Next to speak was a popular councillor in the township where the couple

and their families lived, who declared that he was talking as a 'father'

of these two children who were getting married. He had known Bongi's

family since the beginning of his childhood, and William's family were

relatives because his mother's name had been the same as William's mother's.
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Advising the cOllple to love and respect each other wholeheartedly, to be

separated only by death, and to remember their duties to God, he thanked

them for what they had done (i.e. getting married), for there wasn't the

opportunity for everyone to marry nowadays. He concluded with a song in

English.

Once t he service i s concluded the couple, their attendants, faEily and

other guests file out of the church, often singing a hymn, or hllmIDing the

wedding march. ~~tside t he church the singing may continue, par t i cular l y

if there is any waiting around, as happens when the register has still to

be signed (often this formality is completed in church).

The journey back to the bride's home is roundabout and, if the groom lives

in the same area/township, t he parties will detour past the groom's home,

where his mother and other family and friends run out, joyfully shrieking

~~d trilling. A pause outside t he groom's home allows all around to see

what is happening, before proceeding to t he bride's home. In addition to

loud hooting, drivers in the wedding procession may 'show off' by swerving

their cars back and forth zigzag fashion across t he road. At the bride' s

home, their arrival is greeted by more singing and ukukfkfza,

At t he bride's home a f estive t abl e has been set , either i n a s pecially

erected mar quee , or in t he living/diningroom, or in some other room.

Groaning under the weight of a variety of salads and drinks (minerals,
I

beer), and often decorated with flowe~, t he table contains place settings

for t he bridal party and t he i mmediate family of the groom, the wedding

cake standing in pride of place. Outside the meat simmers in large, tllTee

legged pots, or roasts over an open fire. In due course t he meal is served,

firstly to the bride and groom and their retinue, then to the other guests,

wherever they are accOImnodated; e. g. if a marquee has been erected for the

bridal party many will squeeze into the living room of the house, but many

are seated outside. Apart from the young people who are attendants (i.e.

part of t he bridal party), the sexes are generally seated apart, men
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together in clumps outside, and those women not involved in cooking or

serving t he food (mainly the groom's kin and friends) in groups elsewhere.

Food serving may t ake place in r elays as, for instance, when the bride

and groom and party leave to have their photographs ta..1(en at some scenic

spot and other guests take t heir place~ at t he main t abl e. It s eems t hat

honoured guests rold clos~ r elatives and friends are served first, and

accorded the most comfortable seating. At t he weddings attended, all

guests were served with stewed meat (which may be be ef; mutton, goat,ana

may also include chicken), dumplings, rice a..nd vegetables (pumpkin, cabbage)

and salads. Puddings invariably consisted of tinned fruit, jelly, custard
\ ~. . --- - - . . '--

and sometimes ice cream. Plates containing pieces of itwani <{intestine) \

may be served separately, as a delicacy to which guests help themselves.

Depending on the amou-nt of time available, the festivities, including

singing and dancing, may continue at t he bride's home for the rest of the

afternoon and into t he evening; however, if time is short, e.g. because

the .ukm-re.baCi.e. umabo presentation) is to be held that same afternoon,

the s tay at the bride's home may be fairly brief. If noukhwaba is to be

held, or if it is to take place on the Su-l1day, the festivities at the

bride's home will probably last until well i nto the evening, as Dora's and

Bongi's had done. One ~)rther factor i s whether or not an 'outside' recep-

tion is to be held, such as that or~nised by Thomas and Margaret (a couple

referred to above): After the morning <!hurch service, followed by a feast

at the bride1s home, and wedding photos in the afternoon, a lavish recep-

tion was held on the Saturday evening at an 'international' hotel, and the

bride did not leave for her new home until mid-morning on the Sunday.

However, because of the costs involved, such receptions are not a matter

of course, and usually the bride moves to her ne", home during the late

Sat~~ay evening/early Sunday morning hours o
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In the midst of the festivities, the moment of the bride's departure is

a solemn one. With tears in her eyes she is led slowly around the house

by her father or his representative, who ~~O'tnces her departure to the

family's amadlosi (forefathers); her father then escorts her to the waiting

car or, if the distance is short, begins the walk to her new home with her.

The cl~D's ihubo is sung ~t this time. If the presentation of umabo is to

take place that da.y or the next the umkhongi should, at some stage prior

to the brid.e' s departure, have called to collect her kfst, containing some

of the umabo, and possibly some of her own possessions and/or hou:3ehold

goods which she is taking with her to her new home (the kist is only trans

ferred when the lunabo presentation takes place, even if it is years after

the church "redding). When the kist arrives at the groom's home there is

great excitement, and much joyful ukukikiza, for its arrival signifies

the immanent arrival of the bride herself. The wedding cake is taken lillcut

to the groom's home.

The arrival of the bride is an occasion of great joy at the groom's home.

The mode of her arrival, and her attire, may vary, according to factors

such as the time at which the move occurs, and what is considered suitable

by the parties concerned. For examp.Le , Mrs Mw., whose umabo presentation

took place on the Saturday afternoon after the morning church service was

still attired in her wedding gown, apd Bongd, who moved to Ylilliam's home

in the early hours of the Sunday morning, was wrapped in a hlonipha blanket.

l'1argaret's arrival at her ne", home on the Sunday morning was particularly

impressive: Attired in a smart two-piece suit and a hat, she and her

companions alighted from their car around the corner from her in-laws'

home and , flanked by two male kinsmen, she travelled down the road in the

midst of a troop of chanting, prancing Ingoma dancers (who later entertained

the wedding guests).
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At the groom's home tables are set, and catering arrangements are

essentially the same as at the bride's home. Usually food is served

before t he umabo presentation, if it is to take place, but serving may

also occur afterwards (as at the Zuma/Nathe wedding). If the .£21& (or

umguo1iso - see discussion below) of the groom's family has been slaughtered,

the groom's father will annoint the bride with its inyongo at some time

after her arrival, telling the forefathers about h8r presence and, as a

further notification to them, perhaps placing t he horns of the slau~tered

beast on the roof of the house.

Presentation of umabo takes place at the most suitable part of the garden,

that which can accommodate the greatest number of spectators. The place

where this ceremony t~~es place is kno~m as iBigca~m, as it is in the

rural areas (where the wedding ceremonies usually take place in the cattle-

pen - see Sibiya,1982:259; Raum,1973:295). Inclement weather -may cause

\ problems particularly at this stag~, as occurred at the YM. wedding when

a sudden downpour necessitated the hurried movement of furniture, umabo

gifts and guests to the marquee, which was far too small to comfortably

accommodate all those present. Another problem in the confined spaces

of tov.'I1ship gardens is noise from passing traffic, especia,lly buses,

which may drown the speeches.

While preparations are being made, competitive sin€ing by the 'bride's

group' and the 'groom's group' may take place; at the wedding of Ma.rga.ret

and Thomas groups of young persons stood at opposite sides of the garden,

the presentation of UID~bo taking place in the middle, trying to drown out

each other's singing. Once proceedings are ready to commence, t ne bride

and her attendants seat themselves either on a cansi (grass mat) on the

ground, or on chairs whf ch have been placed ready for them, and the kist

and bundles of umabo gifts (sundry items such as blankets and pillows rolled

\ up in cansi) are brought forward and placed near where the bride is sitting .'

~~ . .
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Furniture which the bride has brought with her, in most cases consisting

of a double bed and bedroom suite, is also placed nearby.

When eveTJTone is ready speeches beein, the lcngth and content of these

varying in accordance with the oratory skills and inclinations of the

speakers. The bride's father o~ his representativelOwill officially

'hand. over' t he b~ide to her husband's family, with words to this effect
ll

:.
'You of•••••we of•••••have come to hand over our daughter;
she has always been a quiet person••••we are a quiet
farnily ••••• the only time you see us not qUiet is when
there are tears in our eyes •••• look after her we ask you,
you and your ancestors, she is all yours'.

Other members of the bride's family may speak, as in the case of Dora.' s

wedding, ~~d family praises mayor may not be recited. If ilobolo has

been paid in full t here will be a public acknowledgement by the bride's

family. Ukukikiza by the women indicates support and approval of certain

points made during the speeches.

The father, or some other kinsman of the groom, will respond to what has

been said by the bridal party's spokesman/men, expressing thanks to the

bride's family. l1embers of the groom's family other than agnatic kinsmen

may play a prominent role in t he proceedings, as at the wedding of ~10mas

and Hargaret, where t he groom' s father, a ::ca t her shy, retiring man, declined

to give a speech, and indicated to the malume (mother's brother) of the

groom (Who, in the absence of agnatic kinsmen, was acting as a 'mas ter

of ceremonies '), that he wished him t o ~ha.nk the bride's family on his

behalf. Other kinsmen or friends of the groom's family may also speak:

"Then I1r l"h.,r. 's son married, Jl"lr Mathe (1.,ho had chosen Mr Mw. as umkhongi

when Peter married Dcra) had, in the absence of 1'1w. relatives, given a

speech as a 'father' of the groom. Speeches, as in church, may corrtafn

advice to the young couple, but especially to the bride, and may include

suggestions that she ignore her husband's affairs, or that she should

not pick his pocketsl
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Once the speeches are over, the presentation of umabo commences. The

groom's parents, or his mother, woul.d have dravm up the lis t of relatives

Wl10 would have to receive gifts, but the choice of gifts is usually left

to the bride's family. Sundry items for twenty or more persons are quite

usual, and the main factors i nfluencing the number of gifts are the size

of the groom's nuclear f~ly and the extent to which members of his wider

kin group (especially ascending and collateral relatives) are included.

The swzllest number of persons recorded as receiving unabo was ~lelve,

the largest approximately forty. Gifts for the groom's mother and father,

and his siblings, and um¥~onf?i, are mandatory. Usually um¥~ong;'s wife

and/or the man who accompanied unUc~ongi receive something. Which other

kin are selected to receive gifts will depend on the ~>oom's family and,

unlike the situation reported by Raum as obtaining in Zulul~~d (1973:297),

many affines whom t he bride will not necessarily 'respectfully avoid in

contact', such as children, may be included.

The gifts for the groom's father are the most impressive; his cansi (grass

mat for sleeping) may be the most ornate, being decorated with various

coloured strands of wool, and his blanket is of a 'leopard skin' pattern

(in one case only which I recorded did the groom's mother receive a similar

blanket, but of a different colouring). He invariably receives also

ukhamba (clay pot), and imbenRe (pot, ~over), a pillow and fancy ~illow

slip and Rheet/s, and isithebe (small grass mat).

The mother's gifts are similar, except that her blanket is usually of a

different type, she may not receive the ukhamba, but generally receives

ivovo (beer sieve) and uIIL-'3hanyelo (a small grass broom). These gifts,

as are all umabo, are presented even if the recipient is deceased. The

'beds' of cansi, blanket, pillow andsheet/s are 'made up' on the ground,

and each recipient (or, if deceased, a relative on hiS/her behalf), climbs

under the bl.anke t , to the sound of loud ukukikiza from the crowd. The

recipients may give a dance of appreciation (ukugi4~) if so inclined.
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In add.Ltion to the siblings of the groom, their wives may be included,

as may their children. In the ascending (to groom) generation, brothers

and sinters of the groom's mother and/or father may be included, as may

persons of the same generation as the grandparents, or even great-grand:rnrents,

but there appears to be no set pattern, and just which family members are

chosen varies; e. g. at t v:? of the umabo presentations attended., the groom's

paternal grandmothers, but not their grandf'a'thers (both sets of grand-

parents were deceased) received a blanket, cansi, pillow and pillowcase.

When recipj.srrts are cleceased the various articles are used by other family

members; if recipients are alive, put not present, such as Enid T.'s in-

laws who live in Mozambique, the items are stored until they can be passed

on.

Family members other than the parents of the groom receive different types

of bedding, and generally the quarrti ty and the quality varies according

to the age and Impor-tance of the recipientsc. In the ]11...... family, for

example, the eldest and second sons (i.e. the brothers of the groom) re-

ceived a rug and a grass mat, a pillow and pillowcase each; the two

daughters (g;oom's sisters) received a rug and grass mat each. The eldest

son of the eldest son received a small grass mat and a rug, but the yOl1nger

son and t he daughter received only a small mat. All who receive gifts

follow the procedure of lying done upon t he 'bed', and being covered by
I

a bla..""lket (if they receive one),and ma, giva ~n appreciation.

In some cases the groom himself receives gifts; invariably, however, once

the gifts have been given the double bed which the bride has brought with

her (which may already have been in use for some time if the presentation

occurs some time after the church wedding) is made up, and the groom is

summoned. After his wife has removed his shoes he climbs between the

sheets, and is promptly pounced upon by the female kin and friends of the

bride, who beat him with sticks, and warn him to 'wake up', whilst he
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tries to protect himself with the bedclothes. The' atta.ck' is soon over,

and he quickly climbs out of 'bed and runs away. This procedure concludes

the wedding formalities, and the ~lests and spectators either drift a~~y,

or return to the feast if it is still in progresR.

Although no non-Christian (i. c. ~,here t here had never be en a church service

of some t~~c) marriages were witnessed, from descriptions by info~nts

who were themselves not married by statutorJ rites, and from the umabo

presentation of a member of the Church of Nazareth (Shembe) which was

attended, it appears that the format of the feast and umabo presentation

i s essentially the same, and that the major differences (apart from the

absence of a church service) obtain with regard to how much of the type

of customary ritual described by writers such as Krige (1936), Reader(1966)

and Sibiya (1982) is included. The bride, for instance, may dance with her

attendants wearing an isidwaba (a skin skirt), carXJring an isingindi

(dagger) and shield, and wearing t he inflated gal l - bl adder / s of the

slaughtered beast and/or goat on her head and/or wrist. Men and women

may dan ce separately, and t he antagonism which has been recorded (Raum,

1973: 294; Krige, 1936- 140) between the groups of the bride and t he groom

may be morc manifest t han at Christian weddings (where it is not entirely

ab sent - see di scussion below), and customary rituals such as t he piercing

of the stomach of t he slaughtered beast by the bride may openly occur.

I n fact, t he whole impression one rece~ves when witnessing a Christian

wedding, and contrasting it with descriptions of 'traditionalist' or

'pagan' wedd.Lngs i n t he liter-ature, i s t he lack of a sharp dichotomy

between the Christian and non-Christian wedding. Unlike the situation

in t he rural areas described by VilaY~zi (1962), Reader (1966) and, more

recently by Sibiya (1982), it i s difficult to make the clear-cut dis

tinction which they do between 'traditional' (, pagan") and Christian

in Durban. Because individuals select and combine what they perceive
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as 'traditional' and 'Christian' elements, it would seem preferable to

visualise them as falling at different points along a continuum be~{een

these two ideal types. The most striking factor which emerges is the

harmonious blending of the old and new, the persistance, albeit in what

is often a greatly modified ' form, of valued custom, together with western

innovationo of both a religious and a secular (e.g. receptions of a

",estern-type) nature.

In the contemporary setting, black cultural ideas and values such as

reciproci t;,;, and communi ty involvement persist (with some exceptions, to

be discussed further belo,v). For example, although western-type wedding

invitations, some of which are very elaborate 0' may be issued, the feasts

at both the bride's and groom's homes are open to all and, just as anyone

may attend, so are contributions in the form of help rendered, ~~d ~ipheko

(gifts of food),forthcoming from various quarters (kin, friends, neigh

bours). Weddings are talked about in the community, and are generally

evaluated in terms of criteria said to have been important in the past,

such as hospitality and generosity. One informant, for example, commenting

favourably about a very lavish wedding we had both just attended remarked:

'I don't like to go to weddings where people treat you like dogs'. The

quality and quantity of food is particularly important, and there is a

stigma attaohed to having a big wedding and not accommodating everyone

who wishes to attend.

This need to accommodate large numbers, and the ensuing expense, is cited

by some informants as a reason for not wanting a 1aree wedding for, in

spite of the impression one receives that weddings should be on as lavish

a scale as possible (i.e. as resources permit), there appears to be a

trend, amongst the educated elite in particular, to dispense with osten

tatious display, and to marry as quietly as possible; as one professional

man remarked: 'People of my class prefer small weddings'. According to

one knovl1edgeable (in terms of community trends) informant, the favourable
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attitude towards small weddings is found mainly amongst 'professional'

elites rather th~~ amongst businessmen and th8ir families, who tend to

prefer extravagarrt celebrations. In response to my question about the

size and type of wedding, Lnf'ormarrbs in the white collar/:rrofessional

category would sometimes point to the advantage, cost-wise, of a court

marriage, or a quiet cere~ony in t he office of a minister, and some had

themselves had sma.ll weddings which had included only families and a

few friends. Others, such as the professional man quoted above, had

had to comply with f amily expectations and have a large celebration.

Those who expressed su.ch views were inclined to point out t he debts "'hich

ensue from having a big wedding, and preferred to put their money into

their new homes.

F~~lies whose weddings I attended did complain of the expense to which

they had been put, and t he debts (e.g. in the form of hire purcha.se agree

ments) which had had to be paid off after the wedding. As with other

expendi~lre conncected with a wedding (e.g. umbondo,izibizo) it was

difficult to establish exact costs for, pa-~icularly with regard to food,

people do not keep exact records, and neighbours and friends do assist.

Gloria, whose wedding W8.S extremely modes't (no . bea.sts/goats slaughtered,

nor umabo and furniture purchased, photos taken by a friend , and food

provided for a relatively small number of guests at Gloria's home only)
!

shopped around for weeks before her wedding in search of t he cheapest

wedding cake and food, kept a record for me of what she and Elliot had

spent, and it amounted to R224,OO,l3whiqh was the approximate equivalence

of their combined monthly income. At the other end of the scale, Thomas

and Margaret, whose wedding was the most lavish I attended, spent approxi

mately R5 000 (probably, in terms of what each was then earning, the

equivalent -of about three months' combined salary). The majority of

weddings probably fall somewhere between these two extremes.
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In spite of what are, at times, crippling costs to both families, those

who are prepared to go against public opinion, and keep their weddings

private, family affairs are in the minority, and for the majority a

wedding remains a public event ~r excellenE~., possibly related to the

pre-contact (white) situation, in which various other means of estab-

lishing the validity of marriage, such as t he issueing of licences and

certificates were absent.

Still obviously present, although generally in a far less conspicuous

form than that described in the literature, i s t he corporate nature of

the involvement of t he bride's and groom' s £;TOUP S , and t he competition

~nd latent hostility which exists between t hem. Krige (1936:140) and

Raum (1973:294) describe the insulting nature of the ghubushela songs

directed by each group against the other, which eng-ender ' mutual provo-

cation' (Raum, .~ ). The fact that t he competitive dancing and

singing may lead to outbreaks of violence i s ment i one d by Krige (1936:145)

and Reader (1966:203).

No open hostility · or fighting was witnessed at weddings in urban areas,

but informants mentioned that trouble sometimes occurred in rural areas,

one of the factors being that weddings might be used as platformB from

which to give vent to grievances existing between indi viduals and/or groups.

Nevertheless, tensions of various types and degrees of severity can be

detected at most weddings. One informant, commenting that it was just
I

as well I had be en unable to accompany her to a certain wedding, described

how she and her f amily (members of t he bride I s group) had had to ignore

various instances of provocation when they had travelled to a rural area

for the festivities at t he groom's home (the married couple were both

professionals). They had not been provided with food, so had bought their

own, and the groom's family had provided a male instead of a female beast

for~ purposes (as had happened at the Zumaft1athe wedding); to prevent
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the eruption of open unpleasantness when the groom's family had refused

to pay the 'fine' for their mistake, my informant's brother had himself

provided the money.

Situations of potential conflict, and critical attitudes towards the

'other' group, were noted at '..reddings attended. The removal of the kist

may ei ve rise to alterca~ion, as at the I1athe home when the groom's mother '

insisted on a fine being paid because it arrived at the wrong time, and

was brought by the wrong person; at the wedding of Tho~~s and Marear et

there was some wrangling ove~ ~ should remove the kist from the bride's

home to that of the groom, in that umkhongi (whose duty it is to remove

the kist) and his wife were somewhat put out to find, when they arrived

at the bride's home to coilect it, that her kist was being loaded into

one of the bride's group's cars. A few words ensued, and umk~ongi's wife

remarked coolly, as t he kist was transferred to their vehicle: 'We are

not adamant but it is our riGht to take the kist'. At the wedd.ing of

William and Bongi critical comments were hea-~ from one of the women

in the groom's group as a bus load. of the bride's people arrived:

'~~at type of children are these?' asked one woman, who went on to criti-

cise their appearance as not being smart enough.

Competi tion was much in evidence when groups sang and danced. Discussing

what had happened at their Ov~ wedding some months previously, Bongi
1

laughingly remarked that she thought h~r side had won, but this assertion

was ironediately countered by her husband, "nlo vms adamant that his side- "
had been victorious. The songs vniich are sung at weddings may still con-

tain lyrics which would be unacceptable Q~der other circUFStances, as

evidenced at the wedding of Phinde and T~Qsa : The youngsters belonging

with the bride's and groom's parties stood sinGing outside t he church

while the register was being signed; the bride's 'group' was subdivided

into two Qnits, one consisting of kin, friends and neighbours from the

area where she lived, and the other her 'cousins' from further afield
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geographically. At times t he latter asserted their relationship with

the bride against that of the 'home' group, at o~her times all sang to

gether as one group, chanting insultingly 'Hey, father of Pninde, hey

mother of Phinde', continuing that he/she should not go telling others

if the couple quarrelled; As Raum remarks (1973:294) at this time 'no

offence is taken at this apparent breach of manners'.

Other parallels can be draWn with usages described in the literature.

As is reported to have been the case customarily (Nguba~e,1981:84 ),

most of the ceremonial involves the bride to a greater extent than the

groom and, as indicated, t he major content of the speeches are directed

at her, in the form of advice ~nd admonitions. Not only does she make the

transition from girlhood to womanhood/wifehood but, ideally, also from her

own family to that of her husband, i.e. whether or not the couple will live

with the husband's family, she is now seen as belonging with them. She is

no longer an irresponsible girl who can continue to behave as she did in

her own home, but a dutiful wife, who owes obeisance to her husband and

his family. As one critical commentator has recently put it, her wedding

day, which 'starts with ululating and song, and ends with the setting of

the sun ~nd tear-filled eyes •••••Li~....•. the day her liberty and indivi-

duality are firmly out in the gra.ve and. forgotten' (Dwane , 1981 : 2 ). The

prescribed reticence and downcast eyes during much of the festivity, her

reluctance and tears when it is time to leave her natal home, are still
•

much in evidence. The fact that white brides do not experience this wrench

at their marriages is viewed with surprise. One inforrrant maintained that

even in the townships, the attempts by the cride to run away, which are

said to occur in the rural areas (Krige,l936:l49; Raum,1973:297) occasio-

nally occur, ar~ that if a bride were able to reach a certain spot, such

as a particular street, a penalty would have to be paid to bring her back.

No such attempts to escape were actually recorded.
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It is certainly tempting to hypothesise that the customs of western

origin, such as flowergirls, wedding cake and the bride's kist, which

have been incorporated into contemporary black wedding ceremonial, have

been symbolically re-interpreted in terms of cultural meanings whose

origins lie in the past. If there are contemporary meanings derived

from customary usages these are generally not part of the actors'

'conscious models,14. F~r example, informants attributed the existence

of the small bride to the western custom of having a flowergirl but,

. not only was this small girl, unlike her western counterpart, usually

dressed in white, but she also wore a veil and train, which is not part

of the regalia of western flm'1ergirls. An' anthropologist's model'

suggests a connection between a contemporary flowergirl and the small

bride who customarily accompanied the bride (umakotshana), and still does

so in rural areas (Krige,1936:l54; RallID,1973:297; Sibiya,1982:268).

Similarly, most informants were unable to attribute any specific meaning

to the wedding cake15 • apart from mentioning the general value attached

to the sharing of food at weddings, which was often stressed by informants

when discussing the sharing out of the meat of slaughtered animals. Dis-

cussing t he relevance of the wedding cake amongst contemporary Cape Nguni,

\Tils on (1 972: 195) points out the congruence between 'traditional' and

Christian ideas about ritual food sharing, and suggests that, for some

people, the cake has become 'sacramental' food. However, at the weddings
,.

described by Wilson, the groom' s and bride's families each supplied a

cake (see also Levin,1947:52 ), and the health and fertility of both

the bride and groom are, according to Wilson, closely connected with the

proper division (by the mothers) and consumption of the cakes: 'Traditional

ideas about the dichotomy between lineages and the control of senior rela-

tives over fertility•••••were thus expressed in new symbols' (1972:195).
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In Durban, generally only one cake is purchased for the wedding, but the

cost is shared between the two families (one exception I came across was

the provision of two cakes at the wedding of Margaret and Thomas; the

miniature bride and groom were supplied with a second, smaller, yet still

elaborate, wedding cake). The practice of dancing with the cake held

aloft, as described by Wilson (amongst the Pondo and the Bhaca the two

cakes are held aloft in tpe midst of the dancers from each group) was not

observed. If there is to be a party at the groom's home following on that

at the bride's home the cake is taken uncut to the groom's home; it may be

cut there, or at a hotel reception if there is one, or may even be kept and

cut on the first wedding anniversary (according to one informant). The

symbolism of the wedding cake is obscttre in western society, but it is

possible that, in the past, there were fertili~J connotations attached to

i t.16 Informants who ",ere questioned on this subject did not make any.

conscious connections betvreen fertility and the wedding cake, but did

connect the cake wi.th bringing 'luck'.

Similarly, most informants were unaware of any symbolism surrounding the

provision by the bride of a kist, and said it was customary to take a

box with one's possessions to one's new home. A few, however, connected

the kist specifically with the bride's virginity, and it is quite plausible

that, amongst some Christians, the opening of the kist at the groom's home

has assumed the symbolic significance customarily associated with the
I

piercing of the stomach of the cola/umguoliso beast by the bride (Reader,1966:206)

The fact that the kist should not be taken until tUa{aba (umabo presentation)

suggests that it belongs with the customary ceremonial (although, of course,

ukwaba may be years after the church ceremony, and the bride t s virginity

at the time of the Christian service is often more of an ideal than a

reality). More than one informant suggested that the kist or box was

equated symbolically with a coffin, and symbolised the permanency of the
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move to her husband's home: 'I came with a box, I leave in a box', is a

saying which is quoted. Bearing in mind the stress which is placed on

being parted only by death in the speeches at weddings, such an inter-

pretation is feasible.

One further custOT. which inforD~nts expl ai ned s impl y as being 'done at

Heddines' was t he beating,of the groom with sticks by the bride's female

friends. One ma-~ suggested a possible connectio~ betHe en this practice,

and t he customary one of beating the young man with sticks when he went

to visit his betrothed at her home f or t he f irst time, but could not elabo-

rate as to why such a practice had existed.

In spite of t he value whi.ch is s till pl aced on the provision of t he

r elevant beasts and/or goats , and t he annointing of t he bl'ide \dth the

gal l of the slaughtered ~nimal/s, t hes e formalities usually take discreetly

at Christia.~\7eddingS, and are not the focus of public ceremonial. As at

the Zuma/Mathe wedding, ~1e slaughter of the cola/umguoliso beast by the

bride's father may be a public occasion, accompaJ1ied by the chanting of

'the beast shall die'/'the beast sr~ll not die' by the opposing groups.

In the rural areas the bride may be confined to her hut at this time,

sweeping t he floor ~~til she hears t hat t he beast is dead, as described by

Raum (1973:296). However, in t he ~b~n areas at any rate, t he a~nointing

of the bride with the gall of this animal is carried out privately, in the
I

hous e, in t he pr es ence of family member~, and t he gall-bladder of the

slaughtered beast/s is/are not "TOm (by members of the mainline churches;

members of separatist churches appear to observe these customs more openly).

Portions of meat from slaughtered animal/s, and/or beer, may be set aside

overnight for the forefathers to partake of.
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It was extremely difficult to establish definitive names for the beasts

which were connected with wedding rituals, and the reasons for such

difficulties are varied. As the literature shows, and as already pointed

out, variations occur from one geographical area to another, and members

of t he heterogeneous black population i n Durban maintain t ies with many

rural areas. Largely as a r esul t of economic conditions, i.e. t he fact

t hat most people do not possess cattle, and lack t he resources to purchase

more tha..l'l the bare essentials for weddings, usually only two or three

beasts are slauehtered for weddings, and one beast m8Y fulfill various

purposes, such as in the case of t he slaughter of one beast, rather than

a beast and a goat, prior to the bride's departure from home. Also, in

addition to providing the beasts required for wedding formalities, beasts

may also be slaughtered at this time in connection with customs which

should have been observed some time before w~rriage, in particular t he

bride' s memu1a1~ . For example, when Dora had mar r i ed , fus Zuma had inti-

mated that the isikhumba beast, from which gall was taken to ~~oint Dora,

had also had. memula connotations.

Many informants were familiar with the term isi~~umba; Krige describes

it as a Natal term, and this distinction appearn s t i l l to ap:rly, in that

some informants from 'Zululal'ld' did not know of it. According to Reader

(1966:195) and Krige (1936:392), the ~kh~mba was one of the i1obolo,

and part of the endisa cattle which w~e returned by the bride's family

to t he groom's home and slaughtered there after the wedding dances. Read.er

(1966:194 ) notes that it has t he ritual significance of joinine the

ancestors of the two descent grOllpS. Krige uses the term isiGodo also

for this beast (1936:392), and it is interesting to note that Sibiya

(1982:270) found that, amongst the Mkhwanazi, the isiG-odo was one of the

beasts taken to the groom's home, which played an important part in the

ritual connected with marriage (see discussion below). Ngubane (1981:93)
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strsses that, amongst the Nyuswa , it is the eyesikhumba which 'renders

the bride married and transfers her fertility to her husband's family'.

Al though, it seems, the slaughter of the isi:Y.humba should take pla.ce at

the groom's home vThen the bride i s formally handed over to her husband's

family (when the~ beast is killed by the recipients), the slauehtering

may, for convenience, OCCllr a t t he bride's home it seems, as in Dora's

case:9 As Ngubane point~ out (ibid), there is a link between this beast

and the future fertility of the bride, and I have be en told of cases of

infertility associated with its not having be en slaughtered. The skin

of this beast may still be used for an isidwaba for the bride amongst

non-Christians.

The other beast which is slaughtered, by the groom's family, is termed

either the umquoliso (in Zululand) or the~ (in Natal) beast. Infor-

ID2~ts stated, as do Kriee (1936:393), Reader (1966:195) and Sibiya(1982: 260ff.)

that the beast is supplied by the groom's family for the wedding, at the

time "Then t he isikhumba is slaughtered. Raum, however, maintains that

this beast may, in Zululand, be supplied by either t he groom's father or

the bride's father, but the meaning attached to it will vary accordingly.

If supplied by the groom's father, 'the animal is a symbol of the groom's

virility, and its gal l , which i s poured over t he bride, ensures her attach-

ment to the groom's lineage' (1973:296). If the bride's father supplies

the beast, 'the scattering by her ~m !LIDotheri7 of the stomach contents

(~Swami) in the groom's cattle-pen imp~ants her, as it were, into his

family'. According to Krige, t he slaughter of this beast is the 'fixing

point for the wedding in Zululand' (1936:393), and Sibiya also emphasises

that it is this beast which 'confers the status of wifehood' (1982:260).

Sibiya, however, also points out that, in spite of fulfilling this legiti-

mating function, the slaughtering of this beast is not a ritual activity

in that, although bile is applied to the bride, the ancestors are not
')
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officially notified; the notification of the groom's lineage ancestors

takes place a few days later, with the slaughter of the isiGodo beast

(Sibiya,1982:270). As noted earlier, the fact that this term has, in

the past, been applied to the isikhumba, ffild that both names refer to

one of the ~~~ cattle (endisa!beka) which i s retuTIled to the groom's

home, sugges ts t hat t he r e i s a definite distinction between the umouoliso/

cola and isikhumba!isiGodo beasts, and that the eyisikhumba is not neces

sarily the Natal eqluvalent of the umouo1iso (in a ritual sense, at any

rate), as Ngubane (1981:95) suggests. Certainly, though, at present

informants, regardless of t heir geographical background, insist that two

beasts should be supplied for the udwendwe (when bride's family eo to the

groom's home to hand over the bride and present umabo), one purchased

separately by the groom's family (and termed cola./umguoliso), and the

othe r one of t he i1oholo beasts (termed isikhumba by informants).

One further beast mferred to by an informant who had recently married in

a rural Zululand area (a Durban professional man) was the udondo'l.o, The

beast was provided by his in-laws on their arrival at the bride's home,

for slaughte:dng and consumption by the groom's party, who alone were per

mitted to eat this beast. The other -beast (he did not know the name ) had

be en killed t he day before by t he bride's family, for t heir consum~tion

a.'l1.d t hat of t heir guests, a.'l1.d for the annointing of the bride prior to

her departure. On the next day the pa:rt i es had travelled to the groom's

home in ' Natal', where a beast had been slaughtered purel;y for consumpt.i.on

at the reception, and it was the gall of a goat (indicating yet another

variation of the procedures followed) which had been Used to notifY the

ancestors of the groom about the new wife. Krige writes of the udondolo

(1936:392) beast that in Zululand it is killed at the gr oom' s home, but

the bride doesn't eat its meat. Sibiya (1982:270) clarifies the matter
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further, showing that this beast i s one of the~ animals (i.e. the

endisa beasts, part of the ilobolo which is returned to the groom's home).

Clearly there is a principJ.e of reciprocation here; in the above-mentioned

case the ilobolo had been pai d ful ly i n cash, ~1d t he bride's f andly was

reciprocating by r eturning one beast for t he groom's family's consumption.

~1e confusion over na~es , and whether cows or goat s a r e a nd/or should be

used for ritual purposes, can t hus be related to the fact that the i nfor-

I!1.'1..Tlt s originated from different parts of the province;- have l ived i n tmm

for various lengths of time, ~Tld have different (in terms of quality and

qU2~tity) types of ties wit h rural areas. Not only do people have differ

ing and imperfect perceptions of 'traditional' norms and values, but, as

Leach (1980:200 ) remarks 'In t he cas e of ritual performance t he details

sometimes vary simply becaus e t he actors have forgotten what o-aght to

happen next'; usually, infonna~ts had to check out de t a i ls about cor r ect

procedur e and names of arrima.Ls amongs t each other when r esponding to my

queatLonfng;

Never thel ess , in spite of t he variance in actual details, such as t he

sequence of events, and t he type of beast used and its name, a definite

common pattern emerges, i n t hat t he bri de' s abs ence should be, and pr obabl y

i s in t he ma j or i t y of cas es, maTI(ed by not i f yi ng t he f orefathers , just as

her arrival at t he gr oom' s home is marked by the notificat ion to ~

forefathers of the changes whd.ch are taking place. Although the outer

trappings such as the wearing of inflated gal l bladders and some of t l1e

other overt r itual are es chewed by Christians, the gall of the slaughtered

beasts is still smeared on the bride; at the very least, if, as in the

case of Gloria's marriage, the pr ovi s i on of even a goat is out of the

question for financial reasons, impepho (incense) is burnt and the ancestors

are informed verbally of the new relationship. As indicated, the events
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described may take pl ace over a period of many years, and the ques t i on of

exactly ~' at which point in the process, a ' 'marriage' actually comes

into being, from the point of view of the individuals concerned (i.e. not

legally) is difficult to assess; i.e. although they are married in the

eyes of t he church or i n terms of t he law of t he country after the relevant

fo rmali ties have been complied ,,;ith, do the incli viduals concerned, in

particular the Christians, feel they are 'properly married', or must

certain customary pr ocedures be complied with. If so, . which procedures

validate the marriage?

'The literature on black marriage (Plant,1905; Kriee,1936; Reader , 1966 etc.)

gi ves the impression that all marriage formalities were completed over a

period of a few days, as against the lengthy period which may elapse

20
between various stages at the present time. Early law reports , and

the views of a few informants, suggest that, in earlier t imes also, the

r equired ceremonies may have been spread over a time period far longer

than a few days, perhaps for reasons similar to contemporar~ ones (e.g.

shortage of be~sts). However, once t he required r itual slaughtering

and accompanying feasting had taken place the couple, as Ngubane (1981)

~~d Sibiya (1982) maintain, were well and truly married (a question which

will be t~cen up again in Chapter 8).

Some attempt was made to ascertain what, at the present time, constitutes

the mos t :i.m}1ortant fa.ctor in t he validation of marriage (e. g. l egal,

religious, t he notification of ancestors, ilobolo, vows), but informants

pointed out that it was difficult to isolate one particular aspect, when

several combined to form a pattern; e.g. the vows han religious signifi-

cance but legal recognition was also important, and ilobolo was an integral .

aspect of the whole pattern associated with marriage. 2 l Younger, educated

men and women were inclined to emphasise the vows, but some pointed out
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that vows could be automatic and without meaning, i.e. not taken seriously

enough, and that it was the quality of the commitment, and the relation

ship between the two persons, that were of primary importance. One single

professional woman considered herself as good as married because of the

understanding she and her boyfriend shared about t heir relationship, a

view shared by some white couples also. 22

Although informants from varying educational and occupational backgrounds

stressed the necessity of presenting umabo to 'complete' wzrriaee require-

ments, actual attitudes were difficult to establish because of defensive

ness about showing belief in what they perceived as 'tradi tional' rituals;

some YO\Lnger, professional people are particularly liable t o discount the

necessity of customs such as the slaughtering of beasts and the presenta

tion of umabo, but may feel bound to 50 along vii th t heir parents' wishes

in these matters. Conversely, some professionals openly agreed that

customa~J ritual involving t he ancestors was still relevant, and pointed

out that some other persons of t heir standing were inclined to observe

procedures relating to the ancestors secretly. Father L., the minister

referred to above, was adamant that most blacks he marries do not consider

the church wedding (which is referred to as the 'small' wedding) of any

value unless it is presented Qnder 'traditional' (in terms of speeches ,

singing, drn1cing) guise. ~~en I pointed out t hat some blacks preferred

small, quiet cer emonies, and emphas~sed the r elationship between them,

he commented that this minority were s\mply copying what they read about

in white books.

Most white collar/professionals interviewed intimated that the vows, with

or without the church service, and/or the co~~tment made, vTere sufficient

for them to feel 'properly' married (e.g. Mr Gm., an executive: 'I1Y wife

is my wife from the time "re feel we're goi ng to marry). Phinde, when he

had married in church, maintained that he felt properly married, but
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both his mother and Musa' s mother have pressed for the udwendwe to take

place. In fact, shortly after their marriage, Musa's father was most

upset that she had moved in to live with Phinde before he had officially

taken her to her husband's home in the correct manner. In the four years

since their marriage this couple has experienced many problems, and are

currently living apart. Nevertheless ,11usa, who has been gradually

completing her collection of umabo items, still wonders whether she should

present these gifts, and fulfill her family's udwendwe obligations; she

admits to being under pressure from her family and the 'older people',

who a.ttribllte their mari ta.l problems to t heir failure to complete t neae

ancestor-linked ceremonies o

In general though,it is those with less education who ar,e prepared to

openly discuss their feelings about beine; 'properly married'. Bheki , for

example, in spite of having been married by Christian rites, responded to

my question by saying 'I'm not married at all', because his father-in-law,

in spite of what Bheki considers exhorbitant ilobolo demands, has not pro-

vided the beast for slaughtering at the udwendwe, nor has he made any

arrangements ,about formally handing his daughter over to Bheki's family

and presenting the urnabo. Bheki is bl~ning his father-in-1aw's omissior£

for the gynae cological problems his wife has experLenced', for their three

children had to be delivered by caeserian section, and his wife will not

be able to bear any mor e children. !Thi s connection between ritual obser-
•

vances and t he health and/or fertility of the wife, discussed by Ngubane

(1977:1981) is, as mentioned above, still encountered.

To summarise, the following, verJ tentative conclusions, based on observed

facts, and attitudes expressed ~J informants regarding themselves and the

behaviour of others, are suggested: Although it is difficult to assess the

relative weight given to customary and Christian religious aspects, most

Christian couples appear to go along with customary ritual, either through

..-------
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personal conviction, or because of family and community pressure, for

it takes a great deal of courage to go aeainst a considerable body of

f~~ly and public opi~~on when problems (e.g. marital, fertility) arise.

Althoueh Christians vaIue their churches' religious sanctdons , these are

probably not sufficient in the wzjority of cases to fully validate a

union, for a weddinc is 'not finished' until the 'big wedding', at which

the ritual of formalJ.y handing over thp- bride and slaughtering the pre-

scribed beasts has been held. Some members of the professional class

disclaim the imrortance of custom~J ritual, and emphasise the importance

of vows and personal commitmerrt in the creation of a marriage. Those

Christians who belong to separatist churches, ~~d have less education,

often give more open acknowledgement to the importance of customary ritual,

ana. education and occupation would appear' to be the most decisive factors

in the development of attitudes and beliefs about marriage; religious

affiliation in itself appears to be of minor significance in this regard

(e.g. widely divergent views about what constituted marriage were expressed

by three Catholic men).

It should be noted tr~t ma~Jing in church is not necessarily an index of

one's 'religiosity', and the status considerations which go together with

a church weo.ding f such as the accompanying display of hospitali ty, should

not be overlooked. It is tempting to suggest that the widespread adoption

of western ideas about weddings, concerning appropriate dress and lavish
..

entertair~ent, has been accepted by the majority of the black population

(exclUding many of the 'intelligensia') because, as a. 'SUbjected class'

in the Marxian sense they have unquestioningly adopted the values of the

dominant white class (Mafeje,1971:254 ). AI ternatively, in accordance

with Veblen's theory of embourgeouisement (Littlejohn,1972:29), the 'con-

spicuous consumption' so evident at most weddings serves to enhance social

status in a community which lacks many other means of asserting one's

s ta."1d ing.
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However, it is important to note that, in t erPls of cultural values which

existed in the past, weddings probably were occasions on which to display

wl1atever hospitality one could afford, and to exercise reciprocal obliga

tions, and that it i s perhaps the small class of professional elites who

eschew such public, lavish display which represents a greater departure

from long-standing cultural expectations t han those who appear to have

wholeheartedly embraced ~stern values about wedding size. Although

excuses for not wanting a large wedding were at times couched in apparently

'individualistic' te~s, such as wanting to save the money for one's new

home rather than feed all and sundry, at l eas t some of t he persons who

expressed such views were certainly not 'individualistic' in the popularly

accepted western sense, in that they were often engaged in assisting numerous

members of their families in different ways (e. g. financial support, accomo

dation, educational expenses). It was often these people 'Who were inclined

to verbalise ideals of marriage which emphasised the centrality of partner

ship and the importance of commitment, whilst expressing also appreciation

of the value of their wider family ties.

Berg1und (1975) contrasts what he terms 'the fertility-oriented concept'

of h~sband-wife relationships, clearly applicable to many non-western/

Christi2~ societies including African, with t he 'Biblical concept' of

Christia.'rlity. In their 'ideal' forms these t wo 'types' ar-e dia.I!letrical1y

cpposed, the former being a group concern empha~ising fertility, the rela

tive inequality of the wife, and the value of poly~~, the latter stress

ing individual partnership, the primacy of wifehood as against motherhood,

equality and monogamy. It is to the question of the extent to which these

different ideals of marriage have been adopted, and are being lived out,

by members of the black population of Durban, t hat I now tunl in the

following two chapters.
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lID3!DENCE PATTERNS

The literatu.re on the Natal Nguni makes it clear that, in the IRst,

the norm was that residence after marriage was patrilocal, the bride,
1 -. .

ideally after the appropriate ritual, joining her husband at his umuzi

(homestead), where the newly-ma.rried couple formed part of the wider

extended agnatic group, headed by the senior umndeni member (Gluokman,

1950:169). UnfortUDately there is little quantitative data. to indicate

the extent to which the ideal norm conoerning residence was observed in

the past, although Holleman (1940:33,71) does show that imizi might,

some forty years ago, contain non-kin also, i.e. there were clearly

some married couples who were not living with agnatic kin.

At her new home, the bride was firmly under the authority of her mother-

in-law, and was initially not permitted to have a fire in her own hut

(Krige,1936:l55). Only with the passing of the years and the birth of

,ohil dren did she gradually acquire more autonomy. At her husband' s

home, the makoti (wife) was subject to strict blompha observances,- i.e~

certain forms of respectf'ul behavio~ towards her husband's kin, suoh as

not walking on the side of her mother-:in-law's hut where her father-in-

law slept, walking with averted eyes, and avoiding the names of her

husband's father and other senior agnatic male kin (Krige,l936:30,155).

The makoti was also subject to certain food taboos such as initially

abstaining from the amasi · (sour milk) of her in-laws' animals (Raum,1973: 106:;

Vlla1cazi,1962: 74 ), a taboo which was lifted in due oourse after an

appropriate ritual, involving the slaughter of a beast, had been

performed (Krige,1936:154/5).
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Similar living a.rrangements, where the bride resides with a large group

of her husband's kin after marriage, are reported to still exist in

rural areas (Raum,1973: 104 Sibiya,1982: 13 ), although the composition

of the extended family has obviously been radically modified by the

absence of large numbers of migrant workers (Schlemmer and Muil,1915:ll5;

Clark and Ngobese,1975:24-8). In urban areas. such living arrangements

have, for reasons such a~ the design of residential lmi.ts, and modem

work dema.nds (e.g. geographical mobility of family members) become im

practicable. However, the extent to which ideas about the desirability

of patrilocal residence exist, and the extent to which residence pattems

similar to the cultural ideal described above, are some of the questions

which will be considered in this chapter.

The point at which the bride ideally takes up residence with the groom

appears to be after the "l egal/ church ceremony. However, in some instances,

the couple may have actually been living together for some time (although

one informant maintained that the bride should temporarily move back to

her family prior to the actual marriage) and, as in the case of Phinde

and Musa, some fathers may feel that!:!! the correct rituals should be

observed before the bride's move. (see p~94 and below) Furthermore,

because of the critical housing situation in Durban, some couples may

continue living apart after they are legally married; e.g. Esther H.

had continued to live with her moth7r since her marriage twelve years

previously, her husband residing in a ~ocal men's hostel; the couple

met periodically at the home of one of Esther's aunts.

For various reasons, the most important of which wil.l be discussed in

some detail below, a variety of living arrangements are practised after

marriage. Like Dam, II1allY brides do move in with their husbands' fami

lies, into what are usually, already overcrowded township houses (see below),
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and stay there for varying periods of time. Others, such as :Bheki' s

vife, remain in the country, whilst their husbands seek, or return to,

work in the town, from where (depending on time available and distance

from their ru.ral. homes) they pay periodic visits to their wives. Some

wives, such as Gloria, move from the urban area to the husband's rural

home. Urban bred women are said to find rural life demanding, and

Gloria certainly postponed her move to the rural area as long as she could,

for she was not looking forward to the change, and returned to Duxban as

soon as she could. As happened in her case, such a move is made even

more difficult for a woman when she has a child or children by another

man, for she would usually have to leave it/them with a relative when

she moved to the rural area. ~<>ria worried about the support of her

nine year old son, who stayed in Durban with his grandmother, for her

widowed mother had no regular source of income, and had relied heavily

on the money which Gloria had provided when she had worked in Durban.

In what is probably a minor!ty of cases, couples who are able to afford

it (e.g. Thomas and Margaret, mentioned in the last chapter) move into

a home they have themselves purchased, usually vith the aid of a loan

from the Kw Zulu Development Corporation or their employers, directly

after marriage.

During the first few weeks after marriage (opinions varied about the

exact length of time, generally sald to be either two or three. months)
I

the bride should not visit her parentsl home, for during these weeks she

needs to settle into her nev surroundings vithout the distraction of

visits to her own family. Some informants referred to the first visit

to her natal home after marriage as impuoo, but many did not know this

name. Both Reader (1966:211) and Krige (1936,155) allude to this

visit, which took place, according to Krige, one month, and according
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to Reader, two or three months after the marriageJ during this visit

the bride's hair was 're-shaven round. the head below the top-knot'

(Krige,19361155) and,' on her return to her in-laws' home, impuco beer

vas taken. This term appears l1a1ted to certain areas, which aooomts

for lack of knowledBe about it on the part of some informantsJ Krige,

e.g., mentions that the beer was known as umHlazo in Natal (ibid),

and significantly the families of those informants who used the term

~ had originated from 'Zululand'. Dora had paid a~ visit two

months after her marriage (she maintained that it should have taken

plaoe after one month of marriage)J she bad spent about a week at her

natal home, and had not been permitted to eat meat, nor drink milk there.

During her stay a party had been held for her and, on her return to her

in-laws' home she and her friends had taken a small umbondo (beer they

had brewed, and different fruits and vegetables). Dora did not lalow

the meaning of these observanoes, but said the puoa. visit meant that

she was now permitted to visit her family freely.

The prohbition on Dora's eating meat and drinking milk during her~

visit is interesting, for food taboos, whilst oontinuing to operate_in

prinoiple, generally play a minor role in the daily lives of urban

residents (and those many rural residEmts without their own herds),

where meat and amasi is acquired from the butoher and supermarket. When

beasts are slaughtered by the groom's family, the bride may eat meat of

the slaughtered animal if the indl~la goat has been slaUghtered~ When

Bongi arrived at her husband's home on the day following the ohurch wed

ding, she was in!tially not perm!tted to pcU-take of the meat of the

beasts slaughtered by the in-laws for the wedding feast, and a neighbour

brought her a plate of food to still her hunger. Ieter that day the

indlakudla goat vas slaughtered, and the taboo on eating at William's

home was liftedo
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Several informants living in rural areas mentioned that their wives would

not initially be perm!tted to drink milk from their in-laws' herds.

Thembe, Bheki' B wife, had brought her own cow to her new home, as had

some other infomants. John lIl's wife had used oondensed milk in her

tea until John had given her a oow tairly soon after their marriage.

!he period of time during which a wite must abstain varies (Raum,1913:

348/9); e.g. Adam, a gardener in Durban, asserted that his father, at.
whose homestead his new wife lived in the rural area, would decide when

she would be permitted to drink the family's amasi and "would then give

her either a cow or a goat (she would probably have to wait until she

had one or two ohildren). Bheki claims that he has not yet provided

his wife with the requisite beast because he does not have one, nor

does he have the money to purchase one. Gloria, about to depart for her

husband's rural home, confirmed that she would not be permitted to drink

amasi there until Elliot gave permission (his father was deceased). Once

this permission was given she would take some money from Elliot to her

own mother, and her mother would reciprocate with an equivalent monetary

gift to Elliot (these monetary gifts presumably taking the place of beasts

wbenresources in livestock are limited).

In spite of the song at her wedding, :Dora.had been permitted to e~t eggs

at her new home, and the same appears to apply to many other urban-dwelling

wives. Some informants maintained that in the rural areas wives may not
I

eat eggs at all. Thembe may eat eggs which have been laid by her own

chickens, but not those of her husband's family for, according to Bheki,

that would bring bad luck to t he marriage. Informants did not know

the reason for avoiding eggs, bu1iau.bscher mentions that amongst the

Cape Nguni (Tembu) eggs were eaten only by men because they were believed

to contain 'powerf'ul aphrodisiac qualities and if eaten by yomen will

drive them tG seek men from other kraals' (1937:83).
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Hlonipha avoidances, manifest in dress, speech and behaviour, continue

to operate in urban areas, but are said to be less striot than in the

ru.raJ. setting. The bride avoids using the first names of her husband' s

senior agnatic kin suoh as her father-in-law and senior brothers-iD-law,

and also avoids the use of words containing the same syllables as those

names. Under certain circumstances, she avoids mentioning the husband's
~

isibongo; if the husband's islbongo is the same as the name of some object

which is present in the environment (i.e. a common noun) she would not be

allowed to utter it (e.g. Nkomo, Ndlela). She would be permitted to

mention the isiboIlB'O if there were no other connotations apart from its

being a proper noun (e.g. Dlamini).

In her behaviour, the new wife maintains a respectful attitude towards

her husband's kin. As a maJcoti she is expected to dress in a modest

manner, e.g. her skirts should be longer than those she previously wore

(some women even wear ankle-leDgth SY..irts), her dress or blouse should

have sleeves, and her head should be covered whenever she is in the

presence of her in-laws. The latter, in particular, is a strictly observed

requirement, which does not lapse with the passing of the years. Amongst

those men questioned, there was some :difference of opinion as to whether

a wife should keep her head covered at all times, some men claiming that

they did not mind if their wives left their heads unoovered when they
I

were not with the man's family. The .jority of men, however, including

white collar/professional, stipula.ted that a married woman should cover

her head at all times when outside her home, or at least when she was

not with her husband. This stricture was resented by some younger, well

educated women and was, at times, a source of considerable friction between

spouses (as, e.g. when the husband of a professional woman arrived unexpected

ly at her place of employment, and oreated a soene when he found her with
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her head uncovered). The reason usually advanced for insisting on this

covering was that it was customa.ry- for a woman, as opposed to a girl,

to cover her head. One young man (matriculated, white collar) commented

that if her head vere not covered 'it looks bad, a person seems as if

she's open to other guys ••••it tells a lot about the marriage •••LBhetsjr

open to others'.

In the confined spaces of most township houses and environs the sort of

spatial avoidance of the father-in-law customarily prescribed, i.e.

'A recently married woman must not be where her HF is. If she meets

her HF by chance she goes inside a hut or steps aside at a considerable

distance' (Raum,1973:104/5) is difficult to achieve. In contemporary

urban settings, however, the bride continues to avoid entering the bed

room of the father-in-law a:nii/or that of the husband's elder brother

(which is not always possible under over-crowded conditions). Although

she is usually permitted to enter the living room when her father-in-law

is present, in some homes she may not be permitted to sit down, and take

part in what is going on, if he is present. Her behaviour should be modest

when in the presence ef her husband's male kin; she should, e.g. avoid

bending whilst in their presence. Eating a.rraJ18ements vary and, contra.:r,y

to those customary norms which stipulated that a father-in-law and

daughter-in-law might not eat in each other's presence (Baum,1973:l07) .
,

the bride may, as Bongi had been, be atlowed to eat with the family.

Heavy burdens of work may still be placed upon the young makoti, particu

larly when she is despatched to the husband I s rural home vith & view to

her being of assistance to his mother. In the urban area also, a young

makoti, even if she is working full-time as Dam was, ma.y still be expected

to assume & laree share of the household chores. The situation varies

according to the number of women at home, and the personalities of
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IIlOthers-in-lawand sisters-in-law. ~e subsen-ience which is institutio

na.l1sed in the bride t s relationship vith her mother-in-law may generate

a great deal of tension between husband and wife, particularly if the

latter expects her husband to take her part if his mother's demands appear

unrealistic. Many wives complained of mother-in-laliSwho were unduly

critical and unfair in their treatment of their daughters-in-law. For

example. Mrs Du.., had be~n 'picked on' by her mother-in-law, with whom

the couple and their two children lived, since the day of her marriaBe

(when Mrs Du.. had inadvertantly forgotten to cover her head), and greatly

resented the fact that her husband. did not stand up for her. AlthoU8h

some men responded to questions about how to handle this type of situation

by .pointing out that a man should not allow himself to be dominated 'by

either his wife or his mother, the situation is :in. practice a difficult

one for him, and is often graatly exaccerba.ted by the lack of suitable

accommodation. so that the young couple's stay is often far longer than

deference to custom would demand. A man may feel very guiI.ty about his

siblings having had to vacate the bedroom for him and his bride, and

his mother may be very resentful of her daughter-in-la.w because her own

children may, as a result of the ~i.age, have had to move into the

living room to sleep, or even out of the family house altogether. One

community worker described the pressure on girls to move out of the house

so that their brothers. especially if they were the first-borns of the

family. could marry and bring their brides to live with them. A girl

might then have to seek someone to marry simply for security. or might

live together with a man because it would be difficult for her to find

accommodation on her own.

However, personality factors infiuence the situation, and some brides

reported getting on well wi th their mothers-in-law. For example.

Gertru.de Sk., who had lived with her widowed mother-in-law for several
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years, claimed that she was like a sister to her. In some cases the

tables ma;y be tumed, in that when the bride has a forceful personality

she may succeed in making life very uncomfortable for her mother-in-law,

especially if the latter is a widow and her son is the registered tenant

of a township house. In the past, in terms of the Natal Code, situations

have been reported in which a widowed mother has actually been turned out

of her house by her 'gu,anUan', i.e. her adult son, and his wife.

The bride may also encounter problems with her sister(~)-in-lawwho,,

once aga.1n depending on personality factors, may contribute to making

life extremely uncomfortable for her, as the following case illustrates:

Hr and 1I.rs Dm. had been married for two years during which time
they had, together vith their three children (ranging froll seven
years to eighteen months) been living vith Hr Dm.· s family. The
house vas a two-bedroomed one, so Hr Dm. 's four sisters had had
to vacate the bedroom they had previously shared to make room
for the couple. They made their resentment towards Mrs IC.
for her part in this matter very obvious. Hr Dm. 's widowed
mother had been living in the home with a man of whom her son
did not approve, and eventually, after a fight between Hr Dm.
and this man, the latter had been told by a township councillor
to leave the house, and Hr Dm.'s mother had decided to leave with
him. Hr Dm.' s sisters were very a:ngry about their mother's depar
ture, and accused Mrs Dm. of influencing her husband to chase them
away. !rb.eir hostility towards Mrs Dm. increased, and they told
their brother various untruths; as a Jresult, he sided with his
sisters when they quarreled with his vife, and accused Mrs Dm.
of being a bad element who had used unmthi (medicine) to make
him chase his mother away and 'di s or ganize his family. In view
of the serious nature of this allegation, Mrs Dm. bad retw:ned
to her father's home, and shortly afterwards her husband had
come to fetch her, and had apologised for his behaviour. A
goat bad been slaughtered t<;> cleanse her and her family, and

she had then returned home with her husband. However, her
husband's sisters still made li"fe hard for her, and her mother
in-law visited frequently just to shout and swear at her, and
call her a witch. A1though Hr Dm. supported his wife in wanting
to move out of the house, and their name was on the housing list,
since poeple had to wait ma.n;r years their prospects of finding
alternative accommodation were slight.

One can well imagine the sort of tensions this situation created for

Mr Dm., and the implications for the marital relationship. Clearly,

although the potential for conflict between the bride and her in-laws

(particularly female) has always existed, such conflicts are greatly

exaccerbated in the cramped living conditions of township houses}
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Becauae of the critica.l shortage of accommodation, it is difficult to

establish a norm about the length of time, if any, a couple should live

vith the husband' s parents after marriage. Although the ideal still appears

to exist that a wife, especially the wife of a first-bom son, should spend

at least some time, even if only a few weeks, living with her husband's

family after marriage, in order to get to know them and their way of life

(see also Whooley,1915:262), the accommodation situation in and around

Durban influences this expectation in two lIays:-

i) Because of the gross overcrowding in the home of the husband's

parents, those couples who can afford to do so may move into a home

they ha.ve purchased directly after marriage (as, e.g. Thomas and

Margaret, mentioned in Chapter 5), or may rent a room in another

house, even a.l though they might ideally have liked to spend a

little time vith the husband' B family.

ii) The period which is spent with the husband's family may be far in

excess of the minimal ideal because of an absence of alternative

acqommodation.

The impossibility of acquiring alternative accommodation may also force

living arrangements which were roundly condemned, i.e. living with one's

wife's family. A man living thus is seen as being 'pushed around' and

may even be called by the wife's family name (e.g. if she is a Duma, he

would be called 'Mr Dwna.', and not by his own isibone;o) in derision.

Elllot, e.g. had been boarding with GloriA's widowed mother when they

married, and continued to live in her home with Gloria, remaining there

when his wife moved to the oountry. Phinde, who had described this type

of living arrangement as 'low', and as 'killing your feelings', nevertheless

had no option but to move in with Musa's family at one stage. In fact,

the accommodation problems which this couple experienced have doubtless
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contributed to the stresses and strains their ma:rriage has experienoed

since its inception I

Immediately after their marriage Phinde and Musa. bad lived
in a small room which Phinde had been renting from a landlord
piror to his marriage, having himself moved out of the family
home in a local township because of oonfiict with his elder
brother (his father is deceased, his 'mot her lives part of the
time in the country, part in town). When the brother had
moved out of the home, leaving only Phinde's unmarried sister
living in it permanently, Pninde and his wife and young baby
had moved back with her. The move created problems for Musa,
who now had a far greater distance to travel to work, she
nevertheless Bolved that problem b,y rising at 0330 to catch
a train and bus ino:rder to be on time for the ,earl y shift
at the place where she worked. Fhinde, however, became
very dissatisfied with the arrangement, for he felt that his
wife was being influenced too much by his sister, and he
himself felt somewhat excluded in the relationship between
the two women. Musa, for her part, was completely ill at
ease, for she felt she had to defer to her sister-in-law,
the senior woman of the house, yet was castigated by her
husband for gi.ving his sister too JIltlch attention. The strain
she felt was increased because of her parents' attitude; they
considered that, because of the official'handing over' of the
bride and the presentation of um&bg not having been completed,
she should not have moved out of her natal home to the new
one, to which her father had been unable to escort her in
the correct manner.

Phinde subsequently obtained a good job in p., a large town
approximately an hour's travelling time from Durban, but
Musa was wary of making the movewith him because of the
uncertainty over accommodation there. H'li.nde had obtained
temporary accommodation in a 'white' area and Musa who,
for financial reasons, had to continue to work, would bave
had to leave her present secure employment and seek work in
P, In o:rder to vork in p~ she would have had to register
vith the Labour Bureau section of the local Administration
:Board and show that she bad 'legitima.te' aocommodation, a
definition which did not include 'illegal' residence in a
'white' residential area. In Fhinde's absence she moved back
to her parents' home, which was far nearer to where she vas
working, eventually Phinde, who. was not prepared to go on
living a bachelor existence, left his job in P, and went to
live with his wife's family, eventually acquiring work in
Durban a.ga.:1n.

During their time a.part, Musa confided that, regardless of
any other obstacles (e.g. the difficulty in finding employ
ment), she would bave joined her husband in P. if only he
had been able to find a proper home for their child and
herself.

This example, whilst highlighting the role of accommodation, also illus

trates the interaction between factors of an interpersonal (the triadic

relationship between Phinde, his sister and Musa), cultural (the ideas
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of Musa's father about what constituted a 'proper' marriage) and. stra.c

tural (accommodation and influx control regulations) nature. 'l'his

example also shows that the whole question of accommodation cannot be

divorced from prevailing structural oonstraints of a politioal and

eoonomic nature. It is influx control regulations which play a crucial

role in deciding whether partners may live together and, if so, where.

Influx control regulations govern not only entry into, and residence

rights in, certain urban areas, but also access to employment. Legal

employment, in turn, offioially hinges on having approved accommodation,

of which there is an acute shortage in and around Durban. It is thus

to a description and disoussion of these constraints that I now turn.

]'or those bla.cks living and working in and around. Durban, accommodation

(apart from those who 'live in' at their places of employment, such as

domestic workers and those who are accommodated in the 'compounds' of

their employers) is available either in a designated township, or in

& hostel block within a 'white' area, or in one of the large peri-urban

settlements around Durban; these peri-urban comrmmities include people

living on laDd allocated by 'tribal' authorities (e.g. at Inanda.),

and people living informally on land :zoned by the South African govem

ment for other racial groups (e.g. 'Ind.ian~ land at Inanda). Some of

the townships within the greater Durban metropolitan area. are politically
i

part of Kwa Zulu, others are still part of white South Africa, and their

different political statuses have differing political and economic impli

cations. The major townships are:

i) Clermont, near Pine'town, which consists of individual. plots of land

owned on a freehold basis by black landlords. Many owners of properties

SUb-let, or let out rooms of their properties to lodgers. Clermont

occupies an anomolous situation as compared with the other townships,
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in that it is, in spite of being owned by blacks, part of 'white' South

Africa, and is administ.ered by the Department of Co-operation and Develop

ment. Lodgers and tenants or landlo:rds should have officia.lly approved

~mployment in order to qualify for residence.

11) Umlazi, to the south, and Kva Mashu and Ntuzuma to the north of Durban,

which are politioally part of Kwa Zulu, house the bulk o~ the township

population of Durban.o4 Eoth include single-sex hostels (accommodating men

only), those in Kva Mashu housing approximately 20 000 . men. Houses are of

varying sizes, the largest being the standard. two-bedroomed township"unit,

ma.ny of which have had extra rooms built on to them. In recent years,

tenants have been encouraged to purchase their homes, which they formerly

rented from the Kwa Zulu government. There are thus few houses available

for rental (primarily those which are being built at Ntuzuma), for those

putting their names on a wa.iting list for a house. The purchase of a

house gives no rights to the land, but approved alterations may be made".

'!'here are also new homes being built at Umlazi and Kwa Mashu which may be

purchased, vith the assistance of a loan from one's employer or the Kwa

Zulu Development Corporation. Some plots are available at Umlazi upon

which a purchaser may erect a house; however, no ownership rights to the

land are acquired.

iii) Lamontville and Chesterville &.re fairly old~stablished (from about

the 1930's) townships which form part of 'urban' or 'prescribed' a.reas
•

of white South Africa, and are administered by the Port Natal Administration

Board (recently renamed Development Board Natalia). Lamontville adjoins

Umlaz1 to the south of Durban, and it has recently been announced that

it will be ceded to Kwa Zulu5 at some future date. After ma..ny years of

uncertainty about the fate of their towneh1p and expectations that they

would have to move to a suitable black area, residents of Chesterville

haTe recently been informed that they will be allowed. ·to stay where they
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1950's residents of a certain section of Lamontville" were pemitted te

purchase their properties under a thirty year leasehold scheme. However,

'ownership' in the true sense of the ·word has not eventuated, for those

who have been purchasing homes in ·this way may not bequeath their proper-

ties, and may dispose of them only to the Department of Co-operation and

Development.

The conditions under which one. is entitled to live in an urban area differ

according to whether that area is part of Kw. Zulu or of South Africa.

Residence in the 'prescribed' (i.e. officially 'white') areas of Lamontville

and Chesterville is governed by .the possession of turban rights' and/or

employment.

The qualifications for urban rights, as laid down in Section 10 of the

Urban Areas Amendment Act of 1952 are:-
i) :Birth in an urban (presczibed) arear

ii) Employment with one employer for 10 years continuously, or for more

than one employer, whilst legally resident in the urban area, for

fifteen years;

iii) being either the wife or dependant of such a worker and nonna.l.ly

resident with~

However, the granting of these rights is no straightforward matter. :Birth

in an urban area must be proved, i.e. a son or daught. er of a Lamontville.. .

man, born in and living his/her life in the township, nmst; be included OD

the house pe~t in order to .qualify. Large~ numbers of children born in

urban townships will no longer qualify in terms or the :Black Citizenship

Act of 1970, in that if they are children ot citizens of National States

which have taken independence from South Africa (e.g. Transkei, Ct.kei)

they viII no longer be entitled to urban rights it born atter the ciate

of their homeland's independence (even if born within a prescribed area).
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Urban rights, once granted, may be lost under various conditions. Move

ment a.way from a prescribed area is sufficient to jeopardise one's status

as, e.g. may occur if a township bom and bred teacher accepts a position

at a rural school. Urban rights may also be lost if the holder is im

prisoned or fined (6 months or R500,OO or more), or he/she is declared

'idle and undesirable,7, a definition wide enough· to include involuntary,
/

as well as voluntary, unemployment:

'The Minister [in terms of the AciJ can order ··the removal of
Blacks who are lawfully resident in a:ny urban area, to land
which foms part of a homeland, whenever the Minister is
satisfied that the number of Blacks to be repatriated are
in excess of the reasonable labour requirements of the area
from where their removal is ordered'

Cassim, n.d. 7

Rights are also lost if areas are incorporated into Kwa Zulu, as occurred

a few years ago with Umlazi and Kwa Mashu, and as is planned for Iamontville.

!fhe granting of urban rights to wives is not automatic, as might be iSsumed

from the wording of the Act. Nevertheless some women have contracted

marriages purely for this purpose, as in the following two instances:

(i) Mrs Ba., whose husba.nd was behaving violently towards her,
described her marriage as 'the biggest mistake of ~ life',
and told the social worker whom she approached for assistanoe
that she had never loved her husband, but t simply married him
to acquire residential rights in Durban I

(ii) Mrs Mb. ,whose ahort-lived marriage had ended in divorce, also
explained that she had married her ex-husband, a Durban man,
hopi.n8 to obtain full residential rights · in Durban for herself
and her three p:re-marital children.,.

In sp~te .of the Koma.n1 Judgment of 19808, when the Appeal Court ruled

that Mrs Komani was entitled to live in the urban area with her husband

under tems of 5eo.l0(1)(c) of the Elack (Urban Areas) Consolidation Act,

Development (fomerly Administration) Boards, acting in terms of Regula

tions promulgated a few years ago, stipulate that a man with urban rights

(e.g. a Lamontville man) who marries a 'foreign' wife (e.g. a resident of

KW&. Hashu or Umlazi) must apply for permission for his wife to liTe vith

him in a prescribed area. This requirement, which may be accompanied by
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protracted delays while applications are handled, was :repeatedly challenged

by the late Mr Dube, a Lamontville councillor, as the following excerpt

from his memorandum to the Ningizimu CoDlJlllmity Council shows r-

lIt will be ree8lled that last year I submitted a memoranda
calling upon the Board as an agent of the Central Government
of the Republic of South Africa to desist forthwith from
operating in terms of the provisions of the regula.tion that
declares •foreign' vives from rural areas legally married to
Durban men. The ~reasons I tendered vere that this process
is not only embarassing and humiliating but that the pro
visions of this regulation were ultra vires in that they
superceded the powers vested in the Births, Marriages and
Deaths Act of Parliament•••••• this regulation is bad law•••• '

Mr Dube was SUbsequently informed that, since the Chief Director and the

Board officials operated in terms of lioences granted to them by the

Minister, any application to introduce a married female into the urban

area was. referred to the Department of Co-operation and Development. and

it appeared that none of the applications were turned down.9 On making

enquiries, I was informed by an official of the township office (Mr van

Niekerk, Acting Superintendent) that all applications were treated on

merit, taking into consideration the availability of accommodation (my

italics). Apart from single-sex hostels, no new accommodation has been

bulltin'prescribed' areas of Durban for many years, and the chronic

shortage of accommodation is used as ~ mechanism of Influx ControllO

'In 1948 the government moved systematically to control the provision of

African accommodation in urban areas !as this meant control of their move-

•
ment as well' (Bace Relations InformationSmet 4/81,3). It is Influx

Control which is~ ultimate determining factor in whether a husband

and wife may legally live together.

There is one further variable which is crtlcial to the question of access

to accommodation in prescribed area, i.e. employment,for having legal

employment may be the deciding factor in whether one is able to initially
)

obtain, and later retain, accommodation.
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In addition to the categories ot Section 10(1) (a) (b) and (c) already

described which entitle men and women to reside in urban/presoribed areas,

temporary residenoe 1s also permitted in terms of Seo.lO{l)(d) of the same

Act, which allows oontract workers (but not their wives/dependants) to

legally reside in a prescribed area whilst they are in approved employment.

If their employment cont~cts &re terminated tor any reason {e.g. retrench

ment), the workers would have to return to the areas from which they had

originally come to Durban, and await further job recruitment through the

11looal labour bureaux in those areas. Even possession of 'urban rights'

granted in terms ot Section 10(1)(a) or (b) as described is no guaiantee

that a man, and perhaps his wife and dependants, will remain in Durban,

for if it is brought to the attention of agents of influx control that

such a man has lost his job he would be given thirty days in which to

find alternative .employment, after whioh time he would forfeit his accom-

modation if unsucoessful. For example, lodgers' pennits must be renewed

JIOnthly and if a resident could not find alternative employment he, his

wife and children would be liable to lose their accommodation. In other

words, residence in a prescribed area is precarious and, even for someone

who has 'urban rights' it may be dependent, in the words of a hostel ·

superintendent, on the 'supply and demand' of labour at a particular time.

Another example of the over:dding importance of the employment market is

the case of a migrant from the rural area. seeking employment in Durban

for the first time. To leg!timately acquire employment he/She should

have accommodation; however, to obtain accommodation he/She should have

employment, a position acknowledged. by one hostel superintendent as a

'chicken and egg' one, in which the only way out vas to give the work

seeker a letter to say that accommodation would be provided !! the man

was given permission to seek work. It is thus the labour officer who has

the final say in regard to residence of any type in an urban area.
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Tb-summarise, the implications of Innux Control tor marriage are as

follows: .A man living in a prescribed area, who himself has 'urban rights',

and who marries a woman who does not herself have 'urban rights' must apply

for permission for her to live with him, and the availability of accommo-

dation is the major factor in determining whether or not permission will

be given. No new accommodation for ma.rried couples/fami~ies has been

provided in the prescribed areas of Durban in recent years. A man whose

sojourn in an urban area is governed by contract employment (section lO(l)(d»

may not live with his wife in that area. A man who has full (i.e. in terms

of sec.10(l)(a) or (b» urban rights may lose these under certain circum-

stances, particularly those connected with employment, and would have to

move te his 'homeland', together with his wife and children.

The situation of residents in Kwa Zulu, Umlazi and Ntuzuma differs in that

these areas are not regarded as 'urban' since they form part of Kwa Zulu

(as, e.g. do certain areas of infomal settlement at Inanda), and the

residents of the former two townships lost any 'urban rights' they possessed

when the areas were ceded to Kwa Zulu in the 1970' a, The major implication

of the loss of these rights is the loss of the' preference the holders

previously enjoyed when seeking work "i n Durban. Labour recruitment in

respect of residents who are not themselves owners or registered tenants

of houses, such as lodgers and hostel residents, should take place through

labour bureaux; registered occupierS of houses and their families have
•

been exempted to a certain extent from these provisions by what has been

termed by one commentator 'a dubious agreement' (Nicholson,nd,6).

To obtain accommodation in a township a man, once he is ma.rriedl~ places

his name on a waiting list at one of the township offices (if especially

wanting to live at Lamontville or Chesterville), or at the central offices

of the Development Board liatalia if willing to be allocated a house in
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8!1Y of the townships. Some people living in a prescribed area, who are

in 'pos s es s i on of urban rights, are 10th to move to Ntuzuma., for example,

and lose their urban rights and the accompa.nyi.ng preferential labour

rights. In 1982 there were approximately 230 names on the waiting list

for houses at Lamohtvi11e, some of these names having been on the list

since 1972. Waits of ten years or more for a house are not unusual, and

a recent estimate has put the black housing backlog for Durban as a whole

as being in excess of 115 000 units (Hankinson,1984)

Allegations of bribery are sometimes made when the question of housing

1s discussed, i.e. it is necessary to 'know someone' or to 'grease a few

palms' when seeking accommodation. Sometimes Jnen who already have town-

ship houses which they share with their wives and children are said to

use their marriage certificates to seek other houses in different townships

in which to accommodate their mistresses. Several years ago official con-

firmation of the occurrence of bribery was given b,y a senior official of

the (then) Port Natal Administration Board who, when giving evidence to

the Ci11ie Commission, maintained that 'bribery was rife in the :Bantu

Administration Departments I, since the type of work carried out 1en't it

self to bribery: 'When you have long queues and waiting lists, heavy

demand and short supply, you have the sort of situation where bribery can

flourish,13

As a result of the severe housing shorliage, large numbers of couples and

their children either opt for residence in one of the 'illegal' infoxmaJ.

settlements which have mushroomed around Durban, or continue to live in

grossly overcrowded township houses. 'fownship councillors to whom I

spoke confirmed that overcrowded houses, due to lack of suitable alter

native accommodation, was the worst problem with which they had to deal.

COlUlcillors occupy an invidiouS position in this regard, for they are

perceived by ma.ny members of their communities as having power to allocate
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housing when, . in most instances, there is little they can do save press

for priority in what seem to be especially urgent cases (as with the Mg.

family described below). Some residents resort to erecting structures in

their ba.ckyards, or making alterations to houses which are,strictly speak

ing, Ulegal, and for which they would not be recompensed if obliged to

demolish them.

Examples of overcrowding abound, and instances of a two-bedroomed house

accommodating in excess of twenty persons are not exceptional (see also

Holler et al,1918:16 regarding Kwa Mashu), a situation which apparently

prevails in other urban areas of South Africa also (Duncan,1983:39).

The following are examples of two of the overcrowded standard two-bedroomed

homes in one ward of Lamontville, which contained, at the time of my visit,

nineteen and twenty seven persons respectively:

Case 1: The house was occupied by the Mg. family, comprising
Mrs Kg. senior, a vidow, four of her sons, three of whom were
married and lived in the house with their wives and children;
and two daughters, one of whom had a child. Vith the assistance
of the local councillor a fifth son, who had been 11ving in the
home vith his wife and chUdren, had recently acquired his own
home. ~e youngest son wished to marry his girlfriend, but
lack of accommodation vas the delaying factor.

The living arrangements in the house vere as follows: Mm Kg.,
her youngest son, her two dauihters and the daU8hter's child
slept in the first bedroom• . In the second bedroom slept Alfred
and Thoko and their two children. The lounge was occupied at
night by the other two Mg. sons and their families. In the
double bed standing against the wall slept Enoch and Clara
and their three children; at 'n1ght a settee was moved to the
centre of the room to act as a eort of room divider, and Simon
and Confidence and their three children slept on the floor in
the place where the settee stood during the day. Although
the elc1.est of the brothers in the house, Simon and his family
occupied the worst sleeping position, for some time previously,
in an effort to find alternative accommodation, he and his family
bad vacated the bedroom they had occupied and moved into another
house, shared by fewer people, not realising these other eccu»
pants had been • tsotsi' elements. As a result he had lost his
possessions and had had to move back with his family and accept
the present sleeping arrangement.

The Mg. Bona tid DOt vish to move out of Lamontvi1le and lose
their urban rights (this was prior to . the announcement about
the township being ceded to Kwa Zulu).
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Case 2 t This house was ocoupied by Hr and Mrs Mx. and their
family. Hr !h. was a pensio~er, and hie wife worked (unskilled)
in Durban. The family comprised four &dul t sons, the wife of
one of the sons, three adult daU8hters (one of whom was divorced
and the others unmarried) and twelve grandchildren.

In the first bedroom slept Hr and. Mrs Mx., their daughter Doris,
and all the small children. Three adult, 'unmarried sons, Conrad,
Petros and Dominic slept in the second bedroom. The lounge was
oocupied at night by Ludwig and -his wife Theresa and their three
ohildren (boys of 17 and 16 and a girl of 10) on the floor at one
side, and two of :budwig's sisters and various ohildren on the
other side. The lounge furniture was moved eaoh night and put
back in the morning; there was no space for beds.

Ludwig bad put his name down for a house in 1971 when .he bad
married, and was prepared to live anywhere.

Numerous other cases of similar overcrowding were enoountered during

research, including families lodging in kitohens of houses of non-relatives.

For example, Hr C., a professional man, had ocoupied the kitchen of a house

in whioh three other ·families also lived, one in each of the two bedrooms

and one in the diningroom: 'My flat [i.e. the kitcherJ was used for cooking -

you can imagine six paraffin pressure stoves in your bedroom in the hot

summer months', he commented.

Those oocupants who sleep in the diningroom or kitohen IIDlSt watt until

all in the house are ready for bed at night and usually, as in the above

oases, fumiture must be re-arranged 'a t night and early morning to accommo-

date sleeping arrangements - arrangements which are conducive to neither

privacy (as will be discussed in m0:r.:e detail below), comfort, nor health.

'When one child cries at night', said '!'hoko Mg. 'they all ory, and when one

ohild gets diarrhoea, or any other sickness, they all do'.

When there are several women living in the house, the divisi.on of house-

hold labour varies; in Bome instances, as with Theresa Mx. being the only

makoti (whose mother-in-law and sisters-in-law were working) she may

shoulder the entire cooking and oleaning burden; if there 'are several

married women (as vith the Mg. family) each may oook for her own nuolear

family within .the con£ines of the same tiny kitchen. The potential for
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confliot and tension UDder such conditions is high, and the in-ma.rr,ying

wife (or vives) may be particularly vu.lnerable. Not only are vives,

especially if not working, more housebound than their husbands, but they

would have to cope either with the burden of large amounts of work (as

did Thereaa Mx.), or of sharing soaroe cooking and washing lacilities

(as did the Mg. vives); they may also be blamed by their husbands for

delays in preparing food or washing water for them. My' companion during

the visit to the Mg. family, who had lmown them for a -l ong time, commented

on the careworn and haggard appearanoe of Confidence, who had once been

very pretty. A neighbour of the Mx. family remarked that there were fights

in that house every day. In some instances, wives may be resentful of

supporting large numbers of the husband' s kin vith whom they are forced

to live for, whilst obligations to support kin in need are not generally

shirked, there are also cases in which couples are taken ad:va.ntage of;

e.g. one wife who was working was obliged to buy food. for the whole house

hold, including not only her husband's grandmother and his sisters, bu.t

also the boyfriend of one of the sisters who lived with them.

It is apparent that it may 'be well-nigh impossible to observe cllStoma.1'7

standards of behaviour such as hlonip avoidances towards the father

in-law and senior brother-in-law ·under the type of eircumstances which

have been described. In the Mg. family Si.mcln, the eldest of the brothers

. in the house, slept in the same room sa his younger brother and his wife.

Overcrowding has been linked to various social evils, such as drinking

and delinquency (Holler et &1.,1978), and its effect on the marital relation

ship (as well as the relationship between the nuclear un!t and the vider

family and residential group) can be imagined. The physical conditions

under which many married couples are obliged to live confound any striving

for wester-type marria8e ideals of intimacy of any kind between husband

and vife, whether of a conversational or sexual nature. There is little
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opportunity for any discussion or a private nature, as one informant in

a commanity study of Kva Mashu put it: 'There is nothing oonfidential one

oan say vithout being overheard by the children or visitors. This place

is really dehumanising' (Holler et al,1978:17). Where can husbands such

as Ludwig Mx. or the Mg. brothers relax at home vith their wives atter a

ham day's work? There is a complete lack of privacy at night also for,

many husbands and wives who share their sleeping arrangements with other

adults and/or children who mayor may not be their own. The norm that

'parents must not indulge in sexual intercourse in the presence of their

children' (Raum,l97:~:133) is virtually impossible for many married couples

to uphold unier the type of sleeping arrangements described for the Mg.

and Mx:. families. What privacy, for example, do Ludwig and !lheresa bave

in their corner of the lolUJ8e noor which they share with their three

children, two of them teenagers, at night (quite apart from the other

occupants of the lounge).

One cov.ncillor related what he cynically termed a • joke' he had heard,

involving a seven year old boy who shared a bed with his parents. His

parents had naturally waited for him to fall asleep before 'doing their

thing'; hovever, unknown to his parents he had been unable to sleep but

had grimly hung on to the bed (which was higher than usual because it was

on bricks), trying not to fall off. At breakfast one morning he had
!

remarked to his Parents: 'This game or- yours that you play at night is'

going to get me into troUble', at which his father had angrily shouted

at him and told him to keep quiet. However, in due course the boy had

fallen off the bed and had been able to tell his parents that he bad been

warning them that this vould happenS This councillor linked such OCClm-

rences, which vere coupled with parents' conservatism and hesitancy about

discussing sexual matters vith their children, vith the fact that sex vas

often 'just a game' to YOUD88ters, and vith the high incidence of pre-maritai

births.,
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One informant speculated that overcrowding might give rise to incest
14

between brother and sister, because if they witnessed parents' sexual

activity (especially if parents had been drinking and were careless in

concealing their actions !rem their children) they might tr,y to COW it

(see also Raum,1973:133).

Living conditions such ~ those described undoubtedly contribute to

problems in marital relationships, as well as the break-up of JIlaZlY' mar-
_.

riages, as evidenced by the comments of ministers,and the cases handled

by a social worker a.t F.AM)A in Durban, from whose reoords the following

excerpts were taken:-

- 'Hr Na. marriage is on the rocks •••••his wife left him
some time ago•••••Mr Ba. admitted. that he was partly to
blame because of his failure to find suita.ble accommo
dation•••••the couple and their three children occupy
the diningroom in the family's one-bedroomed home';

- Mrs So. was seeking help in finding accoDlIlOdation to
escape the tensions of life in her husband's family
home, and the counsellor commented 'Their sex life
is not good - they sleep in the k.i tchen vith their
two children'.

Small wonder that for Hr C., the professional man referred to above who

had lived in -a kitchen vith his family, the decision to keep his wife

vith him under these conditions rather than send her and their children

to live with her parents some distance away had been a very difficult one.

Mr G., like ma:DY others, had waited ten years for a house of his ewn.

Unlike Hr C. IIlanY thousands of men do .ot have any option about living

with their wives, for they have no choice but to leave their wives in the

rural areas whilst they work in the city. These are men without urban

rights who live as lodgers in Lamontville and Chesterville, and men who

live in single-sex hostels, or employers' compounds, and who, even if they

themselves possess urban rights are unable to obtain accommodation in

which they can live together with their families.
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ihe type of hostel accommodation which is available 'Yaries, and consists

of either buildings several storeys hiBh oonta:lning rooms with one, four

or ten beds in each (Smith Hostel), or one, two or four beds (Glebe Rostel),

with shared ablution and kitchen facilities, or single storey blocks of

lUlits comprising two rooms, one a kitchen and one a bedroom, shared by

four men (~va. Mashu Hostels). Some of the rooms (e.g. single or double)

may have proper beds, in various states of dilapidation, others have beds

consisting of bricks, or metal bars, covered with slabs of wood (Xwa. Mashu),

some having thin pieces of fOUl covering them. Some rooms have small cup-

boards for valuables, in others one puts .ne's suitcase in a 'h.le' under

one's bed, which one man likened to sleeping over a grave. Men are re-

sponsible for cleaning their own quarters, and cleaners may be provided

for the a.blution facilities. Physical conditions are depressing, and

men complain about the state of hostel buildings, which are often described

as dirty and in a poor state of repair"

J'acilities of a sort for visiting wives .and children (one child at Kwa

Mashu and two a.t Smith) exist at the various hostel complexes. These

, facilities "must be booked in advance and, subject to the approval of

the superintendent, may be utilised for periods of up to fourteen da\YS.

Accommodation varies to some extent; e.g. at the Smith hostel there is

a separate hostel for wives, supervised. by a matron, each room being

furnished with two 'beds' covered by a,plank and piece of foam. At

Glebel 5 and Kwa Mashu the viTes' accommodation consists of bare rooms,

which are shared by the visiting wives (two or three per room). In Kwa

Mashu these small houses are situated near the side of the road not far

from the main entrance and, driving past, one notes newspapers covering

windows in an attempt to give a semblanoe of privacy. It is under these

depressing, and ha.rdl.y private, physical coOO1tions that a sexual reunion

oE husband and wife is officially permitted.
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Nevertheless, in 8pite of the glaring inadequacies of this accommodation,

and the demoralising quality of existence under these living conditions,

demand for hostel beds exceeds supply, a situation resultiDg from a

complete dearth of other types of accommodation, coupled with the economic

necessity of acquiring and keeping employment in Durban. All appear to

have waiting lists and, as in the case of houses, in some instances obtain

ing a bed (or a room to y~urself) my be related to 'whoy-ou know ~ If a

resident loses his job he is, unless he is able to conceal the loss, liable

to lose his bed. Concealment is impossible if other leE;aJ. employment is

sought, for the resident needs a letter from the hostel to take to the

labour bureau confi1'llling that he has accommodation. For example, a. Tra.n8-

keian national at one of the hostels, whose work contract in Durban had

commenced after Transkeian independence in 1977, and who had lost his job,

should return to his homeland and once~ seek permission to work in

Durban through local labour recruitment channels. If he were able to obtain

a. pemit to seek work in Durban he would find. on his return that there was'

DO hostel bed availableo

For those men fortunate enough to retain their jobs and accommodation, the

case of Hr Jm. illustrates many of the problems experienced by men living

in hostels away from their wives and families. Hr Jm.had, when I first

met him, recently moved into a house in a township and was, for the first

time in his twenty five years of marriage, able to experience the happiness
I

of living together with his family - ha}5piness which was evident as he

dandled his youngest child, a baby of several months, on his knee, fully

appreciative of the joys of fatherhood:

Mr Jm. had lived in hostel accommodation in Durban for thirty
years, during which time he had been fortunate enough to remain
in steady employment. Vith his wife and children in the country
it bad been 'very very bad' for the,. 'liked to stay together',
and it was 'very hard' to have to leave one' s family in the
country and stay in a hostel. When he had gone home his children
bad asked 'Who is this man?'. He bad sent money home regularl,.
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but many men did not, for they had girlfriends anD./or drank.
Some residents drank and sold liquor in their rooms, and did
not care about the inconTenienoe they caused to other residents.
In spite of the availability of beerballs, people still sold
drink in their rooms (illegally) as a source of reTenue, and
these undertakings were suocessful because the atmosphere was
preferable to that of a beerball. Men said they wanted to
forget a 'lot of things, a lot of worries', and that is why'
they were drinking. There was a great deal of prostitution;
there was also much fighting in the hostels, because of the
drink, and over women - 'it's no good, it's no good'. His
wife had visited him sometimes, but they were liable to be
caught by the police, who raided at any hour of the night
or day. Bis wife had been caught onoe, but luckily the
superintendent had put in a good word for him. One was not
even supposed to have friends from the nearby township, or
eTen from other hostel blocks, visiting and, if there was
any trouble at all, it was 'bad for them' for they were not
supposed to be there.

Hr Jm. 's experiences had been shared by various 'ot her informants. What

recreational facilities exist, e.g. soccer fields, community halls, are

felt to be inadequate for the needs of the residents, and the lack of a

convivial atmosphere in which to relax, together vith a paueity of enter

tainment (e.g. if one wants to go to the cinema at Kwa Mashu it is some

distance from the hostels, and travel at night is dangerous) draws resi-

dents to the shebeen-l1ke atmosphere of some rooms, especially when illegal

brews such as, gavine are aTailable. In surroundings where one one has to

come home from work and do one' S Olf11 _cooking and washing, where there is

no space or atmosphere conducive to relaxation, some men feel there is

nothing to de to relax but drink.

However, for the occupants of the room .other than the brewer the lack of

privacy inherent in the sharing of cramped living arrangements, particu

larly in four and ten bed rooms, is exaccerbated by the presence of customers

dravn to the illegal liquor sales, and sleep may be diffioult to come by.

Some men just sit and drink, others become involved in fights, which are

promoted by the use of alcohol. Fights are especially prevalent if there

are ten men per room; they also 'break out over .women. as Mr Kj. &Terred•

. 'When the1' Bee women they' re mad', said one Sm!th hostel resident, who alae
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claimed that women had been thrown from hostel windows and killed. There

was a great deal of talk about women at the hostels, for it vas not natuD.l

to be alone vithout a VGman, especially if married.

Hostel regulations conceming visiting wives vary; some hostels (e.g. Kwa

Mashu) pemit women to visit, but others which are admini stered by the

local Development Board (Natalia) do not generally perm!~ it (an exception

being that men sharing tWo-bed rooms at Glebe may bring girlfriends at the

weekend). However, legal or not, as one man pointed out 'where there's a

IIaJl there's a womau'. Women haTe been permitted at Kw Mashu and Umlazi

hostels since Kwa Zulu took over the running of the townships several years

ago. The issue of whether or not their presence is desirable is obviously

a difficult and sensitive one, and one which appears to cause deep diTisions

within the communities concerned. I was, for example, told of an Inkatha

meeting ~t Kw Mashu at which this question had been discussed, and at

which the men who were present could not agree about whether women should

or should not be permitted to visit. According to ~ informant, 'they

nearly tore each other apart', and some had forecast that blood would be

shed if the women were no longer allowed in the hostels o

!he men who regularly had their girlfriends in their hostel rooms were,

of course, opposed to being lrlthout them, not only for the sexual gratifi

cation they provided but because these women cooked and washed for them,

and generally looked atter them. Hostel residents opposed to the ruling
•

pointed out the disadvantages they sufferedl Other men had no privacy and,

if in a room of four men three had women with them it was terrible for the

fourth, and he just bad to turn his face to the wall. '!'here were also

complaints that these women who frequented the hostels stole, for in the

past when there had been only men staying in the hostels there had not

been the sort of property l~sses there were at present. Some pregnant

women, claimed one indignant informant, even vent into labour in one's room.
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The negleot of their rural families by some 'deoent men' in hostels was

attributed to their pre-oooupation with their ' girlfriends. .At Kva 1'fashu,

according to one informant, 'deoent people, who used to be responsible'

were spending money, and 'so many' who used to go home at Christmas and

Easter holid~, or during their annual leave, no longer did so, as a

result of the oessation of visits home, he continued, wo~en were starving

in the country. It is dirfioult to estimate what percentage of men send

money home regularly. but according t. this 1nfomant ~ere vere 'tGO aany'

men roaming around and drinking ·and aisusil'lg money.

This hostel resident's comment about the plight of women in the oountry

areas, who are totally dependent on migrant remittances, and who live in

grinding poverty16 because of the inadequacy or failure of remittances

is certainly tru.e in countless instances, and has been well docwaented

(Clark and Ngobese,1916; Graaff,1918; Murmy,198l). Some men support their

rural families consoientiously, and pay regular visits home, often taking

wi th them large quantities of food for them. There . are ma.ny men who would

wish to return home mOre frequently, but for whom the hours of travel are

too lengthy or too costly, and a survey of attitudes of migmnt workers

oonduoted in Durban several years ago ;showed that the majority of respondents

fel t that they did not see their rural families frequently enoU8h, due to

faotors such as work demands, travelling time and the expense involved;

according to Holler and Sohlemmer (1977:24),
'the physical and emotional fatigue involved in the brief visit,
together with the risk of arriving late for work on Mond.ay
moming, have led to a oertain resignation on the part of some
migrants who have renounoed their claims to f':requent visiting'

However, the aforementioned survey also indicated that a large percentage

of men felt that they saw their families frequently enoU8h. a percentage

which doubtless included some of the sort of men described by- the infor

mant quoted above.
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The fears of rural wives, that they and their children will not only

BUffer physically through the negleotby' their husbands, but will be

totally rejected in favour of town women becomes a reality for many.

Having mistresses in town vas the reason given by informants not only

for the neglect of rural wives, but also for sometimes even sending

vives home when they came seeking their husbands in town. Some men

deliberately did not tell their 'wives where they were, and wives found

it difficult to locate them in the sprawling hostel complexes. Other men

wanted their wives to write a letter if they were coming to visit them

in town, and if they arrived without waming the husbands would say 'why

didn't you tell me you were coming - go back home'.

The question of JBen having girlfriends or other wives in town will obviously

not disappear if the women are not legally allowed in the hostels, but easy

availability of large numbers of women clearly increases the temptation for

men to stray. For those men striving to remain faithf'ul to their own wives,

the presence of roommates with girlfriends impinges on what little privacy

they have, and possibly makes their own sexual abstinence more difficult.

'!'he fact that single men's and single women's hostels bave been bullt side

by side at Kwa Dabeka, near Pinetown, was seen by some informants as deli- ,

berately creating temptation, particularly as men whose wives were pregnant

were not perm!tted to visit; as one man remarked, not without bitterness::

''fhere &:re faith:tUl men there who know their responsibility,
and innocent women [i.e. wive~ are not allowed•••••with
women in the hostel next door how am I expected to live•••••
Dr KooJ.'llhof [the Cabinet Minister concerned] decides who
I am to fall in love with, .and marry, and when I may have
sex and 'III:f wife give birth'.

The presence of single-sex hostels also poses problems for the wider com-

munity, as has been noted by other researchers; e.g. Wilson (1915:189)

refers to the 'strength of feeling' in a township near Pbalaborwa

'expressed by urban insiders against the existence of the migrants in
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hostels set in the midst of their family houses'. Infomants told of young

girls tempted by money offered by men in the hostels, and the dangers of

letting one's daughter attend tennis lessons in that particular area

since she had to pass the hostels to reach the oourts, for sohoolgirls were

lured by offers of Bl,OO, or even less by the hostel men, who then took

them to their roOIl8 for sexua.l relations. One infonnant related how there

had been tears in the eyEts of an old hostel resident as he spoke of these

things which were so pa.i.n.f\1l to him: •old men, old khehlas [j..e. men old

enough to wear a head-rini/ calling schoolgirls in to the hostels, and

girls in uniform but not attending school, loitering in the vicinity to

make money'. Sometimes girls fell pregnant after oasual sexual encounters,

and were unable to locate the man responsible when they returned to the

hostels.

The experiences related by the migrants themselves, and others familiar

with hostel life, confirm the dehumanising effects of this existenoe on

the individuals concemed, the inestimable damage which it can inflict

en marriage and family life, and the disruptive effects which migrant

labour has on the wider community. Men, broken by the system in which

they are caught up, use drink and women to escape their degraded existence,

wives and families starve in rural areas, and tension is, by the very pre-

sence of vast numbers of single men, created and deflected between hostel

residents and the wider blaok township oommunitieso
I

•
Nevertheless, the building of hostel blocks continues. The first phase

of the building of the Umlazi Men's Hostel, whioh will eventually house

3 000 men, has been completed ('Daily News', 21 Ootober,l983) and there

are plans to inorease the number of beds at Glebe hostel (ourrently,

acoording to offioial estimates, approximately 9000 beds) to between

20 000 and 25 000 (Hr Brown, Superintendent, personal coJlllllUnication)o

.It is claimed by offioials ooncemed with hostel administration that the
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design of this new hostel accommodation could lend itself to conversion

to family units at a lat~r stage.

In spite of the large body of evidence accumulated over many years demon

strating the destructive consequences of migrant labour (Mu.rray,1980:l40)

various arguments are still advanced in favour of retaining this sytem

(see summa.ry in Wilson,1972:168-74). AnthropologiBts ha-ye often pointed

out that men do not wish'to settle permanently in town, and that thq prefer

their wives and children to remain in the country away . from adverse town

influences, looking after the land in the absence of their husbands (Mitchell,

1970). Men are obviously divided on the question of whether or not they would

wish to bring their wives and families to town, and some informants stated a

preference for baving someone at home to look after land and cattle. Motives

naturally vary, and some men favour this aJ.ternative because it is important

for them to retain rural links, and/or because they genuinely believe it is

in their wives' and childrens' bests interests to remain in the country;

many men in this category appear responsible and conscientious in supporting

their families and visiting them as regularly as possible. There are, of

course, other men whose motives for keeping their wives in the country are

primarily selfish. and given human 'WEt~ess, and a system which facilitates

irresponsibility, it would be unrealistic to expect that some men would not

take full advantage of the opportunity to escape from family responsibilities.

A minister Whose pastoral duties have involved him deeply with migrants
•

pointed out that that their perceptions of their situation had been greatly

influenced by what he termed the conscious promotion of the 'migrant mentaliVi t

in that'from the time of the original reoruitment to the gold ll1nes men had

been told that indoda {a 'IIJB,.r1J spends periods 'Working in town and leaves his

wife and family in the counUy'. For those rlthout secure urban acoommodation.

whose right to remain in town hinges on emplG)'lllent opportunities. the reten

tion of rural ties with homelands where land rights are vested is an obvious
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1nd.ucement te cultivate raral llnks o

However, there are large numbers of migrants who would bring their families

to town with them if they bad the chance to do so. Men in this category

spoke of the pain of being separated, and the pain of arriving home to

find. one's child dead: and buried whilst one was away because of the absenoe

of refrigerated mortu.a..ry facilities in rural a.reas. One important modifica

tion to the present system verbalised by some'responsible'men who preferred.

their wives to remain in the country (as opposed te the 'irresponsible' ones

who rejeot and neglect their rural wives) was that wives should have the

freedom of movement to visit their husbands when they wished. The phenomenal

growth of 'squatter' settlements around. Durban, as in other pari-urban areas

of South Africa such as the Cape Flats, where the demolition of flimsy

shelters by govenunent officials has recently been rigorously pursued,17

clearly demonstrates the desire of a great many men to live together with

their families, in spite of overwhelming odds.

Having given a background of the type of residential patterns which exist,

it is to the question, in more detail, of the relationships between husbands

and vives that I now tum in the next chapter.

J
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CHAPrER 7

mE MARITAL RELA.'lIONSHIP·

It is perhaps when one oomes to examine those nprms-and ...value!3..._whioh
~

surround the relationshi~ between husband and wife, such as the expecta-
----~.--- . " "'-.. • ,-".

1 h ................ 0 P1oti1- V' (

tictn..! wbi..c1J. each _has......2! ..;!~.!-_~, and t~~_~~~L,~£.e .;:0. es eac . :rw- _~er ¥--~y
.. 1 " 'r"Q \"e.-~

.~
ass~s, that the difference between what I shall term 'traditional' black ,

(3) t-.\. Q\<..0a.'\\
T"et. bh~

marriage and marriage in contemporary western societies becomes most ~ '""'~ ;. ,

apparent; indeed, the no1.'DlS and values surrounding these twc) models or:

marriage are, in many respects, eppcaed,

'>( '~ tiop¥!-q:l;,ack~!age was, as was marriage amongst the majority of'

the population of Europe until the rise of the modern 'companionate' type

of marriage in the 19th century' (Shorler,l975:24) primarily an eoonomic

and reproductive institution, for a woman, especially in an agrarian society,

was a valued economic asset, as were her children. The wider kinship group'

played an imPortant part in this · tYPe of marriage, both as the unit which

entered into the ma:ri tal alliance, and as a force which countered the develop

ment of too great a degree of intima:cy between husband and wife.2 Although

doubtless companionShip did develop in~ instances between husband and
1

wif-e (Krige,1980: 71 ), marriage was not con.tracted for this purpose, and:.

'f... expectations about the roles of husband and wife did not in~)'.uAe..,J.nj;.ima&7

(Gluckman,l955 :76) • Another characteristic of ' traditional' ~age was

its potentially P2:l,YRJII(\..lJI_~, which was related to factors of a demo

graphio (excess of women over men), economic (the desirability of many

children) and political (the usef'ulness of alliances) nature. There was

a shary distinction between male and female roles in marriage, correspcmding
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with what were seen as appropriate spheres of activity for males and

females generally, each complementing the other (Suttner,l969:620).

AlthoU8h women might enjoY' a certain &mOunt of autonomy within their ewn

spheres of actiYity, overall male authority was firmly entrenched, and

was backed up by sanctions of a religious (e.g. ancestors) and economic

(e.g. control over resources) nature• .,

In te:rms of all these ma.in characteristics of the 'traditional' model of

marriage, i.e. its prima.rily economic and reproductive aims, its poten-

tially polygamous nature, its de-empbasis on close companionship, its

segregated role structure, and its ma.le~ominant authority structure,

( there is a sharp contrast to contemporary western marriage, with ita ideals

( of partnership, monogamy-, fiexible division of labour, and egalitarian

l deci s i on-maki ng (Yorburg,l973:l64).

Contemporary western marriage is a product of both Christian. and secular

roots{Goody,198:;), and although it may, as in the model which is presented

to converted blacks, be thought of as 'Christian.' marriage, the role of

socio-economic factors in shaping this 'modem' version of marriage (and

the family) is paramount. For example, although Berglund, in discussing

marriage from a biblical point of view, speaks of the primacy of the

husband-wife tmit, separated from the family of procreation, as marked by

'unity in the deepest sense of the word' (:Berglund,1975:22), the rise of

this type of family un!t iD Europe is ).inked by social historians te the

changes brought about by the Industrial Revolution. In his influential

book, Shorter (1975:224-30) tentatively traces changes leading to the

contemporary 'companionate' type of marriage to different periods of the

nineteenth century, when it was first adopted by the upper-middle classes,

and later by the lower classes. These cha.n8es, Shorter maintains, were

accompanied by a 'new ideology' of domesticity, which facilitated the with

drawal of the family from community and public life: 'The modem family
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then changed from an economically defined unit comparatively bereft of

any emotional ties to a child-centred emotional retnat from the intrusions

of the community,3(Weitz,1977:l23).What seems to have happened, then, is

that there has been a comfortable merging of 'Christian' ideals with

changfng family forms. The net result is that the 'modern' marriage ideal

is one of partnership, intimacy and monogamy, sanctioned, for many couples,

by Christian teachings on the nature of marriage, these teachings varying

to a certain extent depending on denomination; e.g. whilst the Protestant

churches appear to hold the view that 'In marriage the production of

children is overshadowed by the marriage union itself' (Pretorius,1975:l2l) ,

the Roman Catholic Church still avers that 'the very institution of marria.ge

and conjugal love are ordained to the procreation and education of children'

(John Paul II,n.d.26).

~ In addition to the stress on intimacy and partnership, other characteristics

of 'modern' marriage include the blurring of the sexual division of labour

which existed in 'traditional' ma.rriage, in that the demarcation of roles

has become less rigid (e.g. husbands sharing domestic chores ~~d child-

rearing tasks with their wives), and the ideal of democratic decision-

making. With the contemporary emphasis on the sexual f'ulfillment of both

partners, even the question of exactly what constitutes 'conjugal rights'

has become unclear, cases being reported in the popular press in which men

'\ are accused of raping their own wiva's (see, e.g. 'VJarriage - right to rape?',

'Daily News', 5 June,198l).

Although it is probably fair to say that t his popular model of 'modern'

marriage predominates in the conceptualisations of those "rho write marriage

mannuals (see, e.g. Medical Association of S.A. booklet 'You and your Mar

riage', and Mace, 1974), and in the minds of the majority (doubtless re

lated to the role of the mass media, e.g. books, magazines, films, T.V.),
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research suggests that such a model is, in many respects, a 'midcme-class'

one, which is not necessarily accepted as the ideal, let alone li'Y8d out,

by members of other, lower socio-economQ classes. Sociological and anthro-

pological studies in the western world show distinct differences between

members of the middle and lower socio-economic groups w1th regard to male

c ·and female. roles in marriage, decision-making patterns, and expectations

'--of marriage in general (Komarovsky,l961. Sohneider and Smith,l913; Yorburg,

191;:138,154,160).

With these two models of marriage, the 'traditional' and the 'JaOdem'

(both of which are, of course, 'ideal ·types") as a background, and bearing

in mind that variations are to be expected in the way in which individuals

in different socio-economic classes actually perceive and live out their

, ~,v) marital relationships, what sort of picture of contemporary black marital

~'~,~~~1relationshiPs emerges f'rool this researd:l? ' !low Illlch empha8b is there on

):=~::::~:?~=::~:t ::::::s~
I recreatio~"':~~Cia1 activities take place? These are some ef the main
I
l questions to be considered. in attempting to build up a picture of the

different types of marital relations~ps amongst blacks in and around Duriban,

and in assessing the role of structural and cultural factors in shaping these

relationships.

~-~'f;_ dQ....J?.9-~1i~~~_~l&C?ks ..!..~e£ti!.~th!!!:..~ner§.? In responses to

open-ended questions on what constituted a good husband and a good wife,

and from general conversation, there emerged a clear distinction along

\ . ~~B~io-economic lines, insofar as whether the spouse was perceived primarily
~iQ. ...--9 l"........ \-\........

as a ~er, or primarily as a p;rovider or hous~er/homemanager (the

~atter being the sort of role designation apparently envisaged by some

migrant men). In other words, there was a difference in emphasis as to

whether material or emotional aspects or the relationship vere emphasised.
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Protessionals, vithout exception, expressed partnership ideals, occasionally

mentioning the Talue of communication, and stressing qualities auoh as

mutual understanding, trust and compatibili'ty. The difterence in the two

types of response was summed up by some nurses who pointed out that in the

'~~..!.. a good husband bad been someone who worked, who sent money,

)(and who maintained bis family, nowadays he- should be 'someone who loves ,me ,

understands me' However, ' this category ot respondents also mentioned the
-_.~--~_.._-

qualities of a husba.ntLaJL.~p'~yid~r, and a woma.n M~ houee-keeper..<~d,_ .....,._...'T~._.............-"""""__~" ....,,-...:.... --

especially, as a mother.

Although love was mentioned as an important factor by persons from all walks

ot lite, there was a distinct tendency tor those informants ~th les~-

~.~~~~~
, I;c.w" '-"N\t ~Ya..",-t

1f'tPL
' ) Y-.Q.~p~,,=maJ~u ~~..)?.:t.~ss~sl . In the words of one domestic, which sum ~~Q~l.Ye

\ .-----.------ N~l"I-h.JQ,.

\ u.p what others said when describing a good wife: [she} 'makes his house

clean, everything in the house and outside, do washing, ironing, look atter

children; it a man comes from work give him water to wash and food'. A

good husband" as another domestic said, 8hould 'look after the tamily,

teed them, clothe them, pay for scho01.ing'.

In the past, as already mentioned, the solidarity of the wider kin group

m1tigated against the , development of modem-type intimacy. Whether or not
I

the couple is living with them, a husband's family still oontinues to play
~

an i.Ilportant part in their lives, and the wife should get on well with them,

. she 'should love our rela.tives· in the words of one informant (male, white

collar). The extent to which this wider k:i.D. unit intrudes upon the intimacy

of the spouses is influenced by factors such as whether or not the couple

live with them, and the personalities ot the husband andbis family, as

examples cited in the last chapter show~
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Also working against this type of intimacy idealised in 'modern' marriage

were strictly prescribed rules about the central role of respect in the

relationship between husband and wife (Raum,1973). The need for mutual

respect between partners is still considered essential, by persons from all

~lks of life, and the importance of a wife respecting her husband was Jar

~Jticular1Y emphasisedo However, closer, less formal (than was customarily

the case) relationships between partners is evident amongst younger, educated

and/or urban-bred men and women, such as Musa and Phinde and Vli11iam and Bongi,
-.

who, e.g. address each other by their first names, and who eat together.

Baum (1973:49/50) refers to a division of opinion amongst his informants

\:'about whether a husband might use his wife's personal name, but notes that

there was agreement that a wife should not use her husband's personal name.

Such restrictions on the use of first names, and also the nom of eating

separately, were still observed by housewives who had migrated to the urban

areas with their husbands. AIthough couples such as Musa and Phinde use

each others' first names when alone together, they observe polite forms of

address when referring to their spouses in company; e.g. a wife might

initially call her husband 'brother of (his sister's name)', and later,

after the birth of a child 'father of(child's name)'. Wives would be

termed either 'ma(her father's clan name)' t or 'mother of (her first born's

name)' • Thus, although behaviour when alone together may be considerably

freer than was customarily the case, the behaviour of spouses when in

company should be dignified. Public displays of affection between husband

and wife are frowned on.

Although a few educated informants mentioned the importance of being able

to communicate with one's partner, the impression is that 'communication'

\:;;:t:::::::i:C;e::i:~=::;:t=e::: ~by
_..- ~----_._._-,. . '- -" '- -~ --.,._...----_. ~._.._~-->-"-- --~'-~'~~'------...---..,-~--....--...,,----~-,_ .~.

many white couples who seek to make a success of their marria.ges4. It iso
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thought that most men do not talk much to their wives, and that it is

only amongst well-educate~ persons that some change has occurred in this

area. Whether or not this 'lack of communication' is seen as a problem

by wives is relative to their expectations, and it is probable that only

f a few, highly-educated wives, with very 'modern' expectations of marriage,
\
(~et a great deal of store by 'communication' (as, e.g. Mrs Mi. who is refer-

red to in the following ehapter, p.292 ).

In the popular model of marriage promoted by the mass media (e.g. women's

magazines) good communication and good sexual relationship are closely

)lassociated, and sex is seen as the ultimate fom of communication (Masters

and Johnson,1975). Some allusion has already been made to the changing role

of sex in 'modern' marriage, in that rather than being a man's conjugal

right, it is closely related to the emotional relationship, to be freely

given by the woman, for her right to sexual enjoyment and fulfillment has

become a prerogative.5 However, here again this 'popular' model of marriage,

which stresses good communication and good sex, is probably still in terms
"""-........"'l~".." .,__"""'~._......... , "' .. '.."' ''.;,''"''''.=,,.~,;: '''<::"~....,..,,_''''''''''''' .· ·--..-",~L...-.....,.,. ~..~

oi'~alii~ (i.J~ .•._.xhEl,t"..",~~~..,,,~!_.!:!::P~~.C:.~~~~~,,,,.~?R~~,,J~~Y!!» , largely a middle

class one. Komarovsky, for example (1967:111) suggests that sexual adjust

)( ment is not as closely interrelated with marital happiness amongst members

of the lower socio-economic stratum, and that expectations about 'communica-

tion' tend to rise with educational level.

Because of its intimate nature, and ' out of respect for the privacy of
~

individual informants, the subject of sex was not widely explored. All

indications are that, as noted by Levin (1947:74) sex remains a man's

prerogative, and a wife may not refuse her husband's demands. Some health

workers claimed that some urban men even disregarded customary taboos on

having intercourse with a menstruating woman. A wife's refusal "could be

seen as an indication that she was being unfaithful, and it might even

invite a beating from her husband if he were so disposed - or he might use
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her la.ok of response as an excuse to take a girlfriend. Abstinence, it

vas cla.1llled, vas bad for a man, and involved 'lOBS of power' .Semen should

not be acoumulated, for otherwise it went to the head, and wet dreams were

not weloome (see also :Berglund,1976:333ff.) Although oustomarily a woman

would not disouss sex, or approaoh her husband (i.e. all sexual approaches

)( should oome from his side), severaJ. eduoa.ted men and women who were ques

tioned felt that wbether- or not a woman made any advances, such as sending

out non-verbal signs, would depend on the couple.

In spite of the espousal by Bome, especially educated, men and women about

marrying for partnership and companionshi.p, notions about the central im-

portanoe of ohildren in marriage are shared by all, and it is inoonoeivable

that ohildren should be deliberately exoluded from the union &s, for example,

ooours in some white marriages. Children are still a natural, and DIIlch
J,w"

cY~ )(,hoped for, outoome of the marriage. It is the wife who is held responsible

for any failure to oonoeive, and the mother-in-law in particular is likely

to pass derogatory comments if the makoti does not conceive (e.g. inyumba.

meaning barren). !here is resistance to admitting the possibility that

the husband ma.y be at fault. Men, apparently, do not accept that they may

be sterile; in fact, changes had to be made to foms which have to be com-

pleted when applying to adopt a child in order to eliminate a question

a.bout whether the man was able to father children because clergymen objected

to this question. Some women fall pregnant by men other than their husbands

to prove that it is not they who are at fa.ult.

~ A woman who is unable to eencedve is riddled w1th self-blame, and perceives

herself a total failure: 'What woman am I if I can't have children't one

woman who had been unable to conceive remarked to me. She feels she brings

shame to the family. Women who cannot fall pregnant may visit an in,yanga,

or a •faith healer'; 8omet1Jles the situation is rectified by the slaughter

of the isikhumba beast (see also Ngubane,1977:7l ) if it has not yet
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taken plaoe, which appeases. the anoestors so that they are willing to p~

their part in procreation.

It is doubtless the immense social pressure on women which leads some

despa.ra.te wives, who have untruthfully told their hUSbands and families

that they are pregnant, to approach hospitals and Child Welfare organiza.

tions and bed that they lle given abandoned babies. There are also occasional

instances of pseudo (ghost) pregnancies, such as the case of Mrs lid:
"

Hr Nd. had fathered a child by a girlfriend, and had subsequently
chased his wife out of their conjUgal home. Mrs lid. attributed
her husband's behaviour to the tact that she had not borne him
a:n.y children, and claimed that she herself had been pregnant for
two years. She was, however, highly resistant to all attempts
to refer her to a medical practitioner, and claimed that doctors
could not help her because she had been bewitched by the other
women (the husband's girlfriend).

The type ot bewitohment Krs Nd. complained of is attributed to ubuthakathi

(witchcraft)' or uMe, (medicine placed where the victim will oross over it).

Physically the woman may appear pregnant, in that her stomach becomes dis-

tended; one experienced midwife described. a case of a woman who had been so

.adamant that she was pregnant that she had gone into labour, and had 'pushed'

only a great .deal of wind during what she had thoU8ht vas the final stage of

the delivery.

If a woman believes she is pregnant she should tell her husband immediately

after the first missed period; i.e. she should not wa1t until she misses a

second period for her husband might ;then suspect that the child was not his.
. J

There appear to be no un!versally held ideas about the way pregnancy affected

a woman, and individual men expressed ditfering attitudes towards pregnant

wives. In spite of initial reservations they had felt, some said, they had

been 'proud' to be out with their wives, carrying their children (one man

adding that he had •surprised himself'). Others did not wish to be seen

out with pregnant wives, and attributed chaJ18es in wives' behaviour, Bome

of which caused problems in marriage, to their wives pregnancies, she might,
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for example, 'hate' her husband at a certain stage, especially if she was

carrying a boy-. One man, who admitted violent beh~viour towards his wife,

blamed it on her behaviour whilst she was pregnant. The following is a

fairly lignt-hearted exchange between husbands and wives in a group (white

collar/professional) which followed on comments by the men about their wives

'horrible' cooking during their pregnancies, and their complaining attitudes:-

Wife:

Husband:

Wife:

'the men think she must be dumped in the house, and she
must go out of the way because she's pregnant, she
must stay in the house ••••she's unsigtltly, she can't
go out'

' ••••must admit most men - black men - don't like a
pregnant woman'

'but they've made her pregnant, and it was nice to make
her pregnant'

When it comes to the actual birth, black men, as was customarily the case,

stay well clear of the labour ward, and do not take advantage of the oppor--

tunity to witness the birth, which one man described as 'filthy to watch'.

Notions about the uncleanliness of a woman, and the need for her isolation

after the birth (Krige,l936:6S) persist to some extent. After her release

from the hospital or clinic where she has given birth, the mother should

remain inside . the house for a certain period, and abstain from cooking.

This period varies, and is usually not more than about two weeks at the

most (Some informants maintained that i t varied according to whether the

woman gave birth to a boy ora girl, the periods of seclusion being one

and two weeks respectively). ,

The taboo on intercourse whilst a wife is b:reastfeeding appears to have

largely fallen away, except amongst strong adherents to custom such as members

of the Shembe church. It is thought that the period which elapses between the

birth of the baby and the assumption of sexual relations varies from about

three months to six months. The physioal proY.imity of husband and wife

under urban liTing oonditions, particularly the temptation involved in sharing
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a double bed, work against lengthy periods of abstinenoe. The possibility

that breastfeeding may prevent f'u.rt.b.er conception may be seen as a factor

to be taken advantage of.

,yThe preference for male children (Vilakazi,1962: 41 ' ; Levin,1947: 78)

remains, especially in the case of the first born. It is better to have

one son than several daughters, but more than one son is preferable. When
.

Thembe vas pregnant with their second child, Bheld, for example, spoke of

the need for two or more sons, in case his eldest child, a boy; should meet

with some misfortune, or become a tsots1 when he grew up. Women comment

that, from the mother's point of view, girls ~ preferable, for they are

more likely to look after their mothers later on. Men complain that

daughters fall pregnant. Boys are desired because t h,ey sp~ad the family
~- ~,- .. -_ . ' - .. -...".- ''''~' -' ....

~e : 'my line of descent will not die' (professional man, who pointed out
~

that girls would marry and adopt another sumame); 'it's a history of him•••

my name will disappear if there are no sons' (wh1te collar man) J •a man likes

a son, he says "yes, I'm a man now, if Pm dying my son is here" , (female

domestic). W~..!L-~_Qft~~ blamed if there are no sons; they may, for------.,...__.~~ .......'"'"' ~_.__~""_"'=>_________ --·-,.--..... .T·.· •__ •

example, btt told that they have not found favour with the aneestors (:Berg-
~ __c_"" __.__ -- . , -. .. _.. ,.~~,~~".. _~."' "." r -- - - ·'- -_..

lund, 1915:1.18). One professional :w.oman, baving bome her husband three

daughters, was told by him when their fourth child was due that she could

pack her bags and go home if it were another girl; it was t fortunately t a

son. Stories are told of men who say they have no children if they have

only daughters t or who buy a car, •something to be responsble .fort if their

wives give birth to daughters and not sons. Nursing sisters deSCribe cases

of husbands being carried away in their elation of baving sons, and arriving

at hospital with suit8

of baby clothes.6
of clothing for a toddler or an older boyt instead

r-r-: . ~ _

~ Cfflill(ffiCQJ \j

~
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Various practices for trying to ensure the sex of the baby were mentioned I

e.g. if you want a girl open your eyes during intercourse, if you want a

boy close your eyes; if you want a boy you should put on your husband's

pyjamas while you make love, or you should change position during love

making (e.g. the woman on top of the man).

Because of its potentially contentious nature (e.g. one black minister who

advocates the limiting of" families never mentions it because of its pollti

cal overtones, noted also by Wilson,198l:144). few individuals were ques","

'l\tioned directly on family planning views and methods. However, conversations
:':;>

with nurses, family planning personnel and social workers revealed that many

couples do use various means of limiting their family size, but that there

is a great deal of resistance on the part of some, especially men. llthoU8h,

strictly speaking, wives should have their husbands' permission before ap-

proaching a doctor or clinic of any kind, women may take the Pill, or bave

contraceptive injections, without their husbands' knowledge (see also van
_._- '".,..,~-~ ...--,............._.....,.._.............".........-..~- ...--....-.""~ ...

der Vliet,1982:l50/1). Others, whilst not wanting to conceive, may be too

fearful to follow this type of surruptitious action because of their hus-

bands' threats about taking them to the doctor if they do not oonceiTe.

Women such as nurses, who are not eligible for more than two maternity leaves,

may feel they have no alternative, for fear of losing their jobs. Other

husbands agree to their wives' limiting their families, and couples such as

Phinde and Musa, and William and Bongi1 ~ waiting until their economic
,.

situations have improved before having more children (Musa, e.g. would like

only one more child).

Mothers-in-law may also be stumbling blocks to the wife's limiting her

f'amily; others, according to informants, may actively encourage their

da,11ghters-in-law to delay having more babies, saying to clinic nurses 'you

.mat tell her to wait until she has a house of her own to have a baby'.
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As in other parts of the world, family size appears to be decreasing as

educational and income levels rise. 'Elites' are said to limit their

famil.y size, in contrast to the attitudes of men such as Elliot and Bheki, .

both of whom apparently want several children.

Bheld's wife, having had three caesari~ deliveries, has been sterilized

because of the dangers to her health of any further such births. AIthough,

the tying of the fallopian tubes is 'fairly oommon', particularly when there

is a history of oaesarian births, husbands may be very reaistant, not only

because of the limitations it plaoes on family size (and here a woman who

has borne ohildren by a man other than her husband before marriage is in a

particularly difficult position), but also for fear that such an operation

may encourage infidelity on the part of wives free of the fear of unwanted

pregnanoy. Other methods of contraception may also be opposed by men for

fear of encouraging their wives' infidelity (see also van der Vliet,1982:223),

and men may blame the use of oontraceptives for a variety of other ills; The

wife's real or supposed lack of sexual responsiveness is commonly oited;

one man blamed the fact that he had oontract Venereal Disease (from his

girlfriend it transpired) on his wife's contraceptives;another complained

that his wife's Intra-uterine devioevould injure him and, when his wife

told him, untruthfully, that she had. had. it removed, he stopped complaining.

Injeotions do sometimes lead to missed periods which may, in terms of black

culture, be held responsible for a:rry jJ.lnesses which are corrtzaceed, Various

side effeots are experienoed by women who take the Pill, or the equivalent

contraceptive injeotion, or who have had an intra-uterine device fitted,
,/

and fears about sterility or canoer are associated by some with the use of

the Pill. Reservations by women about the use of these contraceptives are

not without justification, the possible dangers involved having once again

been highlighted reoently (see, e.g. '».ring of ignoranoe?', 'Sunday Tribune',

20 November, 1983), and evideI?:~e of h8J."lllf'u1 effects of these contraceptives

have been accumulating for some y~ars (s.ee, e.g. an exoellent summary in
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Family Planning personnel maintain that the diaphragm, a safe and fairly

reliable method of contraception, especially when used with spe1'llfcidal

jelly or foam, is not popular (and not even stocked by Famming Planning

clinics) because of customary taboos on a woman touching her own vagina;

other health workers, however, maintain tha:t this taboo is falling away.

AIthough there is said to be widespread-knowledge of the yalue of oondoms

in preventing the spread of Venereal Disease, this method is not popular

because of the consequent lack of •flesh-to-flesh' contact.

Men do not favour TaScectomy, claiming that such an operation would result

in impotence, and cases of men undergoing this operation are exceedi.ng1y"

rare. I was told of only two instances which health/family planning workers

could recall; one involving a fairly young father of three who was a labourer,

and who had himself grown up under conditions of great hardship and had de-

cided that his family was large enough, and the other in which the husband

had agreed because the health of his wife would be at stake if she were

to conceive again.

'\y-/.i)') )('In the care of, and bringing up of children, the mother's role is still
- ,,-/a~ \

'-... ' _.\ I · .

seen by all as central, and that of the father fairly peripheral. It

appears probable that it is only amongst some of the 'elites' that fathers

may take a more active role in child rearing, e.g. being at home if their

wives are working night duty, and giving their children lifts to school

and to extra-mural activities, and acCtpting the nol.'1l1 that fathers should

spend more time vith their children than was customarily the case. As one

executive remarked 'you're not a father if you don't have tbJe[for your

childrenJ', this time allowing companionship and help vith homework, for

dan8b.ters as well as sons, in contrast to the fairly distant, fo1.'mal

educative role a father played towards his son/s in the past (and still does

in the majority of cases). Rellman (1971:165/6), who cites the Zulu proverb
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xA :f a t her cannot be friends with his child', also notes changes in the

role of the father amongst those in' the 'highly educated' category of

urban blacks. However. as one professional man was at pains ,t o point

out, the closer relationship between father and children ' should occur

'without losing Africanism' and all it entailed, i.e. respeot, not only

for the father and senior relatives, but for all adults generally.

These slight ohanges in the role structure within the family suggest

some movement towa:ros fiuidity in the whole question of male/female roles.

There is a oertain amount of fiexibility in the role structure of oontem

porary marriage, as mentioned above, the husband often partioipating in

X 'vari ous household tasks fomerly viewed as 'female' (Zelditoh,l974 ::256)',

However, it is probably still true to say that the man remains primarily

the breadwinner and the woman, even if she is working, the prima.ry' home-

maker. To what extent do role structures in black marriages approximate a

. Jl!; [ 'mo~t ~el?

Although informants from all walks of life expressed no objection to their

wives working outside the home, providing that the children were cared for,

there are instances of men withholding their permission for their wives to

work, generally, however, the eoonomio contribution of the woman is recog-

nized as essential. In the absence of sufficient creche facilities, a

variety of substitute child care arrangements exist, e.g. the 'servioes of
J

older or younger female relatives, or other women in the oommunity who

supplement their own incomes throU8h child.-minding, are enlisted, or a maid

may be employed by those who can afford to do so. Women stress that their

duties as wives and mothers are still Been by men as being of central im

portanoe in the running of their homes; in the words of one young secretary

'There are some things that men, no matter how educated they are, expect from

their wives, e.g. food, even if the wife hasn't done the cooking she should

till serve the food'.
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"\ ,X~m various case studies, comments about how the roles of husband and

J,c~\l\i'1 ~fe &re conceptualised, and answers to the question 'May a husband help

8
)( his wife around the house?', the following.-p"1.-ct.ture eme~ge...!...! Kale and fe-

male spheres of domestic activity differ, the women attending to cooking

and cleaning and rearing of children, and the men, if they assist in the

J home , to chores_~~~~_JDaintenance" ~~pa.,irs,,,,assistance:"with. gardening.~~_'!!£.!.
.

That is, women and men &re still seen as having different, complementary

roles, and tasks are normatively assigned as primarily. either male or

female. Bhek1, e.g., sees such a. division of labour as natural because of

the physical differences between men and women, men being b;tter equipped

to do tbJLhe.an~.1:_Jl~rk... Mr Ds.. a professional man, putting the same
I

notion in a different manner, said '! believe in different roles, although

not in the sense of superior/inferior' and, after describing what he would

and would not be prepared to do , giving the following example: '! can't

see myself looking after a servant; supervision and training is her duty'.

However, both men and women agreed that it was allright for a man to help

his wife under certain circumstances, e.g. if she we~or exceptionally
------~---_..

~ \ ~3·~ ~ (perhaps working full time herself outside the home), and some men,

including both unskilled and professional, claimed that they did on occasion

do so (see also van der Vliet,1982:156). Men did tend to emphasise that

the decision about whether or not to assist would have to be theirs, i.e.

if they decided to do so, and there should definitely be 'no instructions'
..

from their wives. In actual practice, men are probably called upon to

assist their wives relatively rarely because there are often other female

household members present or, in some cases, paid help in the fol.'m of servants,

furthermore, children are expected to assist w~~ chores (girls in particular).

The question of who handles the money appears to often be a contentious one'- ._._ - - -_.- _.

fVJ'vt:) (see also van der Vliet,1982:163ff.). Understandably, all women asked

endorsed the idea that a~wife sho11ld knc>.., w~t her_husband._earned, and some
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men said they agreed that a man should tell his wife, and that budgetting

should be a joint activity. In practice, however, as noted also by van

der V1iet (1982:149). wives do not usually know what their husbands earn,

since men are generally secretive about their salaries. 'A husband never

wants his wife to know' said one knowledgeable infOl.'lllant, and I was told

how one man had incurred the wrath of his colleagues by ~entioning to the

wife of one that they had all .had an increase in salary. Women who earn

money of their own often complain that they have to be. secretive about

their income, for husbands wil! __~!r_~2~!~~.IlL'tb@-!!!!~~~we~!,..-fiLtld

perhaps squander them; certainly many women have no option but to shoulder

much of the economic burden in the household because of their husbands not

pulling their weight financially (see below). Contrary to the custo~

expectations of assistance when necessary from umkhwenyana.,few men - but

there are exceptions - are prepared to assist in the support of their wives'

families, and women speak of rendering secret financial assistance if and

when they can to their own families (see also van der Vliet,1982:103/4).

Those men who say they are prepared to assist their in-laws stress that

the decision to do so must be theirs (i.e. the husbands').

As these allusions to the husband's clecision-ma.king role suggest, maJ.e

authority within marriage remains firmly entrenched. Ideas about ~, i.e.

which partner, should make decisions, not surprisingly, differ along sex

linea, men tending to respond to questions about who should make decisions
• ".. .. "' • .c ", .....~""'"xby saying tha.t,,!!:J.~. ,,~~~..,~~~~d"!.o and women (especially educated ones) by

saying tha.t both partners should be' involved in decision-makjng. The level

X'0L~Auca:tiQJ.h and the personalit}Lof...tP-e_~, are factors which largely

determine whether or not a -ll!an.....xi l.::L consult .his wi~~_~.p.Q.Y,1;~~jor decisions._.-_._,.."""-";- _ ...--.....,~'~........,.--..--''' '' ...,.....

Joseph :&ne (white collar) was, e.g. prepared to discuss decisions with

his wife, he said, but if she disagreed she should say so in the 'right

way't i.e. she should not say 'no' and give the impression that she was
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ruling her husband; she might make suggestions, but should..EQ...1L~

her husban~a:u.:thority. 'If I'm a man I'. here to oontrol" and 'she IIlUSt--_._----
oomply with whatever I say to her' were comments from two white oollar/

professional men. Men are sometimes said to make unfavourable comments

about the dominant role of white wives, saying, for example, to their

wives, 'you can't lead ~ by the nose; I'm not a white man' (van der Vliet~

1982:74,145/6 noted similar stereotypes about white husbands during her re

search). As Hr Dd., a clerk, remarked: 'These days, if people hear that

your wife - especially the educated - is dominating your life, you get so

worried; you can't let them think your wife's controlling the house'.

Men complain about educated women, who want to be on a par with men, and

who refuse to play the subservient role that their husbands expect of them.

>('Women, especially those with higher education, c.nri1'lll that men dislike

educated womeI,l because they "coulCi. not"~~:g·~·c~.;,,<~h~~_~und ..af!."..the;Y-.did._the
,,-_ _ _._ u

M
•• -

lesser educated wives, and they resent the dominance or their husbands,
...._-,_.- .•...""' ..,,...,,- _... ......, .....................""- .....~~

'You must be an appendage of him••••you can't even decide to go to bioscope

on your own', and 'they won't accept the idea that you're equal, they call

it domination', vere the comments of two professional women. The whole

question of the balance of power in 'cont emporary marriage is a contentious

one and fraught vith conflict, as will be discussed further below.

When it comes to the pursuit of lei~ure activ1tiesIlf although, of those

questioned, the majority agreed in prihciple that there should be some

shared (imvolving both husband and wife) recreational activities, no one

felt that all leisure activities should be 'joint', but that there should

be opportunities for each spouse to pursue independent activities. In

particular, a man's continuing contact vith his male friends was extremely

important. as ::waB. the. case .amongst van der Vliet's informants also (19821262).

Couples' patterns of social interaction after marriage vary: Apart from

visits to kin, most of William and :Bongi's social activities are church-

centred. for William is very involved with choir and vn,,+h ~"........ ~- 'L..t_
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church, and Bongi., having converted from her own religion, now attends church

with William. Margaret and '1'homas (see Chapter 5), who have been married for

two years now, still do all the things together they did before they married,

x suCh as attending social--&vents-.artd .bioscope ..shows • . however, from the comments

of other informants, Margaret's sharing in these social activities does not

appear to be the norm, and Marga.ret herself says she is very lucky to have

a husband like Thomas. Education and Q.qqupa.t i on- appear to be the important

c~.. . variables in the amount of shared recreational activity .that oouples engage

in: Neither Eheld nor Elliot engage in any social activities with their wives,

but spend leisure time with their male friends. At the other end of the

educational and socio-economic scale, amongst the 'elites' joint social

activity occurs fairly regularly. However, even 'elite' vivas, according

to one woman in that category, had to wait for their husbands to invite them

to accompany them when they went out, and should not assert themselves in arJ.Y

way when with their husbands. One professional woman told a story about

8. colleagtle of hers, a 'brilliant' woman whose wit was admired by her hus-

band's friends who came to visit their home. Her husband, finding such

attention dir~icu1t to tolerate, told his wife that her place was in .the

kitchen. The next time his friends yj,sited she had repaired to the ki..tchen

and, when they sought her out, merely repeated 'my place is in the kitchen' 0

Yes, it is quite true,stressed other educated women, that a wife's place is

Xin the kitchen.

This norm, that a woman's place after marriage is properly in her own home,

where she should devote herself to the welfare of her husband and. children~

is an important factor in the 'segregated' pattern of social activities

observed by the majority of blacks. If a woman is working, for example,

~ she should still spend whatever other time she has available at home. The

husband's participation in sporting or social actiVities, either alone with

his male friends, or in mixed company such as tarties, appears to be accepted
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by men-and_.-'''..Q!Jl~ from all walks of life as a norm. _ The other important
-- "'~---~--- .....__....

factor, desoribed by one professional man-Whose work is olosely involved

with the oormnunity, is the nomative expeotation that men should be out

>(of their houses, and partioipating in sooial activities with their friends.

One nursing sister desoribed how her husband had gradually deoreased the

amount of time he spent with her, going to church, and aooompe.nying her

shopping and visiting, until it ceased altogether, because his friends had

goaded him about spending so much time with his wife. As Hr Dd., the clerk

. referred to above, put it: 'What we as blacks believe, that when you take -

your wife outside some neighbours or your parents might think you are pulled

by your wife. You see, we are soared to take wives always out••••my neigh-

bour, he talks'.

On this question of roles in marriage, answers to the question 'How does
. 11

marriage change a man's/woman's life?' are illuminating, partioularly in

tems of the different replies by men and women about the role of the

husband.

AI thoU8h women's and men's appraisals of the changes undergone by a woman

wen she married were essentially the same, women tended to stress far

more than men did the restriotions whioh were placed on wives. Because

the focus of a woman's life after marriage was her-home and ohiJ,.Jiren,

her sooial contacts were restrioted; and any freedom she had enjoyed before
•

marriage - espeoially any contacts involving other men - was curtailed.

Eduoated professional women were espeoially liable to stress the restrie-

tions placed on a wife, as their comments show: 'usually she totally changes,

or she won't qualify as a woman - she can't be ~ girl, can't be a failure,

for friends will say it won't last, they're waiting for it to break uP' ..

'if aiming high you can't get that high'; 'if outgoing before, after

ma.r.riage she would have to behave in a proper way' (i.e. not go out on

her own, or to Parties). Marriage was Been as a definite barrier to
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Certain standards of behaviour are expected of a wife, by men and women

alikelt In particular, there should be abstention from smoking and drink

ing. Smoking, for a woman, was universally condemned as 'bad', 'cheap',

by men and women alike, virtually the only exceptions amongst informants

being a cba.in-smoking professional woman who maintained that she would

continue to smoke it she married, and an executive man who, whilst dis

approving, felt that he ~ould not stop his (professional) wife from smoking

if she was detemined (and women certainly do smoke secretly, e.g. in women's

cloakrooms). One black social scientist felt that there was some acceptance

that 'executive' women, such as doctors, social workers and lawyers (but

not nurses) might drink or smoke, for they were, to some extent, identified

wi th men. Exceptions to the drinking rule were usually made by lesser

educated men and women who felt that a wife's moderate indulgence in

utshwala was acceptable, and a few younger professional men and women (but

not the majority of those interviewed) who thought it acceptable for a wife

to take a glass of wine or champagne. Make-up was permitted, provided. it

was light and inconspicuous, and did not appear artificial; one should not,

)( e.g. wear bright red lipstick, which suggested a ttickie line' (cheap woman).

Some reference has already been made (Chapter 6) to the need for a wife to

dress respectfully, and the wearing of slacks by a wife is generally frowned

upon, for there is 'too much exposed". However, some younger, well-educated

men and women stated tha.t it was pe;-missable for a wife to wear slacks,

so long as she was not visiting the home of the husband's parents. l 2

It was, however, when changes to the man's life a.fter marriage were discussed

that the perceptions of men and women varied greatly. Men, for example,

maintained that there were distinct changes in their lives after marriage::

'Automatically you become a man not a playboy' (male labourer, Std. VIII);

'He becomes responsible and neglects all that he used to do when he was

umnarried' (male clerk, Form Ill); 'it makes him more responsible' (graduate);
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'there are responsibilities attached to marriage and certain acts done

prior to marriage [i.e. when si:ngle] have to be abandoned, freedom of

movement is reduced; sharing is a new phenomenon' (male social science

graduate).

J.( Women, on the other hand, emphasised that, no matter what the ideal (about

being a husband) men did~ change after marriage, as the comments of

these white collar/professional women show: 'I don't think any great change,

he still has the same friends'; 'very minimal', for although a man might

claim to have restricted his contacts he did not in fact do so; '1 haven't

seen any man changing after marriage - he still patronises the same shebeens,

and soccer matches, with other men'; 'women have to change•••• l don't think

they {men] change'

XThe perceptions of men and women differ not only about whether changes

occur with marriage,' but also with regard to their evaluations of the whole

institution of marriage itself. These evaluations are doubtless based on

the differing expeotations and aspirations of menand women about marriage

(and here my own findings support those of van der Vliet,1982:25S), and

are related to patterns of deep conflict which penneate what appears a

majority of oontemporary black marriages in Durban; it is these evaluations

which, reflecting as they do the experiences of men and women in the living

out of their marriages, highlight the actual dynamics of married life.
I

Men may complain about nagging wives who attempt to dominate them, or who

J
t ,

, ' do not give them enough respect, and some men comment with concern about

prevalent problems couples experience, but they do not generally oriticise

marriage as an institution, as is commonly the case with women, especially

those who are, or who have been, married. The following comments made

Xby women from different backgrounds, either individually, or as members

of groups, refleot apparently pervasive attitudesl
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Groups of women in a squatter settlement near Durban, having verbalised

at length over the problems they had experienced as wives, and 't he hard

life of being a woman, likened marriage to a 'jail', or to being 'in a

box' or 'in a hole'. Members of a group of nursing sisters commented

'not one of us can talk nicely about marriQ8e'; [in marriage] 'you become

addicted to persecution'; and 'a woman is happy when her husband dies'.

Yes, a woman was happy when her husband died, confirmed an elite, 'she

puts on weight'. A. domestic worker, explaining why she had not remarried

after her divorce, but had borne children by her boyfriend, described

marriage as 'heavy, heavy, heavy', and a young professional woman had

noted that during a church-sponsored women's gathering she had attended

black and white women's perceptions of men had differed strikingly, and

black women had described men as 'selfish and domineering' (see also Hellman,

1914:19)

These perceptions are doubtless related to what appear to be the most

common problems in black marriages;3problems which are a recurrent theme

when marriage is discussedlind, whilst not universal, are certainly, to

all intents and purposes, extremely widespread: Lack of adequate maintenace

.\' of the wife and family, excessive drinking on the part of the husband,

assaults on their wives by husbands, and the in£ide1ity of husbands.

ObviouslY~ women may drink excessively, or engage in extra-marital· affairs

or even, as in one case I encountered,. beat up their husbands; however,

such deviations appear to be relatively infrequent as compared with similar

aberrations on the part of men. Often, it appears, several of these problems

form a pattern; e.g. a man does not maintain his wife adequately because

~. he drinks excessively and/or spends his money on other women; or he doesn't

support his__w;.f~-Eecause he drinks, and he assaults her whilst under the
-_.__._----._,_..._.__.-_.--~._, . . - ._...._..-----_...-_.~_ .

influence. A1thoU8h obviously such problems are manifest in individual

personal!ties, the apparent prevalence of this type of 'irresponsible'
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husband (from some accounts it would appear almost a 'statistical' nom)

suggests that structural and cultural factors may play an important part

in promoting such behaviour. That this type of behaviour should manifest

itself so conspicuously is all the more noteworthy because it is in start-

ling contrast to the ' ideal' norm concerning the behaviour ofa husband,

>( which defines a good husband as a responsible man who has a good home,

takes adequate care of the needs of his wife and children, and does not

abuse his wife.

y / cen t ral to this ideal norm then is the expectation that a man will support

1 X ~. his wife adequately - yet large numbers of men fail to do so. Reference

has already been made to men ceasing to maintain their rural wives, but .a

similar lack of support of one's family is also a critical problem in many

urban marriages. Women whose husbands fail in this duty may approach the

Maintenance Office at the Department of Co-operation and Development, who

will call the husband in to explain himself and, if the wife's allegations

are correct, will arrange for the husband to make payments to his wife via

the Mainteance Officer. If these payments fail, the husband is charged

in the Court, and a stop order is placed against his wages.

Men differ in the extent to which they acknowledge that a problem of this

nature exists. Some men point it out; others deny, apparently in the face

of contradictory evidence, that the problem is widespread, and allege that
J

it is confined to a 'few irresponsible..types'. Obviously, poverty does

play a part in a great many instances, e.g. when a man is unemployed,

or when (as in what °i s probably the majority of cases) he does not earn

enough to adequately suppor:t his family. However, if a man is earning he

should obviously give his wife something, even if it is inadequate. Also

poverty aside, this problem is not confined to particular socio-economic '

strata, for there are also numerous cases of men earning relativel)" good
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salaries and not supporting their wives. Reasons given by men when the

question of non-support is discussed usually referred to the wife's real

or supposed 'extra:va.genoe' (she would, for example, not use her own money

if her husband was too generous, some men felt), domestio disputes (the

husband. might, for example, suspeot that his wife was being unfaithful),

or to the general behaviour of the wife (in the words of .one man employed

in white oollar capacity 'nowadays there are ladies who have no respeot,

who keep talking, and are themselves drunk'). Men al.so mentioned that it

{ was difficult to give money to a woman who was herself working and earning,

which relates to a point made by a social scientist who has recently com

pleted research on rural women (Nene, personal communication), i.e. that

customarily men did not see their role as that of providers, for subsistenoe

needs were met by a woman's own efforts.

X Although accusations about wives' behaviour are doubtless true in some in

stances, these reasons appear inadequate in accounting for apparently preva-

lent behaviour; as one social worker pointed out, a woman would always be

concerned about her children's support. One factor which seems to play a

Part in the reluctance of some men to give their wives money is their

fear that, if their wives have children by other men (e.g. pre-marital) they

would use what their husbands give them to support these children.

Clearly, there are many men whose support of their families fails because
I

Vof their own excessive consumption of iiquor.16 Abuse of alcohol is found

amongst all sectors of the communi. ty, some professionals ' (e.g. doctors and.

teachers) being mentioned as particularly vulnerable. However, it is

important to stress that many men either do not drink (e.g. for religious

reasons), or drink only in moderation. Excessive consumption may relate

to individual problems of alcoholism (i.e•. actua.l addiction on the part or
the person), or patterns of heavy social drinkingo I am not concerned here
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with drinking as it relates to personality factors
17, but with those socilal

and/or cultural factors which .promote drinking; i.e. cultural norms about

the role of liquor in social life, and structural factors which create

pressures from which the individual, through the use of alcohol, seeks to

escape.

Important as these reasons undoubtedly are, there are also other fac-

Men's responses to my question about why so many men ap~arently drink exces

sively usually emphasised those factors in the socio-economic environment:

(structural) which promoted this type of behaviour, such as 'if you don't

ram enough to support your family you might as well ~~ink it', 'frustration',

of hope for the future' (frustration with life generally, and with one's

\ job).

tors related to socio-economic conditions of life in townships, and cultural

factors. In the former category, the easy availability of liquor is often

stressed, in that liquor outlets may be the firs t, and sometimes only,

'facilities' which are established in communities (e.g. in U section at

Umlazi the first structure erected by the Kwa Zulu Development Corporation

had been a beerhall, and a source of revenue to Development l30ards (in

townships and hostel blocks).

Not only are men driven out of their..homes to find relaxation in shebeens

because of problems such as overcrowding (described in the last chapter),

but there is a positive value in being with other men, and in drinking

together. There is a great deal of 'pressure on men to confom to community

drinking patterns; according to one knowledgeable informant, e.g., in fac

tories men are encouraged to eat at tea break so they can spend their lunch

hours drinking with the other men, and young men who start work are 'indoc

trinated' into certain drinking patterns at work by older men who have in-

fluence over them as their seniors. During recreation periods, such as in

the evenings, men feel the need to sit in shebe ens , drinking together and

talking about football and women, the view being 'what do I go home for -

I must sit with men'. If a man didn't drink he wouldn't 'percolate easily'
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into his own age group. Men who tried to give up drinking often found it:

extremely difficult because of th~~~.Lp~BS~, such as when members

X or_rL~~_~dri~ng ~~~_wen~ to the extent of__buy.ing_~;'cp~_fo-=-~~.~

and going to his house and passing comments such as •if you want to get

rich, giving up drinking, drink~ money'. 'What will I do if I stop

drinking', men asked. Fpr many men, the difficulty is to combine social

drinking patterns with financial obligations towards families, for modera

tion may be difficult to achieve in the face of pressure to stay on and.

drink, and expenditure on drink cuts deeply into wages which are low

(perhaps far too low to subsist comfortably) to start with.

As mentioned earlier, it is whilst under the influence of liquor that many

men become violent towards their wives; however, wife abuse may also oocur

without the misuse of alcohol. Without entering into the debate about the

extent of man's inherent tendencies towards aggression, it is clear from

the evidence of anthropologists and sociologists that societies may differ

in the extent to which violent behaviour is institutionalised;8 and .that

the role of oultural factors (e.g. ideals about 'masculine' behaviour),

and structural factors (poverty, powerlessness) is paramount in understanding

violent behaviour. The sort of violence which occurs in some black marriages

(e.g. cases which I have encountered personally include a husband attacking

his wife with a bushknife, dealing l].er a karate kick, breaking h~r arm,

bursting her eardrum) cannot be compaXed with any powers of chastisement

black husbands may customarily have possessed (Olmesdahl, 1980b:5ff).

Some wives live in fear of their lives, or of serious injury, and have

little protection short of lodging a complaint at the Commissioner's Court,

or leaving their husbands. Police are generally reluctant to become in-

volved in domestic disputes, and some black women have little faith in

assistance from this quarter for they consider that, being men, the police

will be on the side of the hus:'band.
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This type of violence in black marriages must be seen in the wider societaJ.

context, not only as a facet of the generally high level of violence in

townships (Moller et al, 1978:55£), but as linked to the general sense of

powerlessness and the frustration that stems from it, together with what is

often very real poverty, on the part of blacks; all of these structural

factors tending to promo te violent behaviour (May,1972:2;). This position

of powerlessness on the part of black men in society generally exaccerbates

factors which are present in black marriage, and which have been noted as

being of significance in studies of violence in western marriage. The

potential for violent behaviour is present when there is a discrepancy

between what the husband is expected to achieve, and to provide for his

family (i.e. normative expectations about the role of the husband), and his

far lower levels of actual achievement, due primarily to obstacles in the

social structure (poverty, lack of skills and opportunity), this gap between

ideal and actual being temed 'status inconsistencyt • Lacking economic

power and social status, he lacks those sanctions which legitimate his

authority as a husband, and the Wife, particularly if she has access to

economic power independently of her husband (e.g. a salary), is pel.'Ceived

as a threat to her husband. Violence ·is then used as a resource by the

husband as a way of controlling (or attempting to) his wife. (Toby, 1974;

O'Brien,l974). Violence may also, of course, serve to displace the

frustratioI} felt by the husband a.bout qis life situation generally (.Freedman

~t·al,1970:106ff.) ,

The final major complaint by women, almost invariably mentioned by them

when discussing marriage, and often advanced as another reason for non-

support, is, as one woman put it, the 'mistress business'. Attitudes

towards polygamy have already been discussed (Chapter 4), and percentages
I

of customary unions which are polygamous have been given. It is alleged,
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however, that it is not only men who are partners to customary unions who

i': actually 'marry' more than one wife, but that the practice of taking a
i

/ second 'customary' spouse also occurs (illegally) amongst men who have been
i

\~married under statutory law. Furthermore, such practices are not confined

to migrants with wives in the country, such as Bheki, who has a couple of

girlfriends in Durban, and whose wife .(presumably having no option) says

she accepts that such a step is natural for a man who is not living with

his wife. These second 'marriages' are also said to occur amongst men,

especially those who are better-off in terms of education and occupation,

in urban townships, who can afford to do so. They are, for example, said

to obtain a house in another area (SUCh as Kwa Mashu, if living at Umlazi

with their original wives) in which to set up mistresses, whom they mayor

may not have 'married'. One executive described how, at a conference at

a luxury 'international' hotel, another delegate, married by Christian

rites, had openly boasted of his second 'marriage' and the feast which had

accompanied it. 'International' hotels, where men can entertain girlfriends

well away from their wives, are said to be favoured by those who can afford

to use them as venues for their liaisons. Educated men are said to usually

be secretive insofar as their wives not lmowing about their having girlfriends

is concerned. Probably most men do not actually formalise this type of union

in any way, but merely Bet up another woman/women as a mistress/es, or simply

enter into a relationship with another woma:n/women. It is difficult to

•assess the prevalence of such extra-marital affairs; women tended to see

husbands having mistresses as the norm, and some wondered whether there were

~ ;./l l. -( any men who were fa!thful to their wives; others were prepar-ed to concede

that there were .s ome exceptional men who remained faithful to their wives.

I have certainly encountered cases where men were, to all intents and pur

poses, sincere in their convictions of the value of monogamy, and have

remained faithful to their wives.
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In all probability, an overwhelming majority of black men do have regular

girlfriends or mistresses but, as pointed out by Mr e., a professional man,

so do many men in other 'racial' groups. In response to one of the most

recent surveys of this type in America, conducted by Shere Hite (1978:142),

7~ of men who had been married for two years or more claimed that they had

been unfaithful to their wives .19 Another professional man, who had had

access to the files of white employees at his place of employment had noted

the allegations of sexual harassment of secretaries by. their employers (whites).

Men varied in their responses when questioned about 'other women'. Some

felt that proclivities towards infidelity on the part of the black man

were over-emphasised; e.g. one professional man asserted emphatically that

the incidence of infidelity amongst blacks was no worse than amongst his

white and Indian friends. Most men, however, were prepared to concede that

the tendency to take a girlfriend/mistress/other wife (or more than one)

was very common; e.g. ' give ita nice. very nice, eighty percent' (married

clerk); 'most married men I know have girlfriends' (White collar, married);

'those few men who aren't having affairs are not doing so out of conviction

but for fear of the consequences if their wives find out' (married, profes

sional man).

X Tha reactions of women to their husbands' affairs vary. There are some

women who find the idea of their husbands' infidelity difficult to cope
)

with and who have, as a result, been led to seriously consider divorcing

them because of it. Such women have exceedingly high expectations of the

closeness and sharing of the conjugal relationship. Others (probably the

majority) consider it virtually inevitable that their husbands will have

girlfriends (as one man remarked •our women are brave enough to take it')

and, vhilst not welcoming such affairs, accept them with resignation,

proyided .the affair is conducted vith discretion (a point made also by
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van der Vliet's informants;1982,2l3ff.), and provided the husband cares

adequately for his family. The latter is, of course, often not the case,

and .resentment is especially, and understandably, likely to occur if a

man squanders his earnings on a girlfriend at the expense of his children's

welfare. Resentment, and retaliation in the form of divorce, may also

occur if a man, or the 'other' woman, is blatantly open a.bout the whole

business.

Women complain about the differential treatment afforded to wives and

girlfriends: Wives, for example, may not be permitted to dress smartly,

(see van der Vliet,1982:84), or apply make up, but girlfriends may do so,

Y and the girlfriend is taken out in the car at the weekend and the wife is

left at home (see also WUson and Mafeje,19 63:80 ); 'they want to give

you many children, but the girlfriend can use contraception' remarked some

community health workers.

Although widely accepted as, to some extent, natural for men, there is no

way in which infidelity on the part of the woman can be condoned; it is

never permissable 'oh no, she may not be loved', as one professional woman

remarked), and the sort of reaction it provokes is reflected in the following

case20:

Mr :Bt. had had numerous affairs, had allegedly impregnai:ed
two of the girls who had worked for the family, and had
tried to persuade Mrs :Bt.'s illegitimate daughter of twelve
to sleep with him. When Mrs :Bt. had had an affair, which
she claimed she had been 'pushed into' by her husband's
behaviour, he had taken it very badly when he had acciden
tally found out, and had threatened to kill her: 'Do you
know what the Zulu custom is about a woman who commits
adultery - she is killed', he had told his wife, who
feared for her safety. When she had confronted him about
his countless affairs, and the pregnant girls, he had claimed
that this was his privilege 'as a man'.

Whereas behaviour of this type is a 'shame' for a woman, it is, as one

minister put it, a 'glory' for a man (van der Vliet,1982:262 also notes

the prestige attached to a man's having affairs). There does definitely

appear to be a positive cultural value attached to a man having another, ·
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or various other, women apart from his wife, and the secret, as one pro

fessional man pointed out, was to let one's friends know without one's

wife knowing. Men said 'that's a real man, I wish I could be in his shoes',

and a personnel officer related how he had heard men in the factory talking

about him, and saying 'Gm. can't talk to you, he stays with one woman, he's

not a man'. A male clerk claimed that it was 'too difficult to have just .

one woman', in that a woman could be satisfied with one man, but a man

needed (physioally) more than one woman. It is not only one's image in

the wider community which may be at stake, but living by such ideal norma

tive standards may also positively affect a man's own self-image, and is

perhaps one of the few ways in which he can achieve status in his own and

in the community's eyes. A minister, for example, related how a man he

knew was able to 'be someone' in the home of his domestic worker girlfriend

(the comfortable room she had as a 'live in' domestic worker), whereas in

his own home in a squatter .ettlemer..t he was constantly reminded of his

inability to provide sufficiently well for his family. 'In one way or

another you assert yourself' one executive remarked in connection with

'other women'.

It is difficult to assess the extent to which what are perceived as 'tradi

tional' ideas about the ralue of polygamy are important. Unlike Harrell

:Bond's informants (1915:140), some educabed men resented the label of

tpolygamist' often applied as a stereotype by whites, having themselves

selected, and attempted to live up to monogamous standards. Other men

referred to their father and/or grandfather as having had two or more

wives, and contended that they fell between the two stools of 'traditional'

and 'Christian' marriage: 'That traditional tie is not severed', stressed

one professional man. Women are quick to point out that the men have been

brought up in the Christian church, according to Christian standards of
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mono~, and are merely using 'tradition' as a rationalisation of their

infidelity, as was verbalised during a discussion invo.lving two couples

(professional/white collar), excerpts of which follow:

Male

Female:

' •••••black men••••••educated class, he's got two minds.
He's grown up in Christian rites, so supposed to lead
Christian way of life. At the same time, he knows
that the forefathers used to have this particular
rite, then in his mind he's using both Christian rite
and the customary rite••••••••• • .

' ••••••as Christians we know what ·is expected of us ••••
in marriage one partner becomes unfaithful, and when
he is engaged in unfaithful ways he then tums to
traditional things, makes them an excuse, doing it
because it was like this. Whereas he wasn't brought
up that way••••same with my husband, he wasn't brought
up that way, but when they engage in these extra-marital
things they tend to use it as an excuse; it's just the
unf'aithfulness of the men, or the partner concerned•••
when it suits them they like to go through modern ways,
when it suits them they like traditional ways'

Certainly other studies of marriage in Africa point to the selective use of

'tradition' by men (Clignet and Sween,1914; Harrell-Bond,1915; van der

Vliet,1982), and accusations similar to those I have cited above were made

by other female informants such as an experienced counsellor who remarked

that 'When it suits them they'll hang on to the past, when it suits them

they're avante-guarde'.

Whether or not these women are correct in their allegations is not easy to

assess, for it is likely that many men have not internalized positive

values about monogamy in spite of ~ving been brought up within a· Christian

church. In this regard, the father's role as a model for his son is impor-

tant, in that identification with the male role .model should theoretically

be the crucial variable in the internalization of values of this type. A

father who has more than one wife, or wbo does not conceal values about

mistresses, is clearly providing a different sort of model to that provided

by a father who lives up to his monogamous ideals. Women were quick to point

out that as children men would have Been only the superficial aspects of a
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polygamous home, and would have thought 'when I grow up I will have four

wives' as, pezhaps , their grandfathers had; they would not have been aware

of the tensions which simmered under the surface, such as wives at logger

heads with each other but who, having 'no say' as women, had to pretend

in front of their husbands that all was harmonious. Sometimes the polygamy

of the Zulu king was mentioned as being a contributory factor, in that it

lent respectability to the practiceo

Cu1tu.ral factors of the type I have been discussing apa.rt, there are various

other structural factors which promote, or at least £acilitate, extra-

marital affairs. Sometimes husbands, especially Xhosa-speaking ones, refer

to the fact that a man may legally have more than one wife in the Transkei

(see Chapter 4) • .' Poverty is an important socio-economic factor, in that

X there are many young women who either have no option but to attach them

selves to men for security (e.g. a young woman who is illegally in an urban

area, because of the impoverishment of the rural area she originates from,

and who is unable to register for legal employmentj or are lured by what

older men (e.g. businessmen) can offer in the way of material comforts

(clothing, good food) and 'good times' (being taken out to places of enter

tainment), which their parents have .n.ever been able to provide, and which

appear immensely attractive. One further, very important factor is, of

course, the migrant labour system which facilitates a man taking another

'x.. wife in town whilst his rural wife remains in the country0

Before summarising and further analysing contemporary relationship patterns

in the wider socio-economic and cultural context, there is one further

cultural variable which apparently continues to play an extremely important

role in black marriage, i.e. practices which are popularly (by informants)

classed as 'witchcraft'. The Rev. J. Tau, the Director of Soweto Marriage

f Counselling Services, maintains that vitchcraft is believed by clients to

play a part in the majority of marital problems (Tau, personal communication)
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and that, in a survey carried out in Soweto, 79% of the respondents blamed

\wi t chcraf t for divorce (Tau,n.d.). Are beliefs that witchcraft plays a

\rol e in marriage prevalent in Durban?

Although seldom spontaneously mentioned by informants, those questioned

on this topic, whilst usually disclaiming belief in it themselves, admitted

that it is believed to continue to play an important role in marriage. One

minister, for example, cpmmented that he needed first to know what people

believed about the role of witchcraft in their marriage before helping them
.-

wi th their marital problelilS. Of the approximately ninety cases taken from

the files of FAMSA in Durban, witchcraft was mentioned specifically in

eight instances, clients suggesting it was responsible for a variety of ills:

_ in two cases the wife accused her husband (and in one instance
his family also) of bawitching her;

- in one case the couple themselves wondered if their problems
stemmed from having been bewitched (but made no suggestions
as to · the source);

- in one case (described in Chapter 6) the husband's sisters
accused his wife of bewitching him;

- in one case the husband (himself a sangoma) thought that,
because his wife wanted to end the marri~, she had been
bewitched (but did not specify the source);

- in one case (mentioned above, p.238 ) a woman who claimed
to have been pregnant for two years blamed her husband's
lover for bewitching her;

- in one case the wife attributed her husband's irresponsible
behaviour (assaulting her, failing to maintain his family)
to witchcraft, but didn't specify the source;

- in one case the wife attributed their unsatisfactory sex life,
specifically her husban~'s inability to have an erection
(which he said was because he was tired) to his lover's
having bewitched him. •

Although some of these clients had not had much schooling, and some did not

claim church membership, several belonged to major Christian denominations

(e.g. YJ.ethodist), several had had some years of high school education, and

two women had professional qualifications. It is probable that suspicions

of vitchcraft were present in more cases handled by the FANSA social worker

than these eight alone, for people, especially if they are well-educated,

are often reluctant to admit to such 'irrational' belief's~l .How widespread
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beliefs such as these are is impossible to assess, but one black social

\ scientist conceded that it was probably true to say that witchcraft was
/~ \

t he commonest cause of marital break up.

The most commonly mentioned form of witchcraft is the use of medicines.

Women, for example, might put oertain herbs in their husbands' food, or

rub substances on their bodies, to try to keep their husbands' love, espe-
• . . 22

c1ally 1f they feared losing him to another woman. If a husband found

out, or suspected such goings on, he would leave his wife. A young secre-

tary, who assured me that 'if you believe in it, it does happen, it does

work' related the story of her aunt, who had been able to get her husband

to do whatever she wanted (Berglund,1976:285/6 links a man obeymg a woman

to ubuthakathi). A girlfriend had told her uncle what was wrong, and had

arranged for him to receive help from an in.yane;a (herbalist), and the medicine

which he had. been given had enabled him to vomit up what his wife had. put in

his food in the first place, whereupon her influence over him had. ended and.

they had. divorced. It is, as pointed out in Chapter 1, suspected that

medicine has been used in marriages which do not last. other purposes for

which umuthi ,may be used in food include a man giving his wife a preparation

which will make her not mind any more, about his girlfriend, or a jealous

girlfriend using this method to bewitch the wife. Umuthi applied to the

bands is also thought to be capable of influencing the behaviour of another,

in that if a man applies it to his hands he can make a woman do whatever he,.
wants. One female client at FAMSA refused to shake her husband's hand in

the counsellor's office, saying that he had put umuthi on it.

It seems that vitchcraft continues to explain what, to the individual,

appears otherwise inexplicable. During a period of marital stress, when

Phinde was behaving in an irresponsible manner, Musa suspected that one of

his ex-girlfriends, who was jealous of their marriage, might be responsible,

assuring me that 'these girls can do these things'. However, visits to
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various izangoma. convinced her that his behaviour was probably connected

to some neglect of duty, on Phinde's part, towards one of his ancestors,

for which a beast had to be slauBhtered (which Phinde refused to do). These

beliefs were not seen by MUsa as incompatible with her fairly strong Chris

tian faith, for she was also at this time praying fervently for a solution

to her marital problems.

Witchcraft beliefs also continue to act as a sanction against disapproved

behaviour, as the following story circulating in Durban fairly recently,

and originally told to me by a black university student, illustrates:

A man who was married to a nurse suspected that his wife was being
unfaithful to him, so he followed her one night. Sure enough, she
met her lover after work, and they disappeared together into a
disused railway coach. The husband said nothing, but paid a visit·
to an !nyanS( and obtained a certain medicine. This medicine the
man somehow details are not known.) transferred to his wife the
next time they had intercourse. The following time the wife had.
illicit sexual relations with her lover, her lover was unable to
withdraw his penis from her vagina, and they remained joined
together. They were removed, still together, to the hospital
and there, according to my informant, they were shot because
they could not be separated.

Other informants confirmed that this story had recently been circulating,

as it had. at various other times, in slightly different versions, in the

2~ .
past J it was, of course, merely a rumour which had been taken seriously

by some. However, as one professional man pointed out, such stories defi-

nitely had a deterrent effect when considering an adulterous relationship.

Rumours aside, some do believe that ,t his type of medicine exists (see also

Longmore,1959:l29), . aP.~ may be used by·the 'lower classes'.

What, then, can one conclude about the nature of contemporary marttal re-
-_.--'~.~--- , ._...-_....~~-,~-_.~-~--

lationships, the ideal components of which are cul~!Y-..A~f.!~,d (With

reference to 'traditional' and 'modern' or 'western' models) and are in

fluenced by prevailing structural (of a socio-economic or political nature)

conditions. There appears to be no single relationship pattern which can

be said to characterise black marriage in Durban, but variations of a
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'traditional' or 'modern' model, these variations following predominantly

socio-economic lines (education and occupation of the spouses appearing to
If

-cc,V X be the most important factor). The most 'modern' expectations, such as

partnership, some shared social ~~tlv1ties, some rol~bility, and

smaller families: appear to be found amongst the 'elites', whilst the-----
most 'traditional' views, such as the primarily economic (as opposed to

r-- __•.••_ _ ._ . . .

emotional) function of the spouse, and segregated social 's'ct i vi ties and
,

roles, seem to be held by those with minimal education, especially if they

are rurally-based (:i.e. their families in the country);- a finding which is

consistent with other studies of a similar nature (van der Vliet,1982;

Oppong,198l). However, like van der Vliet (1982:249) I believe it would

be an oversimplification to see a movement from 'traditional' to 'modern I

(i.e. along a contimuum), with increasing socio-economic status, but con-

sider that it is more mppropriate to see individuals selecting what they

consider most worthwhile from both models. No matter what their educational

level, all retain cultural values which were customarily important about

the central role of children, the importance of good relationships with

the wider kin group (especially the husband's), and the value of separate

(as well as, in some case, joint) activities of the spouses. Male doriLi.na.nce

remains firmly entrenched at all socio-economic levels.

Differing perceptions of marriage by men and women emerge, women, especially

.>< if they are well-educated, tending to re.s_eILt- -their..s.ubs.ervien:Lro:L~_ in---- -
marriage, what they see as selfish and iomineering behaviour on the part

of men and, in many instances, the totally irrelULonaible-b_eha:tiour (drinking,
J ---..:_--

lack of support) of~~ds. They also complain about the prevalence of

men's infidelity, which some men justify in terms of cultural values. These....,.

findings confirm observations made by other researchers in South Africa

(Hellman,1968;197l;1974; Wilson,198l; Cheater,1974; van der Vliet,1982)

about the conflicting expectations of marriage and sex roles held by men

and women. There appear to be great diffe~nces, in many instances, between
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the ideal no:rm about a good husband, and what actually happens in practice,

and one is led to seek reas'ons i~r -this discrepancy in cultural and socio-

economic factors.

There are noticeable similarities to what researchers have found in other

parts of Africa, where 'traditional' and 'modern' models of marriage clash,

and where there is conflict over husbands' affairs in ostensibly monogamous

marriages, apprehension cm the part of men about educated wives, and differ

ing male aIid female definitions of the role of women in marriage (Ha.rrel1

Bond,1975; Little and Price, 1967; Dinan,1977). However, the fact that

women, especially those who achieve, are a potential threat to their

husbands' egos is not confined to African countries, for the Bapoports in

their study of highly achieving, dual-ea.reer families in England, note

that (1976:297):

'it required a husband who was either ve~ secure or very iden
tified with his wife's efforts (or both) to allow her to enjoy
equal or superior career advantages without discomfort or
disruption' •

An analysis of black marital relationships reveals features which are

common to similar socio-economic groups in other parts of the world as

well as features which are unique to the South African situation. I

suggest that the sort of conflict which appears endemic to black marriage,

such as the pattern of the 'irresponsible' behaviour of men, and the per-

vasive tension over the balance of. power in marriage, can only be understood

by viewing it in its wider socio-ec~nomic context•..

As anthropologists and sociologists point out (Schneider and Smith,1973;

Yorburg,1973; Komarovsky, 1967), in industrial countries work is of para-

mount importance in a man's life, and is of significant import for his family,

in that there is a carry-over from occupational to familial roles. Not only

do'middle-elass' jobs promote autono~ and job satisfaction, which positively

affect a man's self-image, but earnings and expertise which are part of the job

re-inforce the husband's role as head of the family. Conversely, lower-paid
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unskilled jobs provide less work satisfaction (amongst rq informants various

men commented about women's lack of understanding of their frustrations

after being 'kicked around' at work), and are also less secure (i.e. more

liable to retrenohment). Such work does not support a patriarchal authority

structure, as Yorburg, writing about the lower olass in Amerioa, points

out (1913:169):

'The effective dominance of the wife and mother is ' strongest in
this class, despite the appearance of male dominance, because
the husband is least able to legitimate his author!ty in the
home by means of personal or economic assets'

In South A.frica, the patriarchal ideal is still emphasised and, in the

majority of marriages, comes into sharp conflict with the structural realities,

in that most black men fall within the working class; in 1911, 85,8% of

blacks fell into this category (Meth,1983:194 ).

It is in this context, where the political, legal, economic and, to some

extent, re ligious sanctions which legitimized the patriarchal authority

.structure in the past have fallen away, that oonflict between men and

women in marriage must be viewed. Comments from several men revealed that

earning ability and authority structures in the home are closely linked

for,as Komarovsky notes(1961:68):'Money is a source of self-esteem and of

power'. The educated, professional ,,-oman presents an obvious threat under

circumstances such as these, but so also does her less educated sister.

Black women with minimal education have shown themselves, of necessity,

extremely resourceful, seeking employment through avenues such as domestic

service, or through making the most of informal sector opportunities.

~ Women now bring to their marriages money, which they have earned independently

of their husbands (in contrast to their former eoonomic dependence on their

partners), as well as the expertise they have learned in their work spheres,

both of which have been shown to be crucial components in decision-ma.king

in the family (Blood and Wolfe,1960

to their husbands is obvious.

) • The challenge they present
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However, one must look fUrther than merely the work situation, to the

whole position of bla.ck persons in South Africa, to understand more fully

why so many black ma.rr1ages, including those of 'middle-class' couples,

~a.re far from satisfactory. mack persons in South Africa are daily reminded

of their 'difference' to the ruling whites, with all the implications of

inferiority that accompany these differences, and almost every aspect of

their lives is regulated (such as where they may live and work), resulting ·.
in feelings of powerlessness and lack of control over their own lives.

As Hellman (1974: 22) remarks:

'Some believe, as I do , that the disruption of family life is exac
cerbated by the fact that the African man, who is losing the patriar
chal authority he wielded in traditional society at the same time has
been stripped of his human dignity by laws which discriminate against
him on the grounds of race' • .

Although these laws affect women 'j us t as badly - in fact more so in some

respects(e.g. their legal position) - the effect on men may be more obvious

because of the dominant social and political status they customarily enjoyed~

One experienced black marriage counsellor, who had coamerrted that the black

man was 'somebody stripped of his manhood•••••the only place he can be

someone is in his home', suggested that 'women must show that they can be

men in the home••••we have a real role in shoring him up:'. Women, striving

under adverse circumstances to raise . children, and bearing the brunt of

their husbands' dissatisfactions, may find that 'easier said than done',

and the fact that many marriages do not survive such pressures as I have

described is perhaps not surprising. It is to the breakdown of marriage,

as part of the wider aspect of ma.rital dissolution, that I now tu.m in the

next chapter.

. ( ,
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THE DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE

I When does a marriage cease to exist? When did it cease to exist in the

) past? What sort of factars lead to, and are associated with, its disso-

r -
\~lution? These are the central questions this chapter seeks to answer.

Dissolution may occur either during the lifetime of the partner, or at

the death of one. Firstly, I shall give attention to those circumstances

under which a marriage dissolves during the spouses' life time.

Dissolution may be formalised, as when a legal. decree of divorce is- issued
! -------._-------_ .~- _ .... -,,_..__..----------_.._-------------------._--_.._--------- ----- ------,~----_.

(~_~~: Court in South Africa,~h~~_~_-~:~~~~_ l~~ed

X\by a magistrate or Commissioner's court, or it may take place without any
- -\- -.-. - - -"- - .

\ro:rmalities, ~- ~~n- colrtact-betiieen--husoa.nd and wife ceases (Mair,l971:l78)., .

These different ways of teminating amarri~ are sometimes referred to by

anthropologists as de jure and de facto divorce respectively (E.Goody,1962:5l)

Like the laws perta.1ning to marriage, legislation surrounding statutory (as

opposed to cust<?ma.ry) divorce in Sout~ Africa is derived from siInilar laws

enacted in Western Europe after the Refonnation. Until the Reformation,

control over the dissolution of marriage was vested in Ecclesiastical courts,

which had gradually assumed this resPonsibility in different parts of Europe..

during the Middle Ages. Since the church maintained the doctrine of the

indissolubility of marriage, these courts did not pennit divorce, but granted

annulments under a variety of circumstances and, as Westerma.rck, quoting a

certain Lord Bryce notes: • the rules regarding impediments were so numerous

and so intricate that it was easy, given a sufficient motive, whether

political or pecuniary, to discover some ground for declaring almost: any

marriage invalid' (Westerma.rck,l926 :290l.
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Following on the denial of the sacramental and indissoluble nature of

marriage by certain Reformist churches, and the recognition by Luther of

secular authorities to intervene in this area, divorce in certain European

countries (e.g. Germany, Scotland) was granted by civil courts from the

" t/ t sixteenth centu:r.y onwards, on grounds of ~ultary an~ desertion. In
efT"",v> '

England the termination of marriage ac~ly became more difficult after

the Reformation, for although the Ecclesiastical Courts, 'now in the hands..
of the Church of England, retained control in this area they did away with

the machinery for obtaining easy annulments. From the "late seventeenth

century onwards divorce was obtained by special Act of Parliament only,

and it was only with the passing of the Civil Divorce Law of 1851 that

divorce fell within the purview of the civil court in England'. (Weitzman

and Dixon,1980:l45; Westennarck,1926,29l-3). Since some Christian churches

continue to exert a great deal of infiuence over their members in matters

of divorce, I shall give a brief overview of the position of the different

churches on this matter, before discussing the legal regulations governing

divorce in South Africa. at present.
, //
~\

The precepts of the Roman Catholic church remain essentially the same as----_.. ,.-

they did at the time of the Reformation,in that a proper marriage, once

contracted, remains indissoluble, and only annulment, under certain circum-

stances, is pennitted. However, the number of annulments granted in recent

years appears to have increased greatly, this increase being attributed by
I '

a member of the local Marriage Tri~ !!2i to any growing leniency on the

part of the church, but to a recognition by the church of those factors

shown by medical and social scientists to influence the ability of indivi-

duals to contract a valid marriage in the first place. Grounds for annulling

the union exist if it can be shown that one or both parties were, at the

time of the solemnization of the union, incapable of entering into a

Christian marriageo Evidence of this incapacity might be found in such
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diverse factors as the lack of true Christian faith on the part of one or

both partners, persC?nality malfunctioning, or marrying under duress (e.go

a 'shotgun' wedding).l

Annulments, which may take place years after the marriage, are granted

only after a detailed enquiry by the local Marriage Tribunal (staffed by

priests), and only if there is an Appeal against the decision is the case

referred to another (Soutb African) Marriage Tribunal, the final Court of

Appeal being the Roman one. No charges are levied, apart from possibly those

covering expenses such as travelling or postage.

AI though certainly not intended, in Durban this whole procedure seems to

work against blacks, in that whites appear to have more access to info:rma-

tion concerning the feasibility of annulment. A member of the Tribunal

conceded that, already short-staffed, the Tribunal would be severely

pressurised if flooded vith applications by blacks for annulments. The

need for blacks to be made aware of the possibility of seeking annulment

is illustrated by the following case:

Mrs Zd, a 41 year old nurse aide with a Std.VIII education, had
been married for 15 years, and had three children aged 14, 13
and12. The marriage had never been happy, Hr Zd baving spent
most of his time away from home, engaging in numerous affairs
and not supporting his family. When she had tried to force him
to support his family by obtaining a maintenance order he had

~ ~~f1; __l:l,is job but, since he .ran a very busy shebeen, Mrs Zd
<:~, .. knew that he was well able to afford maintenance. He had been

living with another woman for the past two years, and Mrs Zd
and her children sbaxed a room with five other people. Mrs
Zd. was very worried about her. children, who were not registered
in Durban, for they would later have problems finding employment.
She realised that if she were to divorce she might find alter
native ac~Ommodationmore easily for at present, as a married
woman, her husband would have to sign for her, and he probably
would not be prepared to do so since he was in an urban area
illegally. If she had accommodation she thought she could
register the children herself since she had urban rights.
However, Mrs Zd could not bring herself to decide on divorce,
for the church law about it was a big factor in her life.
The priest she had approached (her Parish priest) had told her
she should not divorce, and that he was praying for her.
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In this case, the religious convictions and/or the sanctions operating

(the censure of the parish priest, and possibly the fear of divine retri

bution) acted to exaccerbate the already serious problems of a structural

(influx control, accommodation) nature which Mrs Zd. was experiencing.

Until very recently the official position of the Anglican church had re

mained similar to that of the Roman Catholic church, in that marri~ was

regarded as indissoluble; 'however , annulments appear to .have been e~ceedingly

difficult to obtain. After a debate by the General Synod of the Church of

England in November, 1983, it was proposed to officially pem!t the re-

marriage of divorced persons under certain circumstances; opposition to the

proposed move, however, has resulted in the original ban on approved re-

marriage remaining in force, at least officially. Unofficially, apparently,

re-marria.ge of a divorcee has being occurring for several years, including

in South Africao2

Other Christian churches, such as Lutheran, Methodist, Congregational,

x continue to recognise civil divorce, and are prepared to re-marry divorcees

under certain circumstances. As one I"1ethodist Minister, for example, pointed

out, theirs is a view of re-marriage based on the doctrine of forgiveness

for past mistakes (see Chapter 5 about the differing conceptions of marriage

held by the various major churches). This line of reasoning obviously flows

from the changes introduced by Luther with the Refo:rma.tion.

The Roman Dutch laws on divorce which South Africa inher1ted were fonnulated
•

in Holland after the Reformation in 1580;these laws, which did not accept

Canon Law on the indissolubility of marriage, perm!tted divorce on grounds

X~uJ.te.ry_and_des~~Qn. Apart from some modifications, such as the

inclusion of Incurable Insanity and Habitual Criminality as grounds of

di~rce (Durban Marriage Guidance Society,1973), the divorce law in South

Africa remained largely unchanged until July,1979, when the Divorce Act

of 1979 became law. The Kwa Z~u Legislative Assembly enacted this same
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piece of legislation in November, 1980, and during the intervening seven

teen months (i.e. since the passing of the 1979 Act in South Africa) the

old and new divorce laws operated side by side in Natal: If the Plaintiff

lived in Kwa Zulu the divorce proceedings were conducted in terms of the

old legislation, if he/she lived in South Africa, proceedings followed

the new Act.

As well as the legislation governing the dissolution of statutory (i.e.

church or civil) marriages, there are provisions for the dissolution of

X customary unions, these provisions being laid down in the Natal and Kwa

Zulu Codes of Law. J3efore describing these prov:iJ3i:ons, I shall give atten-

Under the old legislation (i.e. prior to 1979) Plaintiff had to sue for

divorce, and to present a convincing case to the court for the granting

of a divorce on one of four grounds, i~e. Adultery, J>.~s~~.:!-on, Incurable----_. .- . .. . -._-
~anity~tu..a.l..-CriminalJiiY. Desertion included both malicious and

constructive desertion, the former describing willful desertion of one

partner for no good reason, and the latter covering those cases in which

a partner' was .given good cause, by the behaviour of his/her spouse (e.g.

,~ phY:.SJ _cal ab]!~_~~~g) t .o. leave the conjugal home. Most

wh~te divorces were granted in terms of Desertion (Rip,1966:3l). After
" .... _...

filing a divorce action with a lawyer an order to restore conjugal rights

was made (termed a Restitution Order), delaying proceedings for several

weeks, and giving the partners a chance to reconcile before the matter

came to court. The granting of a divorce effectively rested on the proof

that one partner had been guilty of misconduct (through deserting, or

causing desertion, or committing adultery). If the Defendant contested

the action brought by hiS/her spouse, long drawnout, expensive, and often

bitter court proceedings might ensue, and Defendant might succeed in blocking

the spouse' B Divorce Action.
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In tems of the 1979 Divorce Act, 8:part from Insanity, and in line with

similar changes in other parts of the..western world, Irretrivab1e :Breakdown

>( of the marriage is the O~ly grounds__!,or .divorce.--' Such a breakdown could be

occas~~e~_~_~_~~_~~_Of__factors,_ .~~e adul~e~_~.~_o~= partner, or his/her

desertion'~2E~_~yen~ _a. _:te~do~of_cJ)~t_1.Q!l, being amo~gst the
'---~--_....... ..- . ~ -- _. ~ ~_... _._-- ~.. -.....,...- ...,.-.-- '-;-"" ~ -~-_..-- -- ,. ,.,- ' '"

indicators that the marriage has in fact broken down. A~ with similar

l~;slati~~d-.AmeriCa-(~~) the question of who

j t he gullty partner is in the breakdown is no longer of iIllJ?ortance (although

it may be taken into account for some purposes, e.g. when maintenance is

detemined). Summons to appear in court for the hearing is issued on

the application for a divorce, i.e. no longer is a Restitution Order issued.

AIthough Defendant may theoretically oppose an Action which his/her partner

brings for divorce, in practice there is little he/She can do to prevent

it occurring in the long run, as the couple's living a:fRrt for a year or

more is taken as an indication that the marriage has irretrivably broken

down. The net result of the new type procedure (i.e. no Restitution order,

and the futility in the long run of opposing the Action) is that the whole

process of divorce may ocour far more speedily than in the past, and that

a partner who does not wish to divo~e can do virtually nothing to prevent

it ocourring.3 A1though the Aot contams provisions for the oourt to 1'9fer

~ couple to a marriage counsellor (Seo.4(3», this provision appears seldom

utilised.
•

In add!tion to changing the grounds and procedure and, in fact, the whole

philosophy of divorce, the 1979 Aot has also done away with the previously

existing alternative to complete divorce, i.e. judioial separation. Prior

to 1979 this option existed for couples who did not wish to live together,

but who did not oonsider complete legal termination necessary. Grounds for

Judicial Separation were wider than those for divorce,and this course of
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action allowed couples a 'breathing space' to sort out difficulties

(Durban Marriage Guidance Society,1913), and was also advantageous for

a woman whose husband was illtreating her; not only would she be entitled

to the normal financial support for, since she was still a wife she would

receive more maintenance than she would as an ex-wife, whilst still living

away from her husband, but she would remain entitled to existing pension

and medical benefits. The fact that this alternative has fallen away is

a distinct disadvantage to some women, as the following case illustrates:

¥!rS Eh, a 41 year. old nurse aide, had been married for 23 years
when she approached a counsellor for assistance. During their
marriage, Mr Kh, who was employed as a clerk and earning a
fairly good salary, had failed to maintain her and their five
children, insisting that his wife worked, and assaulting her
when she refused to hand over her earnings to him. '~t present
an order from the l-Jainteance Court deducted RlOO p.m. from his
salary for herself and the children. He showed his resentment
of this order by assaulting his wife when he was paid, and she
had once been hospitalised as a result of these assaults.
Mrs Eh. alleged that she had charged her husband on several
occasions, but that he had 'bought the police off', for he
had lo:lia of money saved. Mrs Xh, who had been referred to
FAMSA by the hospital where she had received treatment, was
a sickly woman, suffering from hyPertension, generalised
arthritis and chronic bronchial asthma, but she needed to
retain her job, for with her earnings and the RlOO maintenance
she supported her own five children aged from twenty to nine
years, one granddaughter, and her husband's widowed sister and
her children who! lived with them. Mrs Xh. did not want to
divorce her hUJ:;~ because (1) she was not young anymore fiee
below1 and (ii)~s~e would lose her benefits if she did, i.e.
pens{on benefits from her husband's finn, and the medical
aid facilities which included her children. A magistrate had
suggested a judicial separation but, in 1981 when Mrs Mk.
was seen by the counsellor, the New Divorce Act had eliminated
this alternative.

f

The new type divorce legi61ation has come in for a great deal of criticism
~_.- .....---- -~--=~~_..-~~............_-- .....

··x'

because, through making divorce more easily obtainable, it appears to have
",..,:;.,... _~.,.-::..~_, ,..,..,,,,,..,,, .,... .'J~ ..,,,",,,..-,..~,., .;, . , ,,, ,,,,,~.,,,..;.•~ ;,,,,~-,, .,,,,.;, .........:,...

co~.::~~~e~__~.~!~eE.~..~.i:~~;::~~ '~~:.~c~.,,~t~ ' ·~ ·S~~th-'·Afi.ica.,,~<!__~~~~land,
where similar legislation was introduced in 1969, and an enquiry into its

workings was launched in South Africa during 1983 (see footnote 3, p.276)

It i~\ ~~,~~in]l- ~rue thatL~~_~_~~--:-_c:~_!iew ()Lj;hELd~.nting~r,

the~'ease of divorce may provide real hardship, particularly until such time ,
--~~-~'--- " " '~"" ~'-~-" _ . " ~ - ' -'-' ''''''''''''' ' ''---''''''''''''''''''-'~~ ''~'_~__...,.________ ... _.~...,_____ . •"_"'c~,,<"_.~,_...,.._.
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as amendments are made to existing regulations concerning the marital

property rights of blacks (see Chapter 5). However, putting the new

divorce laws in sociological perspective, they seem to merely reflec~

prevailing norms about marriage, i.e. that it is an individual affair,

centred around love and a good relationship, the continued existence of

which rests on the mutual consent of both parties. ~t is obviously

needed is adequate protection for the financially dependent partner and/

or the children of the union. As the presiding officer at one of the local
" -" ....... "

, ,

. .

sittings of the Black Divorce Court pointed out, the court is merely putting

the 'rubber stamp' on a marriage which has, in the majority of cases, already

ceased to exist except in name.

rl ; \ The impression is that generally blacks seek divorce only as a last resort

;\~ (what statistical information there is is discu~sed below):-rAttitudeS

~,~" . ~tOWardS div?rc~ in the blac:: community are nega~~t!J whi~t i t_i,~~.~9..QS:-

j ~\c nized that divorce inevitably occurs, its occurrence is viewed with regret4,

:~-C::' -~"~~~;" '~~' ' ~~-'~~~~ded~t" ~l-~;~ ts-~if"-~t- '~l " ;~'~si';;:~r- '~~~~~:--i':':::~·~=::-\
' 4~:j \

felt to be most unfortunate f~r the chi ldren of the marriage, and it reflects. ...=~.....~"'.,..........-""',.'""-..-..-.'"

'X badly} >D__~~....~?~!~ .~:.~f5. p.~~ic:U+~Iy: .repreheIU? iJ~.:l,~.._f.:~.E~__~,~,~:..~~~_ .

(a phenomenon which will be discussed furthe! below); divorce shows that a

/

woman h~s f~ as a wife and, in t~. word~ of inro~~Lshe~2s se~n:~

a ' ~s~..:!:~_,~~ ,~~n~Jl.¥_~~.~~..~~.!.ailure ' being attac~d . _t~=-her. As the

admonitions she receives as a bride-to-be and a ne", wife make clear, it is

•the responsibility of a woman to make a success of marriage and, if the

union does not last i t is largely she who is held responsible. A1though

guilt is not a factor which is taken into account when a statutory divorce

is granted (unlike the case with cus tomary union dissolutions, which are dis

cussed below), in the eyes of the community there may be some sympathy for Si
.:lo.o......... ;~,..........-...,..~' • ---- - -_.. ......_~,~_•.. ~_.~~-......."",~~w..~?"·'-*!e"'M"ma'i/r~"W-'l " ' :: · ' ;;;- · ·Fr __ ·'" - '!i;~~~

woman who divorces if she is obviously not in the w:r:..~g"..!E .~ way (if, e.g: :)\ ;
~- ,-.""'-"" """"O""-~' ·"''''''~'''''''' ''' ~ _''' ' .' ':-''' '~.:l''. ~......, .. ~ . " ..,~ ., . _ .. .....'"":_ .,_.''' '-:"''"':., ~,., . : , .. ':" ~_'~~"""'-' _'''''''' '''''''' ~.~ ,."",.,...."". .... ~_ ,"",,. . _...,,.,,...="-",,' '''~'_''''"'''~ .-' . ~~~A~~ -----'

it is known that her husband drinks heavily and is violent towards her).
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When problems are expe;:~ncet! . ~~ marriage a 'family conference' is called
~---- ~.•..-.•..- -"-.-. - ",.""""",,,,-..--.--""--...- - -- -.,, ....----- --_.. .._....... .....~--~..........,..."'.._.....................

i to try to overcome the difficulties. The immediate kin of both husband
r ..._~ - __ 0 . _ ~---..........: _ .. " . ' .. .. .. <on" .. _ . - _ _ :V-'-"""

and wife (parents or guardians, and .. !>~s!l;~y ~j.pa.re;'ts and/or aunts and
... ."'"'~''' "'' '''~•.i ... ..';.', :"...~ .''cll _'..'''.•..~ ,,. ''':'' ..c

uncles) and the couple themselves meet; each spouse is then required to
_ _ . _","_-., ...,..~_~•....",£~_ .~ _ ......... '-'"""'J'~""~""-"--'-~---

state l:ll~I!!.£;,_g,as.e,-and-eacli is questioned by a.r;y, .().( .those.p1'es~~~t:.". c '~'~'0'

problems are then discussed by those kin who are present, and. thEW make

suggestions to the couple f'bout putting mat~~~~.!. If this first step

fails to effect any improvement, the problem may be taken to a township

counsellor, or a minister, or even to one of the other township officials

(e.g. one of my Lnformarrts , a clerk in a township office, had dealt with

marital disputes). It appears that, only if all else fails, may a social

worker or marriage counsellor be consulted. However, the role of education

is probably important when deciding on the course of action after the family

conference, for professional people, for example, are probably far more

7-
likely to seek help from a marriage counsellor than a toWnship counsellor

or officialo5

~If existing problems cannot be overcome, either with or without outside

assistance, and one of the partners decides on a divorce, he or she approaches

either a lawyer or the clerk of the CoIIDIlissionerts Court. If the latter

course of action is chosen, and the divorce is handled by the Commissioner's

Court without recourse to a lawyer, costs are minimal (R30,OO in 1980). In

practice, parties to a divorce usually appear to prefer a lawyer to handle,
I

or to defend, the action, husband and wiYe choosing different legal represen

tatives. Women, in particular, feel their interests are better served through

enlisting independent representation, fe~ ~re ,~~~~._~res~§~by_~~

that officials may be biased towards_their husbands. Both parties to a
__. . . --,;r' I ~~~=..~~.- _ .~~~~

divorce may prefer a lawyer to safeguard their own interests in matters of

\,ma.int enance , property and the custody of the children, the two latter issues

sometimes being interlinked and particularly contentious.
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Summons is issued, and a date set for the Divorce hearing. At the hearing

Plaintiff is called into the wi mess box and, in addition to procedural

questions, is asked about the history of the breakdown, such as how long

the couple have been apart. The Defendant is not called unless the case

is contested. The length of the proceedings prior to the granting of the

final decree varies, depending largely on whether t he summons is served in

time, whether the Plaintiff appears in court on due date, vrhether Defendant

contests the Action, and whether the custody of the children is disputed,

all of which factors may on occasion delay proceedings.

Prior to the g~anting of a final order of divorce, the court must decide

about the custody of the minor children, awarding it to either the husband

~9r the wife, the pa--rty n9-~being granted certain access

to the children. If the custody is contested, the court may order an

enquiry bya probation officer into the circtunstances of the parents, to

assist in arriving at ~~ equitable decision about who is best able to
.~

look after them. One lavryer (black) alleged that fathers may strive to

retain the control over the children in order to retain the family accommo-

dation, for preference would be given to the mother's right to remain in

the family home if she had been given custody of the children6•

This whole question of the custody of the children may be most unsettling
~ ._,,-~,-'-"""~~~~" I:""~~__,.;,;c,":,,,

for them, particularly if divorce proceedings drag on over s~v~ral months.
· ,.. ".......,......, ., ....~~··...,..,,...---'_.. ·_---.,.,,.,-.-...,-,.,..~-_..--""~.......~~-'I....';l."'1C.~l=..::::..'\lI'_•.=:t"'..._·~;;.·,~,·,'*"'..·,·w;1';..,...«-~ "~~,_.tf."""IO\'ilo....._ "(,.,.,..,~"¥~~<iir~~...;;'.I.,.,.;.•.;;,....-,,',;,¥"'l:':<l:"''1..,.,~~'Jd'~'irit.,~~\JI.

The Black Divorce Cou--rt, a section qf the North-East Divorce court, travels

around Natal, and sits in Durban, Pietermaritzburg, Eshowe and Vryheid in

rotation so, after spending a few weeks in Durban, it leaves for other -

centres and returns to Durban a few months later. If one of the partners

has not received summons, or if a probation officer's report is called

for, the hearing is postponed until the next sitting a few months later.
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In one case I witnessed in the Durban court, for example, the father had

fetched the children from the wife's mother's home in the rural area.,

where they had been at school, in an attempt to retain custody; when the

mother contested her husband's right to retain the children, the case was

postponed for several. months in order for a probation officer's report to

be obtained, which meant the end of the children's schooling for that

year since there was no chance of their finding places in local schools.

Although the custody issues must be settled prior to th~ granting of the

final decree, the question of maintenance mayor may not be settled prior

to that time, for it can be dealt with by the Maintenance Court after the

final decree has been granted. Maintenance for children is usual, the

father being ordered to pay a certain sum per child; provisions also exist

for the wife to claim maintenance, provided she does so at the time of the

divorce (even if she only asks for m,oo, and the Court agrees, she may

later apply for it to be increased). and when considering whether or not

to allow a woman maintenance factors such as the length of the marriage.

the age of the woman, and the prospects of her re-marrying are taken into

account (Mr Smith, President, :Black Divorce Court, personal communication).

However, from information given by officials of the Court, and the Department

of Co-operation and Development, it appears relatively rare that black

. )(women who are divorcing apply for maintenance for themselves, a fact which

one experienced social worker attributed to their not having been used to
•

being maintained by their husbands even during the subsistence of the union.

FurtheDllore, views expressed by other informants suggest that, as in West

Africa, 'The very idea of maintaining a wife after divorce appears to be

foreign to the African perception of marriage and divorce' (Nwogugu,1980:ll9 ,

quoting from proceedings .during a court case).7
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Property matters are not dealt with by the Divorce Court, but are handled

by the Commissioner's Court, as, for example, when the ownership of house

hold possessions is disputed, or when the wife claims rights in a house.

As mentioned in Chapter 4, statutory marriages are contracted either in or

out of Oommunity of Property. ~.Q.J:Il~Il,..J!!?·_rried ..~t o.~~~_~f _

( ::c:~~::~~=~:~~:~::~
l --".~_. -----=----
purchase is made that it is made in their name. 'When a ,house is purchased,

wives often contribute a great deal towards paying for it, but they may

claim nothing back in the event of a divorce unless they can produce in

court receipis refiecting their paymenis. If a couple are married in Community

(of Property the wife is, theoretically, entitled to half the proc:_~~~,, ~~

'>'---\
J ~e couples' assets on divorce. Since the husband holds the marital power

he may, of course, dispose of assets such as a house prior to the divorce.

Furthermore, even if the house is sold at the time of divorce, and the husband

has outstanding debts, these would be deducted from the sale price before it

was shared.

rshOuld a man wish to claim back his ilob010 from the woman's father or

c)P}: Iguardian, such a claim would be handled by the CoI:llllissioner's Court, since

L this matter is a customary and not~a-st~,~t.ory.-one. The opinions canvassed

about whether iloOOlo should be part of the legal contract have already

been mentioned (Chapter 4) and it does appear that, in spite of the pro-,.
vision in the Code that a refund may be claimed upon dissolution of the

union, the opportuni.ty is seldom made use of in Durban. In the records

of the Durban Commissioner's Court for the period 1919 - 1982 I encountered

only one case, that of Gabela v. Mbatha

Plaintiff was suing his wife's brother and guardian for the
return of four head of ilobolo cattle @ RlOO,OO per beast,
plus sundry expenses incurred (e.g. legal costs, and money
in lieu of goods allegedly taken by the wife). A week
after the Diarriage in 1969, Plaintiff's wife had deserted
the conjugal home, and had rema1ned away, having either
married, or merely cohabited with, another man. Summons
w·as served on Defendant on 6 August,1981, and Notice for
Default JudPlIlent was AA+' nnwn 4'....... , "1 ....- - - .....--
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It is not clear what the outcome of this case was since nothing further

had been entered in the file when it was perused in May, 1982, the matter

presumably being still pending at that date.

Conversely, any ilobolo which had been promised, but never delivered,
\
\ may be claimed by the wife's guardian upon dissolution of a marriage or

'1--- \ 'cus t omary union; e.g. when the Cele customary union was dissolved in 1981
\
(Case No. 378/81 ) the wife's guardian claimed four outstanding ilobolo

cattle at BlOO,OO each. In an Out of Court settlement_Defendant (the husband)

eventually agreed to pay R200,OO, which was accepted by the wife's guardian.

The procedure wi tri regard to the dissolution of customary unions differs

to that of statutory divorce and, if the services of lawyers are not enlisted,

it is far more economical than statutory divorce. The partner wishing to

dissolve the union approaches the Department of Co-operation and Development

where, "Tith assista.'lce if needed, he or she dra"ilS up the summons for the

Defendant to appear in the Commissioner's Court on a set date. The only

costs involved (if there is no lawyer) are (or should be) those covering

the fees of the Messenger of the Court who delivers the swmnons, and the

revenue stamps affixed to this legal document. However, that unsuspecting

Plaintiffs may be exploited if they ·Sfre not familiar with the correct pro-

cedure is shown by the case of Mrs De., who was told by the official she

approached in a certain magesterial district near Durban that it would cost

her R50,OO, plus some money for cigare;ttes for him. Having taken the R3,OO

she had on her, he told her he could not help her until she returned with

the full amount. Mrs De. became suspicious because the same procedure had

cost her only R4,50 in Durban, and she had enlised the help of a social worker,

who had reported the matter to the chief magistrate of the area.

The date is fixed for a hearing at the Commissioner's Court, and at this

hearing both parties (plus the woman's legal guardian if she lives in

Natal) should appear. Defendant may deoide to oppose the Aotion, and either
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or both parties may, if desired, utilise the services of a lawyer. Various

grounds exist for dissolving a customary union, and they are as follows in

both :Natal and Kwa Zulu (as set out in the Codes):

,x

(a) adultery;

(b) continued refusal to render conjugal rights;

(c) wilful desertion;

(d) continued gross misconduct;

(e) undergoing ~ tenn of imprisonment of not less than
five years;

(r) that conditions are such as to render continuous living
together insupportable or dangerous;

In addition, a wife may sue her husband for divorce on two additional grounds:

(a) gross cruelty or ill-treatment, or

(b) if he accuses her of witchcraft or makes other serious
allegations against her.

An analysis of twelve disso1utions8which were granted in the Durban ~s-

terial district in 1980 and 1981 reveals that, with the exception of those

grounds concerning witchcraft accusations and imprisonment, all other grounds

(or behaviour which could be construed as constituting these grounds) were

~ed when divorce actions were brought, as the following breakdown of

eleven of the cases shows:-

:Behaviour husband/wife Number of times mentioned

Wife's desertion 5
Husband assaulting wife 6
Husband's failure to maintain 3
Husband's desertion 1
Husband's failure to render con~ rights 2
Husband's chasing wife away 1 ______ 4
Husband's drinking excessively , 1

The above-mentioned reasons, taken as a whole, suggest that the greater

frequency of desertion on· the part of wives than of husbands may be of

a 'constructive' nature, i.e. that the wives, through the behaviour of their

husbands, have been obliged to leave the family home.

In one of these cases the husband' B having committed adultery was mentioned,

amongst other factors, but in no instance was it advanced as a sole ground

for divorce. :Bekker (1976) notes that adultery by the husband did not
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feature amongst the grounds for dissolution of fifty customary unions

in Empa.ngeni, details of which he SCl.'Utinized, and concludes that 'It

would thus appear that the traditional attitude towards adultery still

prevails' (1916:349). The picture which emerged during my own research

of the double standards which prevail concerning adultery on the part of

men, as opposed to that of women, supports Bekker's conclusions.(see Chapter 1)

In thetwelth case of dissolution of customary union in Durban in the period

referred to, a case fairly atypical, as compared with the others, it was the

wife who was accused, not only of drinking excessively, spending nights

away from home and committing adultery, but also of a~~~~~_h~!:husbandl

The Codes also stiPulate that attempts to reconcile the couple should have

been made before consideration is given to disso:hri ng the union, these

attempts being described in a sworn statement by Plaintiff (the wife)

in the case of Ngidi v Ngidi (Ref. 321/81) thus:

' .On 15 .~brua.ry 1915 I went to Defendant's home with the
child and slept there. Defendant was vith someone else.
They asked me what I had come for. Defendant threatened
me with a spanner but did not sirike me'

The hearing may be postponed if no such attempts have been made. The union

will be dissolved if it can be shown that attempts to reconcile have been

made and have failed, and that adequate grounds exist to terminate the

union. Those women residing in Natal must return to the custody of their

guardians, or 'protectors' (e.g. brother, son). A decision is made about

•
the custody of the children either during the dissolution hearing or at

a later date, and the commissioner may, as in the case of statutory divorce,

order a probation officer's report into the circumstances of the parents

if custody is disputed.

On the surface, comparatively few customary unions appear to end in disso-

lution, in that in the 1980/1 period only twelve dissolutions occurred (see

footnote 8, Po 284) as compared with 291 such unions which were contracted

during the same two year period. However, these figures apply to only one
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ma.gesterial district out of the four in which the subjects of this research

live and work, and out of approximately fifty in Natal and Kwa Zulu as a

whole. Furthermore, as Rip (1966:~3) points out, comparing divorces in

any given year with marriages contracted during that same year (as, e.g.

is done when expressions such as 'one in three marriages end in divorce'

are used) is a very crude measure of divorce rates, which should ideally

be expressed as numbers or divorces in any given year per 1 000 existing

marriages. Such an index facilitates cross-cultural compardaons of divorce

rates (as, e.g. in Goode,1961:482).

Due to the paucity of available statistics it is exceedingly difficult to

make any meaningful statements of a quantitative nature about black divorces.

Al though information about the number of black divorces in Natal is available,

there is no corresponding information about marriages; statistical data about

marriages exists for the individual magesterial districts ~~d for the whole

of South Africa. No central statistical information is kept about the

numbers of customary unions contracted, nor about dissolution, and to

acquire such figures approaches would have to be made to the various mages

terial districts (as mentioned above, there are approximately fifty in

Natal, at lease four of which are partly or wholly in the greater metro

politan area of Durban, i.e. Umlazi, Verulam, Pinetown and Durban itself).

Information given by the Natal section of the North-Eastern Divorce Court9

(i.,e. Black Divorce Court) which is based in Durban, shows that the follow-

ing numbers of final orders of divorce were made over the past few years:-

Years

1980
1981
1982
198~

Final orders

689
987

1120
1260

These figures represent divorces which occurred over the whole province,

i.e. in all four centres in which the Divorce Court Bat and, unfortunately,

no breakdown per area was available. From the number of summonses which were
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issued in the years 1974 to 1979 inclUBive~O for which a breakdown was

available according to area, approximately sixty percent each year were

issued in the area served when the Court sat in Durban. However, since

there is no comparable data about marriage available, these statistics

cannot be used for estimating even a crude divorce rate. Although these

x:: figures reflect a definit~ incre_~~ch year in.__th~__number of divorces,

doubtless the number of marriages are also increasing, so it is not possible

to assess whether the rate of divorce is actua1~_~_. The large jump

between 1980 and 1981 mayor may not be related to the passing of the new

Divorce Act by Kwa Zulu at the end of 1980. Unfortunately, no statistics

are available for the final orders of divorce granted prior to 1980, but

the number of summonses issued for the period 1974 to 1979 (which did not,

of course, ' necessarily end in divorce) were in excess of 1 000 during each

of those years, reaching a peak of 1 405 in 1976, 228 more than in 1975.

before decreasing again to 1 197 in 1977. i.e. fluctuating for no apparent

reason. Even if one were to calculate the number of marriages, as Simons

did (Simons,1968: 69)on the basis of 8 - 10 persons per 1 000 marrying in

any one year (e.g., if 10 persons per 1 000 in Natal and Kwa. Zulu had married

in 1980, 47 663 marriages would have taken place on the basis of available

population figures for those areas11 ) it would be impossible to calculate

how marw were statutory and how many were customary, and therefore impossible
1

to assess the divorce rate for the province.
'"

There is also no way of making meaningful comparisons between the numbers of

divorces which occur and the number of disso1utions (customary unions) which

take place, since there is no comparable information on disso1utions for

either the whole of Natal, or for the area served by the Divorce Court when

sitting in Durban. In Durban, as already mentioned above, twelve unions

were, as far as can be ascertained, dissolved over a two year period.
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Bekker (1976:489) noted that in Empangeni some fifty cases of unions being

dissolved h~ occurred over a seven year period (1967 - 1974), a yearly

average of seven. If, say, six disso1utions occurred per magesterial

district per year (and there is no way of estimating the number short of

perusing the records in each district), the total would amount to 300 per

year for the whole of Natal. Al though this figure is still considerably

lower than the total number of divorces, it is possible that fewer customary

unions are contracted than statutory marriages. Dlamini (1983:5) suggests

that customary unions are on the decrease, but admits (ibid:31) that there

are no statistics to prove it. In Durban, in 1980/1981 only 292 customary

unions were contracted as against 1 076 statutory marriages which took place

during the same period, but it is quite possible that the proportion of

customary unions is far higher in the country. Unfortunately, without

adequate statistics it is not possible to make comparisons of even crude

divorce and dissolution rates.

However, even if official figures were available about the number of legal

divorces and dissolutions, there is one further very important fact which

would make meaningful statements about the extent of marital breakdown

virtually impossible: It must be borne in mind that informal temination

of a marital union, when one or both partners simply drift away from the

conjugal home, also occurs, and obviously there are no official records of

what amounts to de facto divorce.

Desertion, particularly of wives by husbands (Clark and Ngobese 11975 :31-3;

Preston-Whyte,1973 :268/9) is not a.t all unusual. Derman reports (personal

communication) . that in the Sipondweni district of Northern Natal the fo:rma.li-

ties associated with terminating the existing union and contracting a new

one are not necessarily complied ",ithe The extent to which such informal

dissolution occurs in Durban, as elsewhere, is impossible to assess. There

appears to be no official definition (e.g. in the Codes) of what terminates

Idesertion,12, and on occasion spouses may drift apart for lengthy periods
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of time and come together several years later, and it is not clear why

partners seek a legal dissolution in some instances and not others.

Obviously a desire to fonnally re-marry is· one important factor, and the

strict control over movement and over accommodation which exists in urban

areas (see Chapter 6) may lead to move formal dissolutions occurring in

urban than rural areas. Several cases were encountered, both in the

court records of dissolutions and FAMSA records, where the husband and

wife had been apart for several or many years, and where official disso-

lution was sought for reasons such as re-marriage, or accommodation problems,

as the following case shows:-

Mrs Te, a 53 year old woman, had formerly worked as a
domestic worker but now, due to ill-health, eeked out
a living through informal sector activities. She had
not seen her husband, whom she had married 31 years
previously, for 23 years. She knew he was living else
where with another woman, but did not know if he had
married her (she did not seem to have gone to much
trouble to trace her husband). She had experienced
problems as 'a married woman without a husband, and
maintained she had been arrested for treSPassing.
She felt that if she were divorced she could try to
find accommodation in her own name.

It seems, therefore, that the only valid conclusion which can be (lrawn

about the dissolution of marriage during the spouses' life times is that

large numbers of marriages are terminated, either formally or informally,

and that, from what women say, it is likely that many more would be ter-

minated if there were adequate alternative accommodation available for

women. What are the factors responsible for these large numbers of divorces?
,

As Cohen points out (1971: 11) there is a need to include both psychological

and sociological variables if one is to arrive at an adequate understanding

of why divorce occurs. Since my primary concern is with structural and

cultural 'Variables, such an in-depth study is obviously beyond the scope

of this research. Although the use of a large random sample is recommended

by some anthropologists (see, e.g. Cohen's discussion of the recommendations

of Ee.mes and Ardener, 1971:5-8 ) experience ae a marriage counsellor suggests

that an in-depth study of a limited number of cases, which would involve
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survey-type data which a large sample would necessitate. Before turning

to an analysis of available material, some comments about the role of

divorce in the western world generally are in order, since the prevailirig

western norms, values and socio-economic factors which influence divorce

rates operate in South Africa also.

Apart from the growing ease of divorce, itself a product of changing atti-

tudes towards marriage, various sociological factors have been shown to

play a part in the increasing divorce rates in the western world; these

factors can be subsumed under two main, interrelated. headings, i.e. charges

in the economic functions of marriage and changed expectations of the marital

relationship. As Goode, one of the foremost authorities on contemporary

divorce notes, from a man's point of view services formerly provided by

a wife can be obtained from various other sources, and for a woman an

industrial society provides various opportunities for supporting herself

independently of her husband (Goode,191l:306); in other words, there is

now far less incentive for either spouse to remain married for economic

reasons and, as one sociologist succintly puts it 'one will divest oneself

much more easily from a fellow consumer than from a partner in production'

(:j3erger,1961:29). With regard to the; second factor mentioned, when mar

riages are based on idealised expectations of emotional fulfillment and

partnership they are particularly likely to crumble in the face of unmet

expectations, particularly when the ~om1nant ethic in society is on self
•

f'ulfillment. Divorce then becomes 'the expression of an indomitable hope

in the future and of a stubborn conviction that happiness, in the fullest

sense of the word, is not only possible but is one's inalienable right'

(Berger,1961:29). To what extent have these two factors played a part in

black divorce?

tirst;!..x, as has been noted. by other researchers in the sphere of African

marriage (Mair,1969:68/9;Dlamini,1983:111) the role of economic factors
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is undoubtedly very important, in that the type of economic interdependence

between partners which existed in the past has largely disappeared under

modem economic conditions and urban living. A man is no longer so depen

dent on his wife (i.e. in meeting subsistence needs), and she is able to

support herself independently of her husband. although, as has been pointed

{out , accommodation problems may prevent some women from going ahead with

divorce. ,

1\~ 'modem_' expectat~~Il~ ~~out marri~_pla~r an important role iIl_~~!~rce?, _

This factor is probably not of major significance in the majority of cases,

because most black women appear to have fairly realistic expectations about

marriage, i.e. that it is likely to be anything but a 'bed of roses' (in

contrast to attitudes encountered amongst some Whites). As a result of

socialization patterns, and the stress on the wife's perseverance at the

time of the marriage, black women generally have no illusions about the

role of a wife. There is also the strong community sanction for, in the

words of one nurse 'there's shame, fear of failure, that's why women

tolerate everything' (see also Dlamini, 1983:176).

However, it may well be that younger, highly educated women are either

raising their expectations about marriage, or, because of their personal
\ ,
\' value systems, lack the commitment necessary for them to persevere in the

face of difficulties o The following three cases illustrate attitudes which

contrast sharply with norms about a wife's persevezance , All three women

have professional qualifications, Mrs W. and Mrs Mi. being more highly

qualified than Mm Km. and both holding good jobs; Mrs Km. was working for

her businessmen husband, and was more highly educated than he was. ' The

educational qualifications of Hr W. and Mrs Mi. were approximately the same

as those of their wives:

1. Mrs Km. claimed that her husband had beaten her, and that he
did not give her enough money to adequately support the
family, her glamourous and fasionable appearance giving
rise to doubts about the veracity of the latter allegation.
Hr Km. disclosed that his wife had- had numerous affairs,
had taunted him ,w1th not bei.n9: in he:r ,~, ru:,,,.' - ...~;l '1..-.:1
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made a laughing stock of him in the community. Numerous
family conferences had failed to change her, and he was
adamant about wanting a divorce. The children were being
looked after by Mrs Km. 's mother, whose disapproval of her
daughter's behaviour extended to her refusing her permission
to remove the children. Mrs Km, who admitted she had a boy
friend, subsequently obtained a job in a beachfront ('inter
national') hotel, which suited her very well, and said she
wouldn't be able to look after the children anyway.

2. The problems in the W. marriage revolved primarily around the
role ·conceptions of husband and wife. When this couple were
seen by a counsellor Mrs W. had left home and was living in
a multi-racial connnune (in a 'White' residential area), en
joying her independence. The couple's one child was with her
mother. Her own background was a fairly wealthy,'middle-elass'
one, contrasting to that of her husband, whose mother had been
a domestic worker who had struggled to put him through univer
sity. Nrs W. complained that her husband went out in the car
at weekends, and left her at home. He resented her having a
maid: 'Just because his mother starved herself for him he
need not think I am going to be his slave'. Mr W. declared
the.t he was prepared to make changes to suit his wife, but
Mrs W. had no inclination to return to her husband, for she
was enjoying her freedom.

In these two cases, both women appeared to lack interest in trying to make

, a success of their marriages, their values being oriented primarily towards

The third case

is somewhat different in that, rather than a lack of commitment to the

marriage itself (though this factor was not entirely absent), Mrs Hi's

t'J'! (}el1~~~, ~~9: __!.1_oj;~Qe-iv_ing~_e.n9J~,gtLloYe__,fr.,om_he~.,-husband_" for"".'..if""you don't

have love you're not a human being'. Compared with other black cases dealt

"rith by FAMSA. there were few proble~ .:j.n the marriage, but this case demon-

;

- strates that divorce may be a function of expectations of marriage rather

. than the intensity of the problems which are present, and is similar to

'L many of the problems for which whites, particularly wives, seek help because

of dissatisfaction with the emotional quality of the relationship:

3. Mrs Hi, a very attractive, exceedingly articulate and self
assertive woman, was seriously considering divorcing her
husband, mainly because of the quality of their emotional
relationship. Mr lu. was inclined to be moody, and sometimes
after a quarrel he would not talk to her for long periods.
Mr Mi. also resented her husband's tendency to associate
wi th people who were not of their 'class'. She conceded
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her husband's good points, e.g. he was a good father and,
unlike most of his friends, he did not have other girlfriends.
This couple were counselled and, at the time of the last contact,
Mrs Hi. had taken no further steps towards divorcing her husband.

It seems quite likely that with a growing number of educated women,and the

increasing exposure of black women generally (e.g. through the mass media)

to western conceptions of marriage and alternative life styles (e.g. Hr Hi.

suggested that his wife's attitude was influenced by heraivorced..1:~~nds),,_~_._,_~~
~...... ...... , .;;:i-=~~~~C*, " -"'~ "=--~~~Wl'=~~~~_':'~~~'~4j-~o;: ;t,oO~~~~

accompanied by their greater financial security through access to relatively

well-paid jobs (all three women cited above were able to acquire alternative

accommodation), the numbers of wives who are no longer prepared to persevere

will increase. Musa, for example, at one stage when she was separated from

Phinde because of various problems, was seriously contemplating divorce.

Secure in her job, and aspiring to make a success (through improving her

qualifications) of her life, she commented to me that she had 'persevered

enough'. At present the couple are still married, and although not ·contem-

plating divorce at present Musa realises that it may be necessary in the

future.

It will be noted that in all three cases described above the factor of

'class' was mentioned. Brandel-8yrier (1971:106 ) mentions that amongst

the elites she studied in Reeftown there was a tendency for upwardly~obile

men to divorce their lower-status wives. I have no information about whether

this occurs amongst higher socio-economic groups in Durban; if it does occur
,

I doubt whether it would be on a large scale because most well-educated men

marry wives of an equivalent status and, probably because there are more

professional women than men' it seems likely that there would be a tendency

towards hypogamy rather than hypergamy. I suggest that if divorce occurs

for this reason it would most likely be amongst a noveau-riche category

of businessmen who would constitute the upwardly-mobile. In America the

incidence of divorce (i.e. the fol.'mal procedure) tends to decrease with

rising socio-economic status (Goode,1961:493), but here I lack information

a.bout whether there are any differences in +,n., ....... ~'L. _
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To return to the subject of structural variables which play a part in

divorce it does appear that, as well as those so-cio-economic and c~tural

Lnf'Luences of western origin, structural factors which are unique to the

South African scene, play an important role. For example, desertion,

probably the main source of the infonnal termination of marriage, is greatly

facilitated by the migrant labour system which, in tum, stems from the socio-

political structure of South Africa, with its grossly unequal allocation of

land and other resources, and its stringent control over the movements of

the black population. The influence which structural factors exert on

marital difficulties was discussed in the previous two chapters, and it

is problems involving' irresponsible' husbands which probably give rise to

the majority of divorces.

Apart from the three cases described above, an examination of the other

sixteen cases dealt with by FAMSA in which divorce had occurred or was

pending reveals that four resulted from desertion (in three cases the husband

had deserted the wife, in the fourth case the situation was reversed), and. in

the other twelve the husband's behaviour was the major reason for divorce,-i:in that he fai~-l!!!';,tt a i ILhis-family 8XJd1or~.u.qe""iYely 8XJd/or

\ . .. was violent. . Lawyers confi:rm the presence of these problems in large numbers

of divorces.

13 .
A socio-eultural perspective on black divorce then suggests that factors

iIfrAerent in the present socio-politioal structure are important variables
f

because of the part they play in prevalent marital problems, problems which

often give rise to divorce. 'Modem' type expectations of marriage probably

{\yfi /) f i gure in only a relatively small number of divorces. Changed economic
.--

conditions have facilitated divorce, as have changes in divorce law.

Customary cultural values militate to some extent against divorce, in that
~--~.. . . --- .._._-~

women are exhorted to persevere whatever happens, and are labelled failures
--------

if they do not do so.
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Finally, on the subject of cultural values, to what extent do these

large numbers of divorces represent a departure from trends in marital

dissolution which existed in the past. Some thirty years ago, in the

classic volume 'African Systems of Kinship and Marriage', Gluclanan (1950)

formulated a hypothesis that marital stability was causally related to

a kinship system in which rights in genetricem in a woman were acquired

by her husband's patrilineal group. ~Gluckman based his propositions

about stable marriage on his own fieldwork in Zululand, and claimed that

divorce among the Zulu was 'virtually unknown'. The hypothesis gave rise

to a fair amount of controversy (see de Haas, 1979) but, for present

purposes, it is his assertions about the stability of Zulu marriage which

are of interest. As Schneider points out (1953: 57 ) 'stability' may

1le of either a judicial or a conjugal nature, i.e. it may be judicially

stable because divorce as a . judicial process does not exist, yet conjugally

unstable because the partners do not live with each other. Recently

Dlamini has noted that his informants support the view that 'in Zulu

y customary law divorce was unknown' (1983:373). However, other sources

suggest that, whilst the judicial machinery for reguiating divorce was

not present in the past (i.e. pre-white conquest), conjugally (as against

judicially) marriages were not necessarily stable. Bekker (1976:347)

quotes Bryant as saying that a man could himself divorce his wife by

X driving her away, and this assertion is substantiated by Cetewayo's
!

evidence before the 1883 Commission o~ Enquiry (Webb and Wright,l978:89)

'A person .can put his wife away without consulting the chiefs'. SimOllS ,

however, suggests that such dissolution was not necessarily unilateral,

in that the early law reports showed that not only did men repudiate

their wives, but women deserted their husbands, father dissolved marriages

of their sons and daughters, and women were given in marriage to successive

husbands (1968:122).
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Due to the lack of any statistical information, and t he probability that

most marriages terminated informally even during the early period of

contact with white officialdom (as many apparently still do today in the

rural areas), there is no way of making any quantitative comparisons with

contemporary divorce patterns (see also Wilson, 1981:144). It seems,

however, hi~ly likely that marital instability (used i~ the widest sense

to include both formal ~d informal dissolution) has greatly increased

as a result of the sort of structural changes detailed above. For example,
1 0 -

al though a man might formerly send his wife away, he would be reluctant to

do so if he could not afford to lobola another woman because he needed her

domestic and sexual services; likewise, far fewer alternatives than now

exist would be available to a woman who wished to leave her husband.

Although 'modern' expectations of marriage ~y not figure prominently in

divorce, changes in the family strQctures from an extended to nuclear unit

place an 'emotional burden' on the smaller unit which was fonnerly diffused

within a wider kin group (Goode,197l:306; Gluckman,1955:77). Problems there

would certainly have been, but under the different structural conditions

which prevailed in the past they would have been of a different nature,

and on a different scale, to those I have described, and it seems reasonable

to conclude that a far greater degree of stability existed then than it

does today.

Turning now to the second type of mital dissolution, that which occurs..
when a partner dies , what changes have occurred?

Firstly, it is important to remember that in the past the death of one

or other of the partners did not necessarily end the marriage. Marriage,

being primarily the concern of the two kin groups, the place of the deceased

could _be filled by a kinsman or kinswoman of the deceased through the

levirate and sororate (Gluckman,1950:184/5). The extent to which these

practices actually occurred in the past is not, of course, known,
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Nowadays when a woman is 'married,14 to a brother of the deceased husband,

the Natal Code provfdes for the registration of such a union, which is

termed ukuvusa; strictly speaking this term applies to what anthropologists

term a 'ghost' marriage rather than a leviratic one, the latter being known

as an ukungena union. During the years of 1980/1, only one such union is

reflected in the register of customary unions in the Durban magesterial

district, and the Estates section of the Department of Co-operation and

Development appears to have handled only one such case during the past

few years (Hr Mhlongo, Estates section, personal communication). \fuen

asked, men and women from different walks of life stated that they would

not enter into such a union, some commenting that such an option had been

a 'good thing in the past'; but was out of keeping with contemporary

practices. However, it is known that arrangements whereby widows continue

to live with and/or be supported by their husband's brother exist infor

mally (i.e. without legal recognition), especially when the question of

accommodation is involved (i.e. a woman may be reluctant to move from

the conjugal home when her husband's brother has inherited it), .or the

deceased's family are particularly anxious to retain control over his

children. One case was described to .me (by a lawyer) in which a hospital

matron had entered into an informal ngena union, and some nurses described

the case of one of their ' colleagues, whose deceased husband's family had

claimed her for another son after her husband's accidental death. When

the second son had also died accidentally, the family had considered her

an unlucky omen, and had freed her from any further obligations. Cases

have also been described to me of rural women escaping to town when attempts

are made to force them into such unions on their husbands' deaths (J'fIXS J.

Khanyi1e, Director Kwa Mashu Child Welfare, personal communication).

However, not only women may escape in this way it seems, as the story of

the father of Thandi Y. (see Chapter 1) shows:
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When the elder brother of Thandi' s father had died, leaving
his wife with one young child, and pregnant with another,
the family had wanted Thandi's father to marry her. However,
he had run away to town as a migrant labourer to escape, and
had later sent money for his family to negotiate his marriage
with a daughter of a neighbouring family on whom he had set
his heart. There being no other suitable male in the Y.
family, the widow had contracted a new union with a man
from Thandi's paternal grandmother's clan (Which was, of
course, not ngena)

Sometimes, allusions are made to illicit sexual relationships occurring

between a wife and her husband's brother during his life-time, e.g, whilst

he is awa'jT at work, or spending a lengthy tenn in prison, and it is usually

stressed. that such relationships are not approved of ,b,y the community.

Cases of the sororate also still occcur, and are not necessarily successful,

as this case from the files of FAMSA shows:-

Mrs Mo., a housewife of 23, had been married to her 40 year
old (matriculated clerk) husband for five years, and had a
son of four by him, as well as a daughter of two from an
adulterous union. Mrs Mo. claimed that the marriage had
never been a good one, and she had never loved her husband ..
who, she claimed often beat her up. Mr Mo. had been her
sister's husband, and her sister had been murdered by
another man with whom she had had an affair. Mrs Mo.
had been forced by her parents to take her sister's
place, and they had been married three months after her
sister's death. Hr Mo. claimed that his wife had accused
him of murdering her sister, and deceiving her family into
agreeing to the present marriage. He also alleged that his
wife was accusing his family :of bewitching her. Mrs 1'..0.
intended applying for a divorce, but was not able to afford
it at that stage.

Other cases of sororatic unions were ,descr i bed to me, and it is clear that

amongst some the idea that a sister is well suited to taking care of the

widow's children still obviously prevails; in the absence of a suitable

sister another female kinswoman of some kind may seem an appropriate sub-

stitute, as the case of :Bella illustrates:

:Bella, a domestic worker, was single, aged 34, with two
children aged 18 and 8, when she first met Charles approxi
mately two years before their wedding. :Bella, 'liVing in'
at her place of employment, travelled to her rural home
regularly during week-ends off, and had met Charles, who
lived nearby (she could virtually see his home from her own)
on the train. However, Charles was not a complete stranger
for :Bella had known his deceased wife (Who had died not long .
after she met Charles) and had, in fact, been related to her.
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since their mothers were 'sisters', i.e. of the same clan.
Charles lived in the hostel at his place of work, and also
travelled to his rural home regularly. He visited :Bella
at her place of employment whilst they were both in Durban
and, in due course, he proposed to her. :Bella, who had at
one stage shown no interest in marriage, and had described
men as a 'nusisance these days' to me, was pleased to
accept his proposal, for she found Charles 'kind and depen
dable , ~ She agreed to give up work - and in fact was pleased
to do so, for she did not relish the idea of working in town
for the rest of her life - and live at Charles's "rural home,
looking after his' young children. Charles had been left with
nine children when his wife died, the three eldest daughters
being grown up with children of their own, and the youngest
a young toddler. ..

Bella, on her marriage, took the place of one of the eldest
daughters who had remained at home caring for her younger
siblings, and had some apprehensions about how the children
would accept her. Her own daughter was training as a nurse,
and her young son was at schooll :Bella.'s" mother and sister,
who live very close to her new home,continued to take care
of him. Charles paid eight ilobolo in cash, the usual izibizo
and umbondo ceremonies were held, the couple married in church
to\oraros the end of 1983, and the udwendwe followed some months
later when Charles had completed the building of a new house
for :Bella (Who retired from domestic service at the end of 1983).

Although not a sororatic union in the true sense of the word, both families

found the match eminently suitable becatwe of the relationship between :Bella

and the deceased, Bella being regarded as an ideal substitute mother for

the deceased ' .s children. :Bella herself did not rule out the possibility of

having one or two more children of her own by Charles, an ukwemula bea.st

having been slaughtered for her by her family prior to the wedding.

What alternatives exist for a widow or widower who does not enter into an

ongoing relationship with the family of the deceased? Following on the

death of a spouse a period of mourning is observed for a year, a woman

showing her status as a widow by adopting mourning garb (a black dress,

cloak and doek}, After the ukubu.yisa (i.e. the ceremony which integrates

the deceased with the body of ancestors) has been performed, the remaining

spouse may re-marry, although it appears permissable for men to re-marry

earlier when there are young children to be looked after.
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Different tYJ)es of problems present themselves to widowers and widows,

the man having to find a substitute mother if he has young children, and

the woman adequate financial support and accommodation. That the situation

which results .from the death of a spouse is likely to be far more precarious,

for a woman than for a man is shown in the following case, related to me

by a township councillor who was trying to assist this widow with her

accommodation problems: '

Mrs Xb.' s husband had been murdered the previous year. The
couple had been living in the township with his 'parent s since
their marriage a few years previously. Now that the cleansing
ceremony had been performed, her in-laws were evicting her from
the house because •the man you married is no longer here'.

In contrast to the customary security offered to a widow by her husband's

family, such an individualistic reaction, to be understood, must be seen

against the background of the type of acute housing problems which were

described in the chapter on Residence Patterns (Chapter 6)

Tendencies to enter into an informal type ngena relationship also need to

be viewed in the context of not only the shortage of accommodation, but

also inheritance patterns. Few black men make wills, and the devolution

of property after a man's death will depend on the type of marriage he

contracted during his life time. If ~ied according to customary rites,

or _Q.ut .. of: ColIlllItUli-ty· ·'ofp~.roperty, his estate will devolve according to

customary law, as set out in the Natal and Kwa Zulu Codes. The rule of

primogeniture15 applies and, if the deceased had no sons, his father or
,

his brother would inherit (the latter if the father is deceased)o If,

of course, the son was a minor, his father's estate would have to be

administered on his behalf by his father's kinsman. A1though under such

circumstances a widow is excluded from inheriting, she is entitled to

support from whichever male kinsman inherited (i.e. her son, or husband's

brother), and may appeal to the Estate Department of the Department of

Co-operation and Development if such support is not forthcoming. According

to one member of staff of the Estates Department in Durban (Mr Mhlongo,
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personal communication) some heirs are prepared to cede whatever is in the

estate to the widow, rather than be bothered with supporting her (which is

presumably likely to occur if there is, as in probably the majority of

cases, very little in the estatel)

If the couple were married in Community of Property, the deceased's estate

would devolve according to common law, and the survdvfng spouse would

inherit part or the whole of the estate according to its value, in terms

of the Succession Act of 1934 (Horrell,196S:l3). Even~a divorced woman

married under such a property regime would inherit in this way if her husband

had not re-married by either statutory or customary rites. However, any

property allocated to a 'House' according to the rules governing the

'house-property complex' laid down in the Codes (e.g. if a man had, prior

to his statutory marriage, been married according to customary rites), and

any property he held under the customary Quitrent system, would be excluded

from inheritance under the common law, as well as being excluded from

bequests in any will.

The course of action, then, that is available to widows would depend

largely on their financial resources and, especially, the aVailability of

accommodation. That the complexities of inheri~~ce are so closely tied

to the type of marriage which is contracted once again demonstrates the

need for both women and men to be made fully aware of the myriad of legal

implications of their union before they marry.

Some widows, like some divorcees, re-marry, but others deliberately choose

/ to stay single, remaining (if they aze fortunate) in a house with their

children or, more likely, as lodgers in overcrowded houses, or as members

of'female-linked' households (Fauw,1963; Preston-Whyte,197S). Many divorcees

and widows exhibit similar attitudes towards re-marriage to those found in

other parts of urban Africa (Mandeville,1975) and prefer to merely consort

with boyfriends and, in this way, retain their autonomy. As Florence Ne.,
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the divorced domestic who had described marriage as 'heavy, heavy, heavy'

(p. 252 ) explained, after her first marriage . she had. 'started to learn about

marriage' and had no intention of entering into another such union. Although

her boyfriend had wanted to marry her she had preferred to bear their three

daughters out of wedlock, and retain control of her township house,where

she lived with an unmarried son, a daughter from her first marriage and

her children (this daugh-ter, due to lack of accommodation being unable to

live with her husband), the three daughters by her boyfriend .and the child

of one, and sundry other kino

Having; apart from a brief overview of tbe attitudes of established Christian

denominations towards divorce, approached the question of the dissolution of

marriage from a largely legal, social and economic perspective, one last

crucial question remains to be answered, crucial in that it aids in the

understanding of the nature of marriage: i.e. What are the ritual impli-

cations of dissolving a marriage? From the point of view of those who

attach primary importance to customary beliefs can a marriage, once entered

into, be dissolved~

According to ·Ngubane , a married woman becomes so much part of her husband's

patrilineal kin group that she becomes, for her descendants, a ~trilineal

arlcestress (Ngubane,198l:9l). What happens when the union is dissolved?

This question leads once more to a search for the point at which a marriage
J

is actually fixed. Those informants wlto expressed the view that the customary

ritual was the most important aspect of marriage stressed the importance of

the udwendwe, i.e. when the bride is handed over to her husband's people,

for it is at this ceremony that the inyongo is applied to the bride by her
I

husbandf s kin, and his ancestors are officially informed about the new

addition to their groups It is, it \-'ill be remembered, at this time that

the bride brings to her husband's home the kist which, according to some

informants, symbolises that she will leave that place only in a coffino
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In fact, the position of a wife who has left her natal home (Where, presumably

her father has notified his ancestors of her departure), and who has not yet

been formally introduced to the husband's paternal ancestors, is, according

to some informants, an invidious one. Gertrude Si., for example, a member

of the Shembe church, described her worries about dying before the udwendwe

was held, several years after she had left her parents' home to start

married life with her hUF .and and his .family. Were she to have died

during those intervening years neither her own ancestors nor those of her

husband would, according to her, have accepted her. Bheki confirmed that

the same would apply to his wife were she to die, due to the fact that

the udwendwe had not yet taken place. He thought she would become isipoko

(a ghost) if she diedo

Several informants (including a domestic worker, a clerk and a Christian

minister) were adamant that divorce was more difficult after udwendwe and

that, if it occurred after this ceremony, a wife could never return to her

natal home and live there as she had done before marriage; were she to

return to her own family she would have to live in a specially built house

nearby. However, Florence Nc., the domestic referred to above, had been

divorced after the udwendwe, and maintained that her brother had slaughtered

a beast (she averred there was no special name) to inform the ancestors

about what had happened and, since the divorce was not a consequence of

any guilty action on her part, she could resume normal relationships with

her natal family and its ancestorl. ' The whole impression is t~1.at there is,.
enough flexibility in the dealings with the ancestors to accommodate a

pragmatic approach of the type described by Florence.

Another obviously important consideration in matters of divorce, which has

been referred to several times in the course of this chapter, is the age

of the woman. The negative attitudes surrounding the divorce of a middle-aged

woman have already been alluded to. Informants could not explain why such
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an attitude should prevail, except to say that it was understandable that

a young makoti should find difficulty in adjusting to her new home, but it

was very difficult to understand why an older woman should, after many years,

need. to leave her husband ('why have you failed to run the race when you're

near the end?'), or that the act of divorcing conflicted with the sort of

respect a person of that age should be able to command. I suggest that

this attitude is related to the fact that it is with menopause that a woman's.
position in her husband's ancestral hierarchy becomes established(Ngubane,

because her own ancestors have lost interest in her once she is no longer

able to bear children. It also fits in with the view that marriage is

a process (the 'long journey' , as Ngubane,198l, points out), gradually

reaching fruition over time and that,as in other parts of Africa (Mair,1971:189;

Phillips and Morris,197l: l 10 ), a certain amount of instability during the

early years was not unusual, even in the past; the uncertainty which

apparently existed over whether people were actually 'married,16 during

the early years of black-white contact substantiate such a view.

lNhat then.!! a marriage from a 'folk' perspective? It seems that with

this discussion on dissolution I have returned full circle to where I

started, and . it is to the task of pulling together the various threads

in an attempt to answer this question that I now turn•

..



CHAPrER 9

CONCLUSIONS

How do blac~~ themselves see marriage? Is it valid to· speak about

'black marriage' in the sense of its existing as a distinct phenomenon

which can be distinguished from other ~JPes of marriage in the wider

South African community?

Wi th regard to the first question, whilst it is possible that in the sool1

scale society of the pas t , with its over-arching world-view, there was a

high degree of consensus not only about what constituted a marriage, but

also the reasons for entering into it and the expectations it engendered,

~ in the corrtempozary urban setting there are, :El I have shown, diverse per

spectives amongst blacks on how marriage is conceptualised, some being

virtually indistinguishable from those of whites. The differences I have

suggested stem largely from competing and often contradictory models of

marriage originating from what are seen as 'traditional' or 'modern' sources,

the 'modern' model being predominan~ly a middle-class western one.

However, in spite of the different meanings with which it is invested,

there is a striking underlying cultural unity in black marriage when it

comes to the procedures involved in. becoming and-.remaining married and which,

to answer the second question posed, sets this institution apart in some

respects from its white counterpart.
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Whilst it is probably true to say that amongst Christians, including

purely nominal ones, the church service, which usually also legalises the

union, is an essential step, it Beems that it is bl1t one of the elements

which go together to create a marriage. Marriage still appears to be a

process, initiated once the couple themselves have made up their minds to

marry, (or have been persuaded by their parents to do so),and set in
.,

motion by the chain of e"{ents culminating in the formal exchange of vows

before a magistrate or minister. This chain of events draws the two

families into reciprocal interaction with each other, and ideally includes

formal negotiations, the presentation of izibizo, &nd the observance of

other appropriate ceremonial (e.g. umbondo visits) during the betrothal

period. iLobolo remains an integral and much valued element in the con-

X
v s t i tution of a marriage.

However, important as the Christian ceremony may be, this process is not

complete once the vows have been exchanged and the legal formalities

complied with, for obligations to the forefathers must also be fulfilled

through appropriate ritual, which Lnc'ludes the slaughtering of the relevant

beasts (the names of which appear to vary according to the geographic back

grounds of the couple concerned), and the presentation by the bride of gifts

to the family of the groom, both alive and deceased. To the majority, a

wedding remains a public event par excellence, and should be accompanied

by feasting and celebration which at~racts members of the wider community.

A considerable amount of expense is incurred on both sides, and the belief

that only the groom is out of pocket because of the ilobolo expenses is a

fallacy, for the outlay on the part of the bride's family may exceed that

of the groom's. These expenses may continue for years after the Christian

a:nd/or legal solemnization has occurred, as when the bride's family gradually

accumulates umabo gifts, or the groom pays off outstanding ilobolo.
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before all the stages of this process have been completed, and one of the

implications of this processual view is that children who are born I illegi

timate' arc often subsequently legitimated tl1rough their parents solenn1izing

their union in a legally approved manner.

A distinctive feature of the ceremonial accompanying these procedures is

the stress on the perman~ncy of the union, this message being communicated

in various ways; e.g. the advice t he bride receives at the time of the

wedding ceremonial, when she is told to persevere at all costs, the speeches

at ceremonies, and the strong community censure on divorce. Nevertheless,

regardless of community disapproval, large numbers of divorces do occur

every year, both in Durban and in Natal as a Whole. The fact that the

strongest opprobium is reserved for middle-aged women who divorce suggests

that customary ideas about a woman becoming more and ,mor e a part of her

husband's family with the passing of the years (Ngubane,l98l:84/5) are

still in evidence.

With the exception of the inclusion of Christian ritual, and the importance

which is attached to it, the same elements constitute a valid union in the

' eyes of non-Christians, who place mOJ:'e emphasis on what they see as

'traditional' ritual, which is celebrated more fully and more overtly

than amongs t Christians.

Whilst this description of marriage 'probably holds good for the majority,.

of blacks, some would not consider it necessary to observe all of the

afore-mentioned steps, and their compliance with requirements of a

customary nature might be made out of respect of older family members,

their pazerrts in particular. Some professionals, particularly those in

the elite category, perform minimal customary ritual, and may prefer the

solemnization of their unions to be accompanied by small-scale, fairly '
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private, celebrations.

It is amongst this group that the meaning attached to marriage differs,

in that there is a tendency to stress the vows and personal commitment

rather than external sanctions of either a Christian or a customary nature.

It also appears that amongst members of the educa.bed stratum, women in

particluar, the marital relationship has taken on western-derived connota

tions, in that it includes expectations of partnership and emotional close

ness, and a somewhat more flexible approach towards the roles of husband and

wife than the segregated pattern of the past. However,amongst the majority

of blacks the ideal norm would appear to su.pport a high degree of segregation

between the roles of the partners, i n that each has distinctly different

and complementary spheres of activity, and men should spend most of their

time with male companions, and a woman in the home (and particularly in the

kitchenl).

~~d much hoped for, consequence of marriage.

Changes there certainly have been, but to the researcher the most

aspect of contempo~J black marriage is the blending, often -

always - harmonious, of old and new. The presentation of izibizo may be
_ _ ._:__••. R_ - -~:!U ~ l _ - · - - - - ~

accompanied by a 'modem' engagement party vr!th a Christian ceremony for

the blessing of rings. Spontaneity and community participation (speeches,

songs) combine with Christian ritual in church ceremonies. and western-type

hotel or church hall receptions and wedding attire merge comfortably with
,.

cOnmrrL~ty-based feasting and customary ritual. A conspicuous characteristic

of black weddings, apart from a small minority of elite weddings, is their

public nature. A wedding is broadcast to the community, various means being

used to make as many people as possible aware of what is happening; anyone

may attend a wedding and, by the same token, all who are able to do so

should assist with gifts of food and practical help.
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Amongst changes in evidence, residence is increasingly becoming (where

possible) neolocal, either because it is considered desirable in itself,

or because of the tensions generated by the gross overcrowding which occurs

in small tO~lship houses which are occupied by more than one nuclear family.

It is probably in the sphere of expectations of the marital relationship,

already alluded to above, that the grea~est differentiation occurs within

the black corr~unity and, were one to place different marriages along a. .

continuum, those couples with minimal education, whose orientation is

primarily rural (e.g. some migrants) would generally fall near the 'tradi-

tional ' pole (in terms of ideal types), ~~d those of the highly educated

professional elite near the I modern I pole. However, as I have pointed out,

I do not see a simple progression from 'trad.itional ' to 'modernI, but rather

a selection by individuals from the 'models I available to them, what is

selected being based on a variety of factors of which educational level

appears to be the most important.

Since marrying for companionship occurs amongst the better educated, it is

likely that, with rising standards of education generally, and constant

exposure to 'western' models (e.g. throueh the mass media), increasine

numbers of couples will come to espouse partnership ideals. As with white
" " .

marriage, a more pronounced differentiation along class lines will occur

whilst, at the same time, blacks continue tc adhere to, and to value,

cultural Patterns which are uniquely theirs (as do Jewish or Hindu people).
I

..
Cultural values which persist include the strict observance of exogamy

rules amongst members of the Nguni cultural category, the central role of

ilobolo in the creation of a marriage, and the part played by the families

of the couple from the beginning, when the negotiations commence, throughout

its existence; when insoluble problems arise dtlring the cot~e of the

marriage it is the two families which get together with the couple to try

to sort out the difficulties before the final step of divorce is taken.
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Even after the death of a spouse these family connections may remain

through fonna1, or apparently more usually, informal ngena-type a.rrange-

merrts, The ideal of the dominant role of the husband remains firmly

entrenched, as is the value (apparently amongst the majority) of a man's

having more than one woman. Beliefs in the efficacy of 'medicine' (umuthi)

and the role of witchcraft in either creating or (depending on the perspec-

tive) solving L~terpcrsonal problems persists.It is clear that cultural,

usages have been adapted to fit in with the demands of a contemporary,

urban, industrializing society, blending admirably "..i t h what are often

very sophisticated, western-type (in terms of "rork and recreation) life

styles.

Particularly noticeable to the researcher was the way in which these

customs, including those related to ancestral and, to some extent, witch-

craft beliefs were fairly openly observed, in contrast to what has been

reported in the fairly recent past (Reader,1966; Vilakazi,1962) and

contemporary rural areas (Sibiya,1981), as well as the pride which was

expressed in observing customs such as i1obo10. I believe that there

are various reasons for this attitude:

Firstly, the sanctioning effect of the Christian church is obviously

less of a threat in a relatively anonymous urban area than in rural pockets

of 'mission' land; fUrthermore, the chuxches have, on the whole, adopted a

somewhat more flexible attitude tow~s questions such as ancestor veneration

and polygamy (e.g. although a man is n;t permitted more than one wife there

are examples of churches attempting to grapple with this question of poly

gamy in a humane manner,rather than condemning it outright)

I also believe that changes in the socio-po1itica1 climate of South Africa

during the past fifteen years have contributed to the development of a

new attitude on the part of blacks towards their customs: The 1970's
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saw the growth of the Black Consciousness movement, with its rejection

of the 'mental and spiritual whiteness' (Bhengu,1978:94) previously

adopted by blacks, together with a call to see 'the innate value in us,

in our institutions, in our traditional outlook to life, and in our

worth as people' (SASO 1978,101). Although suppressed as a political

movement, the ideology of Black Consciousness appears to have left an

indelible mark; one informant, a minister, described how ,this movement
.

had changed blacks' conceptions of themselves; whereas previously they

had, he said, been led to believe that 'to be human me~s to be white'

they now realised that this was not true, and had attempted to see 'what

we can preserve, what is meanfngfu'l in our culture'. Certainly, although

western models of marriage are selectively utilised, any striving for

white 'civilised' standards, mentioned in the literature of the 1950's

and early 1960's (Mayer,196l:65; Wi1son and Mafeje,1963:21,142,145)

was not in evidence.

From the comments of informants, and speeches at weddings which ~~se_~.
~_' '''l''': ~:~ ....~.... '." _ ,.' •.:'"'.... _ _.• _;_" . _,,'~ ",~. " ~''''''-'i.''_-. '':"l; . '.:; ,'~ '-. 1. 5% -""., ....' ;;,. ~":~ •.'..,<-I . -,:.-,<""",;;':""_ :.' . S~ "'---"'1' .:--0.,-.0;"''''-..... ..., -;.,..""-...~ -'· _-'-\">·.__..,;~, . d"'_~o,...,.i·~"':" ;';l:,_"""",, ·,~~;,,,,~·""'Itf.;j," . *-~.:-- , - . "..~- .

those who marry, marriage is still, with certain reservations (see below)
_ __or' -<, . ..... . ' ......,.... , "'Y .... -""I" o;. ' -"'>.f~ .~", ~~.... ~""". ~... ", .....4,-;,IL~.."?'..",..~~~,;;;-:~~7:!:_'t ~~~...r.:::.~~~ _ . • _ _:.<-~_ ~...."T:" """""""'--;"' '''~a''l' .G'>.-\.~ ~:I'if.'!;;;l~'" ,.....~~ ...""~""~ ..,..,'-·'~""""'m~ " -~.

a widely valued, and highly desirable, institution. Almost all informants
. .......', ., - ,;,,,,;:,)._~~·,,, C! ,... ,",,.• ~~. ,,-._.' ~~.....:-,:,f."~~;' ,'">;'~::'.~~'. •=,~ • .•.. ~~~"?: ....-<:",.~,.'?,., . ' • _. ~.;,-.. " ,.. . ': ' ._. '.fi:?;"'''''''''-''' ''''~ '" "';;'.: ~...;..,..&.';;':;'.," "'-"'<;';':",,'..o;•.;~----::. ~.

who were asked about their views replied that it was a 'good thing~_,- the
...-=""=~ -

reasons they adv~~ced often reflecting differing views about marriage

which, in turn, relate to their socio-;eaonomic standll1g; for example, a

professional man felt that it was 'good__ Xor:.procreation, -emotdona.L,
t:' .~- '. . . .

companionship' reasons, whereas dom~stics (female). -thougn;.r i':t a 'good
"' ,' ...• ,,,, T . ' -

thing•••if you're not married you can't doa.t}y_thing,.-;can·'t '~niake a nice
, ::}.,_ ,~,_ c ,,~, .~,""

., ... ~'"

house if you have no husband' or because there was 'more ~:s~!:.ct if

married, you get all th!:1'l~~,_~2...,doJ'fll~j;." yoU_w<m.t to'.
~~ ~ I. 'Q 'lI· ... "Ill::" ..~~ . ....&......-:" .

AIthough there are women who, having had the opportunity, have re jected

marriage for themselves, probably the vast majority want to marry, but
c;..,.,-a """",. -::.\. ~.::.:,~ ._..~~ '~1' >;" ,~" $",-i:."'.'";~:' ''''''';'--''.''''''' i
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not all have a chance to do so. The marital state is regarded by some

as so desirable that, in spite of the"Ocensurea.ttached~t6- ·divorce, they

feel it is 'better to marry and divorce than not to marry at all'.

Parad~xically, however, in spite of the attractions of marriage, there is

disillusionment amongst women from all walks of life, who see their freedom

and individuality stifled by marriage,and often a discernable cynicism
,

about it on their part, a~ opposed to the complacency of men. Certainly

everything possible is done to bring home to them the reality of married

life for, as well as the exhortations to which they are subject as brides,

and the speeches at wedding ceremonies, the socialization process i~,

for girls, geared to preparing them for the role of wife.

Marriage undoubtedly places a far heavier burden on women than on meE,_ -- -.
~ -----_....-,........._'---_.__..""'........_............_,.,.",..._,~ .....-.,.,.,..,....,.~-~ .~ . _~--~--"' ......-....~."."....-..........-
not only because of double standards whi~..9Etj,J1:U~_to~prevail-~(e.g. it is

___~-,.."' ."'~ ". ./' '''r>,.-~..-,,~..._,~~~....~...,..,...,....~~..,,-...- -.

c-acceJ)t abl e for men to have girlfriends, but never for women to have boy-

friends although,

which exist, ~uch

exemplified by what I have termed the 'irresponsible husband'. Always

hard on a woman (Bryant refers to marriage as involving, for women,

, the hideous reality of perpetual bondage and drudgery', 1949: 599), available

evidence points to marriage having become unbearable for some. As a rest!lt

of the serious problems experienced, _problems which were spontaneously

mentioned in a variety of settings, ~rriage in many cases ends in divorce.

~~ilst I have suggested that divorce, 1h the sense of conjugal separation,

may not have been, as Gluckman has maintained, entirely unknown in the

past, all evidence points to a tremendous increase in marital instability

having occurred.

Against this background suspicions of witchcraft in marriage apparently

flourish, providing for many a plausible explanation of their interpersonal

problems, rather than their looking further, e.g. to 'all the members of '



the community, its government, the decrees of destiny, or other elements

against which immediate reaction is not possible~ (Malinowski,1945:97)

for the more fundamental causes of their difficulties.

Moving from folk to analytical level of analysis, there are, I suggest,

various importa.T1t structural reasons for the sort of conflict which

appears endemic in black marriage:

Consider firGt the changes which have occurred in the black family itself,

marriage, as Manrick points out (1958:139) being 'the .charter or unwritten

constitution for such a group! , In the past, married life was lived out

'dthin a J13. trilocal and patriarchal family structure, the authority of

its head (the senior male) being sanctioned not only by religious beliefs

in the power of his ancestral spirits, but by economic realities (i.e. the

allocation of land resources and cattle was vested in him.) Under urban

conditions living arrangements have chaneed drastically, as outlined earlier,

~~ there are frequently no authoritative male heads in the immediate vicinity

to chastise errant husbands for the type of behaviour which violates expec

tations still cherished about the way a husband should conduct himself,

behaviour which, within a patriarchal family structure, would not have

been tolerated. More importantly, senior agnatic kin are no longer able

to legitimate their authority through the sort of social control mechanisms

which previously existed (economic sanctions).
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Attempts to redefine long-standing norms about male and female roles have

probably heightened conflict between the sexes in many cases, not only in

other parts of Africa but in the western world generally. As a local

Supreme Court judge in South Africa has recently put it, when discussing

the increas ing economic independence of ,-.rhite ,·dves, achieved through their

access to a variety of fields of labour activity outside the home:

'Bttt it is not easy for men to accept. They have been
reared in the mould of their fathers as head of the family,
the decisionmaker, the protector of the 'weaker' sex.
They now see the~gelves threatened in the workplace and
equalled and surpassed in many other fields which were
traditionally theirs. Their decisions in the home are no
longer paramount. Resentment is bred which may surface
in various forms, including verbal and physical abuse,
infidelity and excessive use of alcohol'

Fagan,1984:201

I have in this study argued that the socio-economic and political structures

of South Africa exercise a pervasive influence over marriage through its

effects on the individual concerned, both direct and indirect. The direct

effects include poor housing, wages and influx control mechanisms. Less

obvious, but equally destructive, are t he indirect effects of the political

structure of South Africa, which attack the dignity and self-respect of

blacks and which block achievement goals. In short, it mitigates against

the f'ulfillment of the existential, and frequently the instrumental needs

which, as detailed in the Introduction, I see as shared by all human beings.

Although both sexes are equally affected (in fact women probably more so)
f

by the prevailing socio-political climate, I suggest that men, because of

the dOmiruult role in which they have customarily been cast, find their

ascribed inferior status more difficult to tolerate than women do and,

in fact, direct much of their frustration against women. If, as the

Rapoports suggest (1916) men in a relatively egalitarian society such as

England are threatened by their achieving wives, how much more so is a man
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However, overwhelming as these structural influences are, I do not accept

those theories which attribute ill societal ills to 'the system'. I would

argue that such an explanation neglects the role of the individual who,

whilst severely constrained, still has some freedom in his choice of

response. There are, for example, in the hostels men who are able to rise

above the squalor of their lives, and who manage to maintain their families

and visit them (e.g. Mr Jm. mentioned in Chapter 6), ·and who do not succumb

to the temptations of their environment. There are professionals who

adequately maintain their families, and who remain faithful to their wives,

whilst others of their standing do neither. Obviously, analysis on a

different level, which includes personality variables - clearly beyond

the scope of the present study - would be needed to understand differential

responses to the same structural conditions.

Whilst I do realise the limitations imposed by the research desi~l on

making extrapolations from an inadequate sample to the commUllity as a whole,

I would like to point out that ideal norms can, to some extent, be gauged

without random sampling and that, in the detailed case material I have

drawn on

'we can see reflected in the~r experiences cultural contradictions,
social-structural discontinuities, or other deficiencies as well
as certain positive cultural values'

Rapoport and Rapoport,1976:29

When generalising I have attempted tp avoid making anything but what are, in

terms of available evidence, well-considered and tentative generalisations.

I see .this study as a pilot one, specific aspects of which may be taken and

further researched in greater detail if considered fruitful. However, the

benefits of an anthropological approach in this field of enquiry, as in

others, cannot be over-emphasised: Of particular value were the detailed

case studies and the participant observation, e.g. of ceremonial, limited

as it was by the nature of the subject matter. It is clear that data obtai-

ned would not have been nearly so comprehensive without this perspective.
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In line with the acknowledgement that no research can be entirely 'value

free' in its implications and consequences anthropologists have, in recent

years, become increasingly aware of the contribution they can make in

pointing to solutions to contemporary problems (Bodley,1976:Chapter 1)

~~d of their responsibility towards those they study to ensure that their

findings are used in their interests (Berreman,1973:9,58-61). A deep

debt of gratitude to the infoliillants who made this research possible dic-,

tates that I should at least end with some recommendations concerr~ng

marriage.

Obviously, fundamental structural changes such as the implementation of

influx control reforms are essential for the promotion of a healthy

family life; ho\Vever, because of their far-reaching political implications

reforms in this area do not appear likely in the forseeable future. Also

unlikely to occur immediately, because of the financial expenditure re-

quired, and because of government policy about black urbanisation, is the

t~~e of urgent attention to housing needs which is necess~~- to ameliorate

many of the problems facing black couples; it would, for example, require

a ba~ic change of policy in order to divert funds for building hostels

into residential units.

Recognizing that divorce is here to stay, the speedy institution of family

courts, as recommended by the Hoexter Commission, for blacks as well as for

whites, would greatly facilitate these unhappy procedures. Immediate
..

attention should also be given to reforming the procedures surrounding

divorce, so that women can no longer find themselves divorced without

their knowledge, as well as to the introduction of legislation to prot~ct

the property rights of black women, similar to the Property Act of 1984

from which they have so unfortunately been excluded.
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Legislative reforms and innovations of any kind unfortunately take time,

but there is one final recommendation which I feel could, and definitely

should, receive priority: i.e. the dissemination of informa.tion to women

about their legal rights o Channels of communication, in the form of welfare

organizations, church bodies 8..T'J.d women's groups already exist, and there is

no doubt that spreadine; awareness of lee;a]. matters is urgently needed.

~

Experience in the western world shows that, even tLT'J.der relatively optimum

social conditions, there is no magic recipe for marital .stabili"bJ, and

anthropologists, able to view this phenomenon in cross-cultn-Tal perspective,

recognize t hat divorce is not necessarily detrimental -to either individttals

or society (e.g. Kanuri and Gonja societies, described ,by Cohen,1971 and

E.Goody,1962 respectively), provided that alternative family structures

such as extended kin units exist to meet the physical and psychic needs

of family members. In South Africa{the type of structural factors I have

mentioned - poverty, lack of adequate housing, influx control - strike at

the heart of family organization of any kind, to the detriment of the

individual concerned and society itself. Structural reform is essential,

not only to create the type of environment in which couples can attempt to

realise their marital aspirations and expectations, but to protect them and

their children when they fail.
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FOOTNOTES

INTRODUCTION

S.A. Commission of Inquiry into the structure and functioning of
the Courts, Volume 4, pages 49ff.

The Matrimonial Property Act No.88 of 1984.

Commenting, e.g. on Skinner's behaviourist theory, ~udson (1972:39)
points out that 'Only more recently have I realised that the appeal
to 'the facts' can also herald an altogether less wholesome enterprise:
that of rendering 'scientific' or legitimate a view that is at heart
ideological'. AIthough a psychologist, Skinner's . work has had a
certain amount of influence on American anthropology, especially
through Romans.

4.

5.

6.

This categorisation serves to protect the identity of informants, as
well as locating them in the socio-economic structLrre. All names have,
of course, been changed.

Standardised questions were asked during many of these interviews.
The questions asked (which were also included in the questionnaire)
are detailed in Appendix A

Since the focus of my own research was broader than these studies,
I have dealt with similar issues in less depth than they have.

In my experience, a great deal about particular marriages can be
learnt through the sort of in-depth interviewing used in joint coun
selling sessions, providing one is very careful in interpreting what
is said, and allows for psychological defenses such as projection;
I must once again stress that names, and any detail which might
potentially identifY FAMSA clients, have naturally been changed.
Unfortunately, often only one spouse was seen, which limits, but
does not entirely negate, the usefulness of the data.

8. Ob~~ining the sort of detailed, verbatim translations from the Zulu
on tape recordings of weddings was no straightforward matter, and
som9times a few translations were made to ensure that nothing impor
tant had been omitted.

•
9. The case of a young professional man, whose wedding I was unable to

attend because it was taking place in a rural area, provides an
example. He was marrying an equally well-qualified woman, and indi
eatea to me that much 'traditional' ritual would probably be omitted
by people of their 'class'; however, his umkhongi (negotiator), with
whom I had many detailed discussions, freely described how all the
important 'traditional' ritual had been observedo

10. Material from other cases in which there was ongoing contact was
also used; these five were selected because of the length of the
contact period, and the amount of contact, including attendance at
four of the five weddings o



A TOWNSHIP WEDDn~G

Since the members of the bridal party were not expected back at the
Zuma home for some time (in actual fact they were gone for most of
the afternoon) Linda and I left, and the rest of that day's activities
were described by various participants, i.e. Betty, the bride, her
father and mother and in-laws.

However, it seems that some of these are standard wedding songs.
Translations were by Dora herself and a relative.

Vezi is the name of one of Mr Zuma's patrilineal ancestors, ''1ith whom
'shooting with cannons' is associated.

Mr Zuma's mother had herself made her umabo presentation only a year
or two before Dora's wedding; she was at that stage already a widow.

Hr Zuma's father's brother.

C1IA.PrER 1

1.

2.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

These essays were collected by MS Anita Craig, Dept. of Psychology,
University of Natal, in the course of her ovn research; high school
pupils in black schools were asked to comment on the statement 'About
half of all first babies are born to girls still at school', giving
what they felt were contributoI"J factors, and possible "laYs of remedying
the situation.

The peer group still appears to exercise some control in rural areas
(see Sibiya, 1981,129)

l>ichunu v Masondo (Case 52/80)

The name given this beast may vary according to the geographical area
concerned; Vilakazi (1962:55/6) terms it simply the tenth ilobolo
beast, whereas Sibiya (1981:150) uses the name Mvimba.

This is the same case as is referred to in Preston-Whyte (forthcoming).

This obsession with virginity is not confined to black men: From informal
discussions with white teenage boys in high schools in Durban it seems
that many have ideals about their future wives being virgins; in fact,
one Standard IX boy suggested that.- one of the reasons for engaging in
pre-marital sex was 'to find a virgin while the going was good'.

There is a saying 'Do you have a white goat?' if a relative pleads love
for one.

The following ceremony waadescribed by one informant as being performed
to break off the kinship connection: (another informant said she had heard
of such a ritual) A goat is slaughtered, and the prospective partners
sit, one either side of a hole which has been made in a hut wall (i.e.
one on the inside, the other on the outside.). Both chew a piece of
meat from the slaughtered beast, until their teeth nieet, when they spit
the meat out. The meat should come from a certain part of the beast,
but only the elders knew which part. I was unable to obtain confirmation
from other sources as to whether the ritual described is the one for
breaking off relationship.
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9. See Chapter 8 in connection with the sororate

10. This question, as were the following ones, was put to 34 informants
(Professionals: 7 male, 9 female; White collar, 5 male, 2 female;
Unskilled: 10 female! semi-skilled: 1 male). With regard to Religion,
only 2 male and 1 female white collar, and 2 female domestics, said
they considered it important.

11. 3 professionals (2 male,l female), 1 white collar (male) and 2
unskilled (female) said ethnicity was important

12. 7 professionals (1 male, 6 female), 4 white collar (3 male and 1
female) and 8 domestics felt that the educational level of the other
partner was not important.

13. van Rooyen (1984:10) states that amongst black workers in professional,
semi-professional and technical categories, 65% are women. Another
source ('I1any black women doing white men's jobs, ·s ays lecturer',
'Daily News', 17 October,1984) cites black women as comprising
68,6% of black professionals in 1981.

14. 3 professionals (2 male, 1 female), one white collar (male) and 1
semi-skilled (male) said urban-rural differences were important.

15. 3 professionals (one male, 3 female), 1 white collar (male) and 2
unskilled (female) claimed age was not important; all other informants
said it was.

16. Some informants pointed out that status in terms of class (SOCio
economic) standing was becoming more important than than conferred
by marriage.

CHAFTER 2

1. Informants who were questioned gave definitions of the umndeni which
corresponded to what anthropologists understand by this concept (e.g.
Gluckman~ 1950).

2. I did not enquire whether this choice was made in preference to malume,
or whether the latter was not available and would have been chosen if
he had been.

3. The case of Goba v Ndhlo~ (1978)

4. According to some informants, imvurna is also the name of a goat killed
by the groom's family marking acceptance of the bride and notifying
their ancestors of the new family member.

5. An indlakud1a goat is also killed for the bride at the groom's home
to enable her to eat there.

6. See Krige (1936:131). Vilakazi (1962:65) mentions that the goat killed
at this time may also be termed imvuma
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CHAPrER 3

iLobo10 is the noun, ukulobo1a the verb.

This question was unstructured, in the sense that there was no list
of alternative responses from which to choose the reasons why ilobo10
was or was not favoured. 38 of the respondents were interviewed alone,
and 34 in groups (i.e. 2 or more).

When explaining to one prominent woman ",hy I had been unable to visit
her (because my husband waa on holiday), I was told that my husband
had no say over wha.t I did for he had not paid any i10bolo for me l

Only the actual responses have been included (i.e. in a group of 4,
if one person mentioned a reason, and the others agreed or did not say
anything, only one response has been listed). Numbers of responses
are as follows:- It is a custom (8); It shows the value of a wife (8);
It shows responsibility on the P2Xt of the husband (7); It unites the
families (5); It is paid as compensation/appreciation (5); It is part
of doing things properly (3); It shows seriousness (3).

Mathe'rrson's sample, like mine (or Brandel's) is not truly 'represen
tative' in a statistical sense.

6.

8.

9.

It seems that it is not compulsory for ilooolo to be entered in
cases of civil marriages; in the customary union register, e.g. a
space 'i s provided for details.

Reader (1966:215) notes t hat only 'marginal' Christians participated
in ilooolo transactions involving live beasts during the time of his
research.

However, fathers may want compensation for missed schooling, as Hr
Zuma had done.

This case was related to me by the young man's employers; a minister
confirmed that he had come across similar cases.

10. It is not clear why the Defendant 'did not at least try to reduce the
figure by referring to the provisions of the Nat al Code, i.e. RlO,OO
per beast if there is a dispute.

11. Two cases were described to me. , In the first, the husband, having
been unable to afford all the ilobol0 asked for had been let off by
his father-in-la...t; However, many years later, at his death (and some
of his children were adult), the wife's father had spoken at his funeral,
and had remarked that he had been a good man apart from the fact that
he had never paid all the ilobol0. In the second case, ffiJ' informant's
~~dmother had died in 1962, in her late 70's, and her husband the
following year. In 1967 the grandmothez-t s brother's son had. gone to
my informant's paternal uncle to ask for the remaining beast to be paid,
which had been done.
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12. This question, i.e. why was ilobolo paid, was also unstructured;
many, but not all, of the respondents who answered the question
about whether or not they valued ilobolo and why also answered this
question, but responses have been kept distinct. 83 persons were
present in group and individual interviews when this question was
discussed, but only the actual responses given have been listed (some
persons giving more than one reason):- It is a custom (16); It brinp.s
the two families together (15); It is paid as compensation etc. (12);
It shows m~D's responsibility (10); It is connected-with doing things '
properly (S).

13. Two clients who consulted a marriage counsellor also linked the
husbands' not having paid ilobolo himself to his -l ack of responsibility
in marriage.

14. During the years 1979 - 1982 only one case was brought to my attention
when perusing Corrunissioner's Court files, that of Gabela v Mbatha, which I
described on p.282.

15. He would not, of course, be entitled to ilobolo for his daughter.

16. Some informants verbalised about the need to marry in order to be a
'full' man or woman.

CHAPrER 4

1
0

The Engl.Lsh , who further modified South African common Law during their
government of the country introduced secular control over marriage
only in 1753 with the passing of Lord Hardwicke's Act (Weyrauth,1980:269).

2. This figure is not an official statistic, but was extracted by me from
the customary unions register.

3. Black women are excluded from the Property Act.

4. According to Kotze,1983:l64) Kwa Zulu Legislative Assembly has passed
legislation to place the status of customary union partners on the
same basis as that of statutory marriages for this purpose.

5. I am grateful to Professor Bekkez, University of Zululand, for drawing
my attention to this anomoly. •

6. ~le 'Daily News', 5 August,19S0 carried an article titled 'Women to
resist marriage blessing', quoting negative comments from various
community-oriented women about customary unions.

7. The whole question of extra-marital affairs is dealt with more fully
in Chapter 7.

S. Leviratic and sororatic unions, which follow on the death of a partner
to an existing union, are discussed in Chapter 8.

9. During the 1950's there existed in Cato Manor a community of men who
stayed together in a place known as esemnyameni (place of darkness,
and who contracted homosexual unions, men playing the part of female
brides in expensive bridal outfits, and dressing as women (e.g. in
negligees) when not at work during the day (1vII' Stenhen Sp.lhtr "'....ri M .......
VO"l"'l"""'.'- ---- --- -'"' • . - ..
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CHAPTER 4 contd.

10.

12.

A typical example. of the resulting inconsistencies can be seen in the
question of the emancipation of black women, which is required by the
Natal Code if a woman is to free herself of the status of perpetual
legal minor. It has been pointed out (e.g. Bekker,1975:397) that, in
terms of Sec.ll(3) of the Black Administration Act, black women in
Natal do not need emancipation in order to enter into civil contracts
such as the lease of a house. However, in actual practice, even Govern
ment bodies continue to demand emancipa.tion as a prerequisite for
single/widowed/divorced women's obtaining accommodation of their own.

As Roberts points out (1979:193), ethnocentric definitions do not
preclude good fieldwork, for both Evans-Pritchard and Bohannan, both
of whom adopt 'narrow' definitions, streas the need for a 'folk'
perspective, ....rhf.ch they provide in their own ethnographies.

Examples of cases brought to the Appeal Court in wbich the validity
of the union was &."1 issue include Dhlamini v. Mcunu (R37 ,1930),
Ngema v. Ndhlela (R5,1939); eele & Cele v. Radebe (R30,1939);
I~Ryisa v. Ntombela (R69,1939) (Prentice-Hall Law Reports,1930,1939)

CHAPTER 5.

1. Some clarification of the term 'religious' is called for, since it is
used at times in contemporary social science in an 'inclusivist'
sense, i.e. to include ideologies of a secular nature ('Beliefs and
Religion';5-28). For present purpo~es, Brl 'exclusivist' definition
is adopted, meaning that a relationship with the supen1atural is
sine 9ua non. Although not strictly speaking 'religious' certain
secular activities which are an integral accompaniment to the ritual ·
events are of necessity included, in particular the feasting or, in
modern parlance, the reception.

2. However; the Catholic church itself appears to distinguish between the
purely 'religious' and ·the •legal' (in terms of Canon Law) aspects,
for although the presence of a ~nister is not necessary to confer
the sacrament, which the couple confer on each other, his presence is
required for the recognition of a marriage in the eyes of the church.

3. Many of the customary unions would include 'Christian' in terms of
separatist church, unions, for ,the majority of ministers of these
churches are not officially constituted marriage officers •..

4. According to Sibiya (1981:241), amongst the Mkhwanazi it was traditionally
the slaughter of the goat which prepared the bride ritu.ally for her
departure, and the killing of the inkomo ;yokuncama, or in.lcomo yokucola
which occurred afterwards, was 'ofi thout any ritual significance.

5. Krige (1936:294) describes the umhlwehlwe as 'the network of adipose
tissue covering the viscera and forming part of the peritoneum'. If
kept, pieces may be cut from it and burnt with imphepho when sacrificing
to the ancestors; if a child is sick, for example, it would be swung
back and forth over the fire on which these substances were being burnt.
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6. The rules regulating the division of meat are complex, and may vary
from one geographical area to another.

7. At all the weddings observed, and upon which descriptions are based,
ceremonies had taken place in t he morning, presumably to allow the
rest of the day, and usually the weekend, free for the reception at
the bride's home, the 'photo taking, umabo presentation etc; all these
events may even occur on the same day.

8. Services were attending in the following churches:- Anglican, Lutheran,
Methodist, Roman CatQolic and United Congregational Churches.

9. 'Good News Bible', p.291.

10. If t he bride is illegitimate her mother's brother officiates.

11. Actual speeches made at weddings (translated)

12. At t he wedding at which over forty persons received umabo the father and
mother of the groom actually received a bed and mattress as well as
the usual cansi and blanket etc.

13. Gloria's itemised expenditure reads as follows: Zu~u beer - RlO; 8
beer - R7,60; 18 Coke - R9,50; 2 Mayonnaise - R2,90; 2 peaches (tins)
Rl,40; 2 Beetroot (jars) FJ.,68; 4 jellies RO,60; 2 Cooking oil R2,40;
1 box tomatoes R3,40; 2 cabbages RO,70; 2 doz bm1anas Rl,60; oranges
and apples Rl,OO; 1 bag potatoes Rl,50; 10 kilogram rice RS,90; 2
chicken R7,00; Beef RlO,OO; Wedding cake R45,OO; Cakes RlO,45;
Wedding dress (hire) R35,OO; laundry RlO,OO; 2 pair gloves R6,58;
1 paid men's gloves m,59; 2 flowers Rl,18; 3 flowers Ra,7P;
1 handflower R5,99; 1 veil R3,OO; 1 kneef'Lowez- (garter) R2,45;
Car (hire) R30,00.

14. Any more than the 'meaning' of confetti, old shoes etc. are part of
white 'conscious models' about marriage.

15. Although, reading her own symbolism into the cake, one woman had
deliberately chosen a round, rather than a square, cake, for her
daughter, because a round one had no end, and a square cake with
corners might bring tiffs.

16. I am not aware of any connection between the bride's cutting the cake
and her virginity in western marria.ge ritual; however, a non-black
guest at one black wedding I attended commented that the bride should
not have been cutting the cake because she was not a virgin.

17. Apart from Separatist churches, such as described in connection with
the Shembe wedding - although some informants maintained that stomach
piercing is still carried out, in country areas, by Christians; it
may also be done covertly in urban areas.

18. This animal should ideally be slaughtered at puberty; it is connected
with the girl's future fertility.

19. Ngubane mentions that it is slaughtered by the negotiator, the groom's
mother's brother; at Dora's wedding, it was the umkhongi who was
expected to slaughter the beast.
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20.

21.

22.

See Chapter 4.

This particular question, i.e. what actually constitutes a 'proper'
marriage is extremely difficult to put to a cross-section (in terms
of education and command of English) of infonnants without fluency
in the vernacular.

For eY..ample,a class of high school girls expressed strong feelings
that personal committment was more important than legalisation cere
monies, pointing out to me the ease of divorce.

CHAPrER 6

The question of the ambiguity surrounding the question of when the
bride should move to her new home is discussed in Chapter 5.

Although some infonnants claimed to eat meat 'secretly' before indla
kudla had been killed.

Other factors promoting tension are the lack of a clear-cut authority
structure as in the patriarchal home of the past if there is no senior
male head, and contemporarJ fluidity surrounding the definitions of
male and female roles, which factors will be discussed in more detail
in the following chapter.

Population of Kwa }~shu in 1911 was given as 145 000, but estimated
then to be 25% higher (Race Relations Survey,1911:418) ro1d tllat of
Umlazi,in 1913, as 250 000 (l1aasdorp and Humphreys,1915).

5.

6.

8.

9.

11.

12.

'The Daily News', 1 September, 198;.

'The Daily News', 14 November, 1984.

Defined in terms of Sec.29 of y~e Act.

The Appeal Court ruled that Mrs Khomani was entitled to live in
an Urban Area in terms of 8ec.10(1)(c) of the Black (Urban Areas)
Consolidation Act. (Survey of Race Relations,1980:304)

l1inutes of the Community Council meeting, VU' Dube personal communication.,. .

The proviso about available accommodation now applies to the granting
of such rights in the first place, accozddng' to reports on the Minister's
comments following on the Rikhoto jUdgment lsee Survey of Race Relations,
1981:231 and 'The Rikhoto JUdgment', 'Sunday Tribune', 5 June, 1983)

When recruiting workers for the Durban area preference is given to
persons fl~m the areas Umzinto to Tuge1a~_ and the chances of persons
outside those areas of returning to Durban would be bleak indeed,
particularly if they were citizens of independent homelands.

A man must be married to apply for a house. Unmarried, divorced or
widowed women may rent or purchase houses in their own names subject,
in areas which do not fall- within Kwa Zulu, to the provisions of the
Natal Code.
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CHAPrER 6 contd.

14.

16.

Mr Bourquin , Chief Director, Port Natal Administration Board, quoted
in Survey of Race Relations,1977:394.

Although soci8J. workers dealing with other 'racial' groups (whites,
coloured) link incest to overcrowded conditions, it is impossible to
assess whether it is in fact more prevalent under these conditions
because social workers generally have more dealings with persons in
lower socio-economic groups who tend to live under these circumstances
than with persons with more living space.

The superintendent at Glebe, Hr Brown, advised that an architect was
being consulted with a view to 'upgrading' the accommodation for
visiting wives.

One church worker described the food eaten by women in rural areas
as being undercooked to save on firewood and water, and mentioned
meeting women ~~d children who 'drink water and sleep' if there is
no food.

See, e.g. newspaper report 'Winter's tale with familiar scenario',
'Southern Cross', 5JtL~e,1983.

CHAPl'ER 7

:B-J t "his term I mean what has been described by anthropologists as
'African' marriage (e.g. Radcliffe-Brown,1950; Phillips and l''1orris,
1971), which is characterised by its involving two families rather
than two individuals, polygamy, payment of g~ods/services etc.
Berglund uses the term 'fertility-oriented' (1975) to characterise
this type of marriage. As an 'ideal 't3":pe' it is distinctly different
to 'modern' marriage, with its stress on individuality, partnership,
monogamy etc.

As Yorburg (1973:60) notes, close relationships within the wider
extended Y~n group generally di~courage a love relationship be~~een

husb~~ and wife. Vil~cazi, e.g. (1962:27) notes the case of a woman
who was loved by her husband being accused of witchcraft.

Although it does seem that some emphasis on companionship was occD~ring

earlier amongst the upper stra~um, e.g. Stone (1974:187) mentions the
growth of Puritanism in the 17th pentury as putting more stress on
this aspect.

'Communication' has become~ catchword of corrbemporary interpersonal
relationships, and in South Africa church-based movements of an
American origin, such as 'l1arriage Encounter', which promote improved
communication between partners, have become relatively popular amongst
whites, but appear to attract only a small number of follm'lers amongst
blackS, some of whom consider that it makes men 'soft'.

Particularly during the last 15 years, since the famous 'Masters and
Johnson' investigation into sexual fUnctioning, sexual 'problems'
have achieved a great deal of prominence in the popular press, and
have provided good business for the publishers of sex manuals, and
the burgeoning population of 'sex therapists' (or 'sexologists')
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6.

8.

It is customary not to-buy any clothes for the baby until after the
birth.

Initially after their marriage William had hidden Bongi's contraceptive
pills, wanting her to bear a child as soon as possible.

Since the research was geared tm1ards a broad overview of those cultural
and sociological variables which affect marriage I did not collect the
sort of at~tative data necessary for the type of mi~ro-level ~~alysis .
of roles -in marriage ,undertaken by anthropologists such as Oppong and
van der Vliet, whose focus of research was far nar-rower- than mine.
Oppong, e.g. through obtaining information about exactly how often
husbands had performed different types of chores (question 9, p.164)
was able to construct a 'chore participation score'

Theoretically, men who are partners to a cuetomary uni.on may, in terms
of the Natal Code, claim their wives' earnings (see Chapter 4)

10. Here again I lack quantative data to assess the extent of 'openness',
as referring to different networks of husband and "rife, and 'closure',
which refers to overlapping networks, of conjugal roles (Bott,1957).

11. This question is taken from Komarovsky,1967.

12. Smoking, drinking, wearing bright make-up and slacks is frowned on
for women generally, but more so if the woman is married. William,
e.g. found it acceptable for his unmarried sister to wear slacks,
but Bongi would definitely not be permitted to do so.

13. These problems were verbalised in a variety of settings, without
any attempts to elicit this type of information having been maje;
i.e. my emphasis does not stem from a social work perspective.

14. As in white marriages a variety of marital problems are experienced
by blacks, ranging from those which are predominantly 'psychological',
such as personality disorders, to those which are predominantly t socio
logical' such as separation, poverty etc. How couples define problems
is obviously relative to their expectations of marriage.

15. This fact is attested to by individual women and men, not only by social
workers, marriage counsellors and court officials.

or

16. See, e.g. 'Drink is ruining black families', 'Daily News', 2 July,1982.
17. As when used to help overcome feelings of inadequacy by,e.g.passive husbands.
18. See, e.g. the debate between Robert Ardrey and Konrad Lorenz, on the

one hand, and the contributors to the volume '11an and Aggression'
(Hontagu,ed.1968 ) This volume contains some summaries of anthropological
evidence about societies with low levels of violence.

19.. Unlike the author I do not consider this study, or others of a similar
nature, 'representative'.

20. Obviously personalities are important, for I have also encountered
cases where a man's reaction to being deceived by his wife is more
passive (and women certainly do sometimes deceive their husbands) •.
However, the norm remains.



21.

22.

23.

White clients in marriage counselling fairly regularly cited
'irrational' explanations for their problems, especially in referring
to influences .of an astrological nature.

Infonmu1ts were often guarded in their responses on this topic,
and probablv in t he majority of cases did not know the actual names
of medicine~, how they worked etc., for they would normally consult
a specialist (e.g. a herbalist) on such matters.

Another version, circulating several years ago, had involved a
black woman and an Indian man, and this particular rumour had spread
at a time whenthe~ had been competition between Indian and black
taxi operators.

CHA.PrER 8

The primary source of information was Fr Langlois, a member of the
local 11arriage Tribunal.

'Daily News' 11 November 1983 and other reports in tl1at newspaper.

~lere is at present draft legislation aimed at making divorce more
difficult to obtain (':Daily News', 7 June, 1984)

4.

6.

8.

10.

11.

12.

Of the 25 men and women of different backgrounds asked about their
personal attitudes towards divorce, all agreed that it was a bad
thing, to be avoided at all costs if possible. All Except one felt,
however, that it was sometimes inevitable, and the one man who was
against it altogether felt that one should 'carry one's bedding no
matter how heavy'.

These attitudes contrast to those of many whites, who prefer to keep
their own families of procreation out of their marital problems. Clients
at FAMSA would sometimes explain that they had come to the agency be
cause they wanted an 'objective' view, which their families would not
be able to give.

This same lawyer went so far as to allege collusion having occurred
between magistrates. and husbands t lawyers in this matter.

I

The Transkeian government has recently removed divorcee's rights to
maintenance, and the Prime Hinister is quoted as saying that 'Maintenance
payments were "only for Westerners •••••We prefer the 10bola system, which
gives a woman all the security she needs~ ••• ' ('Sunday Tribune', 11
September, 1983).

I must stress that this number is not an official statistic; I asked
the clerk of the court if I might peruse all records of dissolutions for
that period, and was handed that number of cases, plus two others which
did not end in dissolution.

Mr Viljoen, personal communication.

This information was made available to me by the Department of Co-operation
and Development in Pietermaritzburg at the beginning of research in 19800

Data obtained from the Department of Statistics.

In the case of statutory divorce, 'irretrivable breakdown' is considered
to have occurred if a year has elansed l'l;"""O +l,.._ - -



CHAPTER 8 contd.

13.

14.

15.

16.

I must stress again that I am not concerned with personality factors,
and partners falling in love with .other men/women per se.

Strictly speaking, of course, from a 'folk' perspective no new 'marriage'
takes place according to indigenous culture.

If the marriage is a polygamous one t he rules for inheritance of sons
of different 'houses' are set dovrn ·in the Codes. A son may also be
excluded by Will, with good reason.

See Simons, 1968 and the court cases cited in Chapter 4, footnote 12,
p.160.

,
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APPENDIX A

Fomat of interview guidelauestionnaire

Identifying particulars

Name•••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••

Where were you born; it born in the country how long have ,you been in town,

and where do you consider 'your homei••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Cultural group (e.g. Zulu, Xhosa etc) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Age •••• ••••••••••

F.ci.ucation•• •.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • •••Occupation ••••••••.•••••••••••••.•••••••

Religion, and whether.p~tisingor not•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Children, if any; number and age ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Marital state 'and, if married, whether Church/court/customary union ••••••••••

Vas i10bo10 paid? •••••••••••••••••••••••

iLOBOLO: Do you think it is a good thing/not a good thing, and why? ••••••

•••• •••••••••••••••••••Why is/Was i10OOlo paid? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••

2. MARRIAGE llU'Lm: Which people (into which clans) are you not perm!tted to

marry, and why not? •••••••••••••••'What do you know about izithakazelo? ••

•••• •••••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••••

CHOICE OF PARTNER: Should your husband/wife be

same religion (important/not impo~tant) •••••••••••••••••
...

same cultural group" "

more educated/less educated/same education••••••••••••• u •

• ••••••••••••••••"

older/younger than you (important/not important) •••••••••••

town/country background

Would you marry a man./womanof whom your parents did not approve? ••••••••

4. TYPE OF MARRIAGE: What do you think a.bout a man having more than one wife?

••••• • ••••• • .Which is better, and why: A church or court wedding, or umshade

1polisa? •••••••'••••••• Would you enter into an neDa union; do you know

anyone who has done BO? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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What is the most important part of the marriage ceremony (e.g. the

church ceremony-, the vows, infG:rmiDg the ancestors,etc?~•••••••••••••••

5. RESIDENCE: Is it important to live with the husband's familyatter

marriage? ••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • •

6. QUALITIES HUSBAND/WIFE: Describe a good husband••••••••••••••••Describe

a good wife••••••••••.•••••••••••• e ·a ••••••••••••••••••••••• e o••••••••••••

May a. wife (i) smoke••••••••••drink••••••••••••wear slacks•••••••••wear

make up••••••••• leave her head uncovered••••••••••••••••Work••••••••••••

7. ROLES: Should a husband and wife have some shared social activities? ••••

•••••••••Who should make important decisions in the home? ••••••••••••••••

Is it O.K. for a husband to help his wife around the home? ••••••••••••••

Who should handle the family finances? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

8. ATTITUDES TO MARRIAGE: How does marriage change a man's/woman's life? •••

•• •.••••••••• •Is marriage a good thing, and why Ylhy do people

marry7••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

90 DIVORCE: What do you think about divorce? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
q.:

What do you think are the main problems in black marriage? •••••••••••••••
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APPIDIDIX .:B

Table 1: Ages of men at marriage in Durban magesterial district. 1980/1

Age groups

1980

Number, percentages

1981
Number percentages

15 - 19

20 - 24 52 8,35 27 7,26

25 - 29 171 27,45 108 29,03

30 - 34 144 23,1l 98 26,34

35 - 39 86 13,81 54 14,52

40 - 44 66 10,59 28 7,52

45 - 49 42 6,74 21 5,65

50 - 54 26 4,17 18 4,84

55 - 59 16 2,57 II 2,96

60 - 64 9 ;1,45 4 1,08

65 - 69 8 1,28 1 0,27

70 - 74 1 ! 0,16 1 0,2i'"
75 - 79 2 0,32

80 - 85 - 1 0,26-

623 100,00 372 100,00

• Discrepancy due ' to not having used third decimal place
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APPENDIX :B

Table of Ages of women at marriage in Durban JDaBesterial distrigt,1980/l

1980 1981

Age groups Number percentages Number percentages

15 - 19 13 2,09 .? 2,15

20 - 24 167 26,81 74 19,89

25 - 29 185 29,70 133 35,75

30 - 34 120 19,26 73 19,62

35 - 39 54 8,67 37 9,95

40 - 44 39 6,26 27 7,26

45 - 49 25 4,01 12 3,23

50 - 54 9 1,44 6 1,61

55 - 59 6 0,96 1 0,27

60 - 64 4 .:0,64 1 0,27

65 - 69 1 0,16

70 - 74 -
75 - 79

,-
80 - 84

623 100,00 372 100,00
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